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LUDORIUM - gamesdatabase.at
How to use our data base LUDORIUM to find more games!
The navigation menu is available in German, English,
French, Italian and Czech.
All data in the database are based on copies in the archive
of the Austrian Games Museum. All facts have been taken
directly from the game and were checked again. All these
games are physically existing and available from the archive of the Games Museum.
We would like to assist you to find the right game for you
and your group and have therefore linked several parameters to the games. Up to now not all games have been
linked to all parameters, we are permanently working on
updating older games.
Currently our database offers more than 28.000 texts and
over 20.000 images. The majority of those come from
the articles in our monthly publication WIN The Games
Journal.
Our menu system currently is available in 5 languages:
German, English, French, Italian and Czech. The texts are
currently mostly in German and English, we are working on
offering them in additional languages, too.

Österreichisches Spiele
Museum becomes
Sammlung de Cassan!

Besides letters many languages contain special characters.
In case your keyboard cannot print them, here’s the
solution:
For „Österreich“ type in only „sterreich“ or „_sterreich
For Gygés“ type in only „Gyg“ oder „Gyg_s“!
Parts of any term are valid search entries, too!
„_“ replaces any special character!

Dagmar de Cassan, Editor-in-Chief

The 33nd edition of our Games Compendiium
is again full of content and most informative,
we can present 742 games from 106 publishers
worldwide, of course we publish again in a German and an English edition.
It is also the 11th time that our Games Compendium is published for Spiel in Essen, adapted to
modern times as a PDF edition, free for download
for all!

SEARCHING: Already with SEARCH you have many options
to find the game of your choice:
SEARCH FOR A GAME OR AUTHOR (There you can enter
the complete term or only part of it, which will yield more
results):
TITLE OF THE GAME
PUBLISHER
PERSON (Author, Artist, Editor)

RESULT OF THE SEARCH
Back to SEARCH
Last page
One game forward
One game back
Next page

SEARCH ON RECOMMENDATIONS (this information has
only been entered for some of the latest years)
GROUP – ALL, KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
PREFERENCES – ALL, RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY,
CREATIVE, KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION,
INTERACTION, DEXTERITY, ACTION

BOXES ACTIVE AND VALID FOR ENTERING A NEW SEARCH:
GROUP – KIDS, FAMILY, FRIENDS, EXPERTS
(Lists only games for the chosen target group within the
selected year)

FOR PLAYERS (more criteria for your selection)
NUMBER OF PLAYERS
ABOVE AGE
RULE LANGUAGE
CATEGORY (our classic classification)

AWARD WINNER - Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spiele Preis,
Spiel des Jahes
(Lists only games with such an award in the selected year)

PUBLISHED OR AWARD WINNER IN THE YEAR
YEAR – ALL or 2001 to 1979
HONORS – Spiel der Spiele, Deutscher Spielepreis, Spiel des
Jahres (Note the year)
PUBLISHED – Nuremberg or Essen (Note the year)
LAYOUT
SHORT INFO – WITH, WITHOUT (WITH means the short info
is shown instantly)
SORTING (In case of marking year current games are
shown before older ones)
„Game title“, „Publisher + game title“, „Year + publisher +
game title“, „publisher + year + game title“, „recently added
to the Museum“
ALTERNATE LISTING OF PUBLISHERS
This enables you to access a game directly without
searching.
Please note, especially when entering criteria: The more
you enter the fewer results the system will yield, please
remember when making your selection.

PUBLISHED – ESSEN, NUREMBERG
(Lists only games from Essen or Nuremberg within the
selected year)

SIZE OF GROUP – ALL, SINGLE PLAYER; TWO PLAYERS,
MANY PLAYERS
(Lists the games with the chosen group size within the
selected year)
PREFERENCES – RANDOM, TACTIC, STRATEGY, CREATIVE,
KNOWLEDGE, MEMORY, COMMUNICATION, INTERACTION,
DEXTERITY, ACTION
(Lists all games fitting the chosen preference within the
selected year)
TEXTS
(Lists texts – short – middle – long- extra – in the language
stated)
LINKS
(Lists active links to a publisher or other internet sites)
IMAGES
(Shows additional images of the game)
We hope that you will find your game within our system.
Please help us to improve and let us know your comments
or suggestions at: office@spielen.at

We provide information on games also on the
web, you can look for games in the data base of
the Games Museum, you will find images and
text.
Info http://www.spieledatenbank.at and www.
ludorium.at
Besides this yearly announcement, I have very
important news to tell: Österreichisches Spiele
Museum has found a new home. The complete
content of the museum will go - via the Institute
für Ludologie - to the Spielewelt, concept that is
currently being established at Residenzschlosss
Altenburg in Thüringen and will, under the name
of Sammlung de Cassan, together with the
collection of playing cards and the playing card
museum already established there, form the biggest International Games Museum, in a town that
is home to a tradition of 500 years of playing card
production.
This collection and the planned establishing of
an Altenburg branch of the Berlin Institute for
Ludologie, therefore form a solid scientific and
museal foundation for the future World of Games
conceived and planned for the Residenzschloss.
We will still do more than publishing a Games
Compendium and a monthly Magazin, WIN: We
are Gesellschaft „ spielen.at“ zur Förderung
der Spielekultur in Österreich (e.V.). Visit us
Info: http://www.spielen.at

When you have made your entries, simply press the
SEARCH button!
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
Our Austrian Games Award 2019

STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can help you to find the game
that best suits your tastes. The color accompanying each game title represents the
User Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number of players.
The Bar in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to 10 Features of a game.

Forbidden Sky
Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

10

USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the head line)
Children: Games for children an educational games. Adults can play in a guiding
function.
Families: Children and parents play together, all have the same chance to win and
have fun.
Friends: Young people and adults play together as equals
Experts: Games with special demands on rules and playing time. Especially for
game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Families and Friends: Children who love
to play can be ahead of their peers! Please note that our target group “families” does
not imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore, our user groups can
overlap. The choice of suitable games always depends on your playing partners and
your fun with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of
players are marked with an icon.

You need to cooperate to build an emergency electric circuit
and close it. As an adventurer with special ability you have
four actions in a turn, and can do the same one several times.
Options are: 1. Move adventurer. 2. Explore - reveal and take
tile, maximum 3 in your display. 3. Discover - put tile from your
display next to your adventurer, continuing cable lines, maybe
place components or lightning rod. 4. Place or remove cable between two components, beginning at your adventurer. Then
you draw weather cards according to the current wind strength;
adventurers can be affected; if a health marker reaches the skull
case, the game is lost.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes
Cooperative placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player. We have listed
10 features players note when deciding on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in a game he will enjoy the game.
The color code marks the dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted preference.
No colored boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance: The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of random generator
Tactics: Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on one move
Strategy: Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several moves
Creativity: The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other creative efforts
Knowledge: Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory: Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication: Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction: Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity: Motor skills
Action: Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or are included in the game, often even more translations can be found
on the web
In-game text: A YES marks a game with language-dependent components that cannot be played without translation or knowledge of the language
IMPRESSUM
Spiel für Spiel 2020 * Spiele Handbuch * ISBN 978-3-900739-18-8
Erscheint jährlich seit 1988. Die deutsche und englische Ausgabe
erscheint zur SPIEL `19 in Essen am 22. Oktober 2019. Alle Angaben
bezüglich empfohlenes Alter und Spieleranzahl in den Spielebeschreiungen entsprechen dem Stand zum Erscheinungsdatum. Wir möchten
darauf hinweisen, dass wir bei unseren Beschreibungen mit dem Wort
“Spieler”auch alle anderen möglichen Geschlechter ansprechen wollen.
Verkaufspreis: weltweiter kostenloser PDF-Download
Limited gedruckte Edition nur in Essen erhältlich
Anfragen zum Spielehandbuch richten Sie bitte per Email an:
office@spielen.at, mehr Spiele: http://www.spieledatenbank.at
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Medieninhaber: Verein Österreichisches Spiele Museum (e.V.)
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielemuseum.at.
Das Österreichische Spiele Museum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein, der
sich zur Aufgabe gesetzt hat, das zeitgenössische Spiel zu dokumentieren und zu kommunizieren. (Archivstand: mehr als 30.000 Spiele)

Redaktion: Alle Texte von Chefredakteurin Dagmar de Cassan.
Kontrollredaktion: Maria Schranz. Titelgrafik und Layout: KlemensFranz. Bildbearbeitung: Walter Schranz. Satz und Endredaktion:
Bernhard Czermak.
Koordination der Arbeiten: Gesellschaft„spielen.at (e.V.)“
(tätig durch viele ehrenamtliche Mitarbeiter), http://www.spielen.at

Hersteller und Verleger: Verein Spielezentrum (e.V.)
Obfrau Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de Cassan, 2285 Leopoldsdorf,
Raasdorferstrasse 28, Österreich, http://www.spielezentrum.at.
Das Spielezentrum ist ein gemeinnütziger Verein mit der Aufgabe, die
Verbreitung der Idee des Spielens im Familienkreis durch Veranstaltungen und Publikationen zu fördern.

Copyright: Dieses Buch enthält urheberrechtlich geschützte Teile, ohne
schriftliche Bewilligung aller Inhaber dieser Rechte ist die Vervielfältigung, Mikroverfilmung und die Einspeicherung und Verarbeitung in
elektronischen Medien sowie jede Art von Verwertung verboten. Das
Bildmaterial wurde uns von den Spieleverlagen zur Verfügung gestellt.
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#mylife
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Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Perepau Llistosella
Publisher: Piatnik

3 Secrets Crime Time

4

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Pierluca Zizzi
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Card game about your life plan! You begin as a baby and six
events of early years, select an event - taking note of age and
parameters for playing the card - and win Experience according
card symbols - Happiness, Wealth, Wisdom, Health, Victory
points or Love, but also Stress and Serenity - and hand on your
remaining cards. The selected event is sorted into your timeline
- active or inactive or for later activating - and you check for
achieved life goals. After five rounds you are dealt new events,
now also for later years, and win after ten rounds with most
points from active events and achieved goals.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

What’s happening among the animals on the table? The game
master drops 10 to 15 random animals on the table; if he has
more or less, you score a point if you notice. Then all close their
eyes; the game master draws an action card and resolves the
action - adding the depicted animal or hiding it or move it or
swap two animals. Then he names the action and all players look
and guess the involved type of animal(s). Who guesses correctly,
scores a point; if nobody guesses correctly, the game master
scores a point. Variant for ages 4+: Without action cards; players
move an animal in turn, the other players guess.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu sk * In-game text: no

As a detective you travel across time with supercomputer HAL
and solve puzzles; one player is HAL and helps. Within 15 minutes, five per secret that is, all three secrets must be uncovered,
play in cooperative mode is simultaneously. A card featuring
the main character and one element for each case is drawn. The
detective may only speak when asked and may only answer
“yes”, “no”, “not quite” and “this is irrelevant”. He has one clue per
secret which he can tell anytime. This halves the remaining time
for the secret. Competitive play in teams is possible; HAL assists
both teams. A free App is available for download, but you can
play without it.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Card game on life goals for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Observation game for 2-8 players, ages 4/6+

Cooperative deduction for 2-8 players, ages 14+

3D Labyrinth

4½ Minuten

Designers: Michael Feldkötter, Max J. Kobbert
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Joachim Reif
Publisher: moses. Verlag

7

4 gewinnt

8

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Pre-arranged towers are put into the board; you hold a secret
magic card, an open rune card and treasure cards. In your turn,
your first slide a tower into a row and then move your wizard
towards your first treasure, on an uninterrupted path and with
maximum one level height difference between towers you
enter. With a magic card you can, once in your turn, step up or
down any height difference. If you enter the rune case for the
first time, you turn over your rune card, the task is completed. If
you enter the rune case again, you receive a magic card. If you
have reached all your treasures and are back on your starting
case first, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Mau Mau with a time limit - in 4½ minutes, 95 cards should be
played into the middle. All reveal their row of four cards and
then in turn must play a card on one of two discard piles corresponding to color or number of the previous card, or a special
card for It’s your turn, Change of direction, Draw two cards, Stack
closed or Color change - and draw a card, up to maximum four.
If you cannot or want not play a card, you set your display aside.
After 4½ minutes, cards in the draw pile and in displays score -1
point each, set-aside cards -2 penalty each. After three rounds
you check your achievement against the list in the rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The classic game that keeps changing again and again - the
game is now again published under its old name „4 gewinnt“
and shows the old familiar colors of red, yellow and blue. You
have a set of pieces in your color - red or yellow - and alternate
with your opponent to place one piece into the 6x7 vertical wall,
which is blue in this edition. If you are first to place four of your
pieces in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is
again the simple original version, no pushing out of pieces, no
simultaneous playing but only clever inserting of pieces!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Sliding and moving game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+

4 gewinnt Action

4 gewinnt! Kartenspiel

8

Publisher: Hasbro

4 gewinnt kompakt

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

6

For in a Row is still the condition to be met for winning, but this
time you need agility, dexterity and speed. There are no discs,
but balls, which you need to get into a row of four by letting
them jump und rebound from the table. Both players try simultaneously to let the balls hit the table and rebound into one of
the channels on the game unit which leads the ball into one of
the columns in the vertical grid. Whoever has four balls first in a
vertical, horizontal or diagonal row, wins the game. Afterwards,
the grid works as a store box.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Row formation with tiles. Each player holds two mission cards,
the Connect 4 tiles are stacked face down, one is turned up for a
starting tile. The active player reveals the top tile and puts it next
to another tile into the display, with at least one edge touching,
and trying to form a pattern from one of his mission cards - four
dots of one color in a row, or four dots of one color in a square
or in an L-shaped formation. If you manage this, you draw a new
card. You win if you are first to complete four missions. Some
tiles show power dots for actions - rotating a tile or removing a
tile or putting a tile on top of another or a color joker dot.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The classic game, now also for taking along, coming under the
original name “4 gewinnt” and with the original, familiar colors
of blue, red and yellow, promising fun everywhere you go. You
have a set of pieces in your color - red or yellow - and alternate
with your opponent to place one piece into the 6x7 vertical wall,
which is blue in this edition. If you are first to place four of your
pieces in a horizontal, vertical or diagonal row, you win. This is
again the simple original version, no pushing out of pieces, no
simultaneous playing but only clever inserting of pieces!
Compact travel edition. Series SPASS ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 8+

Row formation for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2 players, ages 6+
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5 Minute Dungeon Der Fluch des Overlords

5er Finden

Designer: Reid Connor
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Jürgen P. K. Grunau
Publisher: Haba

8

6 nimmt! 25 Jahre

7

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Heroes have exactly five minutes to cross one of five dungeons.
A Boss Board is laid out, Quest and Dungeon cards for opponents are revealed one by one and defeated by playing suitable
symbols or action cards or using special abilities of heroes. All
play simultaneously and draw replacement cards. If all players
are out of cards or time has run out or opponents cannot be
defeated because nobody has suitable cards on hand anymore,
all players lose together. To win, all five bosses must be defeated.
Der Fluch des Overlords introduces new boss cards, Druidin and
Schamane for new heroes and artifacts for powerful tools. Now
for six players.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Every player has a board showing colored squares with symbols
in a 10x10 grid. For a round, you roll five dice - the result determines the FIVEs template for the round; it can, however, have
only two identical symbols, or you must roll again. Then you look
for FIVEs arrangements on your board - corresponding to the
template and being connected orthogonally - and circle them.
FIVEsr found in further rounds may not overlap previous ones
and you may circle maximum five FIVEs, image and mirror image
are considered to be one and you can only circle one of them.
In Round 5, alle FIVEs score double. The game includes a puzzle
version and a solo version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Anniversary edition for an evergreen! Rules of the core game
apply: You put down cards and want to collect the fewest possible oxen. You play a card and then put it, in ascending order
of card values played, into the row out of four with the lowest
difference to your card. If you put the 6th card into a row, you
take the five cards there, depicted oxen on them are penalty
points. New are 28 special cards for use with the basic rules - 4
each of Stopp, Relocate, Intersect, Replace, minus = plus, 5th row
and 7 nimmt! Before placing your card in a row, you can use one
of your three special cards. After two rounds you win with fewest
penalty points.
Version: de * Rules: de pl ru * In-game text: no

Expansion for the real-time adventure for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Finding shapes for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

6 nimmt! Brettspiel

12 Thieves

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Thorsten Gimmler
Publisher: Queen Games

8

13 Indizien

8

Designer: Andrés J. Voicu
Publisher: Game Factory

Oxen heads gone game board! And in four versions, too! You
hold twelve of the number tiles 1-100 behind your screen, four
tiles being a row on the board. As known from the card game,
you select and place a tile. Covering a special case triggers its
effect- take a row, take + or - points for oxen on the tile placed or
depicted on the case, or play two tiles. After 24 or all tiles have
been played, depending on the number of players, you win with
most points. In the expert version you play with action cards,
stop tiles and new special cases; in both variants you can add
Good Luck cards that can be used before you place a tile.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Guardians versus thieves, and treasures in the palaces. Palaces
with treasure chests are on display. You hold palace cards and
place your guards next to the palaces. Then you play palace
cards and either place one of your thieves from the board into
a place or relocate one of your guards or relocate one of your
guards + one of your thieves or a neutral guard. This you can
repeat as often as you have cards to play for it. To steal a treasure,
you need as many of your own thieves in the palace as indicated
on the top chest; you take the chest and all your thieves. Whoever is first to own the necessary number of chests, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

1899 London is shaken by heinous crimes – each player is a
detective and is assigned a case and must identify the clues for
his case. You are dealt five cards according to a given procedure
and choose one person, one weapon and a location and hand
those cards, in a holder, to your neighbor. He must not see the
card, but all other players must be able to see them. Then you
spend magnifying glasses fr actions, in any order and also one
action several times: Question witness on the number of cards
seen in one category – man/woman, outside/inside, up close/
ranged weapon – card color – or contact a secret informer or
make an accusation.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Number placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 10+

15 Men

20 Questions

Designers: Emanuele Briano, Alessandro Ciceri
Publisher: Pendragon Game Studio / Asmodee

Publisher: Piatnik

5211

8

Designer: Tsuyoshi Hashiguchi
Publisher: Next Move Games / Pegasus Spiele

8

Intrigues in the rivalry for a ship and her treasures; captain with
his guards and faithful sailors vs the mutineers. The affiliation of
a player is secret, the captain is known. 15 pirates are displayed
and you know their general abilities. You bid with your own
colored coins on pirates and can check the one you bid for and
his neighbors. When all coins have been bid, a shootout follows
- each pirate shoots a bullet at an adjacent card; special abilities
come into play, they can give greater range or a free kill. After
the shootout, the team with most victory points wins control
over ship and treasure.
Version: multi * Rules: de en hu it * In-game text: yes

Each card lists twenty hints, clues or bits of information as well
as the answer; this can be a person, a location, a year or an item.
The guesser names a number. The reader reads him the corresponding clue and marks the question number on the board.
Now the guesser has one try to guess the term correctly. If he
does, the reader scores 1 point for each clue given, the guesser
scores 1 point for clues not needed, and both move their pieces
accordingly. Cards can also feature assignments for the player,
which mostly relate to piece movement. If you are first at the finish, you win. New edition of Querdenker with 300 revised cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl + many more * In-game text: yes

5-2-1-1! Not 5211! From 20 cards each in five colors, of values
1-6 in varying amounts and with Kododo marks on five cards,
a stack is created based on player numbers, you are dealt five
cards and play four cards in three turns - 2-1-1-, always with
replenishing to five cards. When then 4-5-6-7 Kodkodo cards
are on the table in case of 2-3-4-5 players, only those cards go
to the scoring piles. Otherwise, you put your cards in the overall
most-played color into the stack, unless too many were played
- 5-6-7-8 in case of 2-3-4-5 players. When the draw pile is empty,
you add up card values in your scoring pile.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Bid and identity guessing for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Guessing game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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A Fistful of Penguins

Ab durch die Mauer

Designer: Jonathan Franklin
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Jürgen Adams
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Abra Kazam!

7

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Players are asked to catch animals for a zoo, each player starts
with six penguins and 10$. You take the number of dice for the
round and roll them; then you can either 1) cash them in for
money and tokens or 2) spend a penguin to roll a spare dice and
add it to your roll or 3) spend the dice showing penguins and
take more penguins. Steps 2) and 3) can be repeated as often
as you want. The final result earns you penguins and money depending on your final combinations of animals. After three such
rounds with 4, 5 and 6 starting dice to win with most money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Ghosts in the castle of Count Turnwall want to get into fancy
dress and look for suitable pieces of clothing. The active,
magnetic ghost has up to three magical moves, either three
identical ones or three different ones or two identical ones plus
one other - move ghost, move a floor slider, relocate a slider or
turn the board on the walls by 90°. When the ghost then stands
on clothing that you need, and only then, you may search one
of the four clothing decks for this piece. If you find it, you can
take it, each sort only once. If you are first to have your ghost
completely dressed up, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Play standing up! One set of small and big card each represents
identical sets of spells. Two of eight color sets are selected for a
game; take care! The red one is meant for experienced players!
The big cards are displayed, the small ones are stacked facedown. The active magician draws a small card and imitates the
depicted spell with his wand, so that the others can guess the
spell from the movement. When the correct card is guessed, the
active magician takes the small card; the correct guesser takes
the big one and must meet its challenge, either once immediately or until he guesses another card.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en it fr * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Magnetic search and memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Gesture and action game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Ach du Kacke!

Acrobatico

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Beleduc

4

Activity Club Edition Travel

4

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

In this game, dog poops need not be instantly removed but
are placed along a mat representing a meadow. At the start
you form eight plasticine poops and distribute five of them
randomly on the mat. The active player is blindfolded, another
player turns the spinner and the active, barefoot player goes
minimum that many steps along the mat, but always goes to the
end of the mat. There you remove the blindfold and memorize
the number of poops you stepped on. Then those poops are
reshaped and again randomly distributed. The spinner result can
also add or remove poops. When all have walked the mat once,
you win if you stepped into fewest poops.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Animals are acrobats in the arena, but search for their partners.
Three out of 25 animal cards are displayed openly and turned
over after 15 seconds. The starting player uses the spinners in
the board to replicate one of the three card performances. Then
his left neighbor turns up one card and hopes to find the correct
pair. If they succeed, they keep the card. If not, the next player
can try to turn up the correct card. If a wrong performance was
replicated, the left neighbor gets a card as his task was unsolvable. When all players have been spinner three times, you win
with most cards. Includes memo and domino variants.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

A special edition of Activity, for adults only. Topics are Love,
Togetherness, erptic and sex - 110 cards provide 6 terms each to
be drawn, explained or presented in a pantomime; the mode of
presentation is determined by dice roll. On each card one term
is printed in red; if this is chosen, not only the active team can
guess, but all players. When the term is guessed correctly, the
successful team takes the card. After eight rounds, the team with
most cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo and action game for 1 or more players, ages 4+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Creative communications game for 3-16 players, ages 18+

Activity Crime

Activity Hol den Horst!

Designer: Jürgen Heel
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Seven Towns
Publisher: Piatnik

Activity Original

16

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Pantomime in handcuffs! The presenter rolls the die and dons
the handcuffs - in front of the body, at the back of the body or
connecting his hand with that of another player. The presenter
draws a card, selects a term next to the dice result symbol and
enacts it, using pantomime and sound effects. If the term is a
phrase, a title or a name of several words, you may announce
this. Parts of combined words can be presented separately. Then
the term is guessed within a minute, both presenter and guesser
score a point. In case of a presenter duo, both presenters and the
guesser score. If you achieve a score of 20 points, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As usual, you cleverly present terms and guess them quickly, but
this time together with Horst, a 150 cm inflatable doll. In turn,
you are the presenter, take Horst and draw a card. Then you read
the hint and then enact the pantomime with Horst to explain
the term - Vampire, or Rodeo Riding or Shoe Salesperson or Pulling a Tooth - without sounds or speech and never without Horst.
Whoever guesses the term, takes the card. You repeat this until
time runs out. Now the other players score two points per card,
you as the presenter one point. When all have been presenter
four times, you win with most points. Includes a team version.
Version: de * Rules: de en hu pl ru * In-game text: yes

Many versions exist for this modern classic game. This one
reverts to the roots. More than 2500 new terms are offered and
the basic rule is amended with a new detail, which brings a bit
of tactics and even more interaction into the game. If a team has
solves a task and moves to a square already occupied by another
pawn, this pawn is moved back. So you can try to use card selection to beat your opponent. If the pawn moving back ends up
on an occupied square, nothing happens, and both pawns stay
on this square.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: yes

Pantomimic communication for 3-8 players, ages 12+

Creative communication game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Communication game for 3-16 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age

7

2020
Activity Solo & Team

Adventure Games Das Verlies

Adventure Games Die Monochrome AG

Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Phil Walker-Harding, Matthew Dunstan
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Phil Walker-Harding, Matthew Dunstan
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

A new edition of Activity, using the familiar standard
mechanisms – a term is described with words, by a drawing or
presented in a pantomime.
In the variant Activity Solo, you play on your own and explain the
term to all others; explainer and successful guesser score for correctly named terms. Whoever is in front at the end of the round,
after the 25 points mark has been crossed, wins. The version
Activity Team is played as usual; one team member explains the
term to his team, and only your own team scores for correctly
guessed terms.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

In analogy to PC adventure games, players work their way
cooperatively across rooms, have adventures and resolve tasks.
You select a character and receive health cards. The active player
moves into an open, discovered room and resolves an action
and can always hand over or swap adventure cards. New rooms
are discovered via texts in the adventure book. Actions are
researching location numbers (-> read text), or combining two
adventure cards or adventure card and location number. Instructions must be followed. After three chapters, you learn the end
of the story and the success level of your group. In this version
you need to escape from a dungeon.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In analogy to PC adventure games, players work their way
cooperatively across rooms, for adventures and solving tasks.
You select a character and take health cards. The active player
moves into an open, discovered room, does an action and can
always hand over or swap adventure cards. New rooms are discovered via texts in the adventure book. Actions are researching
location numbers (-> read text), or combining two adventure
cards or adventure card + location number. Instructions must
be followed. After three chapters, you learn the end of the story
and the success level of your group. In this version, we burgle a
Monochrome AG research facility.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Creative communication game for 3-10 players, ages 12+

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Adventure Games Die Vulkaninsel

Aftershock San Francisco & Venice

Age of Conan Adventures in Hyboria

Designers: Phil Walker-Harding, Matthew Dunstan
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Alan R. Moon, Bobby West
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: R. Di Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

In analogy to PC adventure games, players work their way
cooperatively across rooms, have adventures and resolve tasks.
You select a character and receive health cards. The active player
moves into an open, discovered room and resolves an action
and can always hand over or swap adventure cards. New rooms
are discovered via texts in the adventure book. Actions are
researching location numbers (-> read text), or combining two
adventure cards or adventure card and location number. Instructions must be followed. After three chapters, you learn the end
of the story and the success level of your group. In this version
you investigate incidents on a volcanic island.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

After severe earthquakes, cities need to be rebuilt in three
rounds. You select one city on the double-sided board and resolve four phases per round: 1. Acquire cards - you select, behind
your screen, cards from your eight cards, show them and pay
for them, other players can buy remaining cards and you keep
one unsold card. 2. Populate and Planning - you place meeples
on your planning board, plan bridges to build and locations of
aftershocks. 3. Resolution - Bridge building, placing of meeples
and houses, resolving of aftershocks. 4. Scoring - you select
regions to score on your planning board, followed by scoring.
Includes a two-player version.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

This expansion concentrates on the role of Conan. He evolves
from Warrior and Thief to Mercenary, General and King, his
abilities grow accordingly. This is documented on the Conan
Reference Board, with abilities of Strengths, Agility and Cunning,
which are all of importance when a story card is resolved. The
Mood Wheel represents the influence of Conan’s temper, he
becomes wiser as he grows in experience. If the end of the
experience track is reached, the game ends with a scoring of
majorities in adventure markers. In dice decision a new die is
added for each change of stature. Lots more details.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Cooperative adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Development and card management for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Age of Conan for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Agent Undercover 2

Agricola

Aladdin und die Wunderlampe

Designer: Alexander Ushan
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Publisher: Jumbo

4

Die Fortsetzung - Unmasking secret agents, this time two from
rivalling secret services, by up to 12 players at 17 new locations.
You use the rules of Agent Undercover. For a round, you are
either a secret agent or have a role suiting the location. Players
ask questions of each other - the secret agent wants to find
out his locations, the others to unmask the secret agent. After
the agreed time, all name a suspect - or one player alone at
any time - and, depending on the vote or correctness of the
suspicion, either the secret agent or the other players win and
score accordingly. After the pre-agreed number of rounds, you
win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de hu + many more * In-game text: no

Agricola is one of the most successful games in recent years. You
develop your farm, build and renovate your dwelling, farm acres,
found a family and look after your cattle. The rules for this edition also come with a family version and a solitaire version. The
biggest change as regards to the original version is in the cards,
they are a mix of cards from the original game and from various
expansions. Those cards have also been revised and updated,
they are marked with E, I and K for beginners, interactive and
complex cards. Revised, updated edition 2016.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 languages * In-game text: yes

Tresure hunting in rivalry with Magician Mustafa. You press the
lamp: If the Genie appears, Aladdin or Amira move one step
per drumbeat. On jewel cards you take a jewel, from the Magic
Carpet you go to another card, the Magic Lamp fives a jewel and
is discarded, the snake steals a jewel from you. If the Genie does
not appear, Mustafa moves, he passes his turn on the Magic
Carpet. The game is won for all when five different jewels have
been collected. In the competitive version the snake loses both
you or Mustafa a turn; all collect jewels for themselves and win, if
they are first to collect five different jewels.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Party and deduction game for 3-12 players, ages 12+

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Move & collect for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Alhambra

Alles Tomate!

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Alone

6

Designers: Andrea Crespi, Lorenzo Silva
Publisher: Horrible Games = Horrible Guild / HeidelBÄR

The best building crews from Europe and Arabia want to prove
their art and build an Alhambra. Four building parts are displayed in the building yard, you receive money cards until you
reach or top 20, and four money cards are displayed. Two scoring
cards are shuffled into the remaining money as per instructions.
The active player can take money, buy a building part and place
it or rearrange his Alhambra. If you buy, you get no change; if
you pay the exact sum, you have another turn. In the scorings
you score for most tiles of a kind and the longest section of outer
wall. You win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl and others * In-game text: no

You assist Max and Emmi to sort out the chaos on a farm. 7
theme cards are displayed, one farm card each is – after a short
time to memorize it – placed face down underneath the theme
card of the same color. Then a card from the stack is turned up. If
you are first to name the item that is hidden under the farm card
next to theme card of the same color as the card you just turned
up, you get the card. The card you just turned up is placed
face-down next to theme card, again after a few moments to
memorize it. When all cards are given out, you win with most
cards in your stack.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

After a space accident, a hero finds himself alone in an abandoned colony and fights for survival. One player embodies
the hero, sees only part of the map and has only a few tools to
survive; he completes missions with deduction, exploration und
survival and wins if he completes the Final Mission. Up to three
more players embody the Evil adversaries, see all the map, plan
strategies, set traps and spawn monsters; they win by defeating
the hero. You can create randomized scenarios or play pre-set
scenarios in campaign mode. Difficulty levels determine tools
and rewards the hero for triggering the Final Mission.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Tile placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Space adventure for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Alubari

Amerigo

Amul

Designer: Tony Boydell
Publisher: Studio H

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Remo Conzadori, Stefano Negro
Publisher: Lautapelit

Tea estates in Darjeeling. You rival with other tea farmers and
help to build the railway. Actions are governed by placing of
workers and enhanced with Chai from harvested tea leaves. One
Round: Replenish contracts, Adapt weather, Fill storage, Resolve
events, Place workers on actions, Resolve actions - Stockyard,
Excavation, Foundry, Lay Track, Building. Buy Equipment, Post
Office, Chaiwala for rea leaves or Chai. When the rail is complete,
you win at the end of the round with most points from Tea
estates, stations, track sections, completed contracts, Chai/tea
leaves and equipment.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Following the trail of Amerigo Vespucci, we explore the Islands
of South America, secure trade routes and build settlements.
Available actions are determined by a dice tower that is seeded
with action dice at the start of the game. Newly inserted cubes
cause others to fall out and determine type and number of
available colors by color and number of cubes - Ship movement,
Load Cannons, Plan, Progress, Build, Buy Production tokens or
Special Action. Settlements yield resources and victory points,
cannons offer protection against pirates and progress markers
provide advantages.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Merchants rival for wealth and prestige. In a round you are dealt
one market card. Then all simultaneously select a card from
hand and put it face-down into the market. Then cards are revealed and all select an open card from the market before playing a card from hand into their display. Cards with a Table icon
stay in the display, cards with Hand icon are discarded. Instant
effects of cards are resolved. After rounds = number of players,
military prowess determines order of play. After nine rounds
you score colors for market and palace cards, bazar symbols and
majorities in Arab and Mongol symbols.
Version: en * Rules: de dk en fi fr it nl se * In-game text: no

Worker Placement for 1-5 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card management for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Anubixx

Arctic Scavengers

Arkham Horror 3. Auflage

Designers: Florian & Helmut Ortlepp, Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv

Designer: Robert Kyle Gabhart
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

Designers: Richard Launius, Nikki Valens, Kevin Wilson
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

8

Pharaoh Cheops wants a pyramid with triumph arc and floor
relief; we build it block by block by marking our sheet accordingly - each player has a different sheet. The active player rolls all
dice and can mark one or two blocks in his buildings and take
dice accordingly from the middle - they are blocked for the other
players - or cross out color block or jocker block in the quarry.
Then the other players in turn use dice from the table and put
them back afterwards. For some marks you score bonuses. When
someone has completed two buildings, you score buildings,
bonuses, unused quarry blocks and joker blocks.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Survival in 2097 after a global ice age you are leader of a tribe
of survivors and try to enlarge your group; you hire mercenaries, search in dump heaps and win skirmishes against other
tribes. After a starting phase to renew cards you do actions in
the collecting phase, use cards in hand to collect resources and
name the number of cards you keep back for skirmishing. Those
cards are then revealed simultaneously in the skirmish phase
and the winner of the skirmish takes the “contested resource”.
When those are used up, you win with the largest tribe. Includes
expansion modules Hauptquartier and Aufklärung.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

In the middle of the Roaring Twenties the Shadow of the Ancient
Ones is looming in Arkham. He wants to intrude into our world.
Players are investigators and cooperate to close the Dimension
Gates or to defeat the Ancient One. A turn comprises the phases
of Action, Monsters, Encounters and Mythos. Each phase is done
in turn by all players. In the action phase, investigators have
two different actions from a wide range of trade to attack or
resources to evasion. If the Ancient One awakes, you fight him
in rounds until he is defeated or all investigators are eliminated.
New edition with partially simplified aspects and mechanisms.
Version: de * Rules: de en + eight more * In-game text: yes

Dice result management for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Drafting/Deck building game for 2-5 players, ages 13+

Cooperative fantasy game for 1-6 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Arkham Horror Letzte Stunde

Au Backe!

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Designer: Frank Nestel
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Auf der Flucht

5

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner-Verlag

The ritual has happened, an Ancient One was summoned. Investigators fight his monster hordes and search for ritual parts to reverse it. All play the top card from their deck and a priority card;
then all cards are revealed and resolved in priority order, usually
attack or investigation. The Ancient One in his phase activates
an ability, spawns monsters, monsters move to a free location
and can do damage. When the Ritual location is full so that the
next monster cannot enter, or if an investigator loses all his lives,
the game is lost. Investigators win if they can play the necessary
type and number of symbols for the two ritual clue tokens.
Version: de * Rules: de en es pl * In-game text: yes

You play an animal card from your hand and then turn over a
chicken run card to find the image from the animal card on the
chicken run card. When the images correspond, you may set
aside your animal card and play another one. You can go on
playing cards and turning up chicken run cards until you either
run out of cards or you turn up a wrong card. The chicken run
cards are turned back face down at the end of the turn. If you
turn up chicken muck, you must either turn up a shovel immediately or draw 2 cards from another player and take back your
own card. You win, if you can set aside all your cards first.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Both players simultaneously investigate a case - you are investigator and culprit in turn. You construct a case for your opponent
from location and escape vehicle cards; crime scene and arrest
scene are visible, with four locations and five vehicles face-down
in-between. In turn you ask three questions; answers are “yes”
or “no”. Then you can play an investigation card, which your
opponent can answer with a defense card, or swap a card. When
five location cards and four escape vehicle cards of your case are
turned up and you name the locations of accomplice and loot in
your case correctly, you win; if not, your opponent wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative fantasy horror for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Card and memory game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Crime puzzle with cards for 2 players, ages 14+

Aufbruch nach Newdale

Außer Rand und Band

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Holger Schmidt
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Avocado Smash!

7

6

Publisher: Game Factory

Adventures in the world Oh my Goods, as a campaign or in
individual plays. A chapter has seven rounds of six phases each:
1. Event - instant or in a later phase; 2. Planning - place action
tokens on action slots; 3. Assistants for labor market; 4. Actions
based on action tokens; 5. Build a building; 6. Effects of special
buildings. In phases I to III there is no order of play in general,
phases IB to I are played in turns in clockwise direction. After
seven rounds and a last use of all production chains you score
military, main objective, remaining goods, secret objective and
building cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Robot Ölybüx needs friends, we assemble them with dice on the
conveyor belt. Robo tiles lie face-up on the belt and you have
ten dice. At the start and in your turn, you roll two dice and put
them on the tiles in the corresponding slots on the belt, and
one die without rolling on a free slot at the edge for its instantly
resolved action. Then you slide a new tile into the belt. The front
tile slides off the belt, dice on it fall with it - if your dice show the
highest total, you win the tile. When the quitting-time tile has
been put into the belt and resolved, you assemble robots from
your collected tiles - monochromatic if possible - for points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Shed cards! Survive a smash! Cards are dealt evenly. In turn, you
reveal a card - identical amounts of avocados on two consecutive cards are a Smash and all quickly hit the cards in the middle;
the slowest one takes all cards. You also count revealed cards - 1
avocado ... up to 15 and back to 1, etc. A number on a card equal
to the current counting number, a Smash happens, and also
when two change direction cards appear one after the other. A
smash card causes a smash, and for a guacamole card you shout
guacamole - the slowest to do so takes all cards. If you are out of
cards, you win if you are still out of cards after the next smash.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr + en * In-game text: no

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Robot construction with dice for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card shedding game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Azul Sommerpavillon

Bacteria Hysteria

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Next Move Games

Designers: Andrew & Jack Lawson
Publisher: Piatnik

8

BAM! Länger, tiefer, härter!

6

Designers: Sascha Ackermann, Lars Beckmann
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

18

Summer pavilion for the king, with statues of family members.
Phases of a round: 1. Acquire tiles from manufactory or table,
maybe in joker color. 2. Place tile and score: If you have enough
tiles next to your board, you can put one tile into the board, and
remaining ones into the tower; maybe use joker color. Score 1
point each for new tile and those adjacent to it; for tiles on all
slots surrounding statues, columns or windows, you receive
additional tiles from stock. You can carry over up to four tiles into
the next round. After six rounds, you score completed stars and
covered numbers and must deduct leftover tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Get rid of bacilli, before hysteria sets on. Ten dice and 108 cards
show six types of bacilli. You draw and line up six cards facedown. The active player reveals his cards and rolls all dice - he
can set a type of bacillus aside, when it appears on two or more
dice AND on two or more cards; for set-aside cards, you draw
from the pile. If you cannot set aside, you re-roll. When the timer
runs out, you put remaining cards underneath the draw pile and
keep the set-aside ones. When all players were active, you count
set-aside cards; if you have most, you win a chip; if you have
three chips, you win the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The letters BAM replace words in texts on cards. You hold 10
grey term cards. One player is BAM! Master and reveals the top
red BAM! Card with one or two BAMs in the text. All players give
the BAM! Master those of their terms that the think replaces the
BAM!s best. He reads them in turn, grammatically adapted, and
awards the term card for a victory point and the BAM! card for
a penalty point. When all have been BAM! Master equally often
- players decide how often - you win with most points. BAM!
Länger, tiefer, härter is a stand-alone expansion, comes with 44
BAM! Cards and 156 term cards and is compatible and combinable with other BAM! editions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Stand-alone expansion for BAM! for 3-6 players, ages 18+
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Bamboleo

Bananagrams

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Abe and Rena Nathanson
Publisher: Game Factory

6

Bang!

7

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Balance as the only mechanism! The beauty of the game is in the
unusual, very pretty and challenging realization of the game. On
a wooden base vaguely shaped like an abstract tree trunk sits a
wooden disc on a cork ball. Before you balance the disc on the
ball you set all 30 wooden shapes on the disc. And yes, balancing the full disc on the ball on top of the base. If you manage to
balance the disc, it is your task to remove one piece in your turn
without disturbing the balance and let the disc tumble! When it
tumbles, the pieces you collected up to this moment are scoredone point per piece, toppling deducts four points, you win with
20 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl + 7 languages * In-game text: no

11 to 21 letters are your starting stock, all reveal them and try
to form as many words as possible. If you have used all letters,
you say take -> all take a letter and use it, rearranging is allowed.
If you want to swap, you say garbage, discard a letter and take
three new ones. When there are fewer letters in stock than there
are players and you have used up all your letters, you call harvest
and win with a correct grid; if not, you must quit and return all
letters to stock. If nobody was able to use all letters, you win with
the smallest rest and a call of Banana, if stock is empty. Variants
are stated.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

On location at a wild-west genre film! Each player secretly chooses a role – sheriff, deputy, outlaw or renegade – and a character
with special abilities, but only the sheriff is known to the other
players. You draw two cards and use them to assist yourself,
maybe to acquire a horse or a weapon, or you attack another
character within your range. “Bang” is used to shoot; your target
may use “Missed” to defend himself. If you lose all life points, you
drop out of the game. You win if you eliminate your opponents:
The sheriff the outlaws, the outlaws the sheriff and the renegade
should be the last one standing.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en fr fi gr hu it kr pl se * In-game text: yes

Game of balance for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Word placement game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Wild-west card game for 4-7 players, ages 8+

Bang! The Dice Game

Bang The Duel

Bank Alarm

Designers: Michael Palm, Lukas Zach
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designer: Emiliano Sciarra
Publisher: dV Giochi

Publisher: Megableu / HUCH!

8

7

Shootout with dice in the Wild West! As sheriff, outlaw, deputy
or renegade you have the same goals as in the card game
and roll five dice, maximum three times. You can set aside and
reroll dice. Dice show symbols with different effects, which are
implemented in the order of Arrow, Dynamite, Bull’s Eye 1 and
2, Beer and Gatling - for yourself, your neighbor or all players.
For arrow, bull’s eye, dynamite or Gatling you lose a life, for
beer you win one. Dynamite cannot be rerolled and arrows are
implemented after each roll. When you lose your last life, you are
out of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en it + cz de es hu kr pl * In-game text: no

Law und Outlaw in direct confrontation - each faction has always
two characters in play - one, AC, in front, and the other, RC, as a
rearguard. The active player draws two cards from his deck and
either plays a BANG card on the opposing AC; or action cards
on all characters but the opposing RC or equipment cards on
his own RC or the opposing AC. AC and RC can switch positions,
only the abilities of the current AC are active. At the end of your
turn you discard cards down to the number of bullets = life
points on your AC. Eliminated characters are replaced from your
reserve. Last man standing wins.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

5 minutes for 50 millions! The safe is filled, tool chips are set out;
you select a role and sit in front of the role side of the unit. After
a level was selected, the Boss gives orders - Nimm: The named
role takes the tool chip * Gib: Give the chip to the named role
* Tauscht: Two items named for swapping, not their owners *
Nutze: The chip owner presses his button * Schnappt euch: Moneyman takes money * Aufgepasst: All press their button. The boss
warns before the last mistake - in Level 1 four are allowed, in all
others only three. In case of an alarm, the game is lost; if not, the
team ends up with up to 50 millions and wins.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Card duel for 2 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Bar Barians

Barbaria

Bärenpark Die Grizzlys sind los

Designers: Francesco Amanti, Francesco Barini, Andrea Pardi
Publisher: Stratelibri / Giochi Uniti

Designer: Peter Rustemeyer
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

8

Brawl in a bar, so many opponents! All real? No matter, all need
to be knocked out! You have three action, can do the same one
more than once: Stumbling - move orthogonally from one Bar
area into another; Troublemaking - play a Brawl card from hand,
or Taking a breather - draw a Brawl card. Brawl cards provide
Attack, Defense, Drinks, Events for special effects, and Violence.
Violence is similar to Attack, but damage from Violence cannot
be stopped or reduced by Defense.If you knock out a character,
you draw two cards. The last one standing wins!
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Beautiful women and brave guys in barbaric times! You reveal
up to four adventure cards and must select the last you revealed.
Mastered adventures give you rune stone. To master the adventure you roll dice, sue the ability of your barbarian and additional
cards; then you hand out unused or unmastered adventures,
pin-up side up, to the other players. For mastering boss adventures, you can ask other players for help; if you die, you draw a
new barbarian. The dead barbarian goes under the adventure
card as booty for the next fighter. You win with four identical
rune stones or one of each color or any eight rune stones.
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: no

New features for the Bärenpark - besides new toilets and order
tiles, there are two new modules for use with the core game. The
challenge grows with Modul I, Grizzlys are arriving and need lots
of space. Their tiles are acquired by discarding tiles from stock,
and the game ends with completion of a fifth park tile, which
must be one with an exit. Modul II, Hochbahnen, introduces
monorail towers which you put on newly placed Green areas
and connect with cards; the cars at one tower must be in a 90°
angle to each other. This module ends with four park tiles and
you score wagons, not towers.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr jp nl * In-game text: no

Conflict with cards, for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Dice combat for card for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Bärenpark for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Bastille

Battle of the Nations 1813

Battlestar Galactica Starship Battles

Designer: Christoph Behre
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Stephan Riedel
Publisher: Clicker Spiele

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

You prepare for the revolution, use influence and look for allies
and weapons. Phases of a round: Influence tokens - in turn, one
influence token at one of seven locations, until all tokens are
placed, you cannot pass. 2. Resolve locations 1 to 7 in descending order of influence value there, for allies or bonuses like coins,
influence, weapons, task cards etc. 3- Flag scoring based on character cards. After four rounds you score gems, crown maximum,
catacomb bonuses for followers and Bastille points/weapons;
in the final scoring after round 8 also allies, task cards, followers,
coins and weapons. Includes Secret Mission variant.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Napoleon vs. Allies, you represent Napoleon or Prince Schwarzenberg. Napoleon must occupy and defend villages around
Leipzig, Schwarzenberg must hinder him. Napoleon receives
order cards for victory points, Schwarzenberg scores for uncompleted orders. Troop markers on the board plan movement.
Troops enter the game via army cards and are finally placed by
terrain cards, for victory points. For each movement card and
placed army, the time marker moves from 14.10. towards 10.10.
On 16. And 18.10. battles are fought, placed armies with enemy
contact lose combat points. On 19.10. the faction with most
victory points wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

After 40 years, the Cylons are back, Twelve Colonies are destroyed, and the Colonial Fleet faces the Cylon ships. This starter
set comes with four miniatures, two Colonial Vipers and two
Cylon Raiders, plus all other components. In a turn you resolve
phases, always by all players. In the introductory game, you play
three phases: Planning movement - move ship, discard used
card - Fire weapons, using line of sight or range. In the standard
game there are two more phases of movement and firing
weapons, including details like rotation or overboost. Includes
optional rules and scenarios with varying victory conditions.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Historic conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 12+

SciFi Miniatures Conflict for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Bauchplatscher

Bausack

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

bayala

8

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

7

A game board, shaped like a pool, shows 18 slots around its
edge, where three pawns each in six colors, marked with 1, 3 and
3 at the bottom, are randomly placed. Each player has his own
secret color. In a turn you check any pawn for its number and
move it accordingly in any direction. A pawn on the target slot is
thrown into the pool. If you pass or enter the diving board, you
can guess the color of a player; if you are correct, he throws his
pawns into the pool and is out of the game; if not, you are out.
When only two colors are left, you win if you are nearest to the
diving board; in case of a tie the higher pawn number wins.
Version: de * Rules: de fr pl * In-game text: no

A bag full of unusual building blocks – you find a mushroom,
an egg cup, a pyramid, or a Christmas tree. Players build towers
according to their rule of choice: A joint tower built by all. Or
an individual tower, you 1) bid for blocks to place or 2) bid for
placing a block and also for refusing a block, if you cannot bid to
refuse you quit the game or 3) have a base and build your own
tower, but at the start all players have chosen blocks and placed
them in a row; then you build and can take blocks from other
rows. Or 4) you win with three red blocks in your tower, blocks
are auctioned and placed in any tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl + 6 languages * In-game text: no

bayala, the land of elves is endangered, dragons are nearly
extinct and the magic is dwindling. You need to cooperate to get
the dragon egg to the top of Dragon Mountain. You have a set
of cards for your elves and draw three cards or lay them out. You
select a card, resolves it and draw a card. Card actions are take
one or two dice and resolve their action or roll again or move
the unicorn. If the first elven people, a pawn of a player, that
is, the festival area, the game ends and this player wins, if the
unicorn has arrived there, too. If the unicorn has not yet arrived,
the game is lost.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Ousting game for 3-6 players, ages 6+

Game of creative building for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Game based on the film for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Beam me up!

Beasty Bar and New Beasts in Town

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designers: Stefan Kloß, Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Beasty Bar Born To Be Wild

8

Designers: Stefan Kloß, Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Four pieces in space, none on the ground? You won! On your
board, seven pieces sit in the bottom row - at the start you move
one, two or three pieces one step up, according to the rules.
Then you roll five dice, can set aside dice and re-roll maximum
twice. For results of Pair, Triplet, Quadruplet, Quintuplet, two
Pairs, Full House or small/big Straight you move pieces upwards
in the corresponding column. A single die does not move a
piece. If you up minimum two steps in a column, you send
pieces of other players in that column one step down. Special
cases like Rocket or Stars move pieces, are jokers or save you
from downwards moves.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Party at the Beasty Bar, your animals want to attend. You place
one of four animals in hand at the end of the queue and apply
its action, followed by “permanent animal actions in the queue
and, finally, the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five animals are in the queue the two foremost ones can enter and the
last animal is thrown out. You end your turn with drawing a card.
When all animals are played you win with most animals in the
bar. New Bests in Town introduces new animals and corresponding rule changes; it can be combined with Beasty Bar, in this case
you choose 12 animals of value 1-12 for your deck.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Party at the Beasty Bar, your animals want to attend. You place
one of four animals at the end of the queue and resolve its
action, followed by “permanent animal actions in the queue and,
finally, the entrance check at Heaven’s Gate: When five animals
are in the queue, the first two enter and the last animal is thrown
out of the queue. When all animals are played you win with
most animals in the bar. Born To Be Wild introduces new animals
and their rules - Elephant, Camel, Buffalo, Eagle, Okapi, Sloth,
Zen-Panda, Coyote, Weasel, Gazelle, Flamingo, Armadillo and
Tasmanian Devil - and can be combined with core game and
New Beasts in Town.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Expansion for Beasty Bar for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Beluga

Benjamin Blümchen Das Spiel zum Film

Designer: Kyu Takai
Publisher: Hitoiki / Japon Brand

Designer: Kau Haferkamp
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

9

Bi-Ba-Boxenstopp

3

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Haba

3

As a mother Beluga whale, we search for our daughters, as our
echo function doesn’t work. In the „Journey“ Phase we collect Ice
Drift cards and avoid being found by the Polar Bear. If the total of
cards players secretly ask for is higher than the current Polar Bear
value, we are found; if we are found twice, the game is lost. If not,
we get the indicated number of cards. In the „Reunion“ Phase
we use the cards collected in the Journey Phase. Card effects of
magpies, Old Sharks and sound help us to search, again we must
avoid an encounter with the Polar Bear.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Zora Zack is tasked with modernizing the zoo, but has sinister
ideas; Monkey Alfred has escaped with evidence photos on the
camera; Benjamin and Otto must find him to save the zoo. You
shake the box and set it down; then you use the bush with stick
to search for Alfred in a flower hole. If Alfred sticks his head out,
he is found; Benjamin and Otto take one step. And you shake
the box for a new search. If Alfred was not found, Zora takes a
step and the next player searches another flower, the box is NOT
shaken. When Benjamin and Otto reach the Alfred case first, the
game is won. A variant is included.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Racing in Hillhouse! The active player rolls two dice; the result
is valid for all players and is resolved by all. If a die shows your
color, you put a pitstop tile into the square of your color in the
pit box next to your car. cFor a double, you put two tiles there. If
you have three tiles in your color slot in the pit box, the bunny
pit crew is done and you move your car to the next pitstop.
When a car has done all three pitstops and crosses the finish line
first, this car wins, it hat the best bunny pit crew. When several
cards cross the finish in the same turn, they win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Cooperative game for 2-4 players, ages 9+

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Big Bobby Car Das Spiel

Big Money

3

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Bioblo Color Combo Rusty Robo Box

8

Publisher: Ravensburger

Publisher: Bioblo

3

BIG-BOBBY-CARS on the racetrack! The active player moves - for
a color result of red, blue, green or yellow - to the next case
of that color. If you roll BIG-BOBBY-CAR, you move into first
position. If you have raced around the track and are first to roll
the color of a starting case, you win. In variants, you replace the
car in first position, when you roll BIG-BOBBY-CAR, and send
it back to start; or, if you end up on orange you pass your turn
until all cards have passed yours; or only one car per color case
is allowed; or you must roll the color of your own card start case
to win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Roll dice for money! You hold a starting share, four shares /share
certificates from stack are on display in the market. You roll all
six dice - the sector die determines the revenue; all players with
shares in the sector die color receive money from the bank
plus the sector bonus if they have two or more cards. Shares
that yielded revenue are set aside. For the “Stock Exchange Pig”
symbol, you read and resolve a Stock Exchange News card. Then
you can re-roll number dice twice and then get money from the
bank for the result. Finally, you can buy a share or share certificate. When the bank is empty, you win with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bioblos - Biological Blocks - are innovative building blocks: Flat,
longish oblongs with a comb structure in various colors. They are
light and easy to use, and stable, even in vertical positions. They
are also ecologically sound - made from 60% wood shavings and
a biological synthetic component on plant basis (mainly sugar
cane), therefore 100% renewable resources. Another advantage:
You can clean them in dishwasher or washing machine.
Color Combo Rusty Robo is a beginner’s set of 40 blocks in yellow,
orange and red. Construction templates and ideas are available
from the website. Can be combined with all sets.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Car racing game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Supplement for Bioblo for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Bioblo Hello Box Ocean Mix

Black Angel

Black Stories Fantasy Movies Edition

Publisher: Bioblo

Designers: S. Dujardin, X. Georges, A. Orban
Publisher: Pearl Games / Asmodee

Designer: Elke Vogel
Publisher: moses. Verlag

3

Bioblos - Biological Blocks - are innovative building blocks: Flat,
longish oblongs with a comb structure in various colors. They are
light and easy to use, and stable, even in vertical positions. They
are also ecologically sound - made from 60% wood shavings and
a biological synthetic component on plant basis (mainly sugar
cane), therefore 100% renewable resources. Another advantage:
You can clean them in dishwasher or washing machine.
Ocean Mix Hello Box is a set of 100 blocks in five colors, two
of them new ones - turquoise and navy blue. Construction
templates and ideas are available from the website. Can be
combined with all sets.
Version: de * Rules: - * In-game text: no

Black Angels carries Human genetics on the way to planet Spes,
encounters benevolent species and the hostile Ravagers. You
select a sequence for action on the Black Angel or Space Board,
or a sequence involving your dice, resetting your board and
moving Black Angel towards Spes. Actions relate to missions,
eliminating Ravagers, interacting with other species, repair
Black Angel, discovering technologies, move your own ships,
etc. When the Black Angel arrives at Spes or the Ravager Deck is
empty, you score, after a final round, SP accrued so far plus SP for
technologies and - when on Spes - your robots/resources/ships.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr jp kr * In-game text: yes

The storyteller is called the Arbiter; he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution.
This edition tells 50 black stories, about Sorcerers, ghosts, witch
hunters, vampires, dragons, other monsters and demons, about
other dimension and magical animal beings in a cross section of
fantasy movies and series.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Supplement for Bioblo for 1 or more players, ages 3+

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Black Stories Junior Spooky Stories

Black Stories Killer Ladies Edition

Black Stories Nele Neuhaus Edition

Designer: Corinna Harder
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Elke Vogel
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designer: Elke Vogel
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

Junior edition of black stories on the topic of Horror, Ghosts and
Creeps and all things scary, featuring 50 puzzles in three levels
of difficulty. The game master, called Meister des Grusels in this
edition, reads out the puzzle and answers questions posed by
the players, here called pupils; the copious text with the solution
helps him with answers, but sometimes he must improvise if
the text does not provide an answer. Players are Geisterjäger and
can confer. If you want a more difficult game, you can only ask
questions resulting in a yes/no-answer from the game master,
and you may continue asking until you get No.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The storyteller is called the Arbiter; he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This
edition tells 50 black stories about Black Widows, Bad Girls and
Femmes Fatales - about women with deadly side effects who
Man should better avoid, stories about strong women, icy-cold
murderesses and absurd female mishaps.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The storyteller is called the Arbiter; he reads the story on the
front of the card. The other players are his people and may pose
any questions but must pose them in a way that the arbiter can
answer with yes or now. The arbiter can give hints or deviate
players from totally wrong assumptions. The answer on the
back of the card is the only correct and acceptable solution. This
edition tells 50 black stories, created by crime bestseller author
Nele Neuhaus, set in the Taunus region or world-wide, about
fictitious and real events, about daily madness, absurd accidents
and unlucky circumstances.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Deductive narration game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Narrative deduction game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Bloodborne

Bloqueo

Bloxx!

Designer: Eric M. Lang
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Designer: Timo Diegel
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

Card game, based on the Chalice Dungeons in the Video Game.
You fight monsters with cooperative risk management and
resources management. A round has eight phases: Select and
play action card; transform weapons; resolve instant effects;
monster attack; hunter attack; monster flees; dream of the
hunter - regeneration phase, also for killed heroes, all hunters in
this phase receive improvement cards - and end of round. Dead
heroes lose all blood echoes. When all monsters are eliminated
or did flee, you fight the End Boss. Then all determine their
blood level from accrued blood echoes + trophy bonuses, the
highest blood level wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl ru * In-game text: yes

You form groups of octagons, as large as possible, using three
colored pawns. Your turn: 1. Move on of the colored paws,
straight and minimum two squares, diagonally or orthogonally.
2. Put an octagon on an adjacent square or an adjacent own or
opposing octagon, maximum four in a stack, octagon on top decides the owner. 3. Put two blocking tiles on the octagon, in the
color of the pawn that was moved, taken from stock or off other
octagons. When all octagons are placed or nobody can move,
you score the total of your octagons on the board - number in a
group x levels of highest stack in the group,; single octagons are
penalty points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Roll dice and mark forms! You roll two dice showing symbol
groups of circle + crosses and enter one of the results on your
sheet; starting at the bottom, later shapes adjacent, can be
rotated or mirrored. You mark the shape, then circle and crosses;
when one of the numbers on the sheet appears in a circle, you
score it for points. Completed color rows without a gap score
a bonus; gaps score penalty points. Players select one of your
results; if the choose the same as you did, they must replace the
circle in it with a cross. When two players cannot enter any of the
shapes of a roll, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fantasy/Horror card game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Blue Banana

Blurble

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Grant Bernard
Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Bodensee 50 Rätsel

7

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Recognize traits, think laterally, collect cards! Image cards show
an image in unusual coloring and on the back the negative, the
solution. You see two task cards and collect suitable cards from
the open stacks as fast as possible: For a green flamingo and a
blue strawberry you look for something pink for the flamingo, a
frog for green, something red for the strawberry and a whale for
blue. When all suitable cards are taken, you can take the blue banana. In case of a mistake you lose cards according to your penalty chips. If you collected most cards of the round, you receive a
penalty chip! After eight rounds, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Images on cards - two player duel for the top card from the
stack. Images show items of daily life on backgrounds of varying
colors, always image only without any text. The starting player
duels his left neighbor and reveals the top card from the facedown stack. Both player name, as quickly as they can, a word
that starts with the same letter as the item on the card, for a sun
you might say soup. The quicker player with a correct word takes
the card and then duels the next player in seating order, until he
loses a duel. When the game-end condition, agreed at the start
of the game, is met, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The game mechanism known from black stories games - seemingly inexplicable statements or puzzles, which must solved by
asking questions - is expanded by regional context. You can only
ask questions which can be answered by the “know-it-all” game
master with yes or no; he can also ask for a new question in case
of irrelevant questions or questions that cannot be answered.
He can also give tips when questions are totally off track. This
game contains puzzles pertaining to the Bodensee region and
provides - together with the solution - also information and
daytrip suggestions for the regions and the exact location for
the respective puzzle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Association game for 2-12 players, ages 7+

Puzzle solving for 2 or more players, ages 12+
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Bohna Nostra

Bonk

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: David Harvey
Publisher: Game Factory

Bop it!

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Trading and accruing debts, or, to put it better, trading favors
and promises under the heading of Bean Debts are Debts of
Honor. The rules of Bohnanza or Ladybohn apply, amended by:
You select one of six characters plus the set of six favor cards identical for all players - and take three favors in hand. You play
the four phases as usual and can in the phase “reveal and trade
bean cards” hand over favor cards, too; they cannot be handed
to a third person in another trade. Some favors are called in
automatically, others at the discretion of the holder; the debtor
cannot countermand.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Steel marbles versus a wooden one! The slides in the corners of
the board face the middle, three steel marbles sit in each corner
and the wooden target marble at the starting point. The game
is best played by four players in two teams, one player at each
slide and team members side by side. All play simultaneously
and let steel marbles roll down the slides to send the wooden
marble into the opposing goal, for a point. When you succeed,
the target marble is placed back on start. You can pick up
marbles in your own corner or that of your partner at any time,
and also hand them to your partner. The first time to score five
points, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Bop it! – Yet another version of the fast reaction game. Besides
the basic commands – Twist, Pull and Push – there are ten
new commands – Knock, Approach, Comb, Weigh, Drink, Golf,
Hammer, Selfie, Sing or Whip. You do not need any items, only
concentration, quick reactions and full body control to enact
the correct movement at the correct time. The game unit uses
special technology to recognize the correct movement. You can
play alone or hand on the unit - on its order - to the next player
in a multi-player version. Game modes are Action, Classic and
Beat Bop which gives the commands with a sound effect.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Trade and collecting game for 3-7 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 1 or more players, ages 8+

Brabble

Buccaneer Bones

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

8

Bücherwurm Das Würfelspiel

8

One letter is placed on each of three frames, five letters are on
display. The active player must either add a letter to a frame,
use an open special tile for inserting a letter, removing a letter
or swapping letters, or doubt a frame. A letter is placed on a
frame, left or right of letters already there, and then you refill
the display; special tiles do not count for the display and remain
open-faced. If you doubt, your predecessor must name a word
which contains the doubted combination in exactly the same
way; whoever is correct, takes a star. If you place a seventh letter
on a frame, you must name a word. You win with three stars.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Six ships for each player sail on six routes between harbor and
islands, with the one goal to capture treasures - they are pirate
ships, after all! You roll dice, can re-roll once and can move a
ship towards the harbor for two identical results. Three identical
dice take you from harbor to island or back. When your ships are
already on an island, you have special abilities from them in your
turn, in relation to dice results. In case of a failed roll you may
mark a treasure belonging to a richer pirate and steal in your
next turn with a triple result. If you steal your third treasure, the
game ends and you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Word forming game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Bumúntú

Calavera

Designer: Tim Blank
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

Designers: Lukas Zach, Michael Palm
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Roll dice for words! A topic card is turned up and one topic is
selected. Seven letter dice and one special dice are rolled and
are general selection. In turn, you name a word that starts with
a letter on a die, suits the topic and has not been named so far.
You take the respective die from the selection or from another
player, who is given a bookworm card. When the last white
die is taken or someone finds no word, the round end and you
note your score. You win with 21 points. The green special die
determines an additional rule for each round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Word and dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Caper

8

Designer: Unai Rubio
Publisher: Jumbo Diset

West African folklore. We travel and look for favor from animals.
The board is randomly filled with eight tiles each from eight
types of animals. You can change your starting position by discarding food tokens - one token per slot - and must then move
and resolve the move. You can move in any direction on free
slots, empty slots are counted. If you begin on an animal tile, you
do the animal’s move and take the tile that you started from! If it
shows a banana, you receive a food token. At the end you score
for animals according to their position on the score board and
for two types of symbols on animal tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You roll six dice, can re-roll twice and select a color for your
result to mark. Jokers can be any color, but cannot be combined
with colors - 3 joker and 1 yellow are 3 yellow! When you have
marked your choice, the other players must select color or joker
from the remaining dice and mark them, several can chose the
same color. Skulls cannot be re-rolled; if you roll three or more
skulls, you cannot mark anything and your fellow players must
use the dice result. You can freeze rows for yourself, using the
appropriate number of jokers. If someone has frozen four rows,
you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Each player assembles a gang of thieves and equips it so that it
can prove its abilities at famous European locations. In six rounds
of the game thieves rounds and equipment rounds alternate;
in a thieves round, you place thieves next to locations; in the
equipment round, you put equipment on thieves to increase
your influence at a location. After each card, players exchange
their hand of cards. The player with most caper symbols at a locations wins it and receives rewards; card abilities and collected
loot scores points. At some locations you score your cards, at
others opponent’s cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Position and set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dice management for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with cards for 2 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Captain Silver

Caracho

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Anja Dreier-Brückner, Liesbeth Bos
Publisher: moses. Verlag

6

Carcassonne

8

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Pirates looking for treasures! All play simultaneously and want
to find items depicted on ocean cases by feeling for them in
their bags. Correctly identified items are placed on the first case
of the row or adjacent to items already there; wrong items are
placed on the volcano island. When a row is complete, all rows
are scored: Wrong items cost you a coin, for correct items you
receive, depending on the case, either coins or move your ship
to maybe receive coins or a treasure chest. Then you lose one
coin for each item on the volcano island that is also depicted on
the volcano card of the round. After three rounds, you win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr nl pt * In-game text: no

Five cars race for the first four positions and you push your favorite as unobtrusively as possible. Cards show a card, two possible
places and the points for them. From three such cards you select
two for your bet. Then you roll three dice, select two and put one
each into any racing team. When then there are two identical
symbols in a team, the car moves one to five steps depending
on its current position and the dice are removed. If not, the next
player rolls three dice. A car in the river needs three symbols
to move. When four cars have crossed the finish line, you score
according to your bets and actual positions of the cars.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Yet another relaunch for the modern classic - graphics and rules
have been reworked, the rules now offer an even easier access to
the game. Otherwise the game is the same: You place landscape
tiles for a landscape of cities, roads, meadows and monasteries
next to each other, adjacent card edges must correspond. Seven
meeples are placed on newly placed tiles and are scored when
the landscape type is completed. Meadows are scored at the
end of the game and the winner is the player with the highest
score. Two mini expansions - The Abbot and The River - round off
this edition. New edition 2019
Version: de * Rules: de en es fi fr nl * In-game text: no

Tactile game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Car race game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Carcassonne Erweiterungen

Carcassonne Around the World

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Carcassonne Big Box

7

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

7

Nine expansions with new features: Wirtshäuser und Kathedralen
- Landscapes, cathedrals in cities; Händler & Baumeister - Goods,
Pig, Builder; Burgfräulein und Drache - Dragon, Fairy, Princess plus
Tunnel and Convent in the city; Abtei und Bürgermeister - Farms,
Wagons, Mayor and Abbeys; Der Turm - Tower building, Prisoners; Graf, König und Konsorten - Count, King, Robber, River and
Cult Site; Brücken, Burgen und Basare - Landscapes with bridges,
basars, castle building; Schafe und Hügel - Hills, Vineyards, Sheep,
Shepherd and Wool; Manege frei - Landscapes with tent and
circus artists, animals, tents and directors.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Series within the series: In Amazonas, we begin at a starting
board and with a boat at the Amazonas source; on placed tiles
you put meeple or camp, or move the boat. Tributaries and
villages are scored, camps at the end. Meeples on boat symbols
move the boat. Upon extending the Amazon, 1st and 2nd boat
score for Piranhas and Kaimans.
In Safari, we combine animal and water hole tiles for water holes.
After tile placement, you relocate rangers, place meeples or
begin/expand a waterhole, all for points, and might score paths,
shrubs or Baobab trees. At the you score animals on paths and
animal tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de en + other languages * In-game text: no

The introductory set for the classic game comes with the core
game and eleven expansions. The rules recommend that your
first game should be a core game without using the farmers, and
then, you can, step by step, add the farmers as well as the expansions Wirtshäuser und Kathedralen and Händler und Baumeister.
The expansions Der Fluss and Der Abt can be used at any time.
For adding the Minis you should have some experience with the
game, as their combinations can result in complex situations. If
you use all expansions at the same time, you have an intensely
challenging game of about two hours.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansions for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Introductory set for Carcassonne for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Carcassonne Junior

Carnival of Monsters

Carpe Diem

Designers: Marco Teubner, Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Ravensburger / alea

4

On occasion of the national holiday, 14th of July in France,
sheep, hens and cows are traditionally let loose. The children of
Carcassonne have fun in catching them again and they are depicted on the tiles doing this. In you turn, you select a stack, turn
up the top card and add it to the display, next to a card already
there and with corresponding edges. When a path is completed,
all players place a meeple on the path, if a child in their color is
depicted on the path. Whoever is first to place all his meeples,
wins. New edition with a new name, first edition „Die Kinder von
Carcassonne“
Version: de * Rules: de + many more * In-game text: no

Hunting monsters for membership in the Monstrological Socienty! You begin with two start lands; in each of four rounds, you are
dealt eight card and a goal card for the round is revealed. Then
you draft cards, can play the selected card - land, event or special
card - immediately or secure it - at a cost - for playing later or
victory points at the end. Danger symbols on monsters played
on lands must at the end of the round be neutralized by cage
symbols on cards or dice or you pay penalty. Then you set aside
the monsters you played for victory points and a new round
begins. Credits cost you 5 victory points at the end of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Develop your borough of Rome! Four phases have seven turns
each; in a turn, you move your pawn on one of two possible
slots, take a tile from there and either store it or place/build it.
You build first over the shovel and then adjacent and in correlation of borders - villas for victory points, landscapes for goods,
dwellings for coins, building tiles, advance on the banderole,
etc. At the end of a phase, you place a disc on a case between
two scoring cards and score them for ownership of the depicted
items or for discarding of goods/coins; in the end scoring you
score villas, banderole positions, fountain cards and borough
frame achievements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Drafting and set collecting for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Tile placing and building game for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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Carrossel

Catan Die Legende der Eroberer

Catan Sternenfahrer

Designer: Antonio Sousa Lara
Publisher: Mebo Games

Designers: Klaus Teuber, Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Klaus & Benjamin Teuber
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

8

Siblings inherit a carousel and decide in a competition who will
own it - the on with most customers. You select slot cards and
an animal tile simultaneously - the slot must correspond to the
number on the card - and put them down face-down, then they
are revealed simultaneously. You try to achieve three animal tiles
in correlation with three customer cards. If you succeed, you
place customer markers. You score. Then you turn the board for
a new section for each player and score again. If you cannot do a
move or there are not enough client cards, you score client cards
and victory points from objective cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es pt * In-game text: no

Neue Szenarien für Städte & Ritter. You need Catan and Städte &
Ritter. A powerful country of the Old World threatens Catan’s
freedom and independence. All rules of the Städte & Ritter
expansion apply with some changes: Tracks on Chapter board
for Barbarian ship - with various events per chapter - and for
heroes - for victory points depending on the marker location.
Resources are taken after an event. There are special rules for
each chapter. Chapters are played in order, at the end you must
have achieved results as demanded for starting the next chapter.
After all chapters you win with most legend points.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

Luxurious new edition of Die Sternenfahrer von Catan. On a
modular board we explore space. Spaceships can be upgraded
drives and laser canons to fend off pirates. With resources gained
form colonies and space ports and trade you build ships, and
then you use ships to build colonies, space ports, trade posts
and upgrades for the mother ship. You resolve the revenue
phase with rolling dice for resources, the trade and building
phase and then the flight phase of the spaceship with eventual
encounters. You win with 15 victory points from colonies, space
ports, friendship tokens, medals etc.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Set collecting for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Catan variant for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Development game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Catch the Mouse

Century Eine neue Welt

Champions of Midgard

Publisher: Jumbo Diset

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: Plan B Games / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Ole Steiness
Publisher: Corax Games

3

One player is cat Blitz and holds the cat’s paw, the others have
their mouse on the cheese plate. Blitz rolls a die - if he rolls the
cat symbol, he can try to put the paw on top of mice and thus
catch them, while mice try to avoid the paw. If Blitz rolls a mouse,
he must not catch - whoever withdraws his mouse, scores a
penalty point. Blitz may feign catching - if he touches a mouse
in case of a mouse symbol rolled, he takes a penalty point. After
five rounds, the next player is Blitz; when all have been Blitz
once, you win with most points.
Series Ecogame 100% recycled, rules only available for download.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Part III of the Trilogy after Die Gewürzstraße and Fernöstliche Wunder; as a trader at the start of the 17th century in the New World
you hunt, gather, trade and explore. You hold settler tokens and
commodities; exploration tiles are laid out. You have one of two
options: Working = place settler and do the corresponding action - Production, Upgrade, Trade or Fort for point cards acquired
by discarding commodities. Rest = pass your turn, return your
settlers to your board. Non-storable commodities are discarded.
If someone acquires the 8th point card, you score, at the of the
round, points cards, bonuses, exploration tiles and non-yellow
cubes.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it kr nl pl * In-game text: no

Trondheim’s Jarl is dead! You look for glory for you clan to
become the new Jarl. In a round, you place workers at locations
for actions - brown and blue ones are resolved instantly; red
ones are combat locations or hunting grounds. Those locations
are assigned dice as warriors. In the combat phase, you roll dice
for each locations; hunting grounds give food. If the Troll is not
killed, you must take Blame. Then you do ship travel, reveal travel
cards, feed warriors on ships and fight monsters. After eight
rounds, you score Destiny cards, Sets of Enemies, Runes, private
Longship, Favor of the Gods and Coins minus Blame. Includes
variants.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl ru * In-game text: yes

Dexterity and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 3+

Set collecting for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Fantasy Worker Placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Checkpoint Charlie

Chicago 1875

Chiffre

Designer: José Antonio Abascal
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Raymond Chandler III
Publisher: Quined Games

Designer: Peer Sylvester
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

At Checkpoint Charlie, Sleuth Dogs unmask Cat Spies with
unique feature combinations. Every player is a unique Sleuth
and draws a secret clue tile with one of the five Spy features. In
the suspicion phase, you draw Cat Spy cards and compare them
to your clue tile; in case of correlation you display the card. From
Cat cards and clue tiles - revealed during the game in a game of
three and four players - on the table you deduce the Chief Spy
with five features and his Deputy with four features. To accuse
a Cat Spy, you place your agent marker on the card. Correct but
also wrong or no accusations give or cost you points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

City of the Big Shoulders and her rebuilding after the fire of
1871. This game uses mechanisms similar to those of 18xx
games - you begin with some money, found new companies
and invest in companies of other players. Company stock yields
dividends and raises in value. A decade comprises he phases
Stock, Building, Actions, Operation and Clean-Up, all with varying turn orders. Personal money and money of each company
are independent and cannot be mixed. After fice decades, you
resolve goal tiles; then all players sell their stock to the bank at
the final price and add up their personal money. The richest
player wins.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Kommissar Wolf must decode the message of the Mafia boss
quicker that the boss decodes that of Mr. Wolf. You hold a set of
21 letter cards, vowels are marked on the back side. You draw
three topic cards and lay out a word of four, face-down letters,
corresponding to a topic. You have, in turn, one of four options:
1. Place an open letter next to one of your opponent’s - he puts it
above or below, based on the position in the alphabet, or reveals
it if it the correct one. 2. Guess an opponent’s letter. 3. Guess at
an opponent’s topic. 4. Guess the opponent’s word; if you are
correct, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Economy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Crime card game for 2 players, ages 10+
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2020
Cinko Linko

Circle The Wagon

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Designers: S. Aramini, D. Devine, P. Kluka
Publisher: Quined Games

8

Circo Delfino

8

Designer: Carmit Benbenishty
Publisher: Piatnik

6

Five in a row - each player has a stack of square tiles of one color
on carrier. The first player puts down a tile, all others in turn add
a tile to the display, always with at least one edge touching a tile
already in place. Connection over corners is not allowed. If you
are first to achieve a row of five connected tiles, you win. The
row can run horizontally or vertically and also diagonally - in this
case, touching at corners is valid. Changes of directions within
the row of five are not allowed. When all tiles are used up and
no row of five is created, players reposition tiles in the display,
taking care not to leave a tile separated.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You build a town in the Wild West. Three scoring cards determine
condition for a game, 15 landscape cards are laid out in a circle,
each showing four of six terrains - Plains, Mountain, Snow,
Forest, Water or Desert. You take the first possible card from the
circle or skip cards to take one further along. Skipped cards are
handed to your opponent, who must take them. Received or
taken cards are added to your town, adjacent to minimum one
landscape or by placing it over a landscape. When all cards are
placed, you score one point for your biggest area of each terrain
and bonuses for meeting conditions from the scoring cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Playful dolphins need to form formation - a formation comprises
dolphins in three colors and ascending numbers; only number
and color of the dolphins are considered; the number of cards
involved is irrelevant. The active player draws a card from the
stack and puts it openly into the display of cards. If you spot a
formation, you call “got it!” and point out the cards; if you are
correct, you take the cards; if not, you discard a card; when the
stack is empty, you win with most cards. In the version Superkür,
you add five Super cards and can use mixed colors, for instance
combine a red and a blue dolphin into a purple one.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Row formation for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card placement for 2 players, ages 8+

Card game on sets for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Citadels

Cities Skylines

Claim

Designer: Bruno Faidutti
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Game Factory

An adaptation of Ohne Furcht und Adel - the basic rule is the
same: You secretly choose a character for the round; then you
are called for in character sequence, reveal your character, take
gold or a building, use your ability and build a building for gold.
Changes come from the cards - there are now 27 characters, of
which you use eight or nine for a game; there are 90 buildings, of
which you use 68, and you can play action cards, acquired from
the building stack. At the end of the round in which someone
built his 7th building, you score for gold and silver on buildings,
a complete set of building types and for unique buildings.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 other languages * In-game text: yes

Das Brettspiel. You select one of three boards and have, in turn,
one of three options - play a building card and replace it from
any stack, or swap a building card or complete a milestone.
Built objects are placed validly in a borough, costs are paid and
consequences marked on the administration tracks. Completing
a milestone influences happiness according to administration
tracks; happiness value is marked on the skyline and a new
board is turned over. Happiness level on the skyline token
indicates success in the game; lack of money, only impossible
actions or happiness at -5 or, on the skyline, at -10 means that
the game is instantly lost.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Five factions - Kobolde, Ritter, Untote, Doppelgänger und Zwerge - decide the succession of the King. In Phase I, you recruit
followers. The top card from the stack is turned up, the leader
and his opponent play a card, you must follow suit and special
abilities of factions are resolved. The highest card of the color
played by the leader or the leader win the revealed card for a follower. The loser draws a card from the stack for a follower. After
13 such rounds, you collect followers in Phase II - Again, both
play a card, the player in the lead goes first; the winner takes
both cards and after 13 rounds you add up your score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Cooperative urban development for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Trick-taking game for 2 players, ages 10+

Claim 2

Claim it!

Clash of Vikings

Designer: Scott Almes
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Anthony Rubbo
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Five factions - Gnome, Riesen, Drachen, Trolle und Seher - decide
the succession of the King. In Phase I, you recruit followers.
The top card from the stack is turned up, the leader and his
opponent play a card, you must follow suit and special abilities
of factions are resolved. The highest card of the color played by
the leader or the leader win the revealed card for a follower. The
loser draws a card from the stack for a follower. After 13 such
rounds, you collect followers in Phase II - Again, both play a card,
the player in the lead goes first; the winner takes both cards and
after 13 rounds you add up your score.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

1855 in the Wild West - players are gold diggers which claim
their territories and defend them against take-over. You roll
three dice and place your white marker and can then either roll
again or replace the white markers with markers of your own
color. You must assign one die to a row, the other to a column
and the third die to a white or black marker. Depending on the
situation on an area there are different rules for what markers
you can place. If you have claimed the necessary number of areas there is one last round and then the player with the biggest
area of connected squares wins.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tournament to win the Viking Trophy! The active player takes
two bracelets from stock, if he stands on a loot case, and
then plays two cards, which he resolves one after the other:
1. Announce action and place card in corresponding column;
announcement and card need not correlate; 2. Call Bluff - if you
have a bracelet, you can accuse the active player of bluffing; the
doubted card is turned up - whoever is correct gets a bracelet
from the other. If no bluff was called, you resolve 3. Action in the
arena - Walk, Punch, Shield etc. When the last bracelet is taken,
you win with the highest total from your bracelets.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Trick-taking game for 2 players, ages 10+

Dice and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Bluffing game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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Cloud Mine

Club der Tatzen

Designers: Guido Albini, Martino Chiacchiera
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Connor Reid
Publisher: Haba

8

Describe and guess clouds! One player is Cloud Scout of the
round and selects one of 4-8 cards - in relation to player numbers - in his hand; there are 80 cards in total. The Daydreamer
describes this secret cloud with maximum five words. Then
the card is shuffled into the other hand cards and all cards are
displayed. All other players are Sky Watchers and give a guess
in turn. When a guess is wrong, the card is turned over. For a
correct guess, the Sky Watcher takes this and all other open
cards, the Daydreamer all face-down cards. If nobody guesses
correctly, the Cloud Spy takes all cards. When the draw pile is
depleted, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de it * In-game text: no
Description game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Cluedo junior

Cluedo

7

5

8

Cats at the costume ball show posture and fur color plus fur
pattern or accessory. For your own cat you have three cards with
one trait each. You play one of your three cat cards; all check, if
a trait of their own cat corresponds to a trait of the cat card you
played; if yes, you put one of your mask tokens on the card. Then
you can guess at a trait of another player - if you are correct, it is
revealed and you get a mask from the player, if not, you give him
one of your masks. When all traits of one player are unmasked,
all others have one more guess; then you score masks that you
received and traits that were not unmasked.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The classic detective game, set in a new, modern environment,
this time in a classy mansion including a swimming pool,
á la Hollywood Movie Star! Cluedo as we know it and yet is
different! This version of the detective game introduces new
characters and a new background story together with a new
graphic design. Again murder has been done, we use character
conspiracy cards and are also confronted with a time limit. When
the time card is drawn, playing time has run out for the affected
player: he is out of the game and can no longer solve the case by
deducing weapon, location and culprit.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Deductive card game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Cluedo Kartenspiel

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

Cluedo kompakt

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Somebody has eaten the cake all by himself and the little hobby
detectives search for the owner of the sweet tooth. As in Cluedo
the case is randomly assembled at the start - maybe Gloria at
5 with cocoa? Each case features clues in the guise of pictures
underneath playing pieces, players need not be able to read.
Those clue pictures are also on the notepads of players, so that
you can cross them off. Connecting Cluedo junior to Cluedo are
the familiar characters, albeit in a comic-book design: Baronin
von Porz, Oberst von Gatow, Professor Bloom, Fräulein Gloria,
Frau Weiß and Reverend Grün.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

One suspect, on weapon and one location are set aside facedown for the case; remaining clue cards are dealt evenly; surplus
one are on display. You compare your clue cards to your set of
case cards and set aside correlations. In turn, you ask your left
neighbor for two clues, he checks his cards - if he has one or two,
he shows you one; if he has none, you ask the next player, etc. If
nobody has one of the clues you asked for, you that this is part of
the case. you can accuse at any time and invite other players to
join you. If you accuse correctly, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The classic detective game, set in a new, modern environment,
this time in a classy mansion including a swimming pool,
á la Hollywood Movie Star! Cluedo as we know it and yet is
different! This version of the detective game introduces new
characters and a new background story together with a new
graphic design. Again, murder has been done, we use character
conspiracy cards and are also confronted with a time limit. When
the timecard is drawn, playing time has run out for the affected
player: he is out of the game and can no longer solve the case
by deducing weapon, location and culprit. Travel edition in the
series SPASS ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Deduction with cards for 3-4 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Cobra Paw

Codenames Duet XXL

Coffee Roaster

Designer: Derek Weston
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: Vlaada Chvátil, Scot Eaton
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Saashi
Publisher: dlp games

6

Make use of Meister Miau’s technique when fighting for 21 Clawfuku tiles showing two identical or two different symbols out of
six, both dice show all six symbols. You roll and quickly grab the
corresponding tile from the middle or from another player while
adhering to the codex of grabbing. If you are first to hold six tiles,
or eight in a game for two players, you win. In variants, you 1. Set
aside tiles; if one of their combinations is rolled, you get a tile,
if you are first to call „ninja“ correctly; or 2. You lose a tile of you
make a mistake or 3. You are first to grab eleven tiles using the
rules of Version 2.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

25 Codenames = agents in a 5x5 grid. A code card shows agents
marked in green to each player, the partner must guess those.
Both players alternate to give clues of one word + a number,
indicating the number of agents that fit the clue. If the partner
touches a correct agent, he can guess again. Touching of neutral
agents or stopping voluntarily ends the round, you take one of
nine time tokens. Touched words are covered in green or beige.
If the assassin is touched, the game is lost. The game is won,
when 15 codenames in nine rounds are found on both sides.
Mission cards vary number of rounds and neutral agents. Team
variant possible.
Version: en * Rules: en + 15 more languages * In-game text: yes

Create the best coffee! In an individual game use one coffee
card, in the Roast Challenge three different ones. You take the
corresponding components and set them out. IN the roast
phase, you draw tiles over several rounds and can use instant
effects and flavor effects to influence the roasting; you also
return tiles to the bag and take tiles out of play. After each roast
round you can decide to go to the cup-testing phase and draw/
select tiles until the cup-testing board is full. Then you score
Roast points, Flavor points and Skill points for the success of your
roasting. There are five coffee cards Master Roast for experts.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en jp * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Cooperative word guessing for 2-4 players, ages 11+

Deck/bag building for 1 player, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Coinx

Collecto

Designer: Guy Jeandel
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Martin Nedergaard Andersen
Publisher: HCM Kinzel

5

Color Addict

7

7

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Coinx are friendly nature monsters and invite you to a tour of the
seasons. Nine colored pieces comprise 2 red, 2 yellow, 2 blue and
2 green L shapes, all with a hole in varying positions. The 9th,
purple piece is made up from two staggered rectangles, with
one hole each. 18 double-sided task cards show positions of
Coinx. Coinx must not be covered, you must use all nine pieces
that cannot exceed the card and Coinx must be visible through
the hole in a piece of their color. If a Coinx is gray, you must
deduce the correct color.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

48 marbles - eight in six colors - are put into a 7x7 grid, the
middle dent is free; at the start you cannot have two adjacent
marbles of the same color. The active player slides a row of
marbles as far as it will go and then collects all adjacent marbles
of the same color(s), minimum two in a group; one of them must
be in the row you just moved. If you could not form a pair and
the other players also do not see a possibility, you have an extra
turn; a marble from the first move must be moved again and
after the turn there must be one adjacent pair. If no pair is possible anymore, you score one point for each group of 3 marbles
you collected.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Aim of the game: Be first to have no cards in hand and stack.
Cards show the name of a color, written in another color. All
cards are dealt evenly to players and stacked face down. All
play simultaneously and put a card on the top card in the pile,
as follows: On the word Blue, written in orange color, you can
place cards with words in orange, cards with words in blue, color
jokers, the word blue written in any color and the word orange
in written in any color. If you cannot drop a card, you draw cards
until you can. As an alternative, you can play in turns and not
draw a card if you have more than three cards in hand.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Placement puzzle for 1 player, ages 5+

Sliding and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Color Brain

Colour Chameleon

Publisher: Game Factory

Publisher: Jumbo Diset

Concordia

3

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

The color of Homer Simpsons trousers? Players form two to
four teams, one-player teams are possible. Each team has a set
of color cards and you begin with Deck 1 of question cards.
The front card and its number are read, the number indicates
the number of colors in the answer. Each team puts color cards
accordingly face down, then all answers are revealed. Whoever
answered correctly scores the number of wrong answers given
by other teams. When all teams answered correctly, the card is
set aside for a bonus point for the next question. Once in a game
you can swap a card in your answer for another after answers
have been revealed.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Chameleons have lost their color points. Each player receives a
chameleon tile and one color piece for each of the six colors. You
roll the color die and can place a color piece into the tile if the
color on the die corresponds to the color of the first free hole in
the chameleon, beginning at its head. If you are first to fill your
chameleon, you win. As a variant, you can play with placing corresponding colors without adhering to the sequence.
Series Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as download
only.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Fame and Fortune in the Roman Empire. As a colonist you go on
the modular board into one of the provinces in the Empire or in
Italy to produce brick, food, cloth, wine or tools. All begin with
an identical set of cards and acquire additional cards, which are
used for actions and victory points. The Tribune lets you take
up spent cards again, which results in an intermediate scoring.
If you build the last house or buy the last character card, you
take Concordia, followed by a last turn for each player. Then you
score Gods on character cards in relation to buildings, goods,
colonists, etc. Concordia gives you 7 points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 11 other languages * In-game text: yes

Quiz on colors for 2-12 players, ages 12+

Colour dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Concordia Aegyptus / Creta

Concordia Balearica / Cyprus

Concordia Salsa

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Two new boards! In the Aegyptus scenario, Memphis is the
starting town; town tiles B are removed, a bonus food is placed
in Kush; PRAEFEKT gives additional food when producing in
Nile provinces and for players with incense trade for production
in a province with a harbor town at the Red See. ARCHITEKT
allows several sea colonists per sea route; sea colonists to the
Red See needs KOLONIST: Special case Incense Trade for sea
colonists. Szenario Creta - Knossos is starting town, town tiles C
are removed; Gavdos is a province with one town and variable
bonus goods for production, money bonus +2.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + es it jp pl * In-game text: yes

Two new maps - Balearica showing Ibiza, Mallorca and Menora
- no capital city. One sea colonist on the starting cases between
the islands - and Cyprus showiing Cyprus and the northeastern
Mediterranian. Fish market - Variant for each Concordia szenario.
Praefectus Piscatus replaces Praefectus Magnus. Instead of a
bonus resource you receive a fish when producing with the
Praefectus. In the fishmarket phase at the start of a turn you can
exchange fish in the fish market for actions. Fish Market can be
combined with other expansions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Three new features for Concordia in this expansion: Salt is a
new good, and can be acquired in Salt Cities. Salt is used for a
joker good and can replace any other good. You cannot buy
salt for money and you cannot sell it, and Salt Cities do not
count for Mercurius. Forum introduces 27 Forum cards with
new strategic options; Patricians are permanent cards, Burghers
give once-only advantages. There are also two new maps/
scenarios - Byzantium and Hispania. Starting city for Byzantium is
Byzantium, Starting city for Hispania is Saguntum. There are also
rules how to play the new scenarios without Salt. New edition
with a new cover design
Version: multi * Rules: de en + es it pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

New Concordia scenarios for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Supplement for Concordia for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Concordia for 2-5 players, ages 12+
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Concordia Venus

Concordia Venus Balearica / Italia

Cooper Island

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Andreas Odendahl
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

Concordia Venus is a supplement for Concordia as well as a
stand-alone version of Concordia. New boards introduce scenarios - Ionium/Hellas and Imperium/Cyprus, you can play with
2-5 players, or the team version with four or six players. You have
character cards in hand and play one of them; the Tribune card
allows you to take all played cards back in hand; in a team game,
your partner also resolves the action of your card. If someone
has bought the last character card from the display or built all
15 houses, you score at the end of the round - each character is
affiliated to a deity, who gives victory points for development
achievements.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn es it pl pt * In-game text: yes

Two new maps - Balearica showing Ibiza, Mallorca and Menora
- no capital city. One sea colonist on the starting cases between
the islands - and Italia - City tokens „D“ go out of play. In both
maps the mini-Map is the bonus marker section. Fish market Variant for each Concordia szenario. Praefectus Piscatus replaces
Praefectus Magnus. Instead of a bonus resource you receive
a fish when producing with the Praefectus. In the fishmarket
phase at the start of a turn you can exchange fish in the fish
market for actions. Fish Market can be combined with other
expansions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

An island in the Atlantic Ocean; we land at her peninsulas and
use workers to explore, to cultivate and settle. The options and
opportunities are manifold - you can spread out for greater land
gain or go upwards to reach more valuable resources in higher
levels of cultivation. Victory points can come from buildings,
boats or statues and you can invade the waters of other players
and use the actions of small offshore islands. A plethora of
strategies and mechanisms provide an action puzzle for the
real placing and stacking of landscape tiles for Forest, Meadow,
Mountains and Settlements while avoiding ruins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Supplement for / version of Concordia for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Supplement for Concordia Venus for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Worker Placement / Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

CØpenhagen

CØpenhagen Roll & Write

Designers: D. Skjold Pedersen, A. Harding Granerud
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: D. Skjold Pedersen, A. Harding Granerud
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Coralia

8

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: R&R Games / HUCH!

10

House fronts in Nyhavn need to be decorated. In your turn, you
can take two adjacent cards from the display - limit 7 in hand - or
decorate front: You discard as many cards in the color of the
tile as that tile has squares and add the tile to the hose, with
minimum one square on top of another tile or touching the base
line. Built-over crests give special actions, also via ability tokens.
When a row or column in the house is complete you score 1
point for a row and 2 for a column; points are doubled if a row
or column has only window squares. You win with 12 points or
most points, when the end-of-game card appears.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Designing fronts in Nyhavn. You roll five dice and select a shape
according to color and number in the result, from the ∞ section
of the front block, or an available one from the 1x section. You
enter the shape into your block as per requirements and mark
one case in the form with x, all others with o. All other players
select an unused die and mark a case in this ability track for
points or bonuses. If a row or column is complete, you score 1
point for a row and 2 points for a column with minimum one
x, or 2 points for a row and 4 points for a column with only o
marks. If someone has 12 points, you win at the end of the round
with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Marine biologists contribute to the growth of six coral reefs with
their diving robots, represented by dice; the active player selects
and rolls four dice; then he selects one into a suitable position in
the reef of that color and resolves the action of the symbol. The
next player takes the three remaining dice, selects a fourth, rolls,
choses one and places one, etc. Symbol actions are: Pearl, Fish or
Starfish for cards - Kraken placement gives victory points for dice
in place - Divers are placed or moved to retrieve treasure - Turtle
gives bonuses. Blocked slots yield an island card for Pearl, Fish or
Starfish. At the end you score pearls, fish, starfish and divers.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Area management with dice for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Placement game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Cranium Dark

Crash Test Bunnies

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Florian Nadler
Publisher: moses. Verlag

18

Crazy Eggz

8

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Abacusspiele

6

Make your friends guess terms, using pantomime, plasticine,
pen or words! The active player draws a Cranium card and an Action! card and must then get the other players to guess the term
on the Cranium card, using the means stated on the Action!
card. This could be, for instance “form the term while someone
sits on your lap” or “act like a motivation coach” for terms like “hypochondriac” or “milk a cow”. Some cards forbid you to speak in
your turn. When the term is guessed in the run-time of the timer,
active player and guesser each take one of the cards. Whoever is
first to own seven cards, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Bunnies on the racetrack! All play simultaneously to shed cards
while taking note of obstacles and Bunny Coins. In each of three
rounds, the starting player places one card to start the track.
Then all play simultaneously to place one race card of your color,
track side up, onto the race stack - for left, right or straight ahead,
to collect coins, avoid obstacles or reap a bonus. If someone
plays his last card, they receive one to three coins depending on
the round, and you turn over the race stack for Replay and check
card by card if you played correctly to collect coins, resolve a
bonus roll or lose coins for crashing into an obstacle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Roll a die for an egg! You roll the Where Die and clamp it to a part
of your body accordingly. Then the active player puts an egg into
the cup and rolls the Action Die. For a red result the first player
completing the correct action takes the egg, rolls the Where Die
and places it. For a blue result, the last player to complete the
indicated action hands back an egg- Red action: Crow, take the
egg from the cup, do a disco pose or grab the action die. Blue actions: Put a finger to your mouth and say Shshshs or put a hand
on the egg in the cup. If you have five eggs, you turn in a circle
once, crow and win if you don’t drop an egg.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr kr pl pt * In-game text: no

Party and guessing games for 3 or more players, ages 18+

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Agility game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Crime Master

Crime Master 2

Crossboule C3

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Mark Calin Caliman
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Tatort Großstadt - Scene of Crime: Metropolis. 25 cases await
their solution. One player is Crime Master, detectives decide on
team work or individual investigations. One player draws a case
and lists all facts on the card and the details that need to be
found out. The Crime Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”.
Investigators I turn pose questions that must be answered with
yes or no. Everyone can keep asking until he gets a “no”. When
you name correct details, you score one point. When the investigators can think of no questions anymore or twelve points have
been awarded, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Scene of Crime: Holiday regions. 25 cases in Germany, Austria
and Switzerland need solving. One player is Crime Master, detectives decide on team work or individual investigations. One
player draws a case and lists all facts on the card and the details
that need to be found out. The Crime Maser takes the card “Solution of the Case”. Investigators in turn pose questions that must
be answered with yes or no. Everyone can keep asking until he
gets a “no”. When you name correct details, you score one point.
When the investigators can think of no questions anymore or 12
points have been awarded, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Variant of Boules, featuring soft balls, playable in any surrounding. The small target boule is called ”Jack”; if you throw it, you
determine how everybody throws their boules, “left hand only”
or “roll them” etc. You try to get your own boules as close as you
can to Jack. You can play “Dog eat Dog” or in teams. First you
throw Jack; then each player in turn throws one of his boules.
When all are thrown, you score for lowest distance to Jack and
for combos that are formed by one or more of your boules
touching Jack. With 13 points you win a set, with two sets you
win the match. Two-Player Sets in many color versions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-10 players, ages 14+

Deduction game for 2-10 players, ages 14+

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Crystal Palace

Cthulhu Death May Die

Cubimag

Designer: Carsten Lauber
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Eric M. Lang, Rob Daviau
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

6

World Fair 1851 in London - you present your country with
inventions and advertising, but are faced with the constant
dilemma of moderate spending vs. taking out loans. You set the
value of your dice, albeit at a cost, and then use them at eight
different locations to acquire resources, patents and brains.
After five rounds you pay back loans; then you swap energy,
cogwheels and newspapers for £ and place 10 £ each on empty
research slots, if possible, to avoid loss of victory points. Credits,
even paid-back ones, are penalty points; buzz track, Black
Market and player board yield additional victory points. Part of
the Uwe Rosenberg collection.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

The Elder One must be killed; the ritual, however, has begun. An
Episode Box and an Elder One Box are selected and combined.
An Investigator’s turn: 1. Three actions - options are Run, Attack,
Rest, Trade items and companions or Episode Actions. Dice
rolls are resolved for success, Elder Sign, Tentacles and Blank;
tentacles lose you sanity. 2. Draw and resolve a Mythos card in
order of steps as listed. 3. Investigate, if in a safe space, or Fight.
4. Resolve Turn end. If an investigator dies before the Elder One
is summoned, the game is lost. When the episode goal is met,
the Elder one appears and can be killed.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl ru * In-game text: yes

More than 130 puzzles in three levels of difficulty are offered by
the booklet, to be solved with seven magnetic building blocks
in seven colors, all made from four cubes. You select a puzzle,
take the blocks indicated underneath the task and form the
construct. Blocks depicted in color indicate their exact position
in the construct, the other blocks can be placed any way ou
want, provided the depicted construct is the result.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Worker placement with dice for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Fantasy Dungeon Crawl for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Construction puzzle for 1 player, ages 6+

Da ist der Wurm drin
Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Das Chamäleon

4

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Das Elixier

10

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Worm-burrowing party in neighbor’s garden! You pick a worm
head and let it disappear into your worm’s tunnel. Then you roll
the die and push a worm section of this color into your worm’s
tunnel. When the first worm head appears at the other end, the
round is finished. You win, if the head of your worm is furthest
ahead. In the version for older children you can place your daisy
tile and your strawberry tile next to the corresponding slit in the
tunnel of the worm which you believe will become visible first.
If you picked the right slit, you can feed the tile to your worm by
pushing it into your own tunnel.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Unmask the Chameleon, but don’t give away the code word!
Chameleon card and players minus 1 code cards are shuffled,
all get one card. One player rolls two dice and turns up a theme
card; dice results and symbol on the code cards identify the code
word for all but the chameleon. Then, all in turn name one word
relating to the code word, the chameleon tries to bluff. Then all
discuss who might be the chameleon and point at a player that
they suspect. If you got most votes, you reveal your card and, if
you are the Chameleon, can still score if you name the correct
code word. Depending on the outcome, points are awarded. You
win with five points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Rare mushrooms, secret liquids in vials and poisonous beetles all alchemists begin with two of each ingredient and must only
keep one kind to win. You have all ingredients in your palm. At
the start of a round, three dice are rolled - all players decide on
their bid and take ingredients into their other hand accordingly.
If you achieve correlation with the roll, you may discard your
bid. TO decide correlation, all ingredients of a type in all bids are
summed, but dice results are not summed! If nobody achieves
correlation, you may discard a bid you chose that is not in the
result. If all achieve correlation, nobody discards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Word guessing game for 3-8 players, ages 10+

Bid and memo game for 3-7 players, ages 8
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Das große Baustellenspiel

Das große Feuerwehrspiel

Designer: Team Noris
Publisher: Noris Spiele

4

Das große Jahreszeitenspiel

5

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Team Noris
Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

We help at the building site! Three tasks are displayed, you have
three vehicles of your color. In your turn you roll the die - a tool
you take from stock or for another player; for a question mark
you can take any tool from stock. If you have two tools to meet
a task, you discard them and put your vehicle into this board
section, from outside or another section on the board. When the
necessary number of vehicles - also several of the same player
- are in the section, you put a brick of your color into the house
and take back your vehicle(s). When all tasks are met, you win
with most bricks in the house.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cards are rewards for knowledge or help for fire fighters. You
hold four
Operation cards and roll a die: o For a „?“, you answer a question
- reading assistance might be needed - and get the card for a
correct answer. o For a number you move maximum as many
steps: On a „?“ you answer a question; on a „!“ you take cards on
the case or place two from the pile if the case is empty. You also
take cards on a blank case. o For a „!“ you count Operation cards
on the board and - in case of five or less - add three from stack;
then you move three steps and resolve the new case. If you have
eight cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A journey along the seasons; you play as a team and share
information on events during the year. 109 season cards show
events and one easy and one difficult questions, answers are on
the back. For a game, you set out 20 randomly selected cards.
The active player decides on an easy or difficult question, rolls
the corresponding die and advances Lilly. If you can answer the
question, the card goes out of play; if not, it is put back under
the stack. When Lilly passes the exclamation mark, a new year
begins. When the stack of 20 cards is empty before ten years
have passed, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dice, collecting and placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Quiz game on annual seasons for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Das große Polizeispiel
Designer: Team Nori
Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Das kuriose Österreich Quiz

Das Maß aller Dinge

Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Christoph Puhl
Publisher: Game Factory

Police in action all around town; players assist and need to complete as many tasks as possible. Players start in the middle; four
events are revealed and their cases on the board marked with a
mission token. In a round, four dice are rolled, and players decide
who gets which one; then all move their pawn accordingly, and
double the number if you get the die of your pawn color. If you
reach a mission token, you remove it; on color cases, only the
player with the same pawn color can remove the token. When,
after such a round, all events are used up and no mission tokens
left on the board, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

202 quiz cards ask questions about curious and interesting facts.
The active player draws a card and reads out question and three
answer options. All other players guess the answer by laying
down the corresponding tip card. Then the solution is given
and if you answered correctly, you get a chip. After a number
of rounds in relation to player numbers you win with most
chips. In the Speed Variant you can, when all answers are read,
very quickly put all your tip cards in the middle - if you guessed
correctly, you receive two chips; if not, you are out of play for
the question.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

How long does it take your hair to grow 2m? 300 cards asks
such crazy questions, but the answer is an exact value within
the corresponding chart. The card is centered above the “Maß
aller Dinge“ strip. Then you cover a sector on the strip with your
estimation strip, also on top of other strips. For an answer, the
card is placed at the “Maß aller Dinge” track with its image side;
the arrow indicates the answer. If it also points at your estimation
track, you score the number of lines on your track - the shorter
the more lines - and mark your tape accordingly. The first one to
reach 15 cm, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Quiz for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Estimation game for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Das Spiel des Lebens

Das Spiel des Lebens Banking

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Das Spiel des Lebens junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

5

A new cover design and a new wheel for the game that has
amused generations! At the start players must decide between
a fast-track career and the longer track via a university degree.
Then you roll the die and move along the paths, at crossroads
you must choose the long way. You follow the instructions of
the squares on which you end your moves and you buy life
insurance if you want to and can afford it. You can take out loans.
You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the
customs bridge to reach your feudal mansion or your retirement
home. When the last player reaches one of these destinations
the richest player wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

At the start players must decide between a fast-track career and
the longer track via a university degree. Then you roll the die and
move along the paths, at crossroads you must choose the long
way. You follow the instructions of the squares reached with
your moves and buy life insurance if you want to and can afford
it. You can take out loans. You marry, have children, acquire status symbols, and cross the customs bridge to reach your feudal
mansion or your retirement home. When the last player reaches
one of these destinations the richest player wins the game. New
edition with bank cards instead of cash and a card reader!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The junior version offers a fabulous day at the Fun Fair to all
players. You dash across the board in your cute little car, of
course according to the value indicated on the famous number
wheel. You visit attractions, for instance Water Park, Chocolate
Factory or the Zoo. The Fun Train takes you to the other side
of the board, very fast! Action cards are drawn on the way and
invite players to act, sing or tell stories. With these activities you
win stars for your adventure card or some pocket money to pay
entrance fees at the attractions. Whoever is first to collects ten
stars, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Move & roll game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Move & roll game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
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Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Das Streben nach Glück

Davy Jones‘ Schatztruhe

Designers: David Chircop, Adrian Abela
Publisher: Kobold Spieleverlag

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Dawn of the Zeds

5

Designer: Hermann Luttmann
Publisher: Frosted Games

A lifetime in a game, lived by worker placement - you realize
project, work, have relationships, start families and want to
achieve life goals. At the start you are assigned special abilities.
You place marker for actions - learning, playing, friends, work
for resources, etc. Opposing markers at actions produce stress.
Resources in the game are Knowledge, Creativity and Influence,
accrued from Study, Play and Interact. In the phases Adult Life
and Old Age stress levels depend on your decisions about job
etc., sports and recreation reduces stress and provide longer life.
At the end you compare player resumes.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

As a pirate you want to grab as much as you can from the loot,
before the Boom card appears and the ship explodes so that all
lose what they have in hand. In turn, you draw one card: Coin
- you take it in hand or decide to quit for the round, discard all
cards so far collected and take coins from the chest accordingly.
Pirates - the card is displayed and resolved. The Davy Jones‘
Locker card protects you from Boom for five rounds!. Boom - all
coin cards held in players‘ hands are discarded. When the last
coin is taken from the chest, you win with most coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Zombies in Farmingdale. Starting with the basic game - solo or
cooperative or even competitive - you fight zombie-like killers.
In rounds you resolve phases: Draw event card and resolve the
tags in relation to the level - in the basic game you begin with
the Zed phase - followed by action phase and organization
phase. Effects of the event card, e.g. drawing of a story card, are
resolved in the tag phase marked on the event card. The game
is won, when the final event card appears, and lost, when a Zed
enters the city center. Higher levels of the zombie survival game
introduce more events, heroes and challenges.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Risk/stop game for 2-6 players, ages 5+

Zombie survival for 1-4/5 players, ages 14+

Decipher

Deckscape Behind the Curtain

Deckscape Der Fluch der Sphinx

Designers: Bill Eberle, Peter & Greg Olotka
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Guess a word! The puzzle maker builds a word, but not from
letters! He uses sticks and arches to form letters and, when done,
gives the active seeker a piece. The seeker asks for its position
and places a yes or no token accordingly. Each seeker can guess
at any time. If he is correct, the word is revealed. If not, he loses
the guess token. If you err twice, you are out! When only three
letter pieces are left, the bonus mode begins, a seeker must ask
for a piece and the puzzle maker takes a bonus token. Puzzle
markers guess for no tokens and bonus tokens, sekers for
remaining guess tokens, the winner for bonus token and win
token.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A version of Live Escape Room games. The tricks and secrets
of Magician Lance Oldman must be probed, as the show takes
an unexpected turn. Players meet the task by solving puzzles
cooperatively; they win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The
sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles
and items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must
be answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles; they remain
on the table. Wrong solutions are marked with X on the scoring
sheet, missing items with 2X. Each X adds 5 minutes to the time
it took to solve the task.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. Incarcerated in a pyramid,
you must decipher the hieroglyphs, before the mummy
catches up with you. Players meet the task by solving puzzles
cooperatively; they win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The
sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles
and items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must
be answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles; they remain
on the table. Wrong solutions are marked with X on the scoring
sheet, missing items with 2X. Each X adds 5 minutes to the time
it took to solve the task.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Word guessing game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Deckscape Heist in Venice

Deckscape Hinter dem Vorhang

Deckscape Test Time

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In Heist in Venice, you
need to break into the oldest Casino in the world in Venice and
steal the 1-Billion-Euro-Poker-Chip!
Version: en * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. The tricks and secrets
of Magician Lance Oldman must be probed, as the show takes
an unexpected turn. Players meet the task by solving puzzles
cooperatively; they win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The
sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles
and items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must
be answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles; they remain
on the table. Wrong solutions are marked with X on the scoring
sheet, missing items with 2X. Each X adds 5 minutes to the time
it took to solve the task.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: yes

Doctor Thyme tests the abilities of all players. He explains his
project and presses a button, an alarm sounds, the room is
locked down the doctor falls through a trap door and the room
gets dark. Players must solve puzzles to find their way out. In
the cooperative game, all win or lose together and only need
paper and pen, all other information is available from the game;
the card sequence must not be changed. There are puzzles and
items - puzzles show an image and a question that must be
answered. Items are necessary to solve puzzles; those cards stay
on the table. Wrong solutions are penalized with an X, missing
items score 2X.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards, for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Deckscape the Curse of the Sphinx

Deckscape The Fate of London

Deckscape The Mystery of Eldorado

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

A version of Live Escape Room games. Incarcerated in a pyramid,
you must decipher the hieroglyphs, before the mummy
catches up with you. Players meet the task by solving puzzles
cooperatively; they win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The
sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles
and items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must
be answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles; they remain
on the table. Wrong solutions are marked with X on the scoring
sheet, missing items with 2X. Each X adds 5 minutes to the time
it took to solve the task.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. In this edition, England
needs assistance, four contraptions must be defused before
midnight! Players must solve puzzles to meet the task. In
cooperative play, all win or lose together and only need pen
and paper, all other information is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be changed! There are puzzles and
items - puzzles show an an image and a question that must be
answered. Items are needed to solve puzzles, they remain on the
table. Wrong solutions are marked with X, missing items with 2X.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

A version of Live Escape Room games. Players must solve
puzzles to meet the task. In cooperative play, all win or lose
together and only need pen and paper, all other information
is included in the game. The sequence of cards must never be
changed! There are puzzles and items - puzzles show an an
image and a question that must be answered. Items are needed
to solve puzzles, they remain on the table. Wrong solutions are
marked with X, missing items with 2X. In The Mystery of Eldorado,
we parachute into the jungle after a plane problem and need to
survive and unravel the mystery of Eldorado.
Version: en * Rules: de en es it nl ru * In-game text: yes

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Escape Room with cards for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Decktective Bloody-red Roses

Decktective Blutrote Rosen

Deep Blue

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: dV Giochi

Designers: Martino Chiacchiera, Silvano Sorrentino
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: D. Skjold Pedersen, A. Harding Granerud
Publisher: Days of Wonder / Asmodee

8

The murder of Count Tudor must be solved. Once again, players
act cooperatively, albeit at a rather spectacular 3D crime scene.
You play a card, either face down into the archive and cannot
discuss the information, or you play the card openly for visible
information for all. You can only play an open card with a value
equal to or lower than the current number of cards in the
archive. Visible information can be discussed. When cards are
played, you discuss again, now also about information from the
archive. Then you answer questions to score points for correct
answers - the more points the better the detectives.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

The murder of Count Tudor must be solved. Once again, players
act cooperatively, albeit at a rather spectacular 3D crime scene.
You play a card, either face down into the archive and cannot
discuss the information, or you play the card openly for visible
information for all. You can only play an open card with a value
equal to or lower than the current number of cards in the
archive. Visible information can be discussed. When cards are
played, you discuss again, now also about information from the
archive. Then you answer questions to score points for correct
answers - the more points the better the detectives.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Diving for treasures in shipwrecks based on one of seven scenario cards. You can, in turn, either hire a Crew member, Sail, Rest
or Dive. To sail, you play crew cards and can explore wreck tiles
or turn them up and explore. From a boat on a wreck tile you
can dive, adjacent boats can join you. Diving is done by drawing
individual markers from the bag - treasures, artifacts, antiquities
and danger; after each marker, you can decide to stop. If the 2nd
danger is drawn, you must stop or play protection. Wreck tiles
showing segments of the sunken city are displayed. When the
city is complete, you win with most victory points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative deduction for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Cooperative deduction for 1-6 players, ages 12+

Treasure diving for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Der bunte Würfel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Der, die, das Deutsch!

4

Der Fall einer Lady

10

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Björn Lippold
Publisher: Krimi total

16

You want to get your pawn to the finish first. You need to roll a
flower to place your pawn at start and have three rolls in a turn
to achieve it. When the pawn is at start, you then roll the die and
move the pawn to the next slot with this symbol. Players can
decide to allow several pawns on one slot or to jump over occupied slots. In the advanced version you have four pawns and
when the move ends on an occupied slot, the pawn there goes
back to its corner slot. You cannot oust one of your own pawns,
and the finish cases must be filled in sequence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

1300 questions for all that speak German or are learning German; the difficulty is adapted for every individual player. There
are cards on Grammar, Vocabulary, Phrases, This and That as well
as for actions like reading out tongue twisters or naming terms
within a time frame, and also cards for challenges. For many
questions, there is an example with solution on the card that
should be read before the actual question. Two dice determine
the category of the question and the points you can score. Cards
with an eye symbol are shown to the candidate, for cards with a
pen symbol you must write something. You win, if you are first to
collect 50 points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Case 20 from Krimi total - Lady Amelia Brysons days in the Swiss
Alps are drawing to a close, her doctor notifies the family - the
estranged members meet in the chalet, a thunderstorm breaks
and before night falls, Lady Amelia is dead. Those present in
the chalet want to find out the reason. The host assigns roles
and first information together with the invitation. You play
your role, suitable costumed, if possible, must tell the truth and
give information on third parties. The culprit may lay, the game
master supplies missing clues. When the culprit is named in the
final voting, the case has been solved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Quiz for 2-16 players, ages 10+

Crime dinner game for 7-8/9 players, ages 16+
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Der Flugplatzspatz

Der Grüffelo Fühl mal - Was ist das?

Designers: Philip Wächter, Moni Port
Publisher: Metermorphosen

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Heinz Meister
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

10

Der Heidelbär

4

Designer: Frank Stark
Publisher: HeidelBÄR

8

48 cards are laid out face-down and form 24 pairs of an image
card and a text card, both with an identical color background. So
far, so standard, but - the texts are old and new tongue twisters,
and the images are cute and creative illustrations of those tonge
twisters. Memo as usual and yet incredibly challenging and
accompanied by the with to immediately reciting the tongue
twister - FLugplatzspatz is one of the easier ones, by the way.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Grüffelo since 20 years! Feel, grope, find shapes! 21 shapes
show images from Grüffelo’s world and are put into the grabble
bag. Corresponding cards are dealt evenly to all players, who
display them openly. One player keeps rolling the die; all others
grope - each from another corner - in the bag for shapes suiting
their images. Shapes you find are put on your cards; if you pull
out a shape for another player, you give it to him. If you pull out
Grüffelo, you must pause until the dice is handed on. If you roll
the die, you do the corresponding action after each roll; if you
roll the mouse for the second time, you hand the die to the next
player.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

The logo of HeidelBÄR Games is a bear and you are asked to
describe terms containing „Bär – Bear”- syllables, sounding
similar, successfully and thus earn the card. You are told to use
the top or bottom term on your card and then must describe
it with one sentence of 6 words. Two of the words are taken by
“Dieser Bär – This Bear”. So try and communicate apPEAR! You
could say „This bear enters a room! Words from other languages
are permitted, but translations and using the same root of a
word are forbidden. Not surprisingly, in the end you win if you
kept your BEARing. 100% language-dependent!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Groping game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Language and vocabulary game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Der Herr der Ringe Reise durch Mittelerde

Der kleine Rabe Socke Buchstabensuche

Designers: Nathan Hajek, Grace Holdinghouse
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Der kleine Rabe Socke

6

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

5

On their journeys across Middle-Earth players fight enemies,
find treasures, discover knowledge and develop the individual
abilities of their heroes. Each game is part of a campaign. Players
try to meet tasks; players and campaign develop independently
from the outcome of an individual game. A necessary App determines challenges and content of a game and records the game
stats. Phases of a round: 1. Action phase with two actions, Travel,
Attack or Interact, order of active heroes at players‘ discretion. 2.
Shadow phase with Enemy Activation, Darkness and Threat. 3.
Recreation and preparation of next round.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr hu it pl pt * In-game text: yes

23 cards show two items and two - not corresponding - first letters. A summary board shows all items with their first letters. The
active player forms a pair with item and first letter by combining
one of his three cards in hand with one of the three cards in
the open display. Image or letter that you used in the display
are marked with a chip and are now blocked for the round; you
keep your card in hand. If you cannot form a pair, you are out
of the round. The last one in play wins the round and discards
one of his cards in hand. For a new round, three new cards are
displayed. If you discard your last card, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Suche nach dem verlorenen Schatz. Often you have to look
twice to see the value of something, in this game too! Three
cards are set aside, the rest is stacked. Then you turn up card
by card and put it on the open stack. If you are first to grab
the treasure item that appears for the 2nd time, you keep it. If
you made a mistake - a card appears showing an item that has
already been taken - you are out of the round. At the end you
check for mistakes with the three set-aside cards and then you
score 3-2-1 points for most, second- and third-most items. After
three rounds, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative adventure with App for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Combination game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Memo and reaction game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Der kleine Rabe Socke Zahlenraten

Der Phrasenfuchs

Der Räuber Hotzenplotz - So ein Theater

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Peter Wichmann
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Designers: Kai Haferkamp, Otfried Preußler
Publisher: HUCH!

6

5

Number cards show numbers 1 to 50 and a question on the
back side. One player is Rabe Socke and secretly writes down
a number; the other players must guess it. All numbers are laid
out; the active player points at a number and receives yes or no
for an answer. If it is the wrong number, the indicated card is
turned over, the question is read and answered with yes or no by
the Rabe player. If the indicated number is the correct one, the
active player takes the card and becomes the new Rabe player,
et. The Rabe player can only select cards still in the grid. If you
have won three cards, you win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Phrases and sayings have been alienated and need to be
recognized. 300 cards for six categories are set out, separated by
categories and show three phrases each, changed differently in
each category: A word has been replaced by “Fuchs” - only two
words are read - only one word is read - the phrase has been
literally translated word by word into English - the current Questioning Fox draws the phrase - or he reads them with pinched
cheeks. The other players guess; whoever is first to guess a
phrase correctly, takes a chip. When all three phrases of a card
are played, you move your pawn for chips you won.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Hotzenplotz wants to do a theatre performance; players help to
get everything on the 3D stage properly. For Bühne frei! Players
in turn put figures on the stage based on their memory of a card
display; for a mistake, you are out of the round. When a second
player goes out, the round is lost. For Vorhang auf!, you put
figures in stage positions, based on a memorized scenario card.
You can doubt the position; whoever is correct, takes the card.
For Etwas ist anders, the active player sets up a scene and, after
a time for memorizing, changes a detail. If you spot the change
after opening your eyes, you touch the card and get it if you are
correct.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Number guessing game for 2-5 players, ages 6+

Quiz game for 3-8 players, ages 14+

Memo and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Der Unterhändler Verbrechenswelle

Des Alters fette Beute

Designer: A. J. Porfirio
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designer: Barbara Friedrich
Publisher: Krimi total

Deutscher Spielepreis Classic Goodie Box

16

Designer: diverse
Publisher: Frosted Games

Negotiations with a hostage taker! A round comprises negotiation, buy and escalation phase. The hostage taker poses main,
escape and side demands, all hidden at the start. Effects reveal
demands. Negotiation cards influence hostage taker and situation or demand threat rolls; danger level below 0 or the card
symbol free a hostage, a level over 7 or a symbol kill a hostage.
You win or lose depending on the status of hostages and hostage taker. Der Unterhändler Verbrechenswelle is the second core
set for an alternative access, featuring three new hostage takers.
It can be combined with Der Unterhändler.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Case 19 from Krimi Total - Paul von Stetter buys himself and five
friends into a luxurious senior residency. Now Paul is dead, and
the residence administration wants to avoid damage to its image and resolve the situation in an internal investigation.
The host assigns roles and first information together with the
invitation. You play your role, suitable costumed, if possible,
must tell the truth and give information on third parties. The
culprit may lay, the game master supplies missing clues. When
the culprit is named in the final voting, the case has been solved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

2018, a new year and a new edition for the The Goodie Box for
Deutscher Spielepreis, published as a tribute to one of the most
important awards for games in the German-speaking countries.
The Goodie Box features new expansions, , this year for classics
from earlier years - Puerto Rico, Leo muss zum Friseur, Just One,
Imhotep and IceCool as well as for Imhotep Duel for a bonus.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card game for 1 player, ages 13+

Crime dinner game for 6-7/8 players, ages 16+

Collection of expansions for five games

Deutschland Rummy

Dice Hospital

Die Befreiung der Rietburg

Designers: Dorothee Freitag, Jens-Peter Schliemann
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Stan Kordonskiy, Mike Nudd
Publisher: Kobold Spieleverlag

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

8

10

Place and expand rail tracks to get rid of tiles. 117 city connection tiles show two German cities and the distance between
them; you draw tiles for your holder and take a map of Germany
for reference. Then you display tracks of minimum three connections, adjacent cities must correspond; e.g. Heidelberg-Würzburg, Würzburg-Nürnberg, Nürnberg-Regensburg. Connections
can be rearranged as long as minimum number and adjacent
correlation conditions are met. Regio tickets are jokers for connections between identical color regions. You can ask a player
for a city; if he has it and gives it to you, he does not draw a tile. If
you are out of tiles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

D6 dice for patients! In a round, you admit an ambulance of
randomly drawn and rolled patients to you hospital, equip the
hospital with a new department or a specialist, activate the
hospital by placing of nurse or specialist and might use blood
bottles. Every department heals one patient of a certain color
or pip value by one step. If a patient would arrive at value 7, he
is discharged for victory points. Then, neglected, untreated patients get worse by one step, value 0 = death. After eight rounds,
you win with most victory points from discharged patients +
blood bottles minus deaths.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Ein Spiel in der Welt von Andor. Rietburg has been stormed and
must be freed from creatures, and Dragon Tarok hindered to
destry Rietburg completely. To succeed, you need to complete
four tasks. If all hero cards have been played, the top card of
the narrator desk is revealed and new creatures appear. When,
however, the narrator stack is empty, Dragon Tarok has won. Basically, you play or resolve a card from hand or take back all hero
and friends card in hand. You can also pick up items, hand over
items or friends to other players in the same location, or reveal or
complete a task at a location free of encounter cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice and worker placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Fantasy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Die Crew

Die Eiskönigin 4-in-1

Designer: Thomas Sing
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Die Eiskönigin 2 Der magische Pfad

4

4

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

A cooperative tricking game? Yes, really! 40 cards, 1-9 in four
colors and four rocket cards 1-4 as trumps, are dealt evenly to
all. Depending on the selected mission you display task cards.
The player holding rocket #4 is Commander and selects a task
first, then all others in turn until all tasks are taken; eventual task
tokens are assigned to tasks. The Commander leads, you must
follow suit but not trick, rockets trick any color. A player can use
his radio chip at any time to give information on one of his cards.
When all tasks could be met, when all tricks are played, the mission was successfully completed.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Four familiar classic games with illustrations from Die Eiskönigin
2. Quartett - you ask for a card, and can continue to ask if you get
it, completed qartes are set down. Mau Mau - you shed cards
suiting color or value of a previous card, or draw a card, action
cards influence direction of play and card numbers. Memo - 32
cards are laid out; you reveal two, keep a pair and have another
turn; otherwise, you put back both cards face-down. Schnipp
Schnapp - each player has a stack of cards; all display one card
in turn and say „schnipp“, if you see two identical cards, you call
„schnapp“ and take the pair.
Version: de * Rules: de and 12 more online * In-game text: no

Leaf cards need to be moved to form a path, without using
hands. A card is moved by puffing; the move ends when the
card touches another card. A complete path connects start and
finish cards as well as three person cards. If it is complete, before
action cards run out, all win together. All cards are spread out
randomly without overlappig. You have three cards in hand, select one for its action and draw a card. Leaf cards are connected,
when one color one both is the same Anna, Elsa and Olaf cannot
be moved. Action cards move cards, freeze cards, remove Sven,
protect against danger or bring danger.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative tricking game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Game bundle for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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2020
Die Eiskönigin 2 Spielebox

Die Eiskönigin 2 Spielesammlung

6

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Die Inseln im Nebel

5

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Designer: Volker Schächtele
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Scharade - 52 cards show words or sentences. The active player
rolls the die, takes the top card and does a pantomime tp presents the term indicated by the die. If you cannot yet read, you
use the image on the card, without rolling a die. The player to
the left of the presenter tries to guess the term. If they succeed,
they take the card. If you won four cards, you win the game. In
the team versions, players form teams and only the team of the
presenter guesses, they have several guesses. The winner is the
team that collects four cards first.
Also included in the box are Memo and Old Maids.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Elsa, Anna & Co provide topic and inspiration for illustrations in
a nice collection of classical games, from Nine Men’s Morris with
some variants, Draughts and Variants, both of course with the
corresponding board, to the famous Snakes & Ladders game,
again with its own board, to a series of dice game, sorted by the
number of dice you need to use - from One, using one dice, to
Yatzy, using five dice. And, of course, there is a version of Ludo in
there, called Who has the 6...?
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Landscapes shrouded by fog are discovered by flying over them
in a balloon. Dice determine wind direction and you move
steps equal to the number under your balloon. A landscape is
discovered by placing landscape tiles onto your board. Energy
can be spent to change undesirable wind directions. When all
landscapes are connected to the middle of the island, the game
ends and you receive victory points for landscapes connected
to the same type of coast, bonus for five identical landscapes,
for cities, monuments and enery value, minus visible volcanos.
Additional modules are Der Hafen and Der Ausbau.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collection of games for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Games collection for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Die Kleine Raupe Nimmersatt

Die Prinzen von Machu Picchu

Die Quacksalber von Quedlinburg Die Kräuterhexen

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

3

Mein erstes Würfelspiel - for 50 years, the little caterpillar is eating
away to become a very beautiful butterfly. The caterpillar and
the board with butterfly tableau, moving frame and cocoon puzzle are assembled. You roll two dice - for a fruit, The Very Hungry
Caterpillar moves to the next fruit of that color. If that case also
shows a leaf, you take a leaf. If you roll the leaf, you also take it. If
the second die shows a cocoon, you remove on cocoon puzzle
part. When all parts are removed and the butterfly is visible, you
win with most leaves.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Incan Princes try to save their civilization in the shelter of Machu
Picchu, the Spaniards try to find Machu Picchu. By moving
within a city quarter you trigger actions - you can produce, introduce new Incans and acquire virgins or shamans. When llamas
are sacrificed you achieve progress on the Incan Path and this in
turns yields victory points. The game ends with the salvation of
Machu Picchu - if all virgins and shamans were acquired - or the
Spaniards conquer Machu Picchu at the end of Day Nine and
gold is included in the calculation of victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

At the Quedlinburg Bazar, quacks and charlatans brew potions.
Die Kräuterhexen introduces a new ingredient as well as three
different types of the Herb Witches in the title; there are also
overflow bowls and new ingredient books plus components for
a 5th player. The basic game flow is the same. However, three
times during the game you can ask for the help of one of the
three witches on display, by discarding - in the correct phase the corresponding Hexenpfennig that you received at the start.
When your cauldron is full, you put additional chips into the
overflow bowl for victory points at the end; color chips there do
not trigger book actions.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Worker Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for the bag building game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Die Schule der Magischen Tiere

Die Tavernen im tiefen Thal

Die Villa des Paten

Designer: Michael Kallauch
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

6

10

Nicht zu fassen! Magical animals must help Miss Cornfield,
need Mr. Morrisons help and must reach the magical pet shop
unseen. You roll a die: For a number result you move an animal
in clockwise direction, maximum two animals on a slot. If an
animal ends up next to lit-up window or sits next to one after
a turn of the board, the animal turns to stone; door or window
are covered up. Magpie Pinkie next to streetlamps provides help
cards, for hide-outs, more rolls, change or range or covering
window/door. When the last animal turns to stone, the game is
lost for all; if at least one animal reaches the pet shop, all have
won together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

New guests for the host! Module 1 - Tavern Upgrade, with
several phases for each of eight rounds: Next Evening, for a
bonus * Cards for all tables * Take 1 die for each maid from the
previous phase or each hired one, maximum 3 * Draft four dice
* Plan actions by placing dice on action slots * Resolve actions,
Doubloons and Beer enable additional actions - buying of
Tavern cards, recruiting guests/nobles * Closing Time - Clean up
cards or End of game end, you win with most VP on your cards.
Modules 2 to 5: Schnapps * Bonus actions * Reputation track for
Schnapps and nobles * Individual starting conditions * Guest
book entries for bonuses.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Investigators use items in color symbols on police cards to arrest
13 body guards and the Godfather, who are on display in formation. The card backsides show number and color symbol of the
necessary cards for the arrest. Police cards are dealt evenly, four
are laid out. An attackable body guard (two free edges in the
display) is turned over and players in turn play police cards with
the necessary symbols in given order or pass, if necessary. Any
two cards can replace any symbol. As a bonus for making an
arrest players get back one card. Players can confer about the
order of arrests.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative move & roll for 1-4 players, ages 6+

Deck building and dice placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative card game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Dinosaur Island

Dizzle

Designers: Jonathan Gilmour, Brian Lewis
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Ralf zur Linde
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

DKT Alpen

8

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Cloned dinosaurs roam theme parks, you clone new ones,
administrate the park and provide security: 1. Research - roll and
place DDNA dice, place a scientist in turn order to take DNA,
enlarge cold storage, research new plan. 2. Market - one action
in turn order, then a second one - hire expert, build attraction,
expand laboratory, buy DNA. 3. Work - place workers in laboratory to modify DNA, create dinosaur, raise security, enlarge
compounds. 4. Park - Visitors, queues and dinosaur break-out. 5.
Clean-up - complete orders, renew displays etc.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp kr pt ru * In-game text: yes

You select and place dice on a sheet; the starting rolls all dice
and sorts them ascendingly. Then players in turn take one die
and put it on a free case with the same number, the first one of
the round orthogonally adjacent to a marked case, further dice
orthogonally adjacent to dice already placed. If you cannot place
a die you can re-roll - and give back an already placed die in case
of a missed roll - or pass; when all have passed or all dice are
placed or the last active player finishes his last turn, all players
cross out cases with dice on them. Special cases become effective after crossing out or in the game-end scoring.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, now under the aegis of
Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of games, has been
given a new, typical Austrian twist with a special edition for her
capital. Following the well-known rules players, in the guise of
tourists, move through the Austrian mountains and want to
make big money with mountain huts and hotels. In this version,
amendments to the traditional rules - roll & move, buying lots
and paying rent or building houses and hotels - demand body
action, you must “wedeln” or moo! Summer and winter tourisms
demand different activities and tourist attractions, after all!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Worker placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice for 3-5 players, ages 8+

DKT Das kriminelle Talent

DKT Das Original

Publisher: Piatnik

Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Europa

8

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Businesses instead of real estate, action/bank cards and executive cases; toll for using or for ransom money! Besides the player
markers there are two blackmailers and several securities in play.
The active player first rolls red dice, moves his pawn accordingly
and resolves the case reached: Buy or upgrade business or buy
security, pay toll or resolve action, bank or executive. Then you
roll black dice to move one blackmailer and resolve the reached
case, money is paid! Securities protect against blackmail. The
last one in play or the richest player after an agreed number of
rounds wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

DKT, Austria’s equivalent of Monopoly, has been re-launched
unchanged by Austria’s traditional and oldest producer of
games. You roll the die and move your marker. If you end on a
free lot, you can buy it. If you do not want to buy, the lot is NOT
auctioned. If you end up on owned lots, you pay rent to the
owner. On lots you own you can build houses and hotels. If the
bank has not enough houses to satisfy the demand, houses are
auctioned. Event squares must be observed. You may only be
indebted to the bank. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game and
your assets are auctioned. The last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This version features 21 European countries, and the special
squares, too, have been adapted to the topic. The rules correspond to those of the standard edition. You roll the die, move
and buy lots of land. Land that is not bought is not auctioned.
On lots owned by other players you pay rent. On your own lots
you build houses and hotels. If the bank has not enough houses
to satisfy demand, houses are auctioned. Event squares must
be observed. You cannot run up debts. If you go bankrupt, you
quit and your assets are auctioned. The last in play or the richest
player after an agreed amount of time of play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Economics game with dice, for 3-6 players, ages 8+

DKT junior
Publisher: Piatnik

DKT Weltreise

5

Dobble Waterproof

8

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Denis Blanchot
Publisher: Asmodee

6

The junior version of the Austrian classic! Players spend their
pocket money on acquiring fairground attractions and traffic
in entrance tickets. When a player has collected 5 different
entrance tickets, the game ends and the winner is the player
with the highest amount of money. You roll the die, move your
marker and can either buy an attraction or pay entrance fee for
it. At the house you receive pocket money or pay the owner.
The piggybank can be looted or you can pay money into the
piggybank. Surprise cards are carried out. On the way to the
playground you pause for a round and come back into the game
via your own home.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The Austrian version of the game about real estate, rents and
building - you set up boarding houses and hotels and collect
souvenirs. Rules amending the basic rules are: If you arrive at the
airplane, you can go to any slot; if you catch the train, you move
forward up to ten slots. If you do not have a Souvenir card from
your current location, you can buy one; on corner slots you can
buy souvenirs or real estate lots or set up a boarding house, even
if you do not own all lots of a region. If you cannot do an action,
you can select a replacement. If you are bankrupt, you are out of
the game; the last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A game of Dobble comprises 55 round cards, each card shows
eight different symbols or items. Any pair of two cards has
exactly one item or symbol in common. Basic principle of all
five versions named in the rules is to find a correlation between
one of your cards and a card on the stack or of another player.
In those versions, you discard your card or give it to the other
player, aim of the game is always to shed all your own cards or
have the fewest cards at the end of the game. The game is available in several theme versions, this edition is waterproof and
suitable for playing outdoors or in water.
Version: de * Rules: de + and many more * In-game text: no

Economics game with money for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Economics game with dice for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 6+
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2020
Doktor Bibber

Dominion Dark Ages

Dominion Einsteiger BigBox

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

6

Patient Paul lies on the table in the operating theatre and players
try in turn to heal poor Paul. In order to do so they use the pincers to extract bones and other things, here called “Autschi”, from
Paul’s belly. But take care! Don’t touch anything but the things
that need to be taken out. Don’t jolt anything or scrape along
the edges of the wounds! If you do, Paul will start to scream from
pain and his nose will gleam red and your turn ends. In this relaunch of the game there are 12 Doctor cards; you draw one and
it tells you which Autschi to remove and names the fee for the
operation. After all cards are taken, you win with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In the 7th expansion for Dominion times have been hard in the
Kingdom. To save money you move from the castle to a ravine
and consign ruins to other people and even try your hand in
begging and you have to fight barbarians, illiteracy and plagues.
The game comprises a total of 550 cards: 330 Action cards, 10
Money cards, 10 Knights cards, 12 Point cards, 50 Ruins cards,
18 Shelter cards and 35 other cards. Central topics are trash
and upgrading: There are cards that have effects when trashed,
cards taking care of trash, cards that upgrade themselves and
also ways to upgrade cards or cards that are only available via
other cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 8 languages * In-game text: yes

In Dominion you build your own realm as a deck of cards - at
the start with only a few point and money cards. Cards give you
actions and buys, which introduce better and mightier cards.
The Die Einsteiger BigBox offers a copious introduction into the
world of Dominion - it contains the 2nd edition core game and
three expansions - Die Gilden, die Alchemisten und Reiche Ernte.
There are also three new promotion cards and a test card from
the Seaside expansion, which adds new game mechanisms.
The BigBox is a stand-alone game, but can be combined with all
other core games and expansions.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

7th Expansion for Dominion, for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Combo edition for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Dominion Renaissance

Doppelt so clever

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Rio Grande Games

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Doppelt so clever Challenge Block

8

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

The 12th expansion for Dominion introduces 25 new Kingdom
cards; some cards yield coins that you store on a tableau and if
necessary can use like a copper money card. In analogy, there
are also cards providing citizens, who you also store until needed
for an additional action. Five artifacts are also introduced via
cards, but their ownership changes. 20 projects are similar to
events. You acquire them with money, put one of your two
cubes on them and can use the effect during all of the game.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

You mark dice values in five colors for points and win after 4-6
rounds with most points from color areas and foxes. After action/
bonus at the start of a round you roll all available dice, select
one for your first dice slot and mark the value in the color area;
this can unlock actions. Then you put all dice smaller than the
chosen one onto the plate and repeat this rolling, selecting and
setting aside twice. Then the other players select a dice value
from the plate for marking. New are a silver die - if selected, you
can also mark values of set-aside dice - and a possible combination of white + blue dice as well as a new scoring sheet.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You mark dice values in five colors for points and win after
4-6 rounds with most points from color areas and foxes. After
action/bonus at the start of a round you roll all available dice,
select one for your first dice slot and mark the value in the color
area; this can unlock actions. Then you put all dice smaller than
the chosen one onto the plate and repeat rolling, selecting and
setting aside twice. Then the other players select a die from the
plate for marking. There are rules for a silver die and a combo
of white + blue dice. Changes on the Challenge Block: Other
numbers and changed symbol positions, for instance of Fox and
Question Mark.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Dominion for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Variant of Ganz schön clever for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Supplement for Doppelt so clever for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Double Dutch

Dr. Grips Logik Puzzle

Designer: Fred Horn
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

Drachenland

8

Designer: Darren Kisgen
Publisher: Game Factory

10

Your task: Block your opponent so that he cannot do a regular
move. In a game of two, you use 26 pieces, in a game of three 20
pieces. At the start, each player puts one piece, flat side down, in
any slot on the board. Then you take turns to 1. move a piece in a
straight line, maximum to the next obstacle, minimum two slots.
If you move more than two slots, you must turn over the piece,
flat side up, it cannot be moved anymore. 2. Then you place a
piece, flat side down, into the first slot that you crossed in your
move. If nobody can move anymore, you win, if you were the
last player to make a move.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

40 double-sided cards show geometrical constructs as puzzles
in four levels of difficulty; each puzzle must be formed, using
some or all of the 10 parts. You must find out yourself which
parts you need; you can turn and rotate the parts, but may only
put them on top of each other at the flat points of the parts, they
represent crossings and junctions. The booklet offers complete
solutions and hints, there are often several possible solution for
a given puzzle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Riches from Witch House, Oger Tree House or Dragon Cave. You
select an option: 1. Rest and draw two cards, Imp and Rock Slide
are resolved immediately. 2. Explore - Creep, Spy or Storm, using
1 to 6 cards and then rolling dice equal to the number of cards,
maybe using backing When the result is higher than the location
value, you place 1 to 2 adventurers there. In case of failure you
take back the cards and put an adventurer into the academy.
Complete location cards are scored for majorities. When the
dragon card is complete, you score remaining locations and
then receive coins for dragon stones and adventurers in the
academy.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Abstract placement game for 2-3 players, ages 8+

Logic puzzle for 1 player, ages 8+

Fantasy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+
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2020
Dragon Market

Dragonwood

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Darren Kisgen
Publisher: Game Factory

7

Drako

8

Designer: Adam Kałuża
Publisher: Rebel

On the Floating Market, we collect presents for Princess Xue’s
wedding. Boats cover three slots. One slot in the boat is reserved
for the trader, the other two for goods. You draw an order for
four goods; two dice provide the movement points. Per point
you move a boat any number of slots or turn a boat by 90° pivoting around the trader or move your messenger in and out of
boats and over slots, never over water. Goods on boats that you
need you take. Unused movement gives coins which you can
use to pay for additional movement. If you have all goods on a
card, you go to your landing stage and win with two cards. With
advanced version.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Adventures in an enchanted forest. You play cards to use dice to
defeat creatures or collect items. Dragonwood cards and adventurer cards are prepared; five Dragonwood cards are laid out for
a landscape. You draw a card - limit 9 - or try to acquire a card in
the landscape. You name the target card and method of attack
and play the adventurer cards you want to use for it. Then you
roll one die per card - if you reach or top the value of the target,
you take the card. If not, you only lose one adventurer card and
take the rest back. When both dragons are defeated or the stack
was used 2x, you win with most points from acquired cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Dragon vs. three dwarves, or three dwarves vs. one dragon each side in this uneven conflict commands different abilities,
represented by a unique card deck; the abilities of the dwarves
are distributed among the three of them who must try to defeat
the dragon. You draw four cards from your deck, the dragon
starts the game with one action; afterwards, you alternate turns
combining two actions any way you want, but you cannot pass.
Possible actions are: Draw two cards or play one card. If you play
a card you choose one of its symbols to resolve. If you defeat
your opponent you win; when the last dwarf card is played, the
dragon wins, too.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl + cn de es it pt * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Card & dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 8+

Drako Knights & Trolls

Dreck am Stecken

Dubito

Designer: Adam Kałuża
Publisher: Rebel

Designer: Stefan Breuer
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Antonio Manzolini
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

7

The confrontation continues - this time three knights - sword
master and two archers - fight two trolls. Each side commands
different abilities, represented by a unique card deck. You draw
four cards from your deck, the troll player starts the game with
one action; afterwards, you alternate turns combining two
actions any way you want, but you cannot pass. Possible actions
are: Draw two cards or play one card. If you play a card you may
choose one of its symbols to resolve, movement can be split
between several pieces. If you defeat your opponent you win;
when the last troll card is played, the knight player wins instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: en pl + cn de es it pt * In-game text: no

All players – virtual ones in case of less than 6 – each are dealt
a culprit and a crime card as well a timetable of the main crime.
You question a player – from round 2 even a virtual one. He must
answer with yes or no, can lie, and places one of his 3 truth cards
or his 1 lie card. A virtual player answers by special rules. With
the “threat” card you can check a card placed. If a player wants to
solve or if all have been questioned 4 times, all must name their
suspicions for all players. You score for correct suspicions and
lose points for wrong ones. You win if you achieve the highest
score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll dice and guess numbers! You begin with five dice and a cup.
All shake their cup, put it down and check the result - numbers 2
to 6 or spirals for jokers. The startin player names a possible total
amount of a result under all cups; his neighbor can raise amount
or result - e.g. four twos instead of three or four threes instead of
four twos, or change over to spirals and halve the amount of the
previous player. If someone doubts, cups are lifted; whoever was
in error, loses a die. If you are down to one die, you are piombo,
start announcing and your dice value cannot be changed. If you
are out of dice, you are out of the game. Bluff variant.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Conflict simulation for 2 players, ages 8+

Deduction game for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 2-8 players, ages 7+

Dummschwätzer

Dungeonology: Die Expedition

Echidna Shuffle

Publisher: Hasbro

Designers: Diego Donseca, Danilo Guidi
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Speech Breaker Challenge?! The active player wars the earphones and taks into a microphone. Why? He has a card and
describes what he reads so that his team can give a guess. He
cannot use a word from the card, of course. While talking to
give as many hints as possible, he hears, with a slight delay, his
own talking in the earphones. After 30 seconds, the timer puts
an end to the descriptions and his team members name the
Who, What and Where, e.g. The Gardener Eats Insects in a Hotel
Room. When that was guessed to the satisfaction of all players,
the team keeps the card and wins after three rounds with most
cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

University of Rocca Civetta, Chair for Dungeonology - we are
Scholars collecting information on dungeon residents and to
present a thesis. Information cubes - the secrets of the civilization - are available in dungeon zones, represented by tiles; you
need a higher Stealth value - from bonus values of discarded
Trick cards - than the alarm value of the zone. If you trigger a
zone effect, the Dungeon Boss is summoned and chases the
explorers. Student companions might need to be sacrificed or
are sent back to University. Omega students are obstacles. You
can only hand in a thesis after collecting the necessary stars.
Version: en * Rules: en pl * In-game text: yes

Creative description game for 4-10 players, ages 14+
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Atypical dungeon crawl for 1-4 players, ages 12+

6

Echidnas transporting bugs! Neutral echidnas, pick up markers
and tree stumps in player colors are distributed on the Forest or
the Snow board. You move one several echidnas along the arrows, alternating between steps according to a dice roll or to the
value of a dice symbol connected to the dice result on a chart.
When at the start of your turn, an echidna sits on your pick-up
marker, you can place a bug of your color on it. If an echidna
arrives at a tree stump and carries a bug in the stump color, the
bug moves to the stump and both are taken out of play. If you
collect all your own bugs first, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no
Race and collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+
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Eddi Stachel

Egizia

Ein solches Ding

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Accittocca
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Urs Hostettler
Publisher: Fata Morgana / Abacusspiele

4

A pretty funny hedgehog carries nine quills in three colors.
Players are active in turn and roll the die. The result tells you how
often you have to press down Eddi’s nose. If you are lucky, nothing happens. If, however, Eddi throws out his quills, you must
quit the game. The quills are put back and Eddi is activated for
the next player. The last one in play wins. In the version StachelnSchnappen you must quickly snatch up the quills shed by Eddi
from the floor to score points. Eddi’s specialty: He not only works
with his own quills, but also with Nerf and other Hasbro darts.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Pharaoh wants monuments to his immortality! We enlarge our
building crews, acquire quarries, take Nile and Sphinx cards
and build Obelisks, colonnade, statues and pyramids, trying to
complete Sphinx cards. In a round you display Nile cards and
sail down the Nile, harvest grain and feed your crew, produce
stones, build, receive bonuses for contributions to buildings and,
finally, adjust turn order. At the end of the round you score for
cooperation in buildings and surplus grain, it cannot be stored.
At the end you score for a majority of bricks in the pyramid,
completed Sphinx cards, building of statues and position in the
stone market.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

In turn you play a card with a term that can be combined with all
previous cards for a plausible item. If you add a card, you must
be able to name an item with all those characteristics. If you
do not believe that such an item exists, you can doubt and the
player of the latest card must give a plausible explanation. If it is
convincing, the doubter draws three card; if not, the explainer
takes them. Whoever can place his last card with a plausible
explanation, wins the game. Two variants for more cards in hand
or cards displayed from stock and using personal risk markers
are included. New edition in Retro design.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Eindeutig zweideutig

El Grande Big Box

El Maestro

Designer: Steffi-Maria Schlinke
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Richard Ulrich
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Valery Fourcade
Publisher: Tiki Editions / Asmodee

8

8

Words with a double meaning - in this memo version you need
to find two tiles for which the same term/word can be used. You
play with the standard memo rules: 54 tiles are laid out facedown, in a grid or randomly, at your discretion. The active player
turns over two tiles - if he finds a pair, he keeps it and reveals two
more tiles. IF not, you put both tiles back into their slots and the
turn passes to the next player. When all pairs have been found,
you win with most. The fun in this game are the words - Kiwi for
fruit and bird, Löffel for eating and the rabbit ears, etc.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

As a Spanish Grande you use 30 Caballeros to acquire majorities
in regions and to increase your influence at court. In a round you
choose a power card for turn order and Caballero movement
from stock to court. An action card determines further action
options and movement of caballeros from court into regions.
After each three rounds, the game is scored. New edition for the
20 Years Anniversary including all expansions - Großinquisitor
& Kolonien, König & Intrigant, König & Intrigant 2 (the former
Players Edition), König & Intrigant 3 (the former Unverkäufliche
Sonderkarten), Grandissimo - plus a new Anniversary edition
and new components.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr it kr nl * In-game text: yes

Aur guitar? Gestures? Artist? Conductor? El Maestro! One player
as conductor and painter draws an image into the air, the other
players must understand and reproduce it. The artist draws a
card, puts it on the easel behind his screen and draws the card
image into the air; he uses additional gestures to indicate to the
other players how the individual elements of the image need to
be combined into the complete picture. The other players draw
what they believe to have seen and recognized and, at the end,
name two elements of the image that they draw or recognized.
Version: de * Rules: de es fr * In-game text: no

Memo variant for 2-6 players, ages 8+

New edition of El Grande for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Drawing to communicate for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Elefun

Era - Das Mittelalter

Escape

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

3

Elefun, the baby elephant, plays with butterflies and gently
blows them high into the air with his trunk. In this version, three
children are invited to play along in Elefun’s game with the butterflies and are supposed to catch the butterflies with their net.
First, you have to try and catch those dancing in the air. At the
end of a round you can take care of those butterflies that have
sunk to the floor. The player who catches most of the butterflies
wins the game. In this edition Elefun accompanies the emerging
butterflies with a happy hooting and there is again a fast refillfeature. Series: Elefun & Friends
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll dice for city building - you begin with four dice, a tower on
your board and resources. In rounds you resolve six phases: 1.
Roll dice, behind the screen, re-roll twice, but not skulls. 2. Take
resources accordingly. 3. Discard 1 food for each of your dice. 4.
Resolve disaster according to number of skulls rolled. 5. Build,
pay with resources, maybe get additional dice according to new
building. 6. Resolve combat symbols, get/lose resources. Buildings can protect from disaster or have other effects; complete
walled-in buildings give double points; lack of resources in
phases 3 and 6 can give you disaster points.
Version: de * Rules: de en it ru * In-game text: no

The magical gems in the temple chambers must be activated
within 10 minutes in this real-time adventure, complete with
soundtrack, to enable adventurers to flee the cursed temple. All
roll their five dice simultaneously and as fast as they can to use
them to discover new chambers, enter chambers, activate gems,
flee or remove blockades from dice. During two countdowns
you must get back to the starting chamber each time or lose
a die. For same tasks you need to cooperate. During the third
countdown all players must reach the exit. If only one of them is
left behind, all lose the game together.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl + 8 other languages * In-game text: yes

Dexterity and action game for 1-2 players, ages 3+

City building with dice for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative real-time adventure for 1-5 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Escape Room Das Spiel
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Dawn of the Zombies

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

Escape Room Das Spiel Duo

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

As in any Escape scenario you are „locked in“ and must solve
tasks and riddles to „escape“. Each of the four adventures - Prison
Break, Virus, Nuclear Countdown and Temple of the Aztec – has
three parts; each part is completed by entering a code using
four out of 16 keys; you place them into the decoder from left to
right. If you enter all three codes correctly within 60 minutes, you
have won. You open the envelope for the current adventure part
and use all information to find and solve the tasks and puzzles.
An App for background music and solution is available, you can
also download component templates to play again.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

In this expansion, it is a quiet summer day, at 6 p.m. in Lockholm’s shopping center; television reports feature a sighting of
undead in town. A mass panic is erupting. But then you learn
that at 7 p.m. you could enter a helicopter evacuating people
from the roof of the shopping center. To play the game you need
to use components from the core game and information on the
various stages from envelopes. Each stage must be completed
with a code gleaned from mastered puzzles or tasks; you win
with three correct codes.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room das Spiel, offering a 15 minute
tutorial and tw scenarios in ascending order of difficulty and
in the new folding design - when a code is correctly entered,
you unfold the map and receive additional information and
components. You either need the free app to play or the Chrono
Decoder and all keys from the core game. The game is very well
suited for a 2-player game, but can be played by more players,
too. You escape from a locked basement in the Kidnapped
tutorial, flee from Prison Island and free someone from a closed
institution in Asylum.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Logic puzzle game for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room adventure for 2-3 players, ages 16+

Escape Room Das Spiel Erweiterungen
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Jumanji

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Escape Room Das Spiel Panic on the Titanic

10

16

Publisher: Noris Spiele

As it is standard in an Escape scenario, you are „locked in“ somewhere and solve tasks and puzzle to „escape“. For a chapter, you
use information and material provided, complete the chapter
with a code and win if you enter three codes correctly within 60
minutes. An app for background music and complete solutions
is available and you can download components to play again.
Some expansions for the core game, published so far, are Casino,
Murder Mystery, Redbeard’s Gold, Secret Agent, Space Station,
The Dentist, The Magician and Welcome to Funland.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Jumanji - the family edition of Escape Room Das Spiel, a
stand-alone game with all necessary components and the
Chrono Decoder as game master. This time, we find ourselves
in the jungles of Jumanji und must find our friend Jesse. Three
consecutive adventures must be mastered - Das Trommeln aus
dem Wandschrank, Die Suche nach Jesse and Brecht den Fluch - by
solving all tasks and puzzles within 60 minutes and entering the
respective correct codes into the decoder. You need to burgle
Jesses house and find the game console, then find a counter
agent for a poison and, finally, find the green jewel. The website
offers solutions and downloads.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

In this expansion, we find ourselves to be part of the crew of the
unsinkable Titanic on its way from Lockholm to Escapetown. The
Titanic is stuck in an iceberg and we need to follow instructions
of the captain, even if we are not sure if that gets us out of the
mess. To play the game you need to use components from the
core game and information on the various stages from envelopes. Each stage must be completed with a code gleaned from
mastered puzzles or tasks; you win with three correct codes.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Expansions for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Family Edition of Escape Room Das Spiel for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room Das Spiel Virtual Reality

Escape Tales Low Memory

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Jakub Caban, Bartosz Idzikowski
Publisher: Board & Dice

16

Escape Tales The Awakening

16

Designers: J. Caban, B. Idzikowski, M. Dembek
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Virtual Reality is a new version of Escape Room Das Spiel. In
both scenarios - Submarine and Behind Enemy Lines - you are
„imprisoned“ and must solve puzzles and tasks to „escape“.
You need two smartphones and the free app on both; one
works as Chrono Decoder, the other one - with the cardboard
holder - as 3D glasses. Each scenario comprises three parts,
three correct codes must be entered into the decoder within 60
minutes. Some puzzles cannot be solved without virtual reality,
sometimes you must interact with it, that is, use an object in the
virtual reality. One smartphone can be replaced by the Chrono
Decoder from the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Room game in several rooms; as in Awakening, the topic
is dark, using a Cyberpunk setting. In the year 2060, Elizabeth
wakes up in a trashed room and uses a memory scanner to find
out what happened - the game tells three stories with three
different main characters; you not only solve puzzles without a
time limit and with intense exploration of rooms, but make decisions that influence the story. The outcome of a story influences
the next story and only at the end do the different perspectives
meet for a solution. Characters and their perspectives also influence the way in which you explore the rooms.
Version: de * Rules: en es kr nl * In-game text: yes

Escape Room game comprising several rooms and using a
website; after a first visit, the site can also be used offline. Players
must help Sam to awake his daughter Lizzy from a coma by
enacting a ritual. You explore rooms and have actions - explore,
desperation, solve puzzles, leave room, meet condition. Paragraphs of the story book and game effects provide exploration
cards for puzzles, items, conditions, exiting rooms and maps for
rooms. Depending on player decisions, the game can end in one
of seven ways, not always positive ones. The game can be interrupted any time and also be played more than once.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es it nl pl pt * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Escape Room Das Spiel for 2-5 players, ages 16+

Escape Room game for 1-4 players, ages 15+

Escape Room game for 1-4 players, ages 16+
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2020
Escape Zombie City

Evidence

Designer: Kristian Amundsen Østby
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Orestis Leontaritis
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

EXIT Das Buch Tagebuch der Zeit

8

Designer: Dimitris Chassapakis
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

The game mechanics of Escape combined with a Zombie topic!
Within 15 minutes players must reach the bus, starting from the
church, in this real-time adventure and leave the town in order
to escape the zombie hordes. The town is set up from modular
pieces randomly. Then all roll their five dice simultaneously and
as fast as they can to collect - in the first phase of the game items, tools, medicine and stores, fight zombies and find the exit.
Some zombies must be fought cooperatively, but for this you
need to be at the same location. In phase Two you must leave
town on time on the bus.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: yes

You want proof for mysteries of this world. There are six clues
each for six mysteries, each mystery has its color and symbol.
Clues have number values, the higher the number the more
probable is the existence of the mystery. In the basic game you
play an open clue at the mystery, then you can research and take
research cards and then do time-out and swap all recherche
cards for new ones. When five clues are played, the 6th one, the
proof is revealed. After six rounds you score research cards with
the value of the respective mystery-proof + Hot clues. Includes
a variant.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

What happened to the excavation team, that suddenly disappeared without a trace? The answer can be found in the missing
pages of the diary that finally have been found. 63 puzzles of
varying difficulty must be solved, if you want to find out what
happened and learn the story of the seafarer. As with the EXIT
games, the book can only be used/played once - you must
puzzle, think, draw, tear or cut some pages and sometimes also
tear your hair; for the book, you also need access to the Internet
- you enter the solution for a puzzle on a website and get a key
term that you will need in later puzzles. Level Profis
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative real-time adventure for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Puzzle book for 1 or more players, ages 14+

EXIT - Das Spiel Der Flug ins Ungewisse

EXIT - Das Spiel Der Raub auf dem Mississippi

Expedition Luxor

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand, Ralph Querfurth
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

10

8

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
escape within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving
puzzles, e.g. codes for locks. Depending on the topic you need to
solve other tasks like finding a missing person, traps or various
support items like an antidote formula. You have a decoder disc,
a book and an image of a room with items with symbols. In the
course of the game you might have to fold, paint or destroy
components of the game, so each copy can only be played once.
In Der Flug ins Ungewisse, our plane is caught in severe weather,
water comes in and we are crew members who must repair and
land the plane. Level Einsteiger
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Live Escape Games – A group is imprisoned in a room and must
escape within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or solving
puzzles, e.g. codes for locks. Depending on the topic you need to
solve other tasks like finding a missing person, traps or various
support items like an antidote formula. You have a decoder disc,
a book and an image of a room with items with symbols. In the
course of the game you might have to fold, paint or destroy
components of the game, so each copy can only be played once.
In Der Raub auf dem Mississippi we are detectives on board of
a paddle steamer and must help the captain to solve a case of
robbery. Level Fortgeschrittene
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

As adventurer you claim discovered temples and pyramids in
Luxor. Landscape tiles come into play step by step, controlled
by adventurers on them. The active player adds one to three
landscape tiles edge on edge to the display, within the frame
based on player numbers, and refills his hand. If you place a
camp, you put up to five adventurers on it and move them –
only immediately after placement onto other tiles in the number
necessary for the landscape type. When all landscape tiles have
been placed, you score for stacks with your adventurer on top
– 1 point for a camp, 2 for a temple and 3 points for a pyramid and win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Placement and position game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Eye, Eye, Captain!

Fabulantica

Designer: Helmut Punke
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

4

Fantascatti Express

7

Designer: Carlo Emanuele Lanzavecchia
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

7

Captain’s glass eye on deck in the seagull dreck! The eye rolls
about and shifts dreck, even into the galley, the die shows the
dreck you need to find; you lift a heap with the tongues. When
the color is right, you set it aside. If the eye causes color change
auf the die, the valid color is the one visible while the heap is in
the tongues. When more heaps have been set aside than fell into
the galley, the game is won. In the individuals’ game, the galley
is closed and you name a color. If the lifted heap has that color,
it is set aside. You win with most heaps. In a variant you guess, if
three heaps of the same color have been set aside already.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You travel the lands in the fairy tale country of Fabulantica, meet
residents and help to locate missing residents by completing
tasks. Story tale characters are set out face-down. Three task
cards, featuring one Seeker and one Lost Person each, are
displayed. You hold five travel cards for Horse, Donkey, Camel,
Ship and Flying Carpet;, you play the corresponding card for
each landscape you cross and uncover a tower you reach. If you
found a Seeker, you take his task card and try to find the Lost
Person. If you succeed, you turn over the task and put person
+ tower back on the board on a free case. You win with three
completed tasks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tommy wants to become a detective and so he checks the old
castle with his camera, searching for naughty ghosts. You try to
collect exactly the amount of colored ghost indicated by colored
dice. You can pick up any number of cards, but cannot put a card
back down. When the end of the round is called, you check your
cards and score one penalty point for each ghost more or less
than the indicated number in a color. After five rounds, you win
with fewest penalty points. Variants using special ghosts or facedown setting aside of taken cards without opportunity to check
them before the end of the round.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Travel game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Set collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 7+
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2020
Fast Sloths

Faultier

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

8

Fenix

8

Designer: Fred Horn
Publisher: HUCH!

Running a race without taking one step! You are a sloth, so you
are carried! You always use six out of twelve animal types on one
of four possible board combinations. In your turn, you draw two
or three cards of different animals and then play any number of
cards for one type of animal. Each type provides different movements or interaction. Which each card drawn the animals become faster, then slower again, and each type only moves over
specific terrains. To win, you must pick up eight leaves along the
way, but with each leaf your options get worse, you might have
to discard a card or adhere to limits for cards in hand.
Version: en * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

Running a race without taking one step! You are a sloth, so you
are carried! You always use six out of twelve animal types on one
of four possible board combinations. In your turn, you draw two
or three cards of different animals and then play any number of
cards for one type of animal. Each type provides different movements or interaction. Which each card drawn the animals become faster, then slower again, and each type only moves over
specific terrains. To win, you must pick up eight leaves along the
way, but with each leaf your options get worse, you might have
to discard a card or adhere to limits for cards in hand.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

Two armies at war, but if the King is defeated all is not lost - a
fallen King can return like a phoenix. In their first five turns, players form a King and three Generals by stacking pieces, two for a
General and three for the King. Then you move a unit, Soldiers
one step orthogonally, Generals any distance orthogonally and
the King one step orthogonally and diagonally. If you can defeat,
you must defeat by jumping over the opposing piece; the
General can also jump over empty cases afterwards. Defeated
Generals and Kings must be formed again in your next turn by
stacking. If you cannot form a King, you have lost.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Feuer frei!

Fillit

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: 2F-Spiele

Designer: Ryo Nakamura
Publisher: radiuthree / Japon Brand

Fiona Funkelstern

8

5

Publisher: Fotorama / HUCH!

Attacking Aliens in a new Fable Game! In each level you shoot
at aliens and want to eliminate all of them to complete the level
before you lose too much energy. Pe-sorted cards are used according to instructions. Two game modes - solo and cooperative
team mode - have the same basic rules. You reveal one battery
card in your turn and put it on a weapon card. In solo mode, you
use three weapons, in team mode two. If a weapon carries ten or
more energy, it fires automatically on one of five aliens of your
choice, doing damage in relation to amount of energy and alien.
Each shot destroys a battery card. Levels can be repeated and
the game re-set.
Version: de * Rules: de en es jp * In-game text: yes

Pawns on their way across the board. You mark their path with
chips; if you have used up all of them, you win. You play in teams
of 2 or a game of three or two individual players. You select a
type of board and place stones according to the template. In
your turn you must move your pawn and a stone, in any order.
The pawn moves straight across hex edges up to the nearest
obstacle. If the pawn moves over opposing chips, they are
removed and returned to their owners. A stone moves into the
adjacent hex; if this is occupied, the occupants of both hexes
switch places.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Fiona’s magic wand catches stars in the sky. In a dark room, the
game unit, representing a moon, projects moving stars to walls
and ceiling. You point the wand at a star and press the button to
catch the star. In easy mode the stars appear in regular intervals;
if you have caught three stars, the next level begins. If you manage ten levels, you hear a fanfare and the wand shows rainbow
colors. In difficult mode, the stars appear in irregular intervals
and faster altogether; you must catch four stars to master a
level in levels 1-7 und six stars in levels 8-10. If you mastered ten
levels, the wand projects a shooting star.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fable Game for 1-2 players, ages 10+

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 1 player, ages 5+

Fire!

Fireball Island Der Fluch des Vul-Khan

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designers: Lund, Kenney, Daviau & Team
Publisher: Asmodee

First Contact

7

Designer: Damir Khusnatdinov
Publisher: Cosmodrome / HUCH!

Attacking Aliens in a new Fable Game! In each level you shoot
at aliens and want to eliminate all of them to complete the level
before you lose too much energy. Pe-sorted cards are used according to instructions. Two game modes - solo and cooperative
team mode - have the same basic rules. You reveal one battery
card in your turn and put it on a weapon card. In solo mode, you
use three weapons, in team mode two. If a weapon carries ten or
more energy, it fires automatically on one of five aliens of your
choice, doing damage in relation to amount of energy and alien.
Each shot destroys a battery card. Levels can be repeated and
the game re-set.
Version: en * Rules: de en es jp * In-game text: yes

Vul-Khan returns, and all is new, island, story, components and
mechanisms. You play an action card, move accordingly, resolve
slot effects and can do the card action - rotate island element,
fire an embers marble or throw fireballs into Vul-Khan for a catastrophe. Then you clear up the island and place embers marbles
and fire balls. If someone arrives at the helipad spot with three
snapshots or there are four fireballs in the pit, the helicopter
arrives. After two more turns or when all have boarded the
helicopter, you score treasures, Heart of Vul-Khan, Lucky Penny
and snapshots. New edition of Schatz des Vul-Khans, MB
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es it kr * In-game text: no

Egyptians learn an Alien language to meet Aliens‘ wishes. For
25 objects in a grid, Aliens have an order card marking wanted
object in their individual colors. In the Egyptian turn, each
Egyptian selects 1-5 objects with a common trait; the Aliens
guess that trait and write down the corresponding symbol from
their current board. All Egyptians note it on their boards. In the
Alien turn, Aliens use their symbols to indicate a wanted object.
An Egyptian naming the correct one, receives a color chip of the
respective Alien. The Alien with three fulfilled wishes first, wins
and with him the Egyptian with most color chips for guessed
wishes.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Fable Game for 1-2 players, ages 10+

Adventure game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Communication and deduction for 2-7 players, ages 12+
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2020
Fischen und Entwischen

Flip Over Frog

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Okube Takuga
Publisher: HUB Games

4

Floh am Po

6

Designer: Peter Wichmann
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Treasures in a fishbowl! The blowfish guards those treasures, he
is pushed down in the bowl. Then, players in turn, try to fish one
treasure out of the bowl without the blowfish puffing himself
up. If he puffs up, however, the player causing this is out of the
game; all treasures are put back in the bowl and the blowfish is
pressed down again. The last one in play, the only player who
did not trigger the blowfish, that is, wins. In the variant Fishing
for Points only the first player triggering the blow fish is out of
the game, the others count their points - 3 for a gem, 2 for a key
and 1 for a coin or ring.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Frogs for territory! There are frogs and snakes. In your turn you
place a tile, resolve it and replenish to three tiles in hand. A frog
can be put on an empty slot or on any face-down tile. Adjacent
tiles in directions of four arrows on the new frog are turned over.
A snake removes a frog; they can only be put on an open frog,
then both are discarded. From a stack, a snake removes only the
top frog. When all tiles have been played or the board is filled
with 16 open frogs, you win with most visible frogs in your own,
previously secret, color.
Version: en * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Fleas want to go on holiday and take the Dog Bus! Each player
has a dog at the start and places a randomly selected flea on it.
Then, in turn, you roll two dice - fleas of the resulting colors on
your dog are relocated to other dogs; fleas of resulting colors sitting on other dogs or in the middle are placed on your dog and
then you move the dog for as many steps as there are fleas on
its back. The first dog on the finish tile wins. In a variant for older
children you roll a number of dice according to the position of
the dog - one die for your dog on the first occupied tile towards
the finish, two for the dog on the second occupied tile, etc.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Race game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Florenza Dice Game

Flottenmanöver Kartenspiel

Designer: Danilo Festa
Publisher: Post Scriptum

Publisher: Hasbro

Flottenmanöver kompakt

7

Publisher: Hasbro

7

Florence - administration of family finances and bonuses for
buildings and works of art in boroughs. In rounds, you receive
income and determine Captain and Bishop for round advantages. As active player you roll six dice, select three and use
them for resources, recruiting persons or receiving money. Other
players use one die. Buildings and artworks are constructed with
combinations of resources and money, they have effects when
completed. The final scoring counts prestige from works of art
in palazzo and chiesa and their artists and from buildings and
captain, plus points from masterpiece star, surplus resources and
unused units of money.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + it * In-game text: no

Sink ships with cards. Five ship cards and seven Miss cards
are laid out randomly in a 3x4 grid; you hold five of 28 battle
cards. In a turn you play a card and draw cards up to five: White
Peg card - you touch a card in the opponent’s display which
is revealed. Red Peg card - you damage a revealed opposing
ship. Power Card - Shield, Discard White Peg card / Draw 2 or
Repair Damage / Draw 3. Ships have special abilities for use after
revealing. If you sink all opposing ships, you win. The Beginner’s
version is played without the Power cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

You place your ships on your own board and must guess the
opponent’s ship positions correctly to sink his ships. In the classic
version one admiral names a coordinate, the other admiral
states hit or a miss. Both results are marked accordingly. In the
game with missions you draw the top card from your deck and
execute it; in the expert game with missions you start with 5
cards in hand and can in your turn either draw two cards or play
one or two cards and execute them. If you are first to sink the opposing fleet you win. Travel edition in the serie SPASS ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Area and dice management for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Position deduction with cards for 2 players, ages 7+

Deduction and placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Flügelschlag

Flying Kiwis

Designer: Elizabeth Hargrave
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Marco Teubner, Frank Bebenroth
Publisher: HUCH!

Foothills

5

Designers: Ben Bateson, Tony Boydell
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Birds, habitats and varying abilities! In your turn you can use
„play bird“ for selecting a bird from hand, discarding indicated
eggs and food markers, put bird into a suitable habitat, and use
at-being-placed function, if applicable. Or you select a habitat,
place an action die and receive food according to forest, eggs according to grassland or draw cards according to wetland, always
with activating of habitat powers. At the end of the round, you
score either majorities or end-of-round goal objects. After four
rounds, you score birds, bonus cards, round targets, eggs, food
and cards under bird cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 12 other languages * In-game text: yes

Kiwis want to go on holiday outside New Zealand. As they are
unable to fly, they want to hide in Kiwi fruit boxes to reach other
destinations. Each player has ten Kiwi chips and tries to snip
them into one of the 16 cubicles on the board, with the help of
his catapult. Kiwis already in a cubicle can thereby be covered by
other Kiwis. Kiwis that missed the board can be snipped again. If
you are first to arrange four of your Kiwis in a square anywhere
on the board, you call “Flying Kiwis” and win instantly. If nobody
manages that you count all kiwis in stacks where one of your
own is on top and win with most Kiwis. New edition.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Track building in the world of Snodownia. Various tracks carrying
rubble and specific markers are laid out. You select one of your
five double-sided action cards, implement the action as far
as possible and then turn it over; if you cannot do any action,
you place a navvie. Action options are Take Resources, Remove
Rubble, Build Track and Swap Rubble for Stone, Build Station or
Relocate Surveyor; with the surveyor action you can put cards
into the pub = scoring stack. When all bumpers are placed or a
navvie cannot be placed, you win with most points from pub,
track bonuses, rubble removal and track building.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Collecting and development for 1-5 players, ages 10+

Snipping game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Rail track building for 2 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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Large Groups
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2020
Forbidden Sky

Franchise

Franky Rock‘n Vegas

Designer: Matt Leacock
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: funbot

10

You need to cooperate to build an emergency electric circuit
and close it. As an adventurer with special ability you have
four actions in a turn, and can do the same one several times.
Options are: 1. Move adventurer. 2. Explore - reveal and take
tile, maximum 3 in your display. 3. Discover - put tile from your
display next to your adventurer, continuing cable lines, maybe
place components or lightning rod. 4. Place or remove cable between two components, beginning at your adventurer. Then
you draw weather cards according to the current wind strength;
adventurers can be affected; if a health marker reaches the skull
case, the game is lost.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

From one branch to a chain of franchises! After placing of
branches in small towns, all in turn take turns of five phases: 1.
Income from towns with your branch. 2. One expansion - place
expansion marker in a town or small town, directly connect to
one of your branches. 3. More branches in towns where you
have a branch, cost 1$. 4. Replace expansion marker with a
branch -> scoring when all slots taken or there is n absolute
majority in branches. 5. Region scoring, if there are branches in
all small towns and all towns of the region have been scored. A
region token in the red area of the region track ends the game,
you receive additional influence.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative placement game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

8

Franky alias Frankenstein rolls for new friends at the gaming
table! You use nine Franky dice, one D8 Head dice and one D10
High Voltage dice. You roll all eleven dice and set aside any number, but minimum one, and re-roll. When all dice have been set
aside, you combine dice for scoring by using each one once; e.g.
Flash + Head and Body of the same color = Franky = 7 points;
for Head and High Voltage dice there are numerous options;
if the High Voltage dice is not used, you score 0 in your turn. If
someone arrives at or passes 66 points, you win at the end of the
round with most points. Variant without Head dice.
Version: multi * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: no

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Frantic

Frantic Troublemaker

Fresko

Designers: F. Engeler, P. Frick, S. Weisskopf, P. Lippuner
Publisher: Rule Factory / Game Factory

Designers: F. Engeler, P. Frick, S. Weisskopf, P. Lippuner
Publisher: Rule Factory / Game Factory

Designers: Marco Ruskowski, Marcel Süßelbeck
Publisher: Queen Games

Discard cards in counter-clockwise direction! Playing cards and
event cards are shuffled and stacked separately, you hold seven
cards in hand and one card starts the discard pile. As usual, you
play color on color, symbol on symbol or card on demand or
special cards on any card. Special cards have special effect and a
wish effect for numbers or colors. Black, however, is not a color!
If a black card is played, the top event is revealed and resolved.
If you are out of cards or the draw pile is empty, you score for
remaining cards in hand. If someone tops the previously agreed
limit, you win with fewest points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Troublemaker expands the card-shedding game Frantic with
22 black special cards, 3 white, 6 bi-colored and 6 four-colored
cards plus 14 white-backed event cards. Troublemaker cards trigger events, Thief steals two cards from another player, Mimicry
imitates any special cards, curse has value 13 and can only be
handed on or swapped. Color Swap is used to change color as
stated, four-color cards have special effects and a wish-for effect.
Event cards are, for instance, Black Hole - you get all Black Cards
from all other players, or Last Chance - Shedding of a player’s last
card triggers an event.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

You are a fresco painter and restore the ceiling fresco of the
Dome for the bishop. A day of work in the Renaissance must be
carefully planned. First you choose your time to get up. The time
to get up influences mood and possible actions. If you rise early
it is your turn earlier for the actions. Actions are planned by placing your assistants: You buy color, restore at the Dome for victory
points, paint portraits for money or mix colors or improve the
mood in the theatre. At the end money is worth victory points,
too. You win with most of them.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Frantic for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Frog Hop

Fruit Fair

Publisher: Jumbo

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

4

Fuchs und Hase

10

Designer: Antje Damm
Publisher: Metermorphosen

6

Frog Freddie jumps and eats insects! In competitive play you
turn over a water lily chip - all search for this insect on the board
and touch it with their frog tongue. The fastest one gets the chip.
When Freddie jumps, the board is rotated to show new insects
on the clear board. After four rotations, you win with most markers plus crowns minus frogs. In cooperative play, a water lily is
turned up and players use the bright end of their Firefly tongue
to search under the clear board for the insect . When Freddie
jumps, you count insects plus crowns minus frogs and all win if
the score is 8-10-14 points for 2-3-4 players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Harvest in the orchard - you collect apples, cherries, plums and
lemons; but take care, the raccoon steals fruits. You have also to
decide if you 1) keep fruits to enter them in special competition
or 2) send them to an exhibition immediately to win medals
and ribbons. You play rounds of five phases: 1) assign workers,
2) raccoon, 3) harvest and planting, 4) go to exhibition and 5)
assign special tiles for turn order, migrant workers, raccoon and
lorry. When the necessary number of rounds I played, you sum
the points on all awards and fruits that you own and you win
with most points.
Version: en * Rules: en + de fr * In-game text: no

Each tile shows a fox on one side and a hare on the other side,
each card also has a gap, valid for both sides. For this gap you
must find - according to the text - something in your environment, that can be your room, the street, etc., that fits the text
and forms a suitable underground for the card. Hare sees a
purple butterfly demands something purple, for Hare loves letters you could put the card on top of a newspaper.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Search and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Placement and collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Surface spotting and filling game for 1 or more players, ages 6+
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2020
Funkelschatz Das Drachen-Ei

Galaxy Defenders

Ganz schön clever Challenge Block

Designers: Lena & Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Simone Romano. Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

6

8

Dragon Mom defrosts the nest! In the ice column of three rings
you place nest, sparkling stones and the Dragon Egg on top. The
Fire-Breather of the round removes ring after ring; fallen sparkling stones are collected by other players for their amulet cards
and by the fire-breather for the treasure chest; when the dragon
egg falls, it is put back. Completed amulet cards are turned over
and take a new one. After removal of the 3rd ring and collecting
of fallen stones, incomplete cards are set aside, the fire-breather
empties the chest. When all players were fire-breather once, you
win with most points on your amulet cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

As a secret agent you fight enemy aliens together in a team of
up to five agents. You command unique abilities to defend your
planet, based on the mechanisms of conflict simulation. The
game controls the aliens; each mission can end several ways successfully, party successfully and in failure - and the success
of a mission influences the flow of the story. Experience gained
develops your agent’s abilities. The rounds of a mission comprise
Refresh, Strategy with choice of leader, Battle - including Movement, Combat and Action - and Event, implemented according
to enormously detailed and very complex and copious rules.
Version: en * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You mark dice results in five colors on your sheet and win after
4-6 rounds with most points. You begin a round with an action
or one of the bonuses. Then the active player rolls all available
dice, puts one on his first dice slot and marks the dice result in
the color area; this can unlock actions. Each color has special
rules, the white die is a color joker. Then you set all results lower
than the chosen one onto the plate and repeat rolling, selecting
and setting aside twice. Then the other players select a result
from the plate - dice remain there - and mark it on their sheet.
Challenge Block provides new sheets with new action options.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Complex SciFi conflict simulation for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for the dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Geheimsache

Geistesblitz

Designer: Jörg Domberger
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Geistesblitz junior

8

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Spies are meeting their criminal contacts according to a strict,
but variable weekly schedule. You are dealt two informant cards
in each of the five colors plus two cards from the mixed stack.
You see the weekly plans of all other and must deduce your
own. In each round all play a card face-up and then in turn name
the player with the latest and earliest date. If you think you know
your schedule you take the lowest available agent card (1-5)
and keep playing, but you cannot alter your notes. When all are
done or 12 cards are played, you win with a correctly deduced
schedule and the lowest agent card number.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Puck Balduin searches for items; a card is turned up and all grab
the piece in the correct color or the missing piece in missing color, success gives you the card. GEISTESBLITZ 2.0 introduces new
items, towel color and use of several languages. GEISTESBLITZ
5 VOR 12 demands stating the time and uses mirror images.
In SPOOKY DOO, Balduin searches for items under a hat. One
piece is under the hat, the others sit in a circle. You try the grab
the correct piece in correct color or the missing piece in missing
color or the hat for the hidden piece; for the hat itself you name
the hidden piece. For a mistake you discard a card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr gr it nl * In-game text: no

Ghost Gary is standing in for his Cousin Scarecrow Steve and
haunting out in the country; he has also made friends - Frog
Freddie, Chicken Charlie and Piglet Peter. All four are sitting in a
circle - a card from the stack is turned up and you check quickly
which friends are depicted in their correct color and try to grab
them. If you manage that, you receive a reward card for each
friend that you grabbed. When all cards are used up, the game
ends and you win with most cards. In a game for experienced
players, you cannot grab a friend, when Ghost Gary is depicted
as black, and in case of a mistake you give back a card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Deductive card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Reaction game with variants for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Gelegenheit macht Diebe

Gen7

Gipfel

Designer: Daniel Badraun
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designer: Steve Nix
Publisher: Plaid Hat Games / Asmodee

Designer: Conor McGoey
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag

Jewelry Fair - an opportunity for thieves, security personnel
and visitors. On six exposition days you adopt one role to use
your own cards in an optimum way and win with most points.
You hold cards in hand and put 2 markers on one or two role
cards that correspond to your hand. One player leads, the
others follow suit as demanded by the rules. When the first 7+
Choice Deal card is played, all place three markers on role cards;
whoever then plays 3+ Deal, determines the loot of the round.
After the second 7+ Choice card each player chooses his role
according to the majority of markers. When all tricks have been
played, you score points according to role cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

A colony ship on the way to Epsilon Eridani. As member of
the command crew you want to earn officer’s stars in seven
episodes in campaign mode and cooperate with other players
to continue the story and keep up ship systems. Die outcome of
the story depends on the flow of the game and on players’ decisions. The individual episodes set targets that result in winning
conditions for the game; during the game, new game elements
are introduced. Depending on the episode, you play a number
of rounds, comprising priority orders, crew dice, player turns,
systems failures, return orders, status update and end of round.
Crossroads game, re-playable.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr ru * In-game text: yes

To the summit and back to camp! Two game modes are available: 1. Cooperative, supported by Sherpas, only one team
member must survive to win the game. 2. Competitive, using
Karma cards for affecting other players, you can help or hinder
them, with corresponding consequences for Karma track and
victory points. Your choice of equipment has consequences, too,
for instance on the speed of your ascent, item cards are available
during the game; the active player can move - permission to
pass can be necessary - and place a tile, and then must roll the
event- and the weather dice and resolve the results. Points are
scored at checkpoints along the route.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Card game with a crime topic for 3-6 players, ages 12+

Crossroads type game for 3-4 players, ages 12+

Adventure game for 1-6 players, ages 12+
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2020
Gloomhaven

Gloomhaven Forgotten Circles

Glüx

Designer: Isaac Childres
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designers: Marcel Cwertetschka, Isaac Childres
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Jakob Andrusch
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Tactical combat in a monster-populated universe; as a traveling
adventurer you need to cooperate with others to clear dungeons of monsters. Success improves your abilities; new locations give you booty in a surrounding developed by decisions.
Combats are resolved with an automated card-using system.
In a turn, you select two cards and then use the top power of
one and the bottom power of the other. If you take too long to
clear a dungeon, you are exhausted and must retreat. After each
scenario, player determine how the story continues.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es hu it kr pl ru * In-game text: yes

After the events in Gloomhaven, a mysterious Diviner brings
dark omens and horrible enemies. In an adventure of 20 scenarios, a catastrophe must be averted, but you can also follow your
own agenda with the help of the Diviner. The Aesther Diviner is a
new class, and there are seven new types of monsters including
three powerful bosses; and there are also new additions to locations, items, path events, city events, rift events and envelopes
that can be unlocked. Scenarios are presented over multiple
pages which brings more dynamic and and surprising encounters. Forgotten Circles is an expansion for Gloomhaven, the core
game is needed to play.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Place Light Tiles in rooms for sums! To place a tile, you count
out the number of pips on one of your tiles already in place, in a
straight line over empty cases, and put your tile down in the target case, any side up. When the target case is occupied by ONE
of your own or an opposing tile, you cover it with yours; a third
tile on a case is not possible. You can cover your own starting
tile once, too, but not those of other players. If you cannot place
a tile, you are out of play until scoring. When nobody can move
anymore, rooms are scored one by one, the highest and secondhighest sum of pips in a room scores 4 and 2 points, respectively.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + jp * In-game text: no

Cooperative scenario adventure for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Gloomhaven for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Go Gecko go!

God of War

Grimms Wälder

Designer: Jürgen Adams
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Alex Olteanu, Fel Barros
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Designer: Tim Eisner
Publisher: Mirakulus

6

10

Your crew of four animals should be first at the tree trunk! You
line up the crew at the river end. In your turn, you first check for
animals in front of a bridge. If there is none, you roll and resolve
the weather dice. Then you use the color dice of one color to
move one animal according to the river rules, animals can carry
other animals on their back. When one of your animals sits in
front of a bridge, you must “shove” and slide a water tile into the
river at its end - all your animals move, the animal in front of the
bridge is moved to the other side. Animals carried by another
animal might fall off and are re-stacked in front of the bridge.
Version: multi * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Can Ragnarök be avoided? Based on the video game, players
are Norns and search in the Fountain of Fate for the right
combination of heroes, villains, battles, victories and defeats
to avoid Ragnarök. Each game is another try to save Midgard
and follows its individual course. Each quest is based on a card
display; the side shown depends on the status of the sector,
and there are special rules for each card side. Completed quests
have influence on the development of the game; sometimes
you must choose which quest to complete; neglected quests,
however, can have devastating consequences. Heroes come
with individual characteristics.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Acres of Grimms Forests become building sites; nieces and
nephews of the aged Three Little Pigs rival to build three houses
the fastest. You have a board with storage area and five building
sites. Phases of a round: 1. Collect - resources from collecting
areas, playing and resolving fables, maybe involving monsters.
2. Building - draw fable, take resource from stock, pay a suitable
house part with resources and build it. 3. Clean-up. The first completed house of a type earns a bonus; if someone, after phase 2,
is alone having three complete houses, he wins; if several players
have done the one with the most secure houses wins - brick
-wood - straw.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr ru * In-game text: yes

Race and slide game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Building and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Grizzly

Hadara

Haken schlagen

Designers: Anna Oppolzer, Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Benjamin Schwer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Dieter Stein
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

6

8

Catching salmons at the waterfall with our bears! At the start of
a round, the starting player rolls dice. Depending on the result,
water flows down-river - water tiles move in the 3D board - or
salmon jump up the waterfall, both happens in the water lanes
of the corresponding color. Then bears move; if you encounter a
salmon, you stop and take it; when your bear returns to the bear
rock, you secure its salmons. A bear that slides down the waterfall when the river moves, loses unsecured salmon and begins
again at the bear rock. When all water has flown downriver or all
salmon have been collected, you win with most salmon.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

From settlement to sophisticated culture, in a world populated
by people from varying cultures, continent and epochs, in which
you take care of agriculture, culture and also military power. In
Phase A of an epoch you draw, in turn, two secret epoch cards,
set one aside and can hire or sell the other, until all cards are
taken. This is followed by income, taking colony and chiseling
a bust. In Phase B, you draw an open card in turn, hire or sell it,
followed by income, taking colony and chiseling a bust and,
after that, you resolve food and acquisition of seals. After three
epochs you score colonies, busts, seals, cards on display and
money.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en es hu nl pl pt * In-game text: no

The board with fox, trees and chips is prepared, player bunnies
are at the start. You draw three marbles. Their colors determine
the bunny jumps - one per marble on a empty slot of the
color, in any order and in straight line, forwards, sideways or
backwards - and are then returned to the bag. The black marble
puts a mole hill on empty soil slots, you can jump over them and
other bunnies. The red marble moves the fox, next to him your
bunny is limited to drawing one marble. Two identical marbles
can be a joker for another color. The first bunny back at the finish
after crossing to board to the other end and back, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Race and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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2020
Hamsterrolle

Hardy’s Zauberkasten

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Harry Potter Kampf um Hogwarts

5

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Forrest-Pruzan Creative
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

A wooden circle with inner barriers is set up vertically and a little
pyramid is based at the bottom spot. You have seven different
wooden parts and place them in the tiers; if you are out of parts,
you win. The first players leaves the tier to the left of the pyramid
empty and places a part into the next tier, the other players must
keep to this direction. In your turn you can a part that is not
there into the same tier but higher up, where your predecessor
placed a part, or you can put it into the next free tier or the next
one after that; parts that fall off in your turn you must take! New
graphic design.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it + kr * In-game text: no

Zaubern - Fascination for kids of old. The series Hardy’s Zauberkasten offers three different boxes of magical tricks. Mein erster
Zauberspaß features seven tricks, 1, 2, 3, bunte Zauberei offers
15 magical tricks from Cut Rope to Hovering Wand, and Meine
große Zauberwelt comes with another range of 15 tricks, among
them such interesting titles as Die Kugeldose / The Ball Tin and
Die Knalltüte / The Goofball. All three boxes come with all the
necessary components, extensive entstractions and tips and
tricks for successful presentations.
Version: de * Regeln: de / de en fr it * Text im Spiel: ja

Followers of You-know-who want to take over magical places;
players are Harry, Hermione, Ron or Neville and defend those
locations. Basic principle of card use are those of generic deckbuilding. Cards for Game 1 are prepared. Steps of a turn: Reveal
and resolve Dark-Arts cards; resolve abilities of villains, play
Hogwarts cards for resources and effects, place attack marks
with villains. Buy cards with influence. End of turn with control
of location, control of villain for defeat and necessary card
manipulations. When all villains are defeated, you have won and
can start Game 2; if not, you must play Game 1 again.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Boxes of magical tricks for 1 player, ages 5/6+

Cooperative deck building for 2-4 players, ages 11+

Harvest Island

Haste Worte? Das wortreiche Würfelspiel

Designer: Chi-Fan Chen
Publisher: Jumbo

Designers: Wolfgang Kramer, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: HUCH!

8

Hau den Michl

8

Designers: P. Reinartz, J. Beutler, Paperdice
Publisher: Krimi total

16

Fruit cultivation on a subtropical island. You can cultivate
or harvest. To cultivate, you play cards for sowing, planting,
fertilizing next to a field card or, for releasing, into storage, and
refill your hand from season or market or Fertiliser Area, if you
released. If there are four cards in storage, the market is replaced
with those cards. For harvesting, you take fruit cards from fields
for your display and may receive animal medals. Fertilizer is put
back in stock and seeds are discarded. A weather catastrophe
occurs when there are three identical cards in the weather area,
it causes damage on fields with most cards for all players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Find words using symbols! Eight dice show 48 different symbols.
You roll all eight dice, select one symbol and define it, thus
determining the category; the choice is entirely up to your
interpretation - trousers, e.g. can be clothes, textiles, fashion etc.
The remaining dice are rolled again and all players write down
terms corresponding to the category and the symbol on one of
the dice. For each term you must use a different symbol die with
the category die. If you wrote down minimum four terms, you
can call Stop - all players score one point per term that they have
alone; if all your terms are valid, you score one additional point.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Case 21 from Krimi total - Beer and new wine at the barn party
up on the alp. But shortly after midnight the idyll is rudely
disturbed - the daughter of the village administrator had found
Michl Huber dead in the compounds of the Starnburg estate.
What has happened? The host assigns roles and first information together with the invitation. You play your role, suitable
costumed, if possible, must tell the truth and give information
on third parties. The culprit may lay, the game master supplies
missing clues. When the culprit is named in the final voting, the
case has been solved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Fruit cultivation for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Word and dice game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Crime dinner game for 6-7/ or up to 9-10 players, ages 16+

Heaven & Ale Der Bierkutscher

Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck Spielefamilie

Designers: Andreas Schmidt, Michael Kiesling
Publisher: eggertspiele / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Heiße Ware

5

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Brewing beer in your own monastery. You buy resource or monk
- for placement on sunny or shady monastery side - on action
slots or take a scoring disc. Enclosed barn areas provide progress
for your brewer and revenue of activated resource tiles. At the
end, you score your production value in relation to resource
marker positions to master brewer position and also barrels you
collected. Bierkutscher introduces delivery boards, a coachman
die distributes hay and barrels on the main board and is put
there, too. If you enter such an action slot, you take barrel or hay
for storage or the die itself to move the wagon for delivery at the
doors of inns.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In Heckmeck am Bratwurmeck you roll 8 dice, select one result,
set aside all dice with this result, roll again etc. until you have
to select a value a second time - this is a failure and loses you a
worm portion - until you stop, add the values of the set-aside
die including minimum one worm and take the corresponding
worm portion. Heckmeck Extrawurm introduces specialists on
portions, you can use their special effects. Heckmeck Deluxe in a
tin offers the Apple as 6th specialist, worth three worms for its
owner. Heckmeck junior for 2-5 players, ages 5+, uses symbols
instead of pips on the dice and fewer portions, values 4-9 only.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl and others * In-game text: no

One bottle per person! Travelers try to smuggle, police checks.
Travelers put down two + one card, the single one is revealed
for Bribe. Then, police can use their card for Bribe, Control and
Arrest: 1. Accept bribe, police gets bottles from the traveler,
who gets bottles from stock, based on bribe and suitcase cards.
2. Control - one suitcase per Control card. 3. Arrest - a traveler
opens his suitcases and is arrested if they hold two or more
bottles; if not, he gets two bottles from the police. Then all open
their remaining suitcases and take bottles from stock. If all were
police twice, you win with most bottles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement and development for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 2-5/7 players, ages 5/8+

Card game with a crime topic for 3-8 players, ages 12+
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2020
Hello Dino

Hempels Sofa

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: Haba

5

Hexe, Tier ... wer fehlt denn hier?

5

Designer: Haim Shafir
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

4

The board shows five color areas with slots for two Dino eggs
each. The closed Dino eggs are distributed randomly on the
board. The active player rolls the die - for a color you may put
an egg into the rolled area, if there is room there, or relocate an
egg from the rolled area to another one, and then in both cases
check the color of the baby in the egg; or you can check an egg
in the area of the rolled color. For the arrow, you rotate the clear
top of the board and then you can look into any egg of your
choice. Whenever you find a baby in the color of its location, you
get the color chip - only one! - and win if you are first to have one
chip of each color.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Junk at the Hempel house! The room with 3D furniture is set up,
the board shows chunk; all are dealt chaos cards for his holder.
You turn up a chaos card and put the lamp on this item. The
player’s right neighbor determines a board corner for Hugo to
start in. You move Hugo by twisting him so that one foot after
the other enters a case. If Hugo steps on an item that is depicted
on someone’s card, Hugo’s turn ends and the next player begins
again in the same corner. If you reach the lamp with Hugo, you
receive the card, put it on your holder and put one card down to
block another case. If you take your 4th chaos card, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

24 Witch cards show a witch on her broom with three of six possible animal familiars; cards are dealt evenly to all and displayed
openly; two dice with symbols for owl, mouse, cat, spider, frog
and chicken are rolled. All players search in their own display for
cards that show both animals or, in case of a double, that animal.
If you spot a card, you turn it over. If you turned over all your
cards first, you win the round and take all open cards of other
players. For the next round, you turn over all your cards, including any you won, to open-faced display. After three rounds, you
win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Spotting game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Hexenhaus

Hexenhochhaus

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Designer: Klaus Kreowski
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Hexroller

4

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

8

The witch lures fabled beings to the house with gingerbread,
she scores for caught beings and finished levels of the house.
The active with builds and attracts fabled beings or takes two
stair tiles. The building action has three parts: 1 Build - you place
a double tile on your grid, over two symbols - not on the same
tile and maybe a staircase underneath - and can use the effects
of the covered symbols - bake, take stair, swap or cage, including
attracting fabled beings. 2. Catch - You discard symbols depicted
on being cards and catch beings at the gate or directly from
the display. 3. Complete level - when a level is full, you receive a
reward card.
Version: de * Rules: de en es jp kr nl pl * In-game text: no

The little witches race each other on their brooms to the magic
ball high up on the witches’ skyscraper, but their brooms do
not always take them along. At the start you place your witch
markers so that they are attracted by the broom. You roll the die
and move your witch accordingly. If you roll the broom symbol,
you hold the broom next to your witch. If she is attracted by
the broom, it takes her to the next broom spot. If not, she stays
in place. When the die shows a number and a turning symbol,
you move your witch and then turn her or the witch of another
player over. If you are first to reach the finish spot with the magic
ball, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll dice for areas. If you use the front side of the sheet, eight
dice are rolled and sorted by numbers. You decide on any
two numbers, enter them in the recording rows on the sheet
and then into the hex area; there you must enter the selected
numbers as often as they have been rolled and in a consecutive
row. If you use a bonus, you cross it out. When seven rounds
are played, you score for unused bonuses as well as completely
filled color areas, connected pre-printed pairs of numbers and
consecutive rows of numbers in the recording lines (unsorted,
presence of a number is enough). Using the back side, you play
six rounds and roll seven dice.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Race game with magnetic effects for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Dice game for areas, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

HiLo

Hippo Flipp

Designers: Eilif Svensson, Knut StrØmfors
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Hippo Flipp kompakt

4

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Publisher: Hasbro

104 cards, values -1 to 11 in eight colors. You have 3x3 cards in
a face-down grid, turn over two cards and select the top card
from the discard pile or from the draw pile. A card from the
discard pile is swapped with a card in your display; a card from
the draw pile is either swapped or discarded and you must
reveal a card in your display. Three cards of the same color in any
direction are discarded. If someone has only open cards, all have
another turn and then all add up their cards. If, who ended the
round, does not have the lowest total, they double their result. If
someone tops 99 points, you win with fewest points at the end
of the round.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Four hippos are hungry and want to gobble up as many marbles
as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo and places five marbles
into the corresponding shaft. One player presses the starter
and sends a marble into the playing board. All players press the
tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to swallow the marble.
When a Hippo has swallowed the marble, the next player starts a
new marble. When all marbles have been swallowed, the player
with most marbles in his tray wins. In a game variant all marbles
are started at the same time. There is also a variant in which you
compete for the golden marble.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

In this travel edition, two hippos are hungry and want to gobble
up as many marbles as they can. Each player chooses a Hippo
and places five marbles into the corresponding shaft. One player
presses the starter and sends a marble into the playing board.
All players press the tail of their hippo as quickly as they can to
swallow the marble. When a Hippo has swallowed the marble,
the next player starts a new marble. When all marbles have been
swallowed, the player with most marbles in his tray wins. In a
game variant all marbles are started at the same time. Compact
edition in the series SPASS ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Action game for 2 players, ages 4+
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2020
Hochspannung

Hokus Pokus Flipibus

Designer: Maureen Hiron
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Yaacov Kaufman / Theora Concept
Publisher: Ravensburger

10

Honey Yummy

6

Publisher: Jumbo Diset

4

61 cards show two numbers between 0 and 8 in their corners
and a multiplication task in the middle, from 2x3 to 9x9. Numbers in the four corners of a card are identical. One card is on
display, the rest is dealt evenly to all; you draw four cards from
your stack. All try simultaneously to discard their cards; if you
hold a card with a corner number that is part of the solution for
the multiplication on display, you discard it; for 6x6, for instance,
you can discard a 3 or 6; now the multiplication of the new card
is valid. You can draw from your pile at any time. If you have only
one card left, you put it face-down on the stack and win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Ingredients for the potions should fly into the cauldron quickly.
Ingredient chips are spread out - no overlapping! - on the foam
disc in the box. You stack your set of recipe cards, turn up the top
one and try to make the necessary ingredients fly/jump quickly
into the cauldron with your wand. You CANNOT slide them! If
you have all ingredients in, you call Flipibus! All stop and you
control your cauldron. If all is correct, your recipe is worth one
point; all others set aside their cards. In a game of two, the other
player takes his card for a point. If all is not correct, you are out
for the round. If you completed three potions, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bees flutter from flower to flower to fill the hive with honey;
when Bear Boris, gets hold of the honey, he wins! Flower cards
around the hive are filled with honey drops. You roll the die,
count the flowers in the roll and advance your bee accordingly.
If there is honey on the flower you reached you take one drop
and put it in the hive. An empty flower card is turned over;
nothing happens when a green backside appears; if Bear Boris
appears, he advances one step towards the hive. When the hive
is full before Boris reaches the entry to the hive, players as bee
win together. Series Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as
download only.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Calculation game with cards for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Action game for 2-3 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Honeycombs

Honshu

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Kalle Malmioja
Publisher: Lautapelit / Pegasus Spiele

7

Hoppla Hoppel

8

Publisher: Noris Spiele

5

Hexagonal tiles with six symbols in unique arrangements must
be placed so that symbols on adjacent edges correspond. The
Honey Bee can be placed next to any symbol. In three versions,
you form your own honeycomb or form a joint display using
tiles from your hand or form a joint display using tiles from
joint stock. Two rules: At the end of a round only one tile can be
placed with only one adjacent edge (Variant A) and tiles with a
mistake are removed without scoring. At the end each correlation scores 1 point, correlation on all six sides of a tile scores 5
bonus points and left-over tiles score a penalty of 1 point.
Version: multi * Rules: de it * In-game text: no

In feudal Japan, land is explored and developed. A round comprises a Trick Taking phase and a Map phase. In turn order you
play a Map card openly on the table and can place a resource on
it, it raises the card value by 60. When all have played a map card
and maybe placed a resource, identical to first one of the round,
the turn order is adjusted according to the total card values and
all players choose a Map card. In the card phase the map card
is added to your realm, you must cover any one section of the
old or of the new card, with the exception of lakes; resources
are laced on production spots. After 12 rounds you score visible
factories, forests, lakes and cities.
Version: de * Rules: ca de en es fr fi it nl se pl pt * In-game text: no

Catch jumping rabbits. Nine little bunny rabbits sit in the
meadow game basis. If you start the meadow, it rotates and
rabbits jump up in random order. All players try simultaneously
to catch as many rabbits as possible. If you catch one, you must
take it out of the basket and put it on the table before catching
another one. Rabbits that are not caught are not put back into
the meadow. For older children, you can play five rounds and
awards points for rabbit colors - each orange rabbit is worth
three points, each brown one two points and each blue one is
worth one point. After five rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Trick-taking and placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Humboldt’s Great Voyage

Husch husch kleine Hexe

Designers: Remo Conzadori, Nestore Mangone
Publisher: R&R Games / HUCH!

Designer: Heinz Meister
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Immortals

3

Designers: Mike Elliot, Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Following Humboldt’s travels to collect knowledge and artifacts.
You draw knowledge cubes to select your starting locations,
take all cubes there, move from location to location and leave
one cube in each location. Other players can take cubes for their
ship cards from locations you entered. Identical color of location
and cube gives you a freight tile for your ships and you score
complete ship cards for fame from freight and contact persons
from cubes. Contact persons can also re-color cubes. When the
last cubes have been drawn, you score complete ship cards, sets
of contact persons, freight tiles on ships and on the expedition
board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Broomstick and toad’s hop – who’s the fastest witch on top? The
small colorful witches are hiding under their big black hats. You
must pay attention and remember which witch is hiding under
which hat and where this hat is placed at the moment. You roll
the color die. If you know under which hat this witch is hiding,
you turn over the hat. If you are correct you move the hat one
step nearer to Blocksberg and then have another turn. If you
are wrong, the witch is put back and stays in place. If you roll
the double arrow, you switch two hats. If you are first to move a
witch onto Blocksberg, you win the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Light versus Dark! A player board comprises one tribe board
each for both factions, you hold magic cards and armies. After
copious preparations including army placement you play
rounds with phases for each player: 1: Reinforcement with drawing of a conflict card and strengthening armies; 2. Plan actions
by setting down country and conflict cards on army cases and
of magic cards on magic cases on the player board. 3. Resolve
actions - in any order and with compensation for unresolved
actions. 4. Scoring of controlled countries, shrines and capitals in
your countries as well as controlled countries in regions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Memo game for 2-6 players, ages 3+

Area control game for 3-5 players, ages 14+
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2020
Imperial 2030

Imperial Settlers Empires of the North

Interaction

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designers: Ignacy Trzewiczek, Joanna Kijanka
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

The world in the year 2030! Players embody investors and want
to achieve control over the big powers, USA, Russia, Europe,
China, India and Brazil by giving them credit. In a country’s turn
you choose a segment on the roundel and apply the action production, maneuver, tax, factory, investor or import. Thus you
collect power points, with 25 power points you end the game
and calculate vuctory points based on power and credit interest.
As regards to Imperial there are neutral regions and control over
canals, improved rules and simpler bonus payments. Can be
used as a stand-alone game or as an expansion for Imperial!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn it nl pl pt ru * In-game text: no

Events move north - six clans from three peoples want to discover, conquer and plunder islands, set up locations and swap
resources. In rounds, you resolve Card Phase with drawing cards
and paying with exhausted workers - Action phase with build
location, place clan disc, raid location or use location action or
ass - Expedition phase, ships sail to islands on the expedition
board to conquer them for a location or plunder them for
resources - Clean up with taking back workers and reactivating
cards and placing new islands. If someone has 25 points in the
action phase, you win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl pl * In-game text: yes

Interaction is the first board game that interacts with social
networks, among them Facebook, for instance. A special Social
Engine was developed to integrate the game with the social
networks used by individual players and uses contend to generate funny games and individual questions in five individual
categories - knowledge, creativity, action, social and games.
Connections happen via smart devices and you can play locally
or with friends all over the world. The APP adapts the tasks in the
game to age and interests, updates of the free app introduce
variety.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Economics game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Version of Imperial Settlers for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Social board game with App for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Ishtar Die Gärten von Babylon

Isle of Skye

Jenga Classic

Designers: Bruno Cathala, Evan Singh
Publisher: Iello / HUCH!

Designers: Alexander Pfister, Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Gardens for the Queen! Player boards show abilities that you can
unlock for actions and their points. You are active in turn: Select
a plant tile and move watering can, maybe pay for additional
steps * place plant tile into terrain, only on sand or rock, adjacent
to a well or a tile already in place, but without connecting
gardens * take jewels off the newly covered slots * use eventual
special action of the placed tile for helper or unlocking ability
* plant a tree and pay cost. When two dishes of plant tiles are
empty, you score, at the end of the round, tree cards, visible
flowers in beds with helpers, well colors and unlocked abilities.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Clan Chieftains rival for the crown; if you manage your land best
you will be crowned king with most victory points. A round
starts with income from castle and whisky. Then you draw three
tiles, mark one for discarding and assign gold to the others,
both behind your screen before setting the screen aside. Now
each player can buy one tile from any other player for the sum
assigned to the tile, or pass; tiles that were not sold are kept
by their owners. Then you add your tiles of the round to your
land and score them according to the active scoring tiles of the
round. After six rounds you score scrolls in your land.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr + 12 languages * In-game text: no

This is the currently available edition of the classic game with
rectangular blocks, once again made from wood and attractively packed. The blocks are now housed in an oblong box that
comes with a packing aid that enables you to store the blocks
quickly at the end of your game. The rules and the mechanics of
the game are of course unchanged. All blocks are stacked, 3 in a
level, each level rotated 90° against the one below. You pull out
a block with one hand and place it on top of the stack. If you can
place the last block before the stack tumbles, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Placement and auction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 1 or more players, ages 6+

Jenga Pass Challenge

Jenseits von Theben

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Peter Prinz
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Jet Set

8

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Jenga with new challenges! Yes, you pull a block out of the stack
and put it on top of the stack as usual. But the tower of 27 blocks
sits on a platform with two handles. The first player takes the
platform off its stand, holds it with one hand, pulls and places a
block and hands the platform to the next player. The real challenge is how you pass the platform. There are ten challenges in
the game, e.g. play with Chopsticks or hand the platform on by
passing it under your own leg or with stretched arms; for some
challenges you need household items like socks or ball. If you
topple the tower, you lose the round.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Archeologists move all over Europe and visit various cities where
they acquire knowledge, assistants or items. Movement and
acquisition are paid for with weeks marked from the time scale.
You also use weeks to pay for movement to excavation sites and
for the excavation itself. With items found in excavations you can
participate in exhibitions. After two or three years have passed
on the time scale, you win with most points from knowledge,
items you found, conference cards and exhibitions that you won.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes on those links. In Phase 1 of a turn you replenish Flight
Cards and can pay to lay out additional card. In Phase 2 you have
a choice of one of five actions, all relating to links, planes, Flight
Cards, expenditures or income. When two vacation cards have
been revealed, you only use Final Cards from hand or cards on
display. If you Play Final Flight, you visit cities in order and can
then only put planes on the Final Flight Card. All Final Flight
Cards played, end the game und you score Flight Cards, Final
Flight Cards and planes on Final Flight Cards.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Dexterity game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Move & collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Position game for 2-6 players, ages 12+
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2020
Jet Set Distant Lands

Jet Set Jumbo Jets

Jetzt mal ehrlich!

Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Publisher: Hasbro

16

In Jet Set you acquire rights for air links between cities and place
planes. A turn comprises 1) replenishing Flight Cards and 2) one
of five action options for links, planes, Flight Cards or income.
Final Flight Cards trigger the end of the game and you score
Flight Cards, Final Flight Cards and planes. Distant Lands comprises four expansions and cards for Jet Set. Distant Lands - long
distance flights; Investor - Investor cards for money; Business
Cards - Received for Long Distance links; to be used for money,
according to text or for business offers. Hub - you choose a city
and get money or bonuses for flight including the hub.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Five new modules for Jet Set: 1. Jumbo Jets are used in links,
other planes in the link are removed and they block the links
for further planes. 2. Charter Flight – an additional board and
the action option charter flight, you need to own all links from
start to destination for such a flight. 3. Hotels – You begin with
two hotels, have hotel building as action option and, when you
acquire a flight card and have a hotel in a city on the card, you
receive money. 4. City Bonus – the first player with a flight from
or into a city receives a bonus. 5. Final Flight Cards – three options for incorporating them into the game.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You should tell the truth and catch other players at lying. The
first respondent sits behind the lie detector, all others as interrogators are in front of it. The first interrogator reads a question
- embarrassing ones work better than harmless ones - and fill
gaps in the text. The respondent presses the microphone button
and answers with yes or no. The detector analyses the voice and,
depending on the result, the respondent or the interrogator
score a point. When red and green light up together, the detector was not able to analyze the answer. The round ends, when all
interrogators asked a question; the game ends, when all players
have been respondent once.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Jet Set for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Question & answer game for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Jogo!

Johnny der Geisterpirat

Designer: Tobold Rumble
Publisher: HCM Kinzel

7

Jungle Trip

5

Publisher: Fotorama / HUCH!

Designer: Brad Ross
Publisher: Piatnik

5

The game features 114 cards; 90 of values 2 to 6 in six background colors with six symbols. There is also one Stop card, one
Change Direction card, one +1 card and one Jogo! card in each
color! Four cards are laid out for starting cards, each player has
four stacks laid out, with 5, 7 or 9 cards in case of 2, 3 or 4 players.
The active player adds a card to a stack in the middle, either from
hand - if available - or from one of his stacks. Special cards are
resolved when played. If you cannot place a card, you draw two
cards. If you place a card identical to the one below, you get an
extra turn. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Johnny and his ship are hunting for treasures, but also chasing
the ghosts of Captain Blackbeard and his mates. In a dark room,
Johnny projects six different images - four pirates, a shark and
a bone card. To defeat a ghost, you must aim the pistol at him
and hit it with the light; hits are indicated by a grumbling noise;
pirates that you miss, laugh at you. If you defeat enough ghosts,
you find the treasure, hear the coins rattle and have mastered
the level; you must continue playing until the program stops.
Depending on the level - there are four - ghosts come faster or
slower. New edition of Geisterjagd.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it gr nl pt * In-game text: no

Trick taking with jungle animals - 55 cards are made up from
five color sets, comprising twice values 1 to 5 and once 6. You
have one of the sets; all play simultaneously and put a card
face-down. Then the cards are revealed - if there are only different cards on the table, the highest card wins the trick. In case
of identical values, those cards cancel each other out and the
highest remaining single card takes the trick. When all cards are
placed, you score one point per trick. All take back their sets for
a new round. When one or more players have a score of 15 or
more at the end of a round, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it sk pl * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Reaction game for 1 player, ages 5+

Trick-taking game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Junior Pharao

Just One

Designer: Gunter Baars
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: Ludovic Roudy, Bruno Sautter
Publisher: Repos Production / Asmodee

5

Kabayo

8

Designer: Wolfgang Dirscherl
Publisher: Beleduc

4

The young pharaoh loves playing hide & seek with his animals.
You can find them by shunting the pyramids and memorizing
paths. When a hole opens and you find the Mummy, you earn
a reward. The board with turntable underneath is covered by
pyramids, sand squares are left empty. A search card is revealed.
You shunt pyramids on a free square – if the wanted object is
one the square now revealed you earn the card. Special rules
apply for a Mummy search card, you use the turntable. If you
find the Mummy you earn both search card and a pharaoh card.
When all cards are taken, you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

All play against the game and try to guess as many of 13 secret
words as they can. One player guesses, the others all write
down a clue, but cannot confer on the clues; when two or more
identical clues are noted, all are invalid and are not shown to the
guesser. A clue can only be one word; a number, name, abbreviation, sound representation or special symbols are considered
to be a word. Forbidden are: other spellings, other languages,
the same word stem, invented or artificial words or words that
sound similar. The guesser has only one try, but can name a
similar-sounding word! Wrong guesses take cards that were not
played out of play.
Version: de * Rules: cn de es fr hu it nl pl * In-game text: yes

HOrses are out and about. You memorize horse positions and
collect horseshoe chips. Mia is on the board, and all tiles of a
color are set in groups next to the board. You roll and move
Mia clockwise. On blue and pink cases, you turn up those three
tiles in sequence, 1-2-3 horses. On yellow and red cases, you
must find three tiles with horses out of five tiles; and on green
cases you turn over an octagon tile and find the depicted horse
among eight green square tiles. If you succeed, you take a
horseshoe; if not you memorize visible tiles and turn them back
over again. If you have four horseshoes, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Word guessing game for 3-7 players, ages 8+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Kakerlaken Sushi

Kaleidos

Kaleidos Junior

Designer: Thierry Chapeau
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

Designers: Spartaco Albertarelli, Angelo Zucca
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Ystari / Asmodee

8

4

Not every guest gets a full plate, something is always snatched
off. You roll bith dice. The resulting combination of symbol and
color is missing on one plate only and this plate must be found.
Who hits the plate first, puts the tile down thief-side up. When
the same combination appears again, you snatch the Sushi
Master, make him squeak and name the thief depicted on the
tile. If you are the fasted one again, you are rewarded with a fish
disc. Whoever has four fish discs first, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

First letters and objects - sounds familiar, but in this game each
player has one of 10 images in the table, slightly surrealistic,
with different topics from circus to pirate’s island. Those pictures
are choc-a-bloc full of details, partly very much alienated and
drawn in a very uncommon style. For each picture you turn the
spinner for a letter and all write down what they can find on
the picture that begins with this letter. All that you really see is
valid, euphemisms and synonyms are wanted and welcome,
and when in doubt really convincing arguments can help. New
edition with new graphics.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 10 other languages * In-game text: no

Kaleidos junior is the junior version of Kaleidos, a picturespotting variant of Scattergories for children not yet able to read.
The game features four identical sets of ten pictures, each player
uses the same picture. A category is determined by a spinner
and all search their picture for suitable items them with a chip.
Then in turn each player names the items he has found and sets
aside the chips used for marking. You continue to play with one
picture after the other until one player is out of chips and wins.
In variants for older children you can search for items by first
letter or write down the words.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr is it kr nl pl * In-game text: no

Spot and react for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Word and association game for 2-12 players, ages 10+

Spotting games with words for 2-12 players, ages 4+

Kang-a-Roo

Karriere Poker

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Klaus Grähnke, Brian Walker
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

6

Katakomben Kuben

8

You hunt for kangaroos with 55 kangaroo cards, five each
in eleven colors, plus eleven kangaroos in those colors. The
kangaroos are set out, cards are shuffled; all are dealt five cards,
five are set aside and the rest is the draw pile. In turn you choose
a card and discard it. You name the color of the card, take the
corresponding kangaroo and draw a card. When the kangaroo
is with a player already you take it from him unless he defends
it with a card of its color. You can then demand it again with a
card, he can defend etc. If someone plays his last card, the game
ends instantly and you win if you have collected most kangaroo
pieces.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr it hu sk pl * In-game text: no

From Boss to Dishwasher and back to Boss is a typical career progression in this card game. One player leads with any number of
identical cards; all other players can trick with the same number
of higher-value cards; if you take the trick, you lead for the next.
If you are first to shed all cards, you are the new Boss; all others
continue to play until only one player is left with cards, he is the
Dishwasher. He must shuffle for the new round, deal and takes
13 cards + any rest. All change their seats according to the new
ranking and then cards are exchanged between certain ranks.
Revised new edition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 6+

Card game for 4-8 players, ages 8+

Designers: Ken Valles, Aron West
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag

In the world of Cimathue humans flee to Stormtryne and build
a new village. You draft building resources from the quarry
and build 3D structures with them. You can, in your turn, either
draft a quarry offer for resources and resolving an action, or
build a village / residence tile. To build, you take blocks from
your construction site and build the structure depicted on the
tile. Completed structure tiles are added to the village grid and
provide victory points, bonuses and rewards for connections.
While building village tiles and their residences, all players also
build two palaces together, for rewards - palaces are built one
after the other.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no
Building game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Kensington

Keyforge Kollidierende Welten

Kinderspiele Sammlung

Designer: Cielo d’Oro
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Publisher: Piatnik

8

4

Constructing houses in London - you start with a door, a storage
unit for two parts and one bonus chip. You take one part from
stock - beige backs are free, brown ones cost a bonus chip - or
from an opposing storage, cost one bonus chip, and then you
build: Next to a door or another part, the new part and/or from
storage. There are special rules for windows, and a roof cannot
be built over. If you place windows with a mark on the back, you
score a bonus chip. If no-one can build or the 7th roof part with
a bird is drawn, you score windows, doors and levels under roofs
as well as cats in the building, a completely roofed house brings
bonus points.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

A new set for the Archon universe - Saurianische Republik and
Große Sternenallianz - the discover a new side of the Crucible;
the factions Mars and Sanctum have been removed. Kollidierende Welten is balanced in relation to Ruf der Archonten and
Zeitalter des Aufstiegs. New mechanisms are Beschützen / Protect
- only a second attack causes damage, Wütend Machen / Make
Angry - an angry creature must fight, and new ways to generate
Ӕmber by raising/elevating creatures. There are also anomalies
providing glimpses into possible futures. Worlds Kollidierende
Welten / Collide comes with a 2-player starter set and separate
Archon decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en pl * In-game text: yes

A collection of classic standard games for children, featuring a
double-sided board.
Das Froschspiel is a version of the Snakes & Ladders principle, Oh
Pardon varies Ludo with cute and funny farm animals; Die
Bärenfamilie is a dice-driven race around the board, providing a
race across the four seasons, and Das Häschenspiel is a a dice and
collecting game about colorful flowers. Also included in the box
is the classic card game Schwarzer Peter (Old Maids).
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Building competition for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Unique-card game for 2 players, ages 14+

Games compendium for 2-6 players, ages 4+
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2020
Kingdom Builder

Kingsburg The Dice Game

Kipp4

Designer: Donald X. Vaccarino
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Andrea Chiarvesio, Christian Giove
Publisher: Giochi Uniti

Designer: Thomas Weber
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

8

Each player creates his own kingdom by building settlements
to earn most gold at the end of the game. In a game you use 3
out of 10 kingdom builder cards; they state the conditions for
earning gold. Four of eight landscape boards are laid out and
equipped with location overview tiles. In your turn you discard a
landscape card and set up settlements in this landscape according to exact building rules; if they are next to location spots you
receive location tiles and can use their special actions once per
turn either before or after building. For each castle spot next to
your settlements you always receive 3 gold.
Version: de * Rules: de dk en es fi fr nl no pl se * In-game text: no

Governors of Kingsburg collect resources, build buildings and
set up defence, you receive victory points by influencing the
King’s advisors, buildings and defeating of enemies. A player
turn has four phases: 1. Rol dice - all dice, re-roll maximum twice,
all but sandtimer symbols. 2. Resolve dice results for timer - mark
time slots, taking solders, crowns for tokens and numbers for
influence. 3. Build - with tokens from earlier phases. 4. Repel
invasion - at the end of a year; for victory points when strength
is bigger than that of the invaders, or destruction of buildings, if
not. At the end of year III, you sum up your victory points.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: no

At the start, four red marbles are placed into the board with
12 double slots; in the tilted board, single marbles are always
at the lowest point of the slot. A player turn: 1. Place one of
your marbles into a free spot in an outer double slot or move
your marble into a free spot in an adjacent slot or remove a red
marble permanently from the board. When moving or removing
marbles, other marbles in a slot may move to the lowest point. 2.
Turn the board, this changes the tilt of the board and therefore
position of marbles. If this results in an uninterrupted row of four
of your marbles, orthogonally or diagonally, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Placement and development game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 8+

Kippelino

Kitchen Rush

Designer: Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv

Designer: Dávid Turczi
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

5

Klartext

8

Publisher: Hasbro

16

Treehaus building in a team! A floor sheet, 2 discs on top,
another floor sheet on the discs, etc. Building starts with the
floor sheet; two discs are placed on marked spots. The active
builder takes the top floor sheet and puts it in any orientation,
but slate side up, on top of the discs and then puts two discs on
the spots of that color that is visible on the raven side of the top
floor sheet on the stack. You may put the discs on a sheet before
placing the sheet, and you can also carefully straighten the
tower, but you cannot remove anything. When 12 sheets have
been placed, all win together. Includes a competitive version
with penalty points for toppled towers.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Hourglasses for kitchen personnel! Depending on the difficulty
level you select an objective with requirements. Orders come
in, are prepared und served. All play simultaneously. Phases of
a round: 1. Preparation with event; 2. Action in real-time - place
hourglass on action case - relocation is possible after running
out - waiter, shopping, storage, oven, spices, office or sink, for
instance. 3. After four minutes: Clean-up with checking orders,
paying wages and prestige bonuses. After four rounds you
check completed orders, money, prestige and you need to have
minimum one coin and one prestige and must not have unpaid
hourglasses to win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr pt * In-game text: yes

One player speaks „plain language“, but only seemingly, because
he wears a lock-jaw and his sentences therefore sound a bit distorted. You play in two teams, using 200 double-sided utterance
cards. One player dons the jaw-lock, draws the top card and
reads it, as clearly as possible despite the lock-jaw, even if the
the sentence is something like „Eine Pinzette ist keine Pipette“,
he is allowed to gesticulate. When the other players guess the
sentence correctly word for word, they take the card, and so
on, until the time has run out. When each player has taken two
turns, the team with most cards wins. With ten lock-jaws, good
for larger groups.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Stacking and balance game for 1-4 players, ages 5+

Cooperative real-time game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Party game for 4-10 players, ages 16+

Klartext Familien-Edition

Klask

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Mikkel Bertelsen
Publisher: Game Factory

8

Klask 4

8

Designer: Mikkel Bertelsen
Publisher: Game Factory

8

In the family edition, you play in two teams, parents against
children, if possible, using 100 blue cards for children to read and
100 red cards for adults to read, and there are four lock-jaws for
adults and six for children. One player dons the jaw-lock, draws
the top card and reads it, as clearly as possible despite the lockjaw, he is allowed to gesticulate. When the other players guess
the sentence correctly word for word, they take the card, and so
on, until the time has run out. When each player has taken two
turns, the team with most cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A game board carries two magnetic pawns, for each pawn
their is a directing magnet underneath the board, magnetically
connected to the pawn. Three white magnets are arranged in
the middle of the board; the ball starts in any corner. Now both
players simultaneously try to move the ball into the opponent’s
goal to score a point. The pawn on top of the board is moved by
moving the directing magnet underneath the board. You also
score when the opposing pawn has attracted white magnets or
if your opponent moves into his own goal or if he loses control
of his pawn. If you managed to collect six points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

A board with - in this edition - four magnetic strikers and one
steering magnet under the board for each striker. Five white
magnets are placed on markings on the board. You try to get the
orange ball into an opposing goal and to avoid obstacles. Yuu
can move your striker anytime with the steering magnet, there is
no order of play. You begin with five lives and lose one in case of
an own-goal or losing control of your striker or two white magnets sticking to your striker or moving your striker into your own
goal. If someone is out of lives, you win with most points left.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Party game for 4-10 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Kleinanzeigen

Kleine Fische

Designer: Frank Kunert
Publisher: Metermorphosen

Designer: Peter Neugebauer
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Klettermäuse

7

Designer: KRAG Team
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

5

A family memo, developed by a photographer who invents
image landscape, builds them as miniature models and then
photographs them with a large-format camera, an analogue
one. Images often show seemingly senseless arrangements
of putative solutions and bizarre situations from daily life. 36
images are featured in this game, each accompanied by a short
text for the second tile of the pair, like a well-formulated small
advertisement. You play with standard rules; when all pairs are
found, you win with most.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Catch fish, but some will escape - you try to keep the most and
the biggest fish possible. You turn up fish after fish from the
stack: If you stop voluntarily, you keep all fish that you revealed.
If you turn up the same kind of fish a second time, you lose Fish
1, Fish 2 and all fish in-between. If you reveal a kraken, you lose
all cards, but can name a number and roll a die. If you roll your
number or a higher one, you draw as many cards from another
player. After the last card from the stack you score the most
valuable fish of each kind; if, at the end of a round, you have 77
points or more, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Climber mice swing down from the tree to avoid the fox. A color
die shows to colors and all try to find a piece that shows two
mice in the two dice colors. Whoever touches such a piece first,
takes it and hangs it on their branch. From the second piece on
the color of the bottom mouse on the branch and one color on
a new piece must be the same. You may store pieces for later
use. If there is no piece available, you grab the Fox and can select
a piece. If Wind is rolled, you can rearrange your mice on your
branch. If you form a chain of five pieces, you take an apple and
begin a new chain. If you take your 2nd apple, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Memo game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Reaction and spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Knaster

Kniffel Dice Duel

Designer: Schleininger, Staupe, Wüppen
Publisher: nsv

Designer: Thierry Denoual
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

Kobold

8

Designers: Marco Ruskowski, Marcel Süßelbeck
Publisher: Queen Games

6

Company for Knister - again you try to enter numbers for optimum scores into rows, columns and diagonals of a 5x5 grid. The
sheet shows possible combinations and their scores. The active
player rolls two dice, names the total and all players either the
total in a free slot in the grid or circle this number already in the
grid. If you completely fill a row and have achieved a scoring
combination, you must circle the respective amount of numbers. If someone has filled his grid, there is a final roll and then
you score the stated points for each row that is filled with circled
numbers only, and one point for each circled number in the grid.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The dice tray in the metal box has seven positions for four
chips each per value: 5 - 2 pairs, 10 - triplet, 20 - Small Straigt;
25 - Flush, 30 - Full House, 40 - quadruplet - and 50 - Big Straight.
The active player rolls five dice and re-roll twice to achieve a
combination and take the corresponding chip. If you roll Kniffel
- five identical results - takes a chip of his choice and has another
turn. If no-one succeeded in a round, a chip of the highest value
is set aside. When all chips are taken, you add your chips and
bonuses for taking the last chip, for sets of six or seven different
chips or all chips of one value.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Kobolds want to pilfer toys and gems from Maurice’s room. A
mobile flashlight plan covers two segments of the room. Toy and
gem tokens are displayed face-up or face-down. You have one
of two options: Place a kobold in an unlit segment or take back
all kobolds from the board and take a token for each one from
his segment. Then you roll the die and turn the flashlight accordingly, if applicable, it chases away kobolds, and then replenish
unlit segments. When five gem trophies have been taken or
segments cannot be completely replenished, you score gem set
trophies, point tokens, toy majority trophies and kobold tokens.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Dice game for 1-12 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Komanauten

Kreuzverhör

Kristallica

Designer: Jerry Hawthorne
Publisher: Plaid Hat / Asmodee

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Publisher: Hasbro

3

Scientist Dr. Strobal is in a coma, we need to wake him up and
explore the dream landscape of his subconscious. The goal is
to find his Inner Demon and defeat him. Using 22 avatars, you
travel through comazones and try to contact Dr. Strobal’s Inner
Child to get information on the location of the Demon. But if
you spend too much time in the wrong useless comazones, the
subconsious will turn against you. Possible game modes are
individual gmes or campaigns of several games for a continuing
story with changing demons. Each game that you win unlocks a
new part of the story.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr kr ru * In-game text: yes

A crime has been planned and players must find out which
crime, and also the crime scene, the probable culprit and the
means of the crime. Both players investigate at the same time,
the questioning lasts 12 mutual questions at the most. In each
question an assumption is stated on the four details by using
case cards, and the witness names the number of correct assumptions. Further details can be learned from using an investigation card; the opponent can fend off such a card with another
card. When after 12 rounds none of the player has solved the
case, it is set aside unsolved.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Ice cubes are place4d into the frame and the big, beautiful slab
of ice is placed anywhere in the frame and you place Phil the
Penguin on top of it. Then, the active placer takes an ice pic, selects a cube and tries to tap it out of the frame. Once started on a
cube, you must continue, even if other cubes fall. If you succeed
and Phil did not fall off, your turn passes to the next player. If Phil
falls off, you are out of the game, the ice floe is reassembled and
the next round begins. This continues until only one player, the
winner, is left. Series: Super Toy Club
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cooperative adventure book for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Deduction game for 2 players, ages 12+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 3+
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2020
Kroko Doc

Kross the Wordz

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Michael Feldkötter
Publisher: moses. Verlag

4

Kuala!

8

Designer: Shuky
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

7

The frog-green crocodile is still going strong, and still suffers
from terrible tooth-ache. It opens its mouth very wide to look
for help. In this version of the game the principle of the travel
edition is used, the teeth are not pulled out but pressed down
to find the aching one. If you are unlucky and find the aching
tooth, Crocodile in his pain closes his mouth rather fast and you
must be quick to pull your hand out. If you touch the aching
tooth, you lose this round of Crocodile Dentist! And due to the
very good chance mechanism it will be another tooth that hurts
next time! Part of the series Elefun & Friends.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Place letters to create words that are correct and as long as
possible. Letter cards are displayed and you draw a task card. The
active player names a letter and all enter it in an empty slot on
their 6x6 grid. Several words in a row or column are possible, but
must not overlap to score, but a letter can be part of a vertical
and a horizontal word. You can reject a letter once, but must
enter it when it is named the next time. To note a word that fits
your task and filling the grid first, scores 3 points each, otherwise
words score according to their length.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Be your own hero! You have your specific character book and
find your actions on its backside. In each chapter you take a decision and go to the resulting chapter. Depending on the number
of players you might not be able to resolve some situations, but
the scoring of points at the end takes numbers of players into
account. If you have information alone, you carry on alone, your
fellow players await your instructions. You can carry two items.
Solutions for puzzles are usually numbers for the next chapters.
You have five days for the solution, cross days off, can re-start the
game and keep items and gold.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Action and chance game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Word finding game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Adventure comic game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Kuhle Kühe

Kunststück

Designer: David Yakos
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

9

Kurzer Prozess

10

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

10

You want the largest possible herd of cows! In your turn you
must either draw two cards or take a cow card from the discard
pile or trigger a trade (all hand two cards to the left). Then you
may play any number of cow and action cards; a cow that you
put down must contain minimum head and tail card. Feed cards
let a cow on display grow, you can mix races or play a single
calf; additional actions are cards for attack, defense, permanent
protection of one cow or cards for special actions. Awards for
First Cow, Largest Herd and Longest Cow give bonus points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Players are thieves stealing paintings according to their orders.
The paintings are marked with their museum of origin, the
epoch, the value and chances to be sold easily. There is a cache
for each player and three joint caches. You have a painting card
and an order card, next to each cache there is another painting
card. Actions are: take a new card, move a card, play a card or fill
an order. There are basic rules for arranging the cards or capacities of the caches and limit for hand cards. “Large-scale raid”
starts the last round. Then the player with the highest total from
paintings sold wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Criminals want to put the blame for their crimes - cards represent crimes, witnesses and „Schwarzer Peter“ - on others. The
active player plays an open card at any player, even himself. Each
player must be given another color and always the same one.
Witnesses are color jokers. Schwarzer Peter you play at yourself
and all shunt their cards on the table to the left. If you have five
or more points on the table or cannot play a correct card, you
have been caught and take all open cards. If someone is out
of cards, all receive jail sentences depending on the number
of their cards. After three rounds, you win with the shortest jail
sentence in total.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 9+

Crime card game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Card game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Kwatro

L.A.M.A.

Designer: Gene Mackles
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

La Granja

8

Designers: Michael Keller, Andreas Odenthal
Publisher: PD Verlag

Add tiles for points! 64 tiles show a combination of color, shape
and number. A row comprises 2, 3 or 4 cards. Each attribute
is checked separately for a row und must - for a valid row - be
either the same on all tiles or different on all tiles. You hold four
tiles and one tile begins the display. You can, in your turn, add 1
t 4 cards, horizontally OR vertically, to a row, suiting at least one
card and also those eventually adjacent in other rows, and then
score the row(s), or pass your turn. You can add tiles to the left
and right of a row, a row of four tiles constitutes a Kwatro and is
complete.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

L.A.M.A. – shed all cards to avoid negative points. You receive six
out of 56 cards - 8x 1-6 + 8 Llamas – and a discard pile is begun
with one card. As active player you can discard a card – identical
value or value +1 of the top card on the discard pile, Llama on
Llama on Llama or 6 or a 1 on Llama; or you can draw a card; or
you can pass and put down your remaining cards. If someone
is out of cards or all have passed, you score negative chips for
each card value – not card! – on table or in hand and -10 per
Llama. If you are out of cards, you may discard a chip – value 1
or 10. When someone has 40 or more negative points, you win
with fewest.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A small farm must be developed into the large country estate
of La Granja and provide for the village. Six rounds of the game
comprise: Farm Phase with farm cards, income, growth and
buying of room markers; Revenue Phase; Transport Phase with
donkey markers for player order and deliveries and, finally, the
Scoring Phase for victory points. Anytime in your turn you can regardless of the current phase - use goods to acquire silver, play
or draw a cards, take a pig, upgrade resources or take harvest
goods or you can buy and sell resources or upgrade resources or
use harvest goods.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + cn es fr nl pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Development and resources management for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
La Stanza

Labyrinthia

Designers: Nuno Bizarro Sentieiro, Paulo Soledade
Publisher: Quined Games

Publisher: HUCH!

Las Vegas Royale

7

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Ravensburger / alea

8

Renaissance, prestige and patrons! You move 1 to 4 steps and
place the person tile you reached on slot 1 of the recruiting
track. Then you select Activate Discipline or Income or Pass. You
activate a discipline by hiring a person of the discipline plus being present in the room or discarding a meeple in the discipline
color. Rooms yield income, rewards for books, more strength
for activating, creating of works of arts, support from patrons
or bonuses. After number of players + 1 rounds and three more
turns, you score masterpieces, income track position, books,
passing, bonus tiles, Bonus tile majority and Museum majority
minus flipped financier tile.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl + es * In-game text: no

A version of the standard 3D labyrinth game, based on the
edition used in the super TOY CLUB TV show on Super RTL. A very classy - playing area of acrylic glass has holes and a marked
path. Two teams play against each other; each member of the
active team selects one corner of the board. All members then
try together to move a ball along the path from start to finish,
within maximum one minute. If the ball drops into a hole, you
put it back to start and begin again. The faster team wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Six casinos give you money for corresponding dice values. You
roll all or all remaining dice in the arena, select one result and
put all those dice into the casino of that number. If you discard
a chip, you can start rolling again with all dice. When all players
placed all dice, you remove all dice present in equal quantities in
casinos, and then remaining players take decreasing amounts of
money in descending order of their dice quantities there. After
three rounds you win with most money. In the main game, you
place three out of eight board additions to casinos #1 to #3, placing of dice in those casinos triggers the event of the addition.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr + kr * In-game text: no

Set collecting for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dexterity/balancing game for 1-8 players, ages 7+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Last Bastion

Last Call

Leaders Edition 2018

Designer: Antoine Bauza
Publisher: Repos Production / Asmodee

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designers: Manfred Lamplmair, Reinhard Kern
Publisher: rudy Games

Heroes defend the Last Bastions against the Hordes of the
Warlords. A player turn: 1. Horde - resolve monster effects, draw
a monster or resolve board effect. 2. Hero - activate a bastion
tile or fight, using dice and equipment marker for necessary
symbols. Heroes out of lives come back via the hospital in
wounded status without special ability and are out of play when
they lose all lives again. When three markers Evil Influence - from
monster cards - are in the bastion or all heroes are dead or the
monster deck is empty, the game is lost. When the warlords are
defeated, it is won. Four levels of difficulty; revised edition of
Ghost Stories, 2008
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Each barkeeper gets all bottles of a kind and each player a card
for each kind of drink plus one coaster. Cards are dealt to the
barkeepers. If you want to move a bottle you call “order” and
move the bottle of your choice from one bartender to the other,
cards at both barkeepers are discarded. Four cards next to a
barkeeper are discarded automatically. When a barkeeper has
the right bottles for your drink, you play the card and must take
an ice cube for each bottle not needed for your drink. If you are
out of cards, you call „Last Call“ and quit the game, the others
must finish their drinks. You win with fewest ice cubes.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + kr * In-game text: no

Leaders is a Combined Strategy Game, a strategic conflict
simulation and a hybrid of board game and App. In the era of
the Cold War, up to six players try to take over world domination.
You research new technologies, use diplomatic skills and enter
formidable alliances. Spies bring you information and you
join missions of the international collective of nations. Military
strength is used as well, because you conquer new regions. The
smart device enables use of an innovative battle system, hidden
interaction among players - research, diplomacy or sabotage and complex economic and research threads.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Cooperative fantasy adventure for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Placement game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Conflict and development game for 2 or more players, ages 13+

Legendary Forests

Leolino

Designer: Toshiki Sato
Publisher: Iello / Hutter Trade

Designer: Ivon Kohn
Publisher: HUCH!

8

Let’s party!

5

Designers: Catty, Führer, Los Rodrigues
Publisher: Piatnik

You are a dryad and create a forest. From a set of 25 tiles showing leaves and grass, you set out your starting tile and shuffle the
rest face-down to then display them, maybe sorted by numbers.
The Architect, after shuffling, stacks 19 random tiles face-down.
Then he turns up his top tile and all search their display for this
tile and add it to their forest, with corresponding edges. For a
red-numbered tile, all can place a tree in a region of the tree
color. When 19 tiles are placed, a closed region (only complete
runes) with tree scores two points per complete rune, an open
region (half runes, too) with tree scores one point per complete
rune.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Animals want to test various compounds in the new zoo. Each
of the 60 puzzles in four levels of difficulty asks to place animals
according to the template and to set up kiosks, too. Four colored
paths connect five locations each and cross each other at certain
locations; sometimes the shape of a location is given for an animal; a question mark demands animal or kiosk at a location and
sometimes you must find the correct sequence for a group on a
given path. A head + question mark asks you to find the animal
for path or location, for white arrows the correct path. Solutions
are included. Series Logicus.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu it nl ru * In-game text: no

The Activity cards on one side list terms and the method to explain them and on the other show the number of steps earned
for a correctly mastered task. The Tick-Tack-Bumm cards state
combinations of letters. You play a game of standard “Activity”,
until a Tick-Tack-Bumm card turns up. Now you roll the die to
determine the location of this letter combination in the word. If
you name a correct term, you pass the bomb. When it explodes,
the team with the last correct answer moves 4 steps, the one
holding the bomb when it exploded goes 1 step back. Then you
play “Activity” again. The first team over the finish line wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Tile placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Logic and position puzzles for 1 player, ages 5+

Creative association game for 4-16 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Letter Jam

Letter Jam

Leuchtturm

Designer: Ondra Skoupý
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Ondra Skoupý
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

Designers: Sonja Dey, Torben Knochenhauer
Publisher: Gerhards Spiel und Design

6

You have a secret word of five letters laid out, the first letter
is placed - backside towards you - into a holder. Following
stringent rules you form clue words using the five visible letters
- there are always six holders in play - and discuss them without
naming them and then spell one of them. If you own letter is
used in the clue, you note down the clue; letters you guess you
replace in its holder with the next one of your word. If you can
form a word out of guessed letters, wild cards and bonus letters,
you re-arrange your face-down cards accordingly. All win, when
at the end all can reveal a sensible word, even if it is not the
correct one.
Version: en * Rules: de en it nl * In-game text: no

You have a secret word of five letters laid out, the first letter
is placed - backside towards you - into a holder. Following
stringent rules you form clue words using the five visible letters
- there are always six holders in play - and discuss them without
naming them and then spell one of them. If you own letter is
used in the clue, you note down the clue; letters you guess you
replace in its holder with the next one of your word. If you can
form a word out of guessed letters, wild cards and bonus letters,
you re-arrange your face-down cards accordingly. All win, when
at the end all can reveal a sensible word, even if it is not the
correct one.
Version: de * Rules: de en it nl * In-game text: no

Three lighthouses in three rounds! Discs in two colors are placed
on a base, alternating is best. The active player rolls dice up to
three times and then builds the resulting pieces: Straight -> Basis, Double -> red disc, Trio -> yellow disc and Full House -> Roof.
For a Straight of five dice, you may steal the top disc or roof from
another player. For a Quintuplet, you take any three discs or roof
+ disc or basis + disc from stock. After six turns, the lighthouse is
scored: basis and single discs are worth one point, roof and two
discs in red and yellow in sequence are worth three points, After
three lighthouses, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative word guessing for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Cooperative word guessing for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Building game with dice for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Lift off

Little Town

Designer: Jeroen Vandersteen
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Shun & Aya Taguchi
Publisher: Iello / HUCH!

Little Village

10

Designers: Norbert and Judith Proena.
Publisher: Beleduc

4

Retro Race into space! 1950/1960 - Technology and science
make enormous progress, and space flight profits a lot from
that progress. Players take on the roles of a private astronautics
agency - independent from the race of the two super powers
for space supremacy - and want to develop our company in
individual areas of our own. This is achieved by hiring specialists,
improving rockets and upgrading abilities. If one is this well prepared, one can decide which mission one wants to accomplish
and what one wants to transport into space. The race to the
stars will be won by whoever plans well ahead and manages
resources well.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Settlement development in resources-rich terrain! In four
rounds, players take one of two actions in turn: 1. Collect and
activate; you put a worker on an empty meadow slot, he can
then collect resources in the eight adjacent slots and activate
buildings there. 2. Construct building; a worker is put on the
construction site; you select a building tile, pay coins or cubes,
put the building tile plus one of your houses on an empty
meadow slot and mark victory points. You can also complete
goal cards or buy resources for coins. When all players have
placed all workers, the round ends and you use special buildings
and feed your workers.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

Rat catchers on the move! Rat catchers begin in their corner of
the board and you have a set of six cards. The top card is turned
up - you look at the color that is visible there and try to reach an
action case with rat, with this color next to it. You roll and can
move in any direction for a number, or turn the board by 90° for
a cat, the board changes. If you reach the revealed color or find
cheese, you catch the rat, take the card and turn up a new one.
If someone ends up next to a colored cat, all others must give
back a card of that color.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

SciFi development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Worker Placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Search and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Lobo 77

Look A Round

Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

8

Looping Louie

8

4

Publisher: Hasbro

You begin with five cards and three chips. The active player puts
a cards on the discard pile and names the new total by adding
the value of the new card to the previous sum, and then draws
a card; this cannot be made good later, if you forget. If the
resulting total is one of the double numbers - 11, 22 ... 77, you
must discard a chip; if you cannot do that, you are out of play.
Special cards for changing direction of play or x2 for playing two
cards can be played anytime instead of a number card. When 77
is reached or topped, a new round begins. All cards are shuffled
and you get five, but no more chips! The last one in play wins.
New edition.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

80 round cards show items, animals, persons, plants ... on the
one hand and a letter on the other, and are stacked letter side
up. The top card is turned over. All players search the card for
something that begins with the letter visible on the stack - anything is possible, a detail, a color, an action, a feeling, anything
you can justify. The fastest player with a term accepted by minimum half the players receives the card. If you think that nobody
will find something within 10 seconds, you say that and win the
card if you are right, otherwise you pass for the next card. You
win if you collected five cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it pt * In-game text: no

Looping Louie in his Flying Machine careers in low-level-flight
over the hen-coops! He is on the hunt for chicken chips that
he wants to snatch away from the players. Each player has 3 of
those chips in the side-bar of his catapult. With this catapult you
can fend off Louie and make him fly loops, nose dives and steep
ascends. You try to use Louie to steal chips from your fellow
players and keep your own. If you are out of chips, you stay in
the game. The last player to own a chip wins the game. Looks
like a children’s game, but provides fun for all ages! One round is
never enough!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Spotting game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Action and reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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Lost Cities Auf Schatzsuche

Lost Galaxy

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

10

Lustprinzip

8

Publisher: rudy Games

Publisher: Noris Spiele

16

Expeditions for treasures in varying landscapes. 50 tiles 1-10 in
five colors are displayed, sorted by color and ascending order,
bet symbol visible. You roll three dice, can re-roll once and form
a sum of one, two or three dice. Then you take a corresponding
tile from the display and sort it into yours, by color and ascending value, you may only take tiles or respective higher values.
A vet symbol on a tlle can be placed visibly if the roll provided
a bet symbol. If you fulfil a bonus tile, you take it. At the end,
expeditions are worth the number of footprints in them, every
bet symbols doubles the score.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Factions in Space, you select yours, with unique special ability.
! A smart device with the game App is laid down as the center
of the solar system in the middle of eight display slots. The card
stack holds planets of Level 1 to 4; planets are placed od top
of each other, with a difference of + one Level. A space ship
is put on a planet of Level 4, it evacuates the planet, you take
the stack. You want to evacuate most planets in your color for
victory points. Special cards influence the planet stacks. If the
sun goes Super Nova, the game ends and you calculate your
victory points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Clear communication about suggestive terms, which must be
explained to the other players without using bodily or sexual
connotations or context, without using parts or translations of
the term itself. You could, for instance, explain Virgin with Zodiac
Sign. In the phase Vorspiel, in turn players explain as many terms
as they can, the others guess; when the timer runs out the
explainer scores for all terms that were guessed, the guessers for
those that they guessed. When 25 terms have been dealt with,
they are re-shuffled, read again and explained again - as in Vorspiel - in the Nachspiel phase, but using different explanations.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Card game with App for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Communication game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Lux Aeterna

Luxor

Designer: Tony Boydell
Publisher: Surprised Stare Games / Frosted Games

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

Luxor The Mummy’s Curse

8

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

8

The damaged spaceship drifts towards the Black Hole; you are
alone on board and must avoid the ultimate catastrophe by
drawing and playing all cards from the main deck without falling
into the Black Hole or causing the spaceship to collapse. Cards
have multiple functions; in each turn you draw four cards and
assign them to Damage for one of six ship systems, Action for life
saving or ship repair, Movement towards Black Hole or placing
into Cache. Additional events can be shuffled into the main deck
to raise the challenge or for reducing available time.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Adventurers hunting for treasures in the temple. The board is
randomly equipped with tiles and you have five cards. The active
player plays the right- or left-most card from his hand, moves his
adventurer accordingly and resolves the action of the reached
tile. Then he draws a card and inserts it in the middle of his
hand. Tile actions: Treasure - take the tile, score and maybe place
temple; Temple - resolve action; Horus - take key or card; Osiris
- additional move. When two adventurers have reached the
Burial Chamber, you score - at the end of the round - adventurer
points, sarcophagi, keys, sets of treasure tiles and scarabs.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr hu nl pt sl * In-game text: no

Adventurers hunting for treasures in the temple. You hold five
cards. The active player plays the right- or left-most card from
his hand, moves his adventurer accordingly and resolves the
action of the reached tile. Then he draws a card and inserts it in
the middle of his hand. When two adventurers have reached the
Burial Chamber, you score - at the end of the round - adventurer
points, sarcophagi, keys, sets of treasure tiles and scarabs. The
expansion features for modules for individual or combined use
with the core game. There are The Mummy, Equipment, Artifact
Treasure tiles and Characters as well as components for a 5th
player.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

Realtime card game for 1 player, ages 10+

Move & collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

1st expansion for Luxor for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Machi Koro Legacy

Mächtige Monster

Designers: Rob Daviau, JR Honeycutt, Masao Suganuma
Publisher: Pandasaurus Games / Asmodee

Designer: Desnet Amane
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Maexle

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

8

Legacy variant of Machi Koro, as a campaign of ten games.
Based on the core rules, you want to build three landmarks per
game und to contribute to the community. You roll dice, activate
the corresponding type of buildings - cards in your display - to
earn money from the bank or other players. Then you can build
an establishment or landmark or contribute to the community;
consecutive games introduce new rules, which will provide
additional actions. When someone has met the game goal and
won, the instructions of the Legacy deck are implemented - this
changes the game individually and irreversibly - and the next
game can start.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl * In-game text: yes

Monsters cooperate in order to rob King Edgar of his gold in the
castle. At the start of a round you place a monster at a free position or oust a weaker monster, even your own, albeit by paying
gold to the guardian, in relation to the guardian’s level. Then the
first guardian is revealed; if he is weaker than the sum of monsters next to him, he loses and all players involved in the fight
get gold, then the next guardian is fought. As soon as monsters
lose a fight, monsters are healed for gold, and monsters in hand
and guardians are replenished. After 5 or 6 such rounds you win
with most gold. Two versions are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en hu pl * In-game text: no

Truth or lies in dice. You begin with five lives and roll two dice
in turn - the higher value is the first number, the lower one the
second - 4 & 2 = 42. Ranking of numbers is ascending, followed
by doubles, 21 = MAEXLE is the highest result. You roll, check the
result and tell your neighbor its true value or lie. They can accept
or doubt; if they accept, he rolls again - the result must be higher
or they must bluff in turn. If someone doubts, the player who
is wrong, loses a life. If MAEXLE is named and the next player
accepts, he loses a life. If he doubts, the player in the wrong loses
two lives!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Legacy city building for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with cards for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Bluff & dice for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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2020
Magic Mandala

Maji

Designer: Manu Palau
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Marius Spix
Publisher: spieltrieb

6

Mandala

10

Designers: Trevor Benjamin, Brett J. Gilbert
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

Mandala as a game to play with shapes and colors. Each player
holds a set of three Mandala discs in yellow, blue and pink,
showing different cut-out patterns. 27 double-sided task discs
show Mandalas as combinations of the three discs. A task is
turned up and all try to be first to make up the pattern with their
three discs. If you are done, you put your hand on the card and
keep the card, when your solution is correct. If you are first so
collect five cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it ru * In-game text: no

Water for cattle and people in Serengeti, a new well must be
built! You search for water and collect bricks for the well containment. Serengeti is laid out in a grid, you take a tile and relocate
the worker - you take well parts, water crystal or buffalo which
forces you to give back well parts. If you are first to complete
your well and have sufficient water, you win the round and
earn a ruby. If, however, your well is complete without water or
you have not enough water in case of surplus well parts, your
opponent wins the ruby. If you are first to collect four rubies, you
win the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mandalas - ritual symbols in colored sand. You play a sand card
into a mandala: Into the center for up to three new cards or into
your own slot, without drawing a card. In all slots of a Mandala
- center and two player slots - a color can only be present once;
several cards of one color in a slot are allowed. A Mandala
comprising six colors is dissolved: Players alternate to take a all
cards of one color from the center and put one into their river, if
not yet there, the others into his chalice. When a player has six
colors in his river or the draw pile is empty, you score cards in
your chalice according to color positions in your river.
Version: de * Rules: de en nl pl * In-game text: no

Pattern formation for 1-4 players, ages 6+

Positioning and collecting for 2 players, ages 10+

Set collecting game for 2 players, ages 10+

Maracaibo

Marco Polo und seine Gefährten

Marco Polo II

Designer: Alexander Pfister
Publisher: dlp games / Game‘s Up

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designers: Daniele Tascini, Simone Luciani
Publisher: Hans im Glück

In an individual game or a campaign, ship captains want to gain
influence with European nations active in the Caribbean. In a
round you sail a loop, starting in Havana, and have actions at
each stop. Per turn, you sail up to seven steps and have a main
action at arrival: City action with Goods Delivery + Skirmish,
Exploring etc., or Village action, Quest or Assistance, plus any
number of free actions. At home-stretch locations you must
stop and fight or resolve scorings. After four rounds, you score
income/victory points, project cards, prestige buildings and
influence, majorities and victory points from nations plus
completed story cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Auf den Spuren von Marco Polo - you plan your route via profitable cities and collect points/meet goals with routes and completed orders. Those provide favors; in cities you use privileges.
Dice occupy action slots; additional actions are possible. After
five rounds, you score goals, money, outposts in Beijing with
goods and completed orders. Die Gefährten des Marco Polo - two
modules for the core game. Die Stadt Venedig for five players,
featuring a supplement board with a trading post in Venice and
Palace slots. Die Gefährten - Cards with an action slot on the
back to place a die for a companion providing permanent use or
once-only use.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 other languages * In-game text: no

From Beijing you travel all over Asia on various routes, according
to orders of the Khan. Marco Polo is based on Auf den Spuren
des Marco Polo, but is an alternative to it, you find an alternative
to this game, but still experience its flair and atmosphere. You
work with new and revised actions as well as new characters
featuring new powers towards a revised final scoring. In the
stand-alone game there is a new board, Guild Seals as a new
element and Jade as a new commodity. New mechanics and actions are provided for movement, market and orders and there is
a new game-end condition.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Development game for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Development and worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Development and worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Mastermind

Mau Mau

8

Publisher: Hasbro

mau mau Das Brettspiel

Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

In alternate games players are either Code Setter or Decoder.
The Code Setter secretly sets a color code. The Decoder must
deduce the code by setting out a color sequence as “question”.
The Code setter answers with a red peg for „correct color in
correct position“, or a white peg for “correct color in wrong
position“. He does not place these red and white pegs in their
corresponding places in the code. You then ask again with a new
color sequence. This edition presents the mechanics in a modern
design and for five players. The biggest changes are the sliders
for information on correctly placed pegs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Mau-Mau is played with 110 cards - 72 number cards in green,
blue, red and yellow show values 1 to 9 twice; there are also
38 special cards, also in the four colors, two cards each for
Change direction, Take 2!, Take 4! and Stop! As well as six cards
for Change Color. You play according to the usual rules and put
down a card from hand on the discard pile, identical in color
or number to the card on top of the pile; special cards can be
played anytime and the next player in turn must resolve the
effect of the special card. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Not shedding you cards is the aim here, but placing cards to
score points. A random card begins the game, each player has
five cards on his rack. In turn, you place a card, adjacent to one
already in place and corresponding to it in color or value, or
place a joker. If you cannot place a card, you draw a card. If you
are down to one card, you sau „Mau“ or draw a card. If you place
your last card, you say „Mau Mau“ or draw a card. You score
points on certain cases, for correlation in both color and value
or for „Mau Mau“. Special cards have the standard effects known
from Mau Mau. When the board is full, you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-10 players, ages 6+

Placing for scoring game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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2020
Maxi Bamboleo

Megacity: Oceania

Mein buntes Türmchen-Spiel

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Michael Fox, Jordan Draper
Publisher: HUB Games

Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

3

Big fun to play in a big format, using balance for a mechanism.
The giant edition of Bamboleo introduces 24 wooden pieces on
a board, which is balanced on a cork ball which sits in a dent in a
35 cm high pedestal, like a stylized tree trunk. All pieces are put
on the board and the board is balanced on the ball - yes, that’s
possible! - and players in turn take one piece off the board. If it
tumbles, you score collected pieces; each is worth one points
and if you toppled the board, you deduct four points, thus a
negative score is possible. If you are first to collect 20 points,
you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr nl * In-game text: no

City construction at sea! You collect building parts and construct
buildings in between turns, based on contracts stating minimum height, special needs, number of parts etc. Highest tower
or building made of one material only or monuments in park
score bonuses. At the end there are rewards, but left-over parts
give penalty points. You have two standard actions in a turn or
can deliver. Standard actions are: Take a contract, take a platform, take building parts, rezone a platform, refresh platform or
reorganize contracts. TO deliver, you move a completed building
into the city on its platform.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Six colored beads must be placed on players‘ turrets in the
given rder of yellow-orange-red-purple-blue-green. 24 wooden
beads of those colors are placed, in the same color order, on the
corresponding spots on the cute caterpillar. You have two rolls
in your turn to achieve the first color, yellow. If you manage it,
you put a yellow bead on your turret. In your next turn, you must
try to achieve orange as a result, and so on. If you manage to
roll the correct color and get a bead, you have another two rolls
for the next color. If you are first to have six beads in the correct
sequence on your turret, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Balance game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

City construction for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Meine erste Spielesammlung

Memofant

4

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Men at Work

7

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Rita Modl
Publisher: Pretzel Games / Pegasus Spiele

8

A collection of games for children, featuring familiar classic
games - the Ludo/pachisi variant is called „Rauswerfen“. Other
games features are Leiterspiel / SNakes & Ladders, a roll & move
game over start + 63 slots instead of the usual 100 slots; the
Gänsespiel / Goose Game, also a roll & move game using 63 slots
in spiral arrangement and featuring several event slots; and
Igelrennen, a race game using colors and first counting, each
hedgehog runs on his own track. There is information provided
on the three classic games about their origin and development
over time.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Cases on a track around a board show demands for images
to find. Images are four numbers, four animals and four fruits,
always a number, an animal or a fruit in blue, green, red and
yellow. Image tiles are randomly distributed on cases A-L in the
center of the board and covered after 60 seconds viewing time.
The active player rolls a die and moves his elephant chip accordingly. Then he tries to uncover or name the images demanded
by the case or must switch two covered images. If you make a
mistake, you lose one of your lives; if you have lost all of them,
you are out of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu sk * In-game text: no

Building on steel girders. You turn up a building plan: The back
side of the top card on the stack tells you what to build, the
turned-up card tells you how and where. If a part topples to the
table, you discard a Safety Certificate or are out of the game.
In the Architect variant, you have two plans for jokers; in The
Crane, you can use the crane for support, and in the Sky Scraper
variant you build in the box bottom. You win either with the
necessary number of “Worker of the Month” or if you are the last
one in play or with the best total of safety certificates + Worker
of the Month certificates, when all building components have
been used.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Games compendium for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Stacking game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Menara

Merlin

Merlin Arthur Expansion

Designer: Oliver Richtberg
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designers: Stefan Feld, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Stefan Feld, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Queen Games

8

New temple from old ruins! Level cards are displayed for height
requirement. You may swap columns from your stock with
columns in the camp, reveal a building plan - blue/easy, yellow/
medium, red/difficult - and build accordingly; you can confer
with other players. When the temple topples or is too low
enough, when plans, columns or floors are used up, the game is
lost, and is won, if the temple is as high or higher than the number of level card. Rituals & Ruins introduces a new board, Tears of
the Gods as crystals, Rituals on ritual cards and Fate on Temple
Floor cards; those components can be used in any combination,
all together and in scenarios.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

King Arthur, together with Merlin, is looking for a successor
among the knights of the Round Table. In six rounds, players
use their dice to move Merlin or their own knight on the action
rondel; the space you reach determines the action of your turn
- place a follower into a principality, score points for influence,
take Excalibur or the Grail, swap shield, flag or construction
material, swap task cards or build. Players move only their own
knight, Merlin is moved by all. In three scorings, you score built
manors, defeated traitors, influence in principalities and followers as well as completed task cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + fr * In-game text: no

The search for a successor continues, but suddenly the Picts
appear and King Artus himself must deflect the danger. A new
action rondel for Artus is put on top of the standard rondel,
carrying Artus, Ring, Grail and Excalibur. In now five turns per
round you place your dice and the Merlin die in the rondel and a
new Artus die, which is placed on each player’s own Artus board
- and move Artus accordingly on his rondel for the actions there.
All in all, there are 13 new action slots in the rondel and you
now score Picts with traitors, environs, influence and henchmen.
Then, all but one manor in a landscape are removed.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Cooperative building game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for Merlin for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Icon explanation
Solo Play
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2020
Merlin Knights of the Round Table

Metro

Millionenraub

Designers: Stefan Feld, Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Dirk Henn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

The search for a successor continues! You look for allies among
the Knights of the Round Table. At the start, allies are sorted
into two stacks and you draft two allies from those stacks. As an
alternative, you can deal a random ally from each of the stacks
to each player. Allies have abilities that you can use at certain
points in the game - e.g. change dice results or use the County
action of a henchman already in place there, or ignore a player
die already placed, etc. Often you must discard a type of token
or tile to pay for this.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

1898 - Paris Metro is built. Metro tiles are placed, per template,
at the edge of the board. The active player places a track tile, in
correct orientation and next to the board edge or to a tile on
the board. When a station is reached, the track is scored. Module
1 introduces stock companies, you hold shares of some of the
eight companies instead of owning Metro tracks and can place
tiles or swap shares for majorities. Module 2 enters stations for
the central station area, for additional tracks. Tiles from Module
3 cover the central station area. Module 4 yields points for your
tracks to stations of which you own the station number token.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The starting player creates a museum room on a 6x6 grid
according to specifications for corridors and locations of
visitors and works of art. He determines starting position and
a sequence of clues, which he transfers to the Forensic Sheet
which is visible for all. The other players reconstruct the room
by interrogating witnesses: You play one police and one witness
card and are shown the corresponding clue card by the starting
player. Twice in the game you can demand to see information
requested by another player. When you know the content of
all grid spots the culprit results from the sequence of clues.
Whoever deduces this quickest, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for Merlin for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Track tile placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Crime deduction for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Mimiq

Mini Mutabo

Misch Masch

Designers: Freddy Møller Andersen, Kritian Dreinø
Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Designers: Kathi Kappler, Johann Rüttinger
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designer: Bettina Katzenberger
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

6

You need to collect sets, sets of three identical cards. Each player
draws three cards from the shuffled stacks. The active player
asks another player for a card that he himself already holds and
makes the corresponding face. When the asked player has one
or more such cards he hands them over; the active player can maybe - set down a set and can go asking until he does not get a
card. When the asked player does not have the card, he puts out
his tongue and the active player draw a card from the stack or - if
it is finished - from another player. When all sets are collected,
you win with most sets.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

An expansion Mutabo, cards only, for new beginnings and new
endings for sentences. You still need to decide on a beginning
and an end and write the resulting sentence on the top of the
sheet. The cards are set aside, and you hand the folded sheet to
your neighbor. He reads the sentence and draws a corresponding scene. The next player receives the folded sheet, sees only
the drawing and writes a describing sentence. Folding, writing
and drawing is repeated until the sheet is filled. Then the sheets
are unfolded, and you can laugh at the turns the stories take.
Mini Mutabo works well as travel edition and comes without
pens & paper.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Carnival in the jungle, but there is chaos in the costumes and
all animals try to complete them. You hold seven cards and one
card begins the discard pile. You begin, if you are quickest to
discard a suitable card, which is one that combines with the card
on the pile to form an animal that really exists. Then all continue
to play in clockwise direction and discard suitable cards; if you
have a card that fits both halves, you can discard it at any time. If
someone plays a real animal, a special action is triggers, players
must draw cards. For a card with only half an animal, the next
player must pass his turn; and a chameleon can be played
anytime. If you are out of cards, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Face-making and set collecting for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Interpretation game for 3-6 or more players, ages 10+

Card shedding game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Miyabi

Monopoly Banking Ultra

Designer: Michael Kiesling
Publisher: Haba

8

Monopoly Classic

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Garden design based on the art of Miyabi. In a building phase
you have garden map and lanterns; garden tiles are displayed. In
turn, you select a tile and put it onto your map - objects on it go
on the intersection of object row and any empty lantern column
- and place a lantern in the column. Tiles put on other tiles must
cover those completely. Empty squares of a tile can be in other
rows or columns. The new tile scores number of objects x level.
The first object of a kind in Level 5 gives you a bonus. If you cannot place a tile suitable, you pass for the phase. After 4 o 6 building phases, you score object majorities. With five expansions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + es fr nl * In-game text: no

Monopoly even more digital! In this version you pay again, as
in Monopoly Banking, with an electronic reader and banking
cards; but the Ultimate Banking unit in this version can also scan
the real estate cards und keeps track of changes in rents. Instead
of Chance and Community cards there are Event and Location
cards; you can win or lose money with them, rents can rise and
fall and Location cards let you pay to move to any slot on the
board. Playing pieces are helicopter, car, yacht and plane; the
edition is designed in classy black and the real estate properties
are again roads and squares in Austria.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

This is the standard edition of this classic game, more exactly,
the Austrian Standard edition featuring Austrian cities, roads and
special places. Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring
property, money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with
dice. If you invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky
when rolling the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough
and getting out of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the
die, move around the board, buy real estate, build houses and
hotels and collect rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game.
The last player still in the game wins. New edition with new
playing pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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2020
Monopoly Deal

Monopoly Die Eiskönigin II

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Fortnite

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

In this card game with a monopoly topic, the aim of the game
is to collect three complete sets of property cards in different
colors. 110 cards comprise rent cards, house and hotel cards, real
estate jokers, money cards and event cards. You draw 2 cards
and lay out up to three cards from your hand: Money or events
go to your “account”, property is simply laid out and events are
played to be resolved. Cards that were played cannot be taken
back into your hand and you cannot pay with hand cards, only
with cards from your account. At the end of your turn you can
hold 7 cards, an eventual surplus is placed underneath the draw
pile.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In Frozen II / Die Eiskönigin II, Elsa, Anna, Kristoff and Olaf go
deep into the forest to unveil a secret. The monopoly version
based on the film uses scenes from the film for property lots and
offers player pawns suiting the film characters. Familienschatz
cards and Königserlass cards replace Event and Community
Chest cards. Snowflakes triffer Elsas ice powers, you put it on
one of your scenes, share a family memory and earn double
rent once for the scene with the snowflake on it. The last player
remaining in play with money wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Ego-Shooter meets Monopoly! You select one of 20! Characters
and play Monopoly, more or less. Streets are acquired for free
and instead of paying rent your character takes damage when it
enters a street. Therefore, you have life points instead of money
and die/are out of the game if you run out of life points. You roll
a D6 and an action die. The D6 moves your character, the action
die does damage to others, heals the active player and builds
walls for obstacles. Treasure chests replace event cards. A storm
moves along with players and blocks cases which then can
cause damage as well.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game with cards for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game based on the PC game, for 2-7 players, ages 13+

Monopoly für Millennials

Monopoly Game of Thrones

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Gamer

18

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Forget real estate. You can’t afford it anyway! In accordance with
the subtitle of the game we do not buy property, we acquire
experience from exploring locations or collecting of experience
chips. You roll, move and resolve the case. Unexplored locations
are explored by paying the price and taking the location card;
you can also decide pass on exploring. Entering explored locations owned by other players cost you visiting fees and give an
experience chip to owner and visitor. Action cases are resolved
as usual. When all locations on the board are explored, you win
with most experience points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Orders, locations and religions of Westeros as lots to be acquired,
and crests of the six Houses used for playing pieces - a very
beautiful, atmospheric edition of Monopoly. Instead of houses
and hotels you build towers and fortresses, the card holder can
play the soundtrack and there are lots or surprises in the event
cards that speed up the game; for instance, cards that allow
a player to take over lots or color groups of lots. The height of
Lannister rents is another surprise, rents on order lots are determined by dice and rents for religions depend on the number
owned by a player. The last one not bankrupt and in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

New variant and new mechanisms with Super Mario. You select
your favorite character and move it around the board, by rolling
a die, buy real estate, pay rent and activate special powers. IF you
pass “Go”, you trigger a boss fight - the top boss card is revealed:
If you want to fight and can pay you roll a die and win if you roll
equal or higher to the requirement, and get the bonus. If you
lose or pass, the next player can fight. When the last boss fight
is over, you win with most points. In the party mode, you play
with several characters; additional characters are available from
Monopoly Gamer Power Packs.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Roll, move and collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-6 players, ages 18+

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly Gamer Mario Kart

Monopoly Geldregen

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

5

Yet another variant of Monopoly Gamer, again with Super Mario
as leading character. You select your favorite character and move
it per dice roll around the board, buy lots, collect coins and win
races. In your turn you roll / move, collect all coins on crossed
cases and case you reached, and activate the ability on the
Power-Up Die. On cases with banana chip you must stop and
resolve the case. Star activates the special ability of the character.
If you pass GO, you trigger a race - the top Grand Prix card is
turned up; if you want to race, you pay and then all roll in turn
and win with the highest result.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Money raining down! Money and event cards are shuffled
together and placed into the game unit Money Blaster. This unit
is placed on the spinner - someone turns the spinner, which
then points at a player. This player takes the Money Blaster, holds
it up vertically and triggers it. The Money Blaster now spits out
money and event cards; all players grab how much and what
they can. You can use event cards that you caught at any time,
but not while the spinner is turning. When the Blaster is empty,
the game ends - nobody can play an event card anymore and all
count their money - the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

This new junior edition of the classic game takes us back to the
roots: with one of the markers - dog, frog, penguin or duck players go on a shopping spree between Zoo, Parkstraße and
Pizzeria. You only buy lots and pay rent, houses and hotels are
left out and the attractions of the colorful town are illustrated
in a style suitable to the user group. Prices and rents range
from one to five monopoly Dollars and thus remain within the
reference frame of junior real estate brokers. New graphic design
and new playing pieces! New graphic design with new playing
pieces.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Action- and reaction game for 3 or more players, ages 8+

Junior edition of Monopoly for 2-4 players, ages 5+
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2020
Monopoly Junior Banking

Monopoly Junior Die Unglaublichen 2

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly kompakt

5

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Standard Monopoly Junior, but amended by a card reader
and bank cards. You have a playing piece, the bank card of
corresponding color with 18 M credit and the corresponding
ownership markers. As usual, you roll and move in clockwise
direction and resolve the case you reached. On LOS you get
money, on event cases you draw and resolve an event card;
free slots you buy and mark them with one of your ownership
markers; on slots owned by others you pay rent; on Frei Parken,
nothing happens; etc. If someone is bankrupt, the card reader
terminates the game and names bank card number and account
balance of the winner.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A new film, a new monopoly - this time you move as an Incredible from the Parr family around the board; you roll and move
accordingly in clock-wise direction. Unowned lots you reach you
must buy and mark them with your ownership token; or else
you pay rent to the owner. If you own both lots of a color, you
accrue double rent. If you do not have enough money to resolve
an event or a buy or paying rent, you are bankrupt and the game
ends. All others count their cash and you win with most money.
In the advanced version, you can give lots back to the bank to
avoid bankruptcy.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Monopoly is the ancestor of all games featuring property,
money, rent, interest and real estate, combined with dice. If you
invest your basic capital wisely and are a bit lucky when rolling
the die, you will win. Passing „Go“ often enough and getting out
of Jail quickly can also help to win. You roll the die, move around
the board, buy real estate, build houses and hotels and collect
rent. If you go bankrupt, you quit the game. The last player still
in the game wins. This compact edition offers Monopoly in a
carry-on version, components have been suitable adapted. Part
of the series SPASS ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly L.O.L. Surprise!

Monopoly Mogeln und Mauscheln

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Ms Monopoly

8

Publisher: Hasbro

8

Publisher: Hasbro

L.O.L. Surprise! are collectible dolls and dolls accessories, by MGA
Entertainment. In this edition of Monopoly there are no locations or real estate lots, but you buy, sell and swap dolls of other
players on the board and try to collect the rare dolls. Surprise!
cards replace event Chance cards, Stars and Emojis are used
instead of houses and hotels. Player tokens are genuine L.O.L.
Surprise accessories. You earn rent for the number of dolls you
collected and can go bankrupt as usual. The winner is the last
player in the game owning money.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You play Monopoly as usual, but you only build hotels, no houses, the bank moves from player to player and you may cheat and
fiddle. Five cheat cards are displayed, and you can try anytime to
complete one. Event cards have been adapted to the theme. You
roll and move, resolve the case you reached and then hand on
dice and bank. When the next player has rolled, you announce
if you have successfully cheated and receive the reward. If you
are caught cheating, the penalty on the card applies. If you are
accused and can prove your innocence, you are paid 100 money.
When all lots have been sold and all are back on LOS, you win
with most money.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

A game where women earn more than men; we buy or auction
inventions. If you own a color group, rents are doubled and you
can build headquarters. On WLan and Solar Heating cases you
roll for the rent, you pay roll result x 4; should one person own
both cases, you pay roll result x 10. Event and Community cases,
Jail and Free Parking work as usual. You choose if you want to
play as a woman or as a man; women start with more money
and get more money over LOS. When the last invention has
been bought, all receive the current rent for their properties
from the bank and the richest player wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly version for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move property game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monopoly Star Wars

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Monopoly Stranger Things Sammler Edition

Monopoly Voice Banking

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

A version of Monopoly featuring the best-selling topic of Star
Wars. The board and the rest of the components have been
adapted accordingly. The playing pieces are representing four
characters - Luke Skywalker, Darth Vader, Finn und Kylo Rem
- and have been designed to be collectible pieces. You decide
on one side of the Force, can form alliances with other players
and use Force cards. On planets that you conquered, that is,
acquired, you set up outposts to rule over as many planets as
possible. And in the Star Wars Universe there are unforeseeable
events, too, introduced by the respective card decks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Stranger Things is an original Netflix series with references to
films from the 70ties and 80ties; this Monopoly version is based
on the series. In the background story, Will Myers has gone missing. Players use a pawn in 80ties design or one torn from The
Upside Down and move around the board to find will. During
their search, they buy, sell and trade locations and vehicles from
the show. Walkie talkies and Blinking Lights replace Community
and Chance cards, forts and hideouts the houses and hotels. The
last one in play with money wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Monopoly now has a voice! In this version a central unit, the top
hat of Mr. Monopoly, your game with T-Rex, Cat, Dog or Racing
Car. The unit auctions lots that were not bought; on railway
stations you are sent to a random case by Mr. Monopoly that you
resolve as usual; you can now also swap empty lots with another
player at a cost of 100 M. Mr. Monopoly also administrates the
event cards. For resolving a case, you press the button of your
mover, name the intended action and wait - for buying, auctioning, paying rent or swapping - for a signal after which you name
a lot. When a player goes bankrupt, Mr. Monopoly names the
winner.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Monopoly version for 2-6 players, ages 14+

Roll & move property game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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2020
Monsieur Carrousel

Monster-Bande

Designer: Sara Zarian
Publisher: Loki

Designer: Florian Biege
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

4

Monster Diner

7

Designer: Anna Voinova
Publisher: HUCH!

8

The Carrousel is assembled with an inlay sheet in one of six levels of difficulty. The active player roll the die, selects a child disc
and puts on a free slot in the die color in the carrousel. When all
those slots are taken, you spin the carrousel and puts the child
on the slot indicated by Monsieur Carrousel. If this one is taken,
too, you must name the image hiding underneath and place a
sun ray if you are correct, and a raindrop, if not. If you could place
a disc, you spin the carrousel and then place sun ray or rain drop
according to the zone the kid ends up in. When all children are
placed before all raindrops are placed, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Teams search for Monsters. One monster set is stacked facedown, a second, identical set is spread out open-faced. The
active player of a team rolls two to determine the forbidden
attributes for the round. Within 60 seconds the team needs to
find as many monsters as possible: The active player draws the
top card and uses words, gestures and miming to describe the
monster, and his team can ask questions. If a forbidden attribute
is mentioned, the card is set aside and a new one is drawn. The
team has one guess - if it is correct, the team takes both cards;
if not, another card is drawn. When all pairs are found, the team
with most pairs wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Monster Diner needs employees, but numbers and professions
must be suitable. So, you need to find the best mix, but every
monster has other criteria for scoring. You have a board and
shift employees from their to your kitchen display. In turn, you
draw a card and put it on your board or that of another player;
on other player boards the maximum of cards is two during
your turn. If you put the third card on your board, you move all
cards to the kitchen, sorted by employee type. When the stack
is empty, cards on boards go to kitchens and you first use sets of
restaurant reviewer and star cook, then score the Chef and then
all other employee points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Cooperative placement and memo game for 1-6 players, ages 4+

Spotting game for 2-8 players, ages 7+

Card collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Monster Party

Monsterjäger

Designer: Hajime Watanabe
Publisher: KUA / Japon Brand

8

Monsters vs Heroes Cthulhu Mythos

5

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Enrique Dueñas
Publisher: Ares Games

8

Monster want to party, but not be seen by humans. You have
two cards. Then you draw a card and put down a card face-up
or face-down and then select, one after the other, five cards
from any players, even from yourself, and have a party when all
five types of monsters are in that selection - Jack Allmighty is a
joker of your choice. The party earns you a coffin chip and you
can select another five cards or stop. Two identical monsters or
a human are failure, you discard all cards. If you have five types
of monsters face-down before you and reveal one of each kind,
you win instantly; otherwise, you win with three coffin chips.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

In this game you do not swat several flies with one swatter, but
one monster after the other, provided that you have found among all those little monsters lying about - the one that has
been displayed by the Monster Mixer and that you are quick
enough to end up on the monster with your swatter and not
on the swatter or arm of another player. The monsters are from
the same clan and are very, very similar. Players in turn hold the
Mixer and push the button to let a monster appear. All search
simultaneously for this monster. Whoever catches it, even from
another player, takes the card. If you catch five monsters, you
win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Heroes vs Monsters inThe Shadow over Innsmouth or At the
Mountains of Madness, combinable for a game of eight. You can
play a card on the table into your neighborhood or draw a card,
up to a maximum of three cards. Cards show black icons for
monsters or white ones for heroes and represents a character
with special abilities that you can use; some are optional, some
are mandatory. When the last card has been drawn, you reveal
your faction and add your points on your cards, positive for
your own faction minus points for the other faction, and a
bonus if you have the characters in your neighborhood that are
demanded by your faction card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Card game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Mopsen

Mord im Weißwurststüberl

Mord in der Villa Mafiosa

Designer: Andreas Pelikan
Publisher: HUCH!

Designers: Michaela Küpper, Marlies Müller
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Designers: Michaela Küpper, Marlies Müller
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

8

Pugs want bones, cats distract! 56 cards show pugs and cats,
jostling cards for rank determination are displayed. Each of three
rounds comprises tricks; one player leads with a pug or cat; all
others follow suit or play a cat or any card. Pug color rank and
then card value decide the winner of the trick; he puts the used
card on his food bowl. Whoever played the lowest card changes
the ranking according to his pug color, discards his pug and
takes one of the remaining cards that were played. If someone is
out of cards, the round ends and all add the number of bones in
their bowl plus one point per remaining card in hand.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Schlemmen, spielen & ermitteln again, in the second case of a
crime dinner, promised by the subtitle to a murder case in a
Bavarian scoundrels; Frau Helga, however, is an old acquaintance
from Mord in der Villa Mafiosa, the first game of the series. The
victim is „Patin“ Elfriede Butterweck. Minimum five and maximum eight players, always including the host of the dinner, want
to solve the crime. The host invites the guests and assignes them
their roles, all players have and give information as directed.
As a special feature, the game comes with a book off recipes,
„Bayerische Schmankerl“.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Gmeiner Verlag is well-known for his elegant and challenging
crime games and now invites us to the first Crime & Dine event.
The murder in Mafia circles promises schlemmen, spielen & ermitteln, that is, eat, play and investigate. Sauce Guru Enrico Fratinelli
has been murdered. Who is the culprit? Minimum five and up to
eight players investigate together. The host invites and assigns
roles, each player has and gives information as stipulated. As
a special titbit, the game comes with the cookbook ≈ Italien.
Kochen mit Corleone & Co. ≈.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Trick-taking game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Crime dinner game for 5-8 players, ages 14+

Crime & Dine game for 5-8 players, ages 14+
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2020
Mouse in the House

Mr. Wolf

Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Marie & Wilfried Fort
Publisher: Blue Orange / HUCH!

3

Murder Mystery Party Mord am Grill

4

16

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

A little mouse is hiding, players need to find her in her mouse
hole with the little stick. The first player takes the box bottom
with the fixed board and squeaky cushion for the mouse
underneath and shakes it well. Then the box is set in the middle.
In your turn, you roll the die and may poke the stick into one of
the holes on the board as often as the die indicates, one, two or
three times. If you hear no sound in any of your tries, the turn
passes to the next player. If you hear squeak, you found the
mouse and win. For a new game, you shake the box bottom
well again.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Animals must be in their barns before Mr. Wolf enters the
meadow. You reveal one tile - if the animal is depicted on one of
the cards on the barns, you put the animal there and memorize
which animal is where. If you think that there is not room
enough in the barn or the animal is not visible, you put the tile
into the courtyard. If you reveal Mr. Wolf, he moves one step. If
you believe that all depicted animals are in a barn, you turn the
card over. If all think that all necessary animals are in their barns,
you control all barns - if all is correct, players win together. If Mr.
Wolf reaches the meadow before that, Mr. Wolf wins. Includes
variants
Version: de * Rules: de + cn en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Invitation to a dinner with murder on the menu! The concept
is well-known - one player is host and invites the other players,
he gives out the roles and first information with the invitation;
For the host, the package comes with a party planner including
deco ideas, name cards and recipes; you can also download
background audio material. Guests can, of course, dress up for
the occasion. In this issue, Tom Dooley invites friends to grill
party in the back yard and is murdered post-haste. Task for the
guests: identify the murderer and prove his guilt!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Searching game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Memo game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Crime dinner for 6-8 players, ages 16+

Murder Mystery Party Pasta und Pistolen
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Murder Mystery Party Tödlicher Wein

16

Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Murmelmikado

16

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Invitation to a dinner with murder on the menu! The concept
is well-known - one player is host and invites the other players,
he gives out the roles and first information with the invitation;
For the host, the package comes with a party planner including
deco ideas, name cards and recipes; you can also download
background audio material. Guests can, of course, dress up
for the occasion. Ristorante La Speranza - friends and family of
murdered restaurant owner Pepi Roni do him the honor of a
good meal, but one of the guests is erasing clues and traces of
his deed. Can he be found and unmasked?
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Invitation to a dinner with murder on the menu! The concept
is well-known - one player is host and invites the other players,
he gives out the roles and first information with the invitation;
For the host, the package comes with a party planner including
deco ideas, name cards and recipes; you can also download
background audio material. Guests can, of course, dress up for
the occasion. Wine party in full swing, but then the corpse of
vintner Barry Underwood is found in the cellars - party guests
are suspects and detectives at the same time and need to solve
the case.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Dexterity with a futuristic design! A clear spiral tower is carrying
a top with holes. Into those holes you place the colored sticks,
one stick is put through two opposite holes. When all sticks are
in place they form a grid on which the marbles are placed and
are held by the sticks at the start of the game, you simply pour
them onto the grid. Then players in turn very carefully remove
one stick and try to avoid marbles falling through the grid into
the spiral tower and rolling into their collecting bays. When all
marbles have fallen you win with fewest marbles. In a variant
you try to collect as many marbles as you can.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Crime dinner for 6-8 players, ages 16+

Crime dinner for 6-8 players, ages 16+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Natives

Navegador

Nemeton

Designers: Trehgrannik = A. Shklyarov, A. Paltsev, A. Konnov
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Johann Favazzo
Publisher: Giant Roc

Preparations for winter! Seven tribe cards provide actions,
more tribe members are added for additional actions. In turn
you resolve: Nachschub / Supply: Reveal a card for the prairie,
Kundschafteraktion / Scout Action: cards = number of your scouts
into the prairie, Stammeskarte aktivieren / Activate Tribe card : its
action. When „It is winter“ aappears, you score, at the end of the
round, tribe members minus opposing tribe members in your
display plus food, prisoners and totems for those cards in your
tribe. Includes three expansions: Die Rituale / The Rituals, Die
Jahreszeiten / The Seasons, Die Seele der Prärie / The Spirit of
the Prairie
Version: de * Rules: de en ru * In-game text: yes

The Portuguese colonial imperium must be expanded, players
participate as clever trade dynasties – they discover sea regions,
found colonies for sugar, gold and spice. They build factories,
shipyards and churches and buy privileges, all this for victory
points. The game has three phases; II and III are initiated by the
discovery of sea regions. These yield new privileges and influence the sailing range of ships and costs for additional ships and
workers. You choose yoiúr move in the rondell: Market, Builder,
Sailing, Workers, Colonies, Privileges or Ships. After PhaseIII the
game is scored.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: no

Druids want so save the cursed forest with potions brewed at
sacred sites called Nemetons. Turns have phases. 1. Night - put a
tile from your stack into the forest, plants can appear. 2. Dawn Moon tiles are turned over; you place special tiles and elements
on top. 3. Day - Druid movement and - facultative - action of the
tile you reached: Take plants, use Oak power, brew potion or
gain animal trust.; once per game, summon animal spirit. 4. Dusk
- replenish common board, maybe complete goal. After ten or
eleven turns per player, you score Triskells, potions, completed
coals and animal series minus reserved unbrewed potions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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2020
Nemo‘s War

New Sakura

Designer: Chris Taylor
Publisher: Frosted Games

Designers: Kenichiro Kawaguchi, Ryuji Sumiyoshi
Publisher: Librage Co. / Japon Brand

Niagara

6

Designer: Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Cooperative adventure in varying roles or as Captain Nemo in a
solitäre game, on board of Nautilus, based on the novel 20.000
Meilen unter dem Meer by Jules Verne. You collect victory points
and try to make it the final, where you score victory points and
unlock an epilogue. IN each game, Captain Nemo has a different
motive representing his mission and therefore you are confronted with a different focus and different challenges in each
game. Rounds comprise adventure phase, contact phase and
action phase - you discover treasures, provide new technologies
for Nautilus, cause rebellion or sink fleets of imperial powers.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

Card game on cherry blossoms, in three versions. I. 2 players,
each one plays a card = petal, the higher card wins the trick;
after four rounds you win with most blossoms from cards you
won. II. You form a blossom of five petals; petals carry numbers
1 to 4, you win with the lowest difference of your petal total to
the value of your secret number chip in the middle of the blossom. III. You lay out petals for blossoms, start a new blossom of
maximum three, add a petal of maximum five to a blossom, play
a special card or draw a card. A complete blossom is set aside. If
you are out of cards first, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp + de fr * In-game text: no

Everyone wants to mine for precious stones near Niagara Falls!
Each player has two boats and some action tiles. In each turn
you choose a tile and can then move each of your boats accordingly or influence the weather. When all tiles are implemented,
the river is moved ahead according to the lowest number on
the tiles played, modified by the weather indicator. Boats that
fall over the waterfall must be bought back with stones. The first
one to own four identical precious stones or any seven stones or
one stone of each color wins the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it + fi nl no pl se sl * In-game text: no

Adventure game for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Game of moves and acquisition for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Nightmarium

No Return

Designer: Konstantin Seleznev
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Marco Teubner
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Noch mal so gut

8

Designers: Inka and Markus Brand
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

The Dream Research Institute can create phantasmagorical
creatures from Night Horrors and want to gain control over the
Crystal or Panic with the help of five creatures. You use three of
108 Night Terror cards - each one belongs to one of four horror
legions - to create a creature of leg, torso and head. Icons at the
card edge show possible creatures that you can use that card for.
A creature works better if it is made up from cards of the same
legion; special abilities of cards are activated upon completion
of the creature; you can build chains of abilities. The Legions of
Horrors expansion is included.
Version: en * Rules: en es pl ru * In-game text: no

There is no return! You put number tiles in a display to dispel it
later. You begin with eight tiles and may swap some. Then, in
Phase 1, you swap up to four tiles with the bag or display tiles
of one color, in descending order in one column per color. Gaps
are possible and remain. If you decide to begin Phase 2, you
can swap or remove any number of tiles of one color from your
display to your scoring stack, from low to high, and pay with tiles
from your hand, again of one color which need not be the color
of the removed tiles. If someone is out of tiles, your tiles still on
display are penalty points against points in your scoring stack.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

The starting player rolls six dice, chooses one color and one
number die and marks the result as stated in the rules; all others
choose from the remaining dice. You can pass and mark nothing.
The first roll must be marked in column H. You must always in a
connected block of the same color and never place more than
five marks in a roll. New features in comparison to Noch mal! are
cases that unlock a special die, Row bonuses for the first player
to compeltely fill a row, and Heart bonuses for completely filled
columns. There is also a bonus if you manage to mark all slots
of one color.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Set collecting game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Variant of Noch mal! for 1-6 players, ages 8+

Nomads of Arabia

Noodle Ninja

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Nope!

6

Designer: Ridley‘s Team
Publisher: Game Factory

7

Players travel from town to town and catch wild animals to sell
them at the markets; if you have most money to donate when
the pilgrim reaches Mecca, wins. In a turn you move your Nomad and - depending on his destination - use Handlers to call or
catch wild animals, relocate the desert or sell animals in towns.
One step for the nomad is always free, the second steps costs
you money for animals and a 3rd Handler. If you want to move
as a Pilgrim, you discard all Handlers and all but two animals.
Towns appear when you relocate the desert, but you now that
Mecca is among the five final towns; when Mecca appears, the
game ends.
Version: en * Rules: en + de fr * In-game text: no

Angling for noodles! You have a plate and chopsticks in hand. As
a starting position, they touch the plate. The active player fishes
a noodle out of the box - as soon as its lower end comes out of
the box, all may take their chopsticks off their plates and try to
get the noodle. If you manage to get it on your plate without
it touching the table, it is yours. As soon as the noodle touches
a player’s plate, it is his. Noodles on the table or two noodles
drawn together go back into the box. When all noodles have
been taken, they are worth 1 to 10 points according to length,
you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

... you don’t kick me out! Keep cards to win! There are cards of
one or two colors, action and joker cards. You have seven cards,
and there is a draw pile and a card beginning the discard pile.
The top card there shows how many cards of what color you
must discard; if you can do it, you must do it; if you can’t do it,
draw a card. If., however, this card enables you to discard, you
must do it! The order of discarded cards is up to you! Action
cards are played on their own for their effect - restart, overview
or selection - or as part of a set. If you are out of cards, you
are out of the game; the last one with cards wins. Published
Q1/2020.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Placement and collecting game for 3-6 players, ages 10+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card game for 2-6 players, ages 7+
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2020
Nova Luna

Numberplace City

Nuss voraus!

Designers: Uwe Rosenberg, Corné van Moorsel
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Nakiku Sotogamo
Publisher: ORUCAgames / Japon Brand

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

4

Decision on the moon clock display and their consequences.
11 tiles are displayed openly at the moon clock, the rest is draw
stock. You have 21 discs and the active player is always whoever
is currently in last place on the clock. Tiles show time for costs
and tasks that you meet by adding other tiles, adjacent tiles in
the task must correspond in color, You take tiles off the moon
clock and advance your marker according to the time on the tile.
Completed tasks are covered with discs. You win, if you are first
to place all your discs on tasks, or if you have fewest discs when
all tiles have been taken.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Test domes for an underwater city need to be built based on
Sudoku rules. All players use three blocks on their side of the
board plus the middle block for their “personal” area; all reveal
their selected tile simultaneously and check if they can place
it, first against other selected tiles in player order, then against
tiles already in place. Illegal tiles you keep for penalty tiles, you
are out of the game with five penalty tiles. Tiles you placed have
special effects depending on their number value, that you can
use; the last tile in a row, column or block gives you 1 or 2 points;
if you have three points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: no

Herbert Hörnchen has forgotten his nut stashes! Nuts in the
board are covered with forest tiles. The squirrel is switched on
and begins on a middle slot. You roll the die: For a number, Herbert moves accordingly, for the star any distance. At the target
slot, Herbert digs - you press its button. If you hear grabbling +
a-ha-a, you found a nut. A brown one you keep; for a golden one
you also take the super nut, but must hand this one to the next
player who finds a golden nut. You win, if you are first to win four
nuts. In a variant, you grab the super nut when a golden one
appears; if you get ist, you receive a chip worth a nut.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Abstract placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Area management for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Obscurio

Ohanami

Designer: L‘Atelier
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Publisher: nsv

On the Underground

8

Designer: Sebastian Bleasdale
Publisher: LudiCreations

A grimoire must escape the evil sorcerer, all players but the
traitor assist. The grimoire player draws a secret image for one
exit, displays two more images openly and marks two clues
for the secret exit on them. Then the traitor - all others but
the grimoire close their eyes - selects two images from a preprepared selection. The grimoire player louts those two, the exit
and three more images openly on the exit spots. All discuss and
select an image. If the correct one is in the selection, one exit has
been opened; wrongly chosen exits cost markers. When, after
additional rounds, six exits are open and markers not used up,
players win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

You create gardens by adding cards to the ends of up to three
rows. Images = number values must be in consecutive order;
gaps are possible. You receive ten cards, select two and hand
on the rest; selected cards are added to rows or begin rows.
Cards not used are discarded. When ten cards have been placed,
the round ends. Cards stay in place and you are dealt ten cards
again. After Round I, blue images score three points; after round
II, blue images score three points and green ones four points.
After round III, you score three points for blue images, four for
green ones, seven for grey ones and points in relation to their
numbers for pink cards.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es fr it nl pl pt gr * In-game text: no

London / Berlin. You select a city and build underground lines,
scoring for connections of your own lines to targets on the
board and for passengers using your own lines. In a turn you can
- four times - build a track section or take a Branch tile, and then
move the passenger to target stations. Building a branch line
is paid for by discarding a Branch tile. The passenger takes the
route with fewest empty track sections, owners of lines he uses
score points, target that he reaches are removed. You score for
track building, connections to stations and - in Berlin - for collecting landmark tiles and - in London - for building a Ring Line.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Communication game for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Track building for 2-5 players, ages 14+

One Key

One to 9

Designer: L‘Atelier
Publisher: Libellud / Asmodee

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Orchard Ocean

8

Designer: Masaki Suga
Publisher: analog lunchbox / Japon Brand

One Key must be found! The Leader secretly selects one of 11
images in the display and assists the Travelers to find them. In
four rounds, the Leader assigns additional images - in Round
I one visible for the travelers, in the next rounds three each
behind his screen - to markers in relation to their connection
intensity to the key image. At the start of rounds II to IV, travelers
select an image from behind the screen and learn its assignation; in all rounds, players eliminate one to four images from
the display, based on the assignments of the additional images.
When the Key is not eliminated, all win together. Playable with
or without app.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it pl pt * In-game text: no

Combine cards in hand with cards on the board to rows of one
color! Five numbers are on the board that shows rows 1-9 in red,
yellow, green and blue. You have one of four actions: 1. Play a
card on a free case and draw two cards, or discard it for an occupied case and take a joker card or use +3 Draw. 2. Form a row
of one color including 4-8 cards, or 3. play a number quadruplet;
both combinations earn you a small star; or 4. form a row 1-9 of
one color from cards and small stars for jokers to earn a big star.
After each star scoring, involved cards are removed and two new
ones are placed. You win with three big stars.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Floating fruit orchards on artificial islands. You begin with a
harbor and take player order, compass or island tiles from
the main board. Islands are placed on your personal board as
decreed by the compass tiles. Harbor tiles expand the delivery
range of production islands. Player order tiles provide money or
workers; workers can also be hired. You place them on free slots
of islands to activate the corresponding effect for the harvest
phase. During harvest, production islands with workers provide
commodities for the commerce tiles with suitable harvest conditions, for money and victory points.
Version: jp * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Deduction game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Tile placement and development game for 3-4 players, ages 14+
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2020
Oriflamme

Origami

Designers: Andrien & Alex Hesling
Publisher: Studio H / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Christian Giove
Publisher: dV Giochi

Origami Legends

8

Designer: Christian Giove
Publisher: dV Giochi

8

Conspiracy to win the crown! You hold seven random power
cards of a color. You put a card face-down into the influence
line - in first or last position or on top of one of his cards there;
this protects cards, gives access to other cards or provides chain
reactions by activating cards underneath. You must play a card
and cannot insert cards between others. When all have played
a card, the line is resolved from left to right, top ones first. You
can leave face-down cards and put an influence token on them,
or you can reveal and resolve them and collect the influence
tokens there. After six rounds, you win with most collected
influence points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Origami cards are grouped into of farm animals, sky, ocean,
savannah and meadow. In a game, you use three of those
groups and draw open cards until you have minimum ten folds.
Four cards from the stack are displayed. The active player draws
cards for maximum four folds or plays an Origami from his
hands. Costs for playing are paid for with the exact number of
folds from cards in hand. The Origami you played is placed into
one of your two collections, and there can never be a balance of
more than one card between both collections. Or you can use
the special ability of one of your two top Origami - Instant Effect,
Scoring or Special Action.
Version: en * Rules: cn en es fr it nl pl * In-game text: yes

Origami Legends is the sequel game to Origami and introduces
four new families of animals: Polar Animals, Exotic Animals, Dinosaurs and Legendary Creatures. In a game you use three out of
four groups, you select any groups you like. You can use Origami
Legends as a stand-alone game or combine it with Origami and
select your three groups from both games. New in Origami
Legends are also 20 character cards. If you play a character, you
can select an Origami without payment with folds, for a bonus
action. While the character is in play, however, they modifie the
rules for all players.
Version: en * Rules: en it * In-game text: yes

Card placement game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Orléans

Orléans Stories

Österreich Quiz 4 Kids

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp games

Designer: Reiner Stockhausen
Publisher: dlp games

Publisher: Piatnik

8

France in the Middle Ages - in 18 rounds of seven phases you
want to acquire commodities, coins and points from production,
trade, development or social services: 1) reveal event 2) receive
or pay money, in relation to the number of farmers. 3) draw minions for the market 4) place minions from the market on action
spots, where always several minions are needed for an action 5)
resolve activated action or pass 6) resolve event from 1) and 7)
change of starting player. If you cannot pay when you should,
you discard other items in the necessary amount. At the end you
score coins, five different commodities, offices and citizen tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es it kr nl pl pt ru * In-game text: no

A journey across epochs in self-contained stories in the world
or Orléans. You move through consecutive epochs providing
varying challenges - a new epoch brings new conditions. Bag
building works as in Orléans - draw followers, plan, actions,
change starting player. In a story basic actions on a player board
with nine locations are added, and basic location cards during
the game. In the various epochs, numbers of followers, available
location cards, unlocked or forbidden actions, fame for building,
bonuses or penalty in rounds and advancement condition do
vary Beneficial Deeds are common tasks.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

202 quiz card ask questions to facts about Austria, for instance
”Who decreed school as mandatory?” The active player draws a
card and reads out question and three answer options - all give
a tip with their cards on the correct answer. Then the solution
is given and you get a chip for a correct tip. After a number
of rounds depending on the number of players you win with
most chips. If you play the Team version, the team of the player
who reads the question also plays; each team agrees on a joint
answer and gets one chip if it is correct. For each question there
is a short explanation / information.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Development in epochs for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Quiz for 2-6 players/teams, ages 8+

Otti Panzerotti

Outburst!

Designer: Virginia Charves
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Brian Hersch
Publisher: Hasbro

3

Overbooked

16

Designer: Daryl Chow
Publisher: Jumbo Diset

8

Three turtles play and swap their carapaces. The picture tiles,
showing turtles featuring different combinations of colors in
body and carapace, are spread out face down. In your turn you
flip over a picture tile. If one of the three turtles shows the same
combination of colors in body and carapace as does the turtle
on the tile, you take the tile. If no turtle on the table corresponds
to the turtle on the tile, the tile is turned over again. Then you
must switch two or three carapaces. As soon as you have collected four or six tiles, depending on the number of players, you
win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A game on vocabulary and associations, in two teams. The nonactive team has card reader and timer. One player of the active
team draws a card and reads out the category. The non-active
team puts the card into the card reader, the active team calls out
terms suitable to the category, e.g. Sandman for category Man.
You need to find all ten answers given on the card within one
minute. Each word found scores a point. A dice roll can give you
a bonus for a certain word on the card, if you found it. You can
also shunt the card, which must be used by the opposing team
next round.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Check-in at the airport - passengers need to be placed according
to their wishes. Red ones need to sit adjacent, children not alone
and blue rugby players, yellow friends and green seniors as
teams/groups also want to sit next to each other, the more the
better. You select one of the open passenger cards, take passengers as depicted on the card and place them into your plane,
all in the same area unless window, aisle or middle seats are
demanded. When all passengers of one color have been placed,
you score your plane at the end of the round for correctly placed
passengers. Variant options are symbols, difficult passengers
and events.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Memory and spotting game for 2-4 players, ages 3+

Word and association game for 2 or more players, ages 16+

Placement and area management game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Overload

Paititi

Designer: Wolfgang Riedl
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Walter Schranz
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

8

Palm Island

8

Designer: Jon Mietling
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Put as much as you can on your pieces, but don‘t overload them.
You decide how many rings you put on your pieces at the start,
roll and then move one of your pieces - if you overtake any
piece, this piece receives a ring from stock. When meeting another piece in a slot, you decide if you take a ring from it or give
a ring to it. If a piece would get the 9th ring, it is overloaded and
goes back to start without scoring to start again. Overloading of
opposing pieces and rings taken to the finish give you one point
each; the piece starts another run. If you are first to collect the
target score, you win. Back of the boards carry special actions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

You dig for the legendary treasure of Paititi. In your turn you
choose; Draw excavation cards, place excavation cards for
pickaxes, excavate or an artefact or mount an exhibition for
victory points. To excavate an artifact you need as many pickaxes
as shown on the card + the necessary amount of shovels from
your hand. Shards are discarded and you draw two excavation
cards. Artifacts you set aside; if you at least two of them you can
mount exhibitions according to a chosen card, other players can
participate. When the end of the game has been triggered by
the stop card you score remaining artifact cards and win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

17 cards in your palm only! You either put the front card unused
at the back of the deck or resolve an action in the active area
of the 1st or 2nd card - Resource storage, rotating the card or
turning the card over to its backside. For resources you tilt the
card and put it at the back of the deck, to pay resources you tilt
the card back upright. At the end of the round you change the
round card and continue to play. After eight rounds you count
victory points in the active areas of your deck. Cards for achievements to add to your deck must be earned. In Coop mode
you have your own deck, both play simultaneously and must
upgrade a catastrophe card three times.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Roll & move game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Card game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Handheld card game for 1-2 players, ages 10+

Pandemic: Schnelles Einsatzteam

Panic Island

Designer: Kane Klenko
Publisher: Z-Man / Asmodee

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Patchwork Doodle

8

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Lookout Spiele

8

A response team whose members have all special abilities produces and delivers relief in the rooms within the aircraft. You roll
all your available dice, can re-roll twice at any time in your turn
and can use the result to fly the plane, to move within the plane,
to place dice into rooms or to activate effects of rooms with dice
in them. Delivering relief gives you a time tile. Four levels of difficulty and crisis cards vary the game. When the timer runs out
and there is not time tile left to enable turning it over again, or
if the refuse marker reaches the last slot, the game is lost; if you
manage to supply all cities, the game is won by all!
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr hu it pl * In-game text: yes

Island God Gouga is asleep and the volcano will erupt in two
minutes. Natives, Dodos and Dodo eggs must get to the raft! 25
tiles including obstacles of your choice are laid out face-down; in
turn you reveal two cards and look for color combinations - Native rescues Dodo, Dodo rescues egg; raft and paddle must also
be found. Rescued cards are set aside; obstacles are resolved. If
Gouga is woken up, you reveal single cards after naming them;
a mistake ends the Gouga action. After two minutes, the sum of
rescued Natives, Dodos and Eggs determines the success. IF the
volcano is revealed, the game is lost. Includes advanced version.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Eight patch cards are laid out, showing geometrical shapes
made up from squares. You mark the patch on your starting
card in your grid. For a game turn, the die is rolled and the pawn
advanced accordingly on the patch cards; then all players can
mark the reached shape or pass or use a special action. After six
turns you score your sheet by selecting a rectangle and scoring
for the biggest square within this rectangle plus additional rows
or columns in the rectangle. In the 6th turn of Round III you
choose one of the remaining patches. After the third scoring you
deduct one point per empty square on your sheet and win with
most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl pl * In-game text: no

Cooperative real-time dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Memo and collecting game for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Area management for 1-6+ players, ages 8+

Patsch!

Pearls

Designers: Angelika and Jürgen Lange
Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designers: Christian Fiore, Knut Happel
Publisher: Abacusspiele

4

Pechvogel

6

Designer: Peter Jürgensen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

25 tiles show images - fish, bird, dog, house and car - on one
of five colors - red, blue, green, yellow and orange. Color and
image die show the respective elements and a sun for a joker
is featured on both tiles. You roll the dice and all hit the corresponding tile as fast as possible. If a sun is in the roll, you must
only hit color or image, and in case of two suns, any tile is valid.
When several players hit a tile, the bottom hand wins; if the tile is
already in front of a player, they must hit it first to keep it. When
only three tiles are left in the middle, you win with most tiles.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Collect and score pearls and pearl necklaces. Pearl cards based
on player numbers are prepared; you are dealt six cards and six
are displayed openly. The active player can either take all pearl
cards of one color from the display, limit for cards in hand is ten
cards; or you put pearl cards of one color from your hand into
your scoring stack, face-down. If the value of those cards equals
the value of a necklace card on display, you take this card, too.
When the draw pile is empty or all necklaces have been taken,
you win after a final turn for each player to put cards down for
scoring with most points from scoring stack minus cards in
hand.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr ru * In-game text: no

Bad luck in dicing! You roll seven dice and set all of any number
on the Bad Luck board as your target number - you want four
such dice! Ravens also go on the board! If you have neither four
target dice nor three ravens, you roll again and set aside dice! If
you have met one or both conditions, you take a scoring chip of
that value and/or the Frustration cubes from the Board or one
from stock. If you surpass a target, you take Murphy for -7 points
at the end. The other players can place Frustration cubes on
the board and force you to repeat a roll; you can, once in a roll,
discard a Frustration cube and repeat the roll.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 4+

Set collecting game for 2-6 players, ages 6+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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2020
Peek-a-boo

Pictionary Air

3

Publisher: Jumbo Diset

Pictures

8

Publisher: Mattel

Designers: Daniela and Christian Stöhr
Publisher: PD Verlag

8

24 animal cards are displayed. Six colored cover cards are put on
animals and the animals are named. You roll the die and give a
guess which animal hides under the cover card of that color. If
you guessed correctly, you take the card and put the cover card
on another animal and name it. If your guess was wrong, you
put the cover card back on the animal. If you roll a cover card
towards the end, that is no longer available, you select another
color. When all animal cards are taken, you win with most.
Series Ecogame 100 % recycled, rules available as download
only.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl pt * In-game text: no

Modern drawing! Download the app, stream data to your TV.
You alternate to draw images on air, while your team tries to
guess the images appearing on the screen. A card is drawn, you
select a term, the timer is started and youd raw on air, while
pressing the button of the pen. The pen tip must point at the
smart device, the drawer should not see the TV screen. When
the term is guessed, you score a point, erase the screen with an
audio command and draw the next term. The team with most
points after ten rounds wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Replicate picture with cords! 16 photo cards lie in a 4x4 grid.
You have one of 5 material sets - 6 building blocks, 4 sticks &
stones, 19 symbol cards, 1 long & one short cord or 24 cubes &
a picture frame. A secret selection tile determines your photo.
You try to replicate the image of your photo as clear as you can
with your materials, you need not use all of it, but must use,
for those two sets, 2-5 symbol cards next to each other, and 9
cubes in the frame. Then all give a guess on the photos of the
other players; replicator and guesser score for correctly guessed
images. After five rounds having used each set once you win
with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Drawing game with app for 2 teams, ages 8+

Creative game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Pie Face!

Pie Face Duell!

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Pie Face Kanone

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

5

The “hand” of the „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is with
a wet sponge or whipped cream or so. Then, in turn, you use the
spinner - it indicates the number of turns you have to give the
handles on the machine. If you manage to turn them that often
without being “pie-faced” by sponge or whipped cream, you
scores double the number of turns. If you are “pie-faced” you do
not score. You can also announce that you will turn the handle
less often than indicated; if you do so and are not “pie-faced”
you score the number of your handle turns. Whoever collects
25 points first, wins. Includes connection piece for combination
with a second game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is assembled, and
you can load the „hand“ with a wet sponge or some whipped
cream. This version of the game offers a duel between two
heads! Each player puts his head into one of the frames and
then tries to push his button as quickly as possible to activate
the hand on the sling-arm and then to move the arm as quickly
and as near to the opponent’s face as possible. When the arm
gets too near to a face, the spring is triggered and the sponge or
cream land in the player’s face. Whoever is not hit, wins the duel!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The „sling-something-in-my-face“-machine is now a foam-cannon! One player tries to „pie-face“ the other player by squirting
foam into his face, while the victim tries to protect himself with
the blocking-hand attached to the face-frame. The attacker fills
the cannon and uses the spinner wheel. The number determines
the position of the cannon and thus the distance to the victim’s
face, the color determines the alignment of the cannon. The
victim may press the buttons to move the hand as often as he
wants. Players score for hits or full or partial blocking of the foam
attack. Whoever scores five points first, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Action game for 2 players, ages 5+

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 5+

Pig 10

Pioneers

Designer: Ayelet Pnueli
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Emanuele Ornella
Publisher: Queen Games

6

Pipi Party

8

Publisher: Hasbro

4

Everyone receives three cards; the remaining cards form the
draw stack. You play a card on the discard stack and name the
new stack value of old stack value + new card. Then you draw a
card. When the stack value reaches exactly 10, you call “Pig 10”,
take the stack and set it down before you. When the value is
higher than 10, your right neighbor gets the stack. The mermaid
card of value 5 you can add or subtract. A second identical card
can be added or the value can be taken as new stack value. The
frog card sets the stack value to 0. When all cards are played, you
win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

North America is being settled; you transport pioneers in
coaches and settle them in towns. The profession of each
pioneer determines the town where he can settle, as each
town needs only one profession. For transport, you can build
roads and earn money for their use by other players. Phases of
a turn: Income, Acquisition of roads or coaches, Move and settle
including permanent and instant special actions, and settling
an opposing pioneer. If you can place all pioneers in a coach in
towns, you receive money and victory points. You also score for
connecting towns with your own road network.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Watery action out of the toilet bowl! A „real“ toilet bowl is assembled and filled with water according to instructions. If you
are the active player, you turn the toilet paper roll and must
then flush the toilet as often as the arrow on the toilet paper roll
indicates. If you only hear the noise of flushing and are not hit by
a jet of water, you are still in play and the next player becomes
the active player. But if you are hit by a jet of water from the
toilet bowl, you were unlucky and are out of play. The last one
in play wins!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card game on numbers for 2-8 players, ages 6+

Logistics game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
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Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Pipi Party Duell

Pirate Ships

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Alan Roach
Publisher: Piatnik

4

Pit

5

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Wet action from the toilet bowls! Two “real” toilet bowls are prepared and filled with water as per instruction. The toilet-paper
holder is the random generator. Both players simultaneously
turn their paper rolls as quickly as possible - the toilet covers
move up and down accordingly. If one cover is closed and the
other completely open, the player in front of the open bowl is
doused with water and has lost the duel.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Confrontation of pirate ships by shooting at the opponent’s ship
with cannon balls, represented by cards. You place eight parts
for the pirate ship - minimum 50 cm distance between ships and place captain and treasure at your discretion, but secretly.
The active player throws a cannon ball card onto the opposing
ship. In case of a miss or a hit on stern or bow, nothing happens.
Other ship parts are turned to damaged when hit and removed
after the second hit. A hit on the captain gives you another turn,
and a hit on the treasure repairs one of your own ship parts. If
you are down to bow and stern only, you lose.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de fr hu pl sk * In-game text: no

In analogy to a stock exchange, players offer contracts on eight
types of commodities, represented by cards, and look for other
contracts. You try to control one of the markets by acquiring
all nine cards of a commodity by buying and selling, that is,
swapping up to four cards from the same commodity for the
same number of other cards. All shout offers simultaneously. If
you have collected one commodity, you hit the bell in the game
box and thus win the round. If you are first to win three such
rounds, you win the game. Includes versions for experienced
players - using a Bear and a Bull card - and for younger players.
New edition
Version: de * Rules: de en + 14 more * In-game-text: no

Action game for 2 players, ages 4+

Dexterity game for 2 players, ages 5+

Trading game with a stock exchange topic, for 3-8 players, ages 6+

Plumber Pants

Polar Smash

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Porto

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

5

Designer: Orlando Sá
Publisher: Mebo Games

8

The Plumper is repairing a blockage under the sink and carries
a tool belt on his trousers and has a toolbox at the side of the
sink. IN turn, players take one of the tools from the box and put
it into the tool belt on the Plumber’s Pants. The pants get heavier
and heavier, and when the fall down completely, the sink squirts
water in any direction. The player who triggered the squirting is
ousted from the game. All tools go back into the box, the plumber is pressed down again and the next player takes his turn. The
last one not to have triggered the squirting, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Polar Bear Totti sits on top of his Igloo, Penguin Fred and his
chums want to steal fish from Totti’s Igloo, and players as
penguins assist by pulling ice blocks from the Igloo. The Igloo
is set up with the help of the support cupola, Totti is placed
on top. Then players in turn pull a block from the Igloo using
their Penguin Pick. If the block falls off the pick, you must take
another one, and also any blocks that fall off to the outside of
the Igloo. When Totti topples, the then active player takes all
blocks within the Igloo and you win, if you have fewest blocks. In
case of a tie, you add the numbers on your blocks and win with
the highest total.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The Ribeirinha district in Porto is famous for colorful houses.
We build them! In a round, you draw up to three cards or build
floors. You can draw up to three cards, but maximum total value
is 3. TO build, you play two cards, one for the number of floors,
the other for their color. You put the floors into a house on free
slots; for a ground floor, you receive a marker to reserve a roof.
A house has only one color! Roofs are no floors, you put them
on when you build the top floor. You score floors that you built,
floors adjacent to newly built floors and marker from ground
floors.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es pt + kr * In-game text: no

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 4+

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Tile placement for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Potions Brew

Probieren oder Verlieren

Designer: Andreas Prior
Publisher: Österreichisches Spiele Museum

8

Pummel & Friends die Große Ess-Kalation

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Michael Rieneck
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

8

Witches brew potions and need ingredients and suitable mixing
ratios. Each witch has four ingredients, six recipes are on display
and one card begins – ingredient side up – the discard pile.
You draw two cards, discard one and take the other one up.
Then you can place cards for recipe ingredients. The current
top card in a recipe states the currently valid rule for collecting
ingredients. You can work on five recipes at the same time and
can also re-arrange ingredients. When you have collected the
exact ingredients for a recipe, you brew, discard the ingredients
and take the recipe card, your amulet charges. If if arrives at 48
points, you win!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Four chips are your goal, but to win one you might have to drink
cocoa with orange juice. Players select six beverages - all must
agree on them and know what is used, don’t forget to check for
allergies - and fill every cup from the container behind it. Then
the active player spins the wheel and follows instructions: Drink
the indicated cup - pour the contend of one cup into another salute another player and drink from the cup that was chosen by
the other player and he drinks from your choice - select a player
who must drink. If you must drink and don’t dare to drink, you
hand a chip to the active player; if you drink, you receive a chip.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Pummel invites us to the rainbow party in Keksen. But we
need to collect sweets first, hindered by party poopers. In each
round, every player has one turn. You roll dice and use color and
symbols at your discretion - the color determines the region you
travel to; dice symbols can lure Nebelons to have a sweet and
swap Glitzersterntaler coins for sweets, all of it for cookie points.
The Glitzerweltbewohner cards show necessary sweets. You take
them, with gifts, to Keksen and fill your supershake. At the end of
the round you fight Ninjapiratenaffen. If you end the game with
most cookie points, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Card collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Drinking game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll/move/collect game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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2020
Punakai

Punto

Designer: Felix Beukemann
Publisher: Beleduc

Designer: Bernhard Weber
Publisher: Game Factory

4

Purzelbaum

7

Designers: Harald Fecher, Thomas Liesching
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Colorful fish in the Coral Sea hide in front of the same color and
swim in a school. All fish are laid out colored side down, the
orange fish starts in the center. In turn, players turn up a fish and
check if it can be placed next to the orange fish and on a suitable
color background. IF you cannot do that, you put him down for
a penalty point. When no fish can be placed anymore, you win
with fewest penalty points. With variants: Fisch Domino, using
seven fish per player, and Shed Fish - you have seven open fish
and try to place them as in the base game; if you cannot do that
you draw a fish and win if you are out of fish.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

72 square tiles come in four colors with two cards of values 1 to 9
per color. In relation to the number of players, you have a different number of cards, in one or two colors. You want to achieve 4
or 5 adjacent tiles of one color in a row, column or diagonal. The
starting player turns up his top tile and puts it on the table. All
others in turn either place a card - adjacent over edge or corner,
and within a 6x6 grid - or put it on top of a card; in both cases
color is not regarded, but to top a card the upper one must have
more points. If you win a round, you remove the highest card of
the row from play. If you win two rounds, you win the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Acorns and nuts ripen in summer and fall off trees in autumn;
players are squirrels and hide them for re-discovery in winter.
You lift a meadow disc and try to push a nut into the hole with
a tree leaf. If you succeed, you receive the leaf and turn the disc
over to winter. If not, you hide the nut according to its position;
the disc remains on green and the leaf is put on top. When all
nuts are hidden, you turn all discs to winter. Then, in turn, all lift a
disc, take the leaf if one is there, and any nuts in the hole. For an
empty hole, the disc is turned over to green. When the meadow
is completely green again, you win with most nuts and leaves.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Dexterity, memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Push a Monster

Puste Party

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

5

Puzzle Memo

4

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Günter Burkhardt
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

5

All monsters want to get into the arena; seven of them are
already there at the start of the game. The active player rolls the
die and takes the respective monster, or, for a question mark, the
most frequent monster in stock, and places it on the big slide.
Then he tries to get the monster into the arena, using both slides
by pushing, sliding or turning monsters already there. Those
monsters may also exceed the edge of the arena, which the current monster must not do! If a monster drops off, all other players receive a tile of this monster. When someone rolls a monster
no longer in stock, you win with the longest row of monsters.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

The birthday cake with candles is assembled - adult assistance
necessary - and switched on. You can press the multiple player
button to register more than one player, everybody selects a
color. Then the game is startet - all candles light up and blink,
and you hear „Happy Birthday“. In the middle of the cake, the
player colors blink and stop randomly at one color, with a horn
signal. The player of this color must now blow out all candles
quickly, by puffing hard. When all candles are extinct, before the
music stops, you stay in play; if not, you are out of the game. The
unit can go to Level Ups with shorter music runtime. The last
one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Animals in the jungle visible only as silhouettes in the dawn
light. At sunrise, you see them in their full colors. 40 tiles are
spread out face-down. In turn you reveal a tile and can add it to
the board, if is suits - you need to place it at the board edge or on
top of a tile already in place. If not, put it aside above the board,
but remember it well! If you complete an animal, you advance
your marker by the number of tiles in the animal, e.g.3 for the
snake. When the target case is occupied, you put your marker
on top of the other and are carried along. When all animals are
complete you win if you are in first position.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dexterity game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Placement & racing for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Quartermaster General WW2 Second Edition

Quiz it

Quiztopia

Designer: Ian Brody
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Arno Steinwender
Publisher: rudy Games

Designers: Maria & Marc-Uwe Kling
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Supply for fighting armies is essential! You play one or more
countries in the Axis or Allies Team. After up to 20 rounds you
win with most victory points from occupying marked supply
points or from cards. Turn order in each round is Germany, UK,
Japan, UdSSR, Italy and USA, for playing or discarding a card,
removing of unsupplied units, collecting victory points, discarding cards and replenishing to seven cards. Tournament victory is
new - if a team, at the end of a round, leads by 30 or more points,
it wins immediately. Cards and map as well card discarding rules
have been adapted. Reallocation of Resources gives you crucial
cards.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: yes

Analogous board and digital app. The board with action pieces
is set up, players start on their color positions and register with
the app. A game comprises three levels with four rounds each.
The app shows tame, topic, clue and points. All play a bid card
and maybe action pieces. In a game for all, no bid cards are
played. If you win the bid you can try to solve and can use jokers.
If you fail, the app hands the question over to the player with
the lowest score. Then all move on the board according to their
bid cards and take, if applicable, action pieces from the board or
from other players.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

The town must be colored as not to fall to the dark side. Building
cards are displayed, dark side up. You select a building for a
question in the building category and answer on your own; help
can be had from an active cue card, a word or sound, humming
or pantomime. In extreme cases, Emergency Cards help once
only. For a wrong answer, a dark building is lost; a colored one
becomes dark; with a 2nd correct answer building stays colored.
When, after the last question, necessary building are missing or
you lost more than allowed, the game is lost; it is one when all
requirements have been met. Includes campaign rules.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Conflict simulation for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Quiz with App for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative quiz game for 1-6 players, ages 16+
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2020
Qwixx On Board

Rajas of the Ganges

Rajas of the Ganges Goodie Box 1

Designers: Steffen Benndorf, Reinhard Staupe
Publisher: nsv

Designers: Inka & Markus Brand
Publisher: HUCH!

Designers: Inka & Markus Brand
Publisher: R&R Games / HUCH!

8

Marking numbers in row, now including a board - it must be
said that nothing changes in marking or in scoring the rows.
In four colored rows you mark numbers from left to right; gaps
can happen and stay! You roll all dice: 1. Sum of white dice for
all players, 2. 1 white + 1 colored die for the active player. New
is 3. The active player may move his pawn 1 to 5 free slots on
the board and must either cross out the target number or have
crossed it out already. Game end is either as in the original game
or when one of the last five slots on the board is reached. Lots
under the board slots show bonuses for these positions reached
by your pawns.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

India is flourishing and you develop your province to win fame
and wealth! In rounds of game turns, you place workers in
quarry, market, palace and harbor, pay for actions with money
or dice with the correct value and implement the action. If you
receive dice as resource, you roll them and place them with the
resulting value on Kali. With karma, you can change dice values;
reaching certain stages on the river or one of the scoring tracks
gives you new workers. When the counter-current markers for
money and fame meet or pass each other on their tracks, you
win at the end of the current game turn with the highest difference of both values.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr + cn es nl pl * In-game text: no

The Great Mogul’s Coffers, Goodie-Box 1, features mini expansions and modules for Rajas of the Ganges, some of them were
already published in other Goodie collections. Mango Village:
Tiles, acquired with the building action, for various yields; they
cannot be built over. Shalimar Gardens / Snake Expansion: Tiles
for taking back workers after building. Tiger Expansion: Four new
province tiles. Test of Fate: Markers for Fame track and Money
track, causing scoring changes and giving bonuses. Gemstone
Trader: If you reach slot 10 on the Fame track, you use the
Gemstone Trader for a worker. There are also new tiles for Mango
Village and River.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dice game with a board, for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Worker Placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Rajas of the Ganges for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Ratto Zakko

Räuber von Amarynth

Räuberraupe

Designer: Jacques Zeimet
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

Designer: Alice Davis
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag

Designer: Thierry Chapeau
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

8

7

Serving bells cover plates; Ratto-Zakko cup and fly token are
placed as indicated. A card is turned up - for food you grab the
serving bell on top; for a fly, the bell over the fly. For food + fly
under one bell you shout fly. For food under Ratto Zakko, you
shout rat. For fly+ food under rat, you shout rat, too. For the main
dish, you shuffle the rats into the cards. For a rat, you shout the
food under Ratto Zakko, with a fly under Ratto Zakko and food,
you shout fly. For dessert, you add colors - when the food is
depicted in original color, you knock on the table. Mistakes lose
you cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The master Thieves need a new Boss. Therefore, you send out
your hirelings take care of all necessities. Three phases of a round
are: 1. Scouting - you acquire three location cards by drafting
of four cards; each drafted card is revealed immediately and an
eventual ability is activated. 2. Thieving - use an available action
in turn or pass - Steal from a Location, Use a Power Tile, Burgle
Treasures, Fence Treasures, Deliver Treasure to a Witch or Recruit
a Thief. 3. Clean-Up. After three rounds you win with most
prestige from majorities in types of fencing, Location icons from
Scheme cards and the Prestige Track.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Cards show caterpillars on leaves differing in color and shape.
One card begins the discard pile, the rest is handed out evenly.
You take a butterfly and a change card. The youngest determines shape or color; players quickly discard cards according to
shape or color of the leaf! If you play your change card, you announce the change from shape to color or vice versa. Butterflies
can be played at any time, you can announce a chance. If you
play an aphid, the next player must say „aphid“. Mistakes give
you three cards from the player who notices the mistake. If you
are out of cards, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Worker Placement for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Reavers of Midgard

Rect

Designer: J.B. Howell
Publisher: Corax Games

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand

Red Peak

8

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Ravensburger

8

As a Viking Longship captain you discover artifacts, raid, subdue,
fulfill prophecies and win skirmishes, all for glory. In a round, you
place your ship on an action location and all implement the card
effects for all cards with that affiliation and afterwards the effect
of the location itself, with a bonus for the player who selected
the location: Recruit Reavers - Trade with Villages - Battle at Sea
- Raid Villages - Raid Keeps - Subdue Territories. If you do want
to pay the cost, you can rest instead. After six rounds, you score
tokens and card sets - Terror, Artifacts, Keep Spoils, tokens for
Farm/Wall/Tower and Prophecies.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: yes

You select a sheet - sheets B, C and D are considered to be threedimensional - and a board size. Then players take turns to move
a piece any distance, but must change direction once. Change of
direction slot and target slot are covered with a chip, you cannot
change direction or stop on a chip. If you cannot move, you are
out of the game. In a game with bombs, chips are distributed
o the board, you draw cards and replace chips accordingly and
secretly with bombs. In a turn, you remove chips instead of
placing them. If you cannot move or turn up a bomb, you are
out of the game.
Version: multi * Rules: en jp * In-game text: no

Adventurers need to escape the volcano eruption. In the “daytime” phase of a round, the timer runs and you draw cards, confer on the use of path tiles and tools, place path tiles and move
the adventurer. When the timer runs out, you advance it on the
time track, maybe have to place a time tile and reveal a volcano
tile. In the “evening”, you move the camp up the adventurer, collect rewards in passing and maybe reveal volcano tiles and put
them on path tiles. If this results in the camp being covered, the
game is lost. If not, you can get tools and confer on the next day.
When camp and adventurer are at the boat, the game is won.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Fantasy worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Abstract placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative adventure for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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2020
Res Arcana

Rescue Animals

Designer: Tom Lehmann
Publisher: Sand Castle Games / Asmodee

Designer: Przemek Wojtkowiak
Publisher: Strawberry Studio

Revolution of 1828

8

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

Alchemists rival for control over ancient monuments and places
of power. In four to six rounds, you 1. Collect essences - Life,
Death, Elan, Calm and Gold - from Collect abilities or from
components; 2. Have one action per turn - place artifact, claim
monument or place of power, discard card to get gold or
essences; use ability of a component - those that need not be
turned can be used several times, albeit in separate actions; or
pass your turn with exchanging of magical items and drawing of
a card. 3. Check victory points, you win if you have ten or more.
Variants with drafting and expert places.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr jp kr pl * In-game text: yes

As an animal conservationist, you save endangered animals.
Animal cards, based on player numbers, are prepared. You have
four white and one black die. Phases of a round: 1. Identify
endangered animals - animal cards are on display and show dice
values, sums and colors. 2. Rescue endangered animals - all roll
simultaneously, as often as the want, and set dice aside; if you
meet the parameters of an animal, you take it - only one per
round! The other players continue to roll. If you could not save
an animal, you use an additional die next round. 3. Preparation
of next round. Each rescued animal gives you protection points,
animal pairs give bonuses.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Presidential election in the US - John Quincy Adams vs Andrew
Jackson, the first campaign with press involvement and history’s
first smear campaign. Four rounds comprise three phases: 1.
Prepare - you draw three election tiles for each of six board areas.
2. Campaign - you take unclaimed election tiles and resolve their
effects - Delegates go into their Campaign area on your side;
Smear Campaign is a Delegate Joker of your choice; Campaign
actions are resolved instantly/later and placed in your campaign
pile. 3. Count votes - you determine Majorities for Campaign
piles, Majorities of delegates in Campaign areas and Dealings
with the press.
Version: de * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Resources management for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Assignment game for 2 players, ages 12+

Riff Raff

Ring der Magier

Designer: Christoph Cantzler
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: Drei Magier / Schmidt Spiele

8

Risiko

5

Publisher: Hasbro

10

Captain Bullseye stores his cargo in the yardams to protect it
against pirates. You hold a set of cards and 8 cargo pieces. All
choose a card and turn it up simultaneously; the highest card
determines the new captain. He begins, all others follow by descending card value and place a piece in the ship’s area chosen
by the card value. If you played a card between 5 and 10 and
a piece of cargo is already in the area, you can place two parts.
Sliding cargo which you can catch is discarded; dropped cargo
must be taken and placed again later. If you are rid of all cargo at
the end of your turn, you win instantly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The magic ring dashes around the stone circle and must be
tamed with the help of the circle’s crystal power. In turn, you try
to get the ring onto colored crystal slots to collect eight colored
crystals for your ring. A task card determines the ring’s action.
Ring turn - Ring is snipped; Ring jump - Ring jumps away from
the stone crown; Ring dance - Ring circles the stone crown. Then
you receive crystals according to the location of the ring or get
none if it ended on the rocky ground. Surplus crystals are stored
in the bag in the middle of the ring boards and any two there
can be discarded for another turn, action selected from one of
two cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The original Risk was the predecessor of all conflict simulation
games and all strategic position games. In this new edition all is
different. You need not conquer certain territories according to
your objective card. Instead you must control a certain number
of territories or the most territories when the “cease fire card”
appears, both in the introductory game. In the standard game
you simply need to eliminate all opponents. Territories you
control earn you bonus troops. To attack you move troops into
territories, and then such attacks are resolved by rolling and
comparing dice.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Balance and dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Magnetic dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Tactical dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Risiko junior

Roam

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Ryan Laukat
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag

5

Rob ´n run

8

Designer: Michael Luu
Publisher: PD Verlag

Treasure cards are placed on islands. Then players in turn put a
pirate of their color on an island. Ships start at the Skull Island.
The active player moves his ship to a connected island. If
another pirate is there, both roll - you press the sides of the ship
and push down the lever, the die jumps out of the ship. If the
attacker has the higher roll, he puts a pirate on the island; the
defender takes his back and the attacker takes the treasure. If the
defender rolls higher or the same value, he takes the treasure.
When all treasures are taken, you count coins on treasure cards
and your pirates on islands.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dazed, lost characters wandering in Arzium must be found and
woken up. Out of 50 cards with characters from the universe
of Above and Below, six are laid out landscape side up to form
a board. In a turn you use the search pattern of one of your
characters and place search tokens on the board accordingly. If
a landscape is completely searched, the player with most tokens
on it claims it and turns it over for a new character offering a new
search pattern. Searching also gives you coins for use to buy
special actions or artifacts with special abilities. If someone has
ten characters, you win with most points. Serie Leichtkraft.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

As a gang of robbers, you want to reach the airport and rob
banks, casinos und museums to collect gold; all win together,
when you reach an airport terminal without being caught by
police. You set up a scenario as per requirement. In the preparation phase, the boss selects a building, puts the safes behind his
screen and places clue cards; his accomplices place tools as per
requirement. A robbery spans several rounds, comprises phases
of Clue, Accomplices and Alarm; when safes are cracked or an
alarm is triggered, you score and robbers and police advance
accordingly.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Roll and collect for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Placement and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Cooperative deduction game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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2020
Robinson Crusoe Mystery Tales

Rück’s raus!

Designers: Ignacy Trzewiczek, Joanna Kijanka
Publisher: Portal Games / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Rummikub Classic Erweiterung

8

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

7

The 2nd big expansion for Robinson Crusoe: Abenteuer auf
der verfluchten Insel , it should NOT be combined with other
expansions. The crew searches for Lieutenant Colonel Percy
Fawcett and wonders what he might have looked for on the
island. Two game modes are available. In the campaign mode
you play a convoluted story, whose scenarios need to be played
in sequence. The new horror mode can be used to play the core
game and expansions in a new way. There are also two independent scenarios, one especially geared to the horror mode:
Verbrecher-Jagd and Im Bauch der Bestie.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en es pl * In-game text: yes

Second will be best! You have eight bandits and eight jewels.
One nobleman is revealed an all play a bandit simultaneously the strongest receives a favor from the noblemen; usually jewels,
but it might happen that the opposition wins or loses something. If you played the weakest bandit, you receive pity jewels.
In case of a tie in strongest bandits, all receive the favor. Several
bandits of strength Seven, however, cancel each other. In case of
several weakest bandits, all receive pity jewels. If there are only
bandits of the same strength played in a round, all get nothing.
After eight rounds, you win with second-most jewels.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with 14
random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go out.
The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then you
can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other players.
Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this number.
You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out all your tiles,
you win. The expansion, only for use with Rummikub Classic,
comes with two racks and additional pieces for a game with five
and six players.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Expansion for the cooperative adventure for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 10+

Expansion for Rummikub for 5-6 players, ages 7+

Rummikub Twist Mini Tin

Rummikub XXL

Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Ephraim Hertzano
Publisher: Piatnik

7

Rune Stones

7

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

Tile placement game about rows of numbers of the same color
or groups of identical numbers. You add a tile per round to 14
randomly drawn tiles until you can go out - minimum value 30
in rows or groups. Then you can add tiles to your own display
or the displays of other players. Jokers replace a number and
can be exchanged for this number. You can also rearrange the
display. If you can lay out all your tiles, you win. Rummikub
Twist introduces a double Joker that replaces two numbers, the
Farbwechseljoker lets you lay out a row in two colors and the
Spiegel-Joker lets you lay out a mirror group or row, for instance
3-4-J-4-3. Travel edition in a tin.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de hu sk * In-game text: no

Rummikub is a tile placement game with numbers, similar to
the classic card game Rummy. You lay out rows of numbers of
the same color or groups of identical numbers. You start with
14 random tiles and draw one tile per round until you can go
out. The minimum value of rows or groups to go out is 30. Then
you can add tiles to your own display or the displays of other
players. Jokers replace a number and can be exchanged for this
number. You can also rearrange the display. If you can lay out
all your tiles, you win. Special edition featuring large pieces and
large numbers.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Druids show their abilities for handling runestones. They summon creatures and acquire gems using the abilities of those
creatures; the acquired gems are then manufactured into artifacts which are needed to create a runestone. Runestones give
permanent abilities and power points; abilities change game
rules for the druid, power points get him nearer ro the throne. In
your turn, you select summoning creatures, using magic points
of one color, or using abilities of two cards or forging up to two
artifacts, albeit from different forges. Then you can swap artifacts
for power points and one runestone - up to a maximum of four.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Rummikub version for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Set collecting game with numbers for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Deck building and set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Rune Stones Nocturnal Creatures

Rurik - Kampf um Kiev

Rush M.D.

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Stanislas Kordonskiy
Publisher: Giant Roc

Designers: D. TUrczi, A. Howgego, K. Kokkinis
Publisher: Artipia Games

Druids show their abilities for handling runestones. They summon creatures and acquire gems using the abilities of those
creatures; the acquired gems are then manufactured into
artifacts which are needed to create a runestone. Runestones
give permanent abilities and power points; abilities change
game rules for the druid, power points get him nearer ro the
throne. Nocturnal Creatures / Kreaturen der Nacht are dangerous,
but powerful allies; you can summon the Banshee for Stealing,
Reviving or Swapping cards, or catch a Wisp, for advantages like
Draw a Card, Roll + Ore or Two Gems or Play card, etc.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Power play for the title of Großfürst von Kiev, among the sons
of Vladimir the Great. Turn phases: 1. Strategy: - Place advisor,
maybe with bribe money. 2. Action: Resolve actions of advisors
in initiative order - Muster, Move, Attack, Tax, Build and Scheme,
maybe with one bonus action - Intrigue from hand, Accomplish
Deed, or Convert Goods. 3. Claim: Move claim markers on the
Claim tracks for Rule, Build and Trade, then receive income,
choose Deed cards, refresh Conversion tokens and replenish
goods. After four rounds, you score Claim tracks, the Warfare
track, met Agenda card and accomplished Deed cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: yes

Cooperation in admission, diagnosis and treatment of patients.
There are six boards for six departments with action cases for
hourglases. Phases of a round: 1. Medical Council - you discuss
upcoming actions. 2. Action in real-time - you place a timer for
your doctor or any nurse into an action slot, resolve the action
and can relocate the hourglass when it has run out. 3. Patient
evaluation on correct treatment, according to patient and
hospital card, and medical errors. After four rounds, you score
number of discharged patients, reputation from the score board
and medical points and you win, if you fully met the goals of
your objective card.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

Expansion for Rune Stones for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Conflict and development for 1-4 players, ages 13+

Real-time game for 1-4 players, ages 14+
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2020
Saboteur The Lost Mines

Sails of Glory

Salamamba

Designer: Frederic Moyersoen
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Andrea Mainini
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Anna Oppolzer
Publisher: Piatnik

10

7

Based on the card game Saboteur, we are dwarfs in two clans
who go treasure hunting in four mines. Clans comprise loyal and
egotistical dwarfs and one saboteur who works for the other
clan. Each plyer has his own dwarf pawn. Paths are laid out, starting and mining squares are given and you encounter obstacles
like cul-de-sacs, traps, blockages, trolls, etc. - to be overcome
with action cards. You acquire information about player loyalties
or mines with action cards, too. You play a path or action card or
discard 1-2 cards, may move your dwarf up to three cases and
must draw 1-2 cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en + 12 other languages * In-game text: no

Naval battles in the Napoleonic era - Sails of Glory is a system
based on the Air Combat simulation Wings of Glory, with which
you can simulate those battles. You sue ship miniatures and
cards for abilities and maneuvers. You choose your maneuver
card, align the ship and move it; each card has several options
for wind and sails used. Movement is followed by combat and
reloading. The rules take into account details like line of sight,
collisions or ammunition flight curves and provide an introductory scenario, standard rules and optional rules. You can invent
your own scenarios and additional ships are available.
Version: multi * Rules: en it + es * In-game text: no

Three chapters of a race and of a thrilling story, each can be
played in its own, and the next one is always a bit more difficult
than the previous one. Salamamba, the magic snake, lives in the
forest with gnomes and must complete tasks, before Magician
Fiesolix arrives at his goal. After setting up the chapter, you
roll the die -> Fiesolix moves according to the magic die or a
Exploration or Dusk Spell is resolved. Then Salamamba moves
by adding or removing scales according to the snake die and
collects tokens she reaches. Magic items can be used any time.
When the chapter goal is achieved, all win together.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Board game version of the card game, for 3-9 players, ages 10+

Conflict simulation for 2-4 players, ages 13+

Magic cooperative race for 1-5 players, ages 7+

Sanctum

Sanctum

Saus und brau’s

Designer: Filip Neduk
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Filip Neduk
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

Designers: Thomas Daum, Violetta Leitner
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

5

Heroes need to free the land around the once great city
Sanctum from a demon invasion and defeat the Demon Lord
in a final Battle. Inspired by March & Fight games - dice rolls
fight demons; dice values can be modified with skills and items.
The key to the game are those items, that need to be equipped
with focus and stamina before you can use them. Both traits are
available as resources from the globe area on your player board.
Completed achievements give you bonuses. If you survive the
final battle, you add up your points from demon lord cards and
challenge cards and deduct wounds.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: no

Heroes need to free the land around the once great city
Sanctum from a demon invasion and defeat the Demon Lord
in a final Battle. Inspired by March & Fight games - dice rolls
fight demons; dice values can be modified with skills and items.
The key to the game are those items, that need to be equipped
with focus and stamina before you can use them. Both traits are
available as resources from the globe area on your player board.
Completed achievements give you bonuses. If you survive the
final battle, you add up your points from demon lord cards and
challenge cards and deduct wounds.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it pl * In-game text: no

Winnie whirling Witch is whirling across the board to collect ingredients for her potion, but finds them only with the right spell.
Spell panels and ingredients are added to the board, Winnie
starts in the middle. You push Winnies broom with the wand, she
whirls and then flies to the next ingredient as indicated by the
broom, also over several different laps. To collect the ingredient,
you need to flip up the correct panel. If you do so, you take the
ingredient for your cauldron; if not, you relocate the ingredient.
For Salamander or Snake you need to turn up two spell panels.
You win with any five ingredients in your cauldron!
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Competitive adventure for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Competitive adventure for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Memo and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Scatterbones

SchatzJäger

Publisher: Ooba / HCM Kinzel

Designer: Richard Garfield
Publisher: Queen Games

6

Schere Stein Papier

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

6

Bone dice rattle! The headstone is rolled to determine the color
of your six-part skeleton. If you are first to roll a chest in your
color with your six bone pieces, you lay it out and also previously
rolled parts of your color. In your next turns your roll remaining
skeleton pieces and the die, add suitable results to the skeleton
and then do what the die tells you: Scatterbones - reroll all six
skeleton parts; Change of color - you must now use the opposite
color; Body Parts - add them if they have the right color; or turn
this part over to the wrong color for your opponent. If your
skeleton is complete and has the correct color, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In the caves of Frost Mountains, in the jungle and in lava caves
we hunt for treasures. In each round you draft a hand of nine
cards with adventurers, watch dogs, coins and action cards. Then
you place cards for locations and can improve those with action
cards. The two treasures of a location go to the player with the
strongest group and to the player with the weakest group.
Treasures that were handed out must be defended with watch
dogs against Goblins or you risk loss of coins. Finally, you can
swap yellow spell scrolls for coins. After five rounds you win with
the highest total from treasures and coins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Evergreen with cards. The same gestures and relations are used:
Two fingers forming a V are scissors beating paper, the flat hand
is paper beating stone and the fist is rock and beats scissors.
The front of cards shows all three symbols in different colors,
the backside one symbol. Cards are stacked face-down and
one is revealed - all try quickly to find the two symbols of the
same color on both cards and put their hand down, forming the
respective symbol, on the revealed card. If you are correct, you
take the card; if not, you lose two cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2 players, ages 6+

Card game with drafting for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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Schildkrötenrennen
Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Piatnik

Schnapp’n Happen

5

Schwarzmaler

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Publisher: HUCH!

9

Turtles have their eye on the salad head at the other end of the
meadow and are happy to be carried there on the back of other
turtles. Each player is secretly assigned one turtle color and is
dealt five cards. In your turn you play a card and move the turtle
of this color accordingly, forward or backwards; rainbow turtles
are jokers. If a turtle enters an occupied slot, it is put on top of
the turtle there; a turtle in a stack takes along all turtles on top of
it. If a stack reaches thef finish, the turtle at the bottom wins; or
else the first turtle across the finish line.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Titbits on a crown! An elaborate crown with holders for forks is
assembled - adult assistance might be necessary - and titbits are
readied. As active player, you put the crown on your head, puts
titbits on the forks and align the titbits on the forks so that they
are level with your mouth. Then you press the button - briefly
for a short game, longer for a long game. The crown rotates,
and you hear a song, while you try - within the runtime of the
song - to eat all titbits off the forks with your mouth. You must
not use your hands! When all have played once, you win with
most eaten titbits!
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

A new game on the topic of solving puzzles - 83 big cards carry
numbers on the back side; all cards with the same number belong to the same puzzle. You start to read the story book at page
3, follow the instructions and take the respective cards for each
puzzle. You arrange them next to each other or overlapping to
create an image that also comes with one or two letters. For the
final solution of the puzzle, you must form a word or a phrase
containing all noted letters. Only the letters that are visible on
the completed puzzle are relevant!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Race game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Action game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Card arrangement and word game for 1 or more players, ages 9+

Schwarzwald

Scubi Sea Saga

Designer: Sonja Klein
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Publisher: rudy Games

Shaun das Schaf Wo stecken Shaun & Co?

6

Designer: Sven M. Kübler
Publisher: HUCH!

6

The game mechanism known from black stories games featuring
seemingly inexplicable statements or puzzles, which must
solved by asking questions, is expanded by regional context.
You can only ask questions which can be answered by the
“know-it-all” game master with yes or no; he can also ask for a
new question in case of irrelevant questions or questions that
cannot be answered. He can also give tips when questions are
totally off track. This game contains puzzles pertaining to the
Schwarzwald region and provides - together with the solution also information and daytrip suggestions for the regions and the
exact location for the respective puzzle.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Markers for five characters and sea horses of the same color
are placed in the board as required. The App names the active
player who has 10 seconds to swap two adjacent markers -> if
then three or more markers of the same color - at least one is a
character - orthogonally adjacent, next or above one another,
you take them -> then close gaps in the board -> if you can take
markers again, you do it and score again, etc. Sea horses double
your points. If nothing can be taken, you refill the board, move
the Shark and your turn ends. After six rounds you win with
most points. In later levels, events are added.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Animals are tired of obeying the farmer and are hiding, the
farmer must find them. You place an animal chip randomly at
each location on the circular board, question mark side up. All
animal cards are on display. The active player rolls a die and
either goes with the farmer to a location and checks the chip
or goes to a location and shows the chip to all or goes to the
adjacent building and checks the chip there or swaps two chips
or shuffles two chips and puts them back. If you think you know
all hideouts, you announce it, put an animal next to each chip
and check secretly - if all is correct, you win. If not, you are out
of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Puzzle solving for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Logic game with App, for 2 players, ages 6+

Memo and search game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Sherlock 13 Geiseln

Sherlock Das Labor

Sherlock Der Fluch des Qhaqya

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Hold-up in Dubai with hostages taken! Who did it? How did
they escape? Where is the loot? For solving the case, you use a
microgame of 32 cards. The starting card is displayed, and you
play a card - all see the information - or read out the marked
information and then discard the card face-down. When all
cards have been played or discarded, you can discuss - at that
point also the info from discarded cards - and then answer given
questions. Finally, you check answers and score 2 points for each
correct one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were
displayed. The discard pile must contain minimum six cards,
however. Q System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

Fire in laboratory in Oslo! Who was there, are there victims, was
it arson? For solving the case, you use a microgame of 32 cards.
The starting card is displayed, and you play one of your cards - all
see the information - or read out the marked information and
then discard the card face-down. When all cards have been
played or discarded, you can discuss - at that point also the
info from discarded cards - and then answer given questions.
Finally, you check answers and score 2 points for each correct
one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were displayed.
The discard pile must contain minimum six cards, however. Q
System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

Who did murder Edward Carter how and why. For solving the
case, you use a microgame of 32 cards. The starting card is
displayed and you hold two or three cards based on player numbers. You play a card - all see the information - or read out the
marked information and then discard the card face-down. When
all cards have been played or discarded, you can discuss - at that
point also the info from discarded cards - and then answer given
questions. Finally, you check answers and score 2 points for each
correct one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were
displayed. The discard pile must contain minimum six cards,
however. Q System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+
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Sherlock Der Pate

Sherlock Letzter Aufruf

Sherlock Tod am 4. Juli

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: J. Izquierdo Sanchez, M. Lucas Feliu
Publisher: Abacusspiele

A dead businessman in Miami! Who did murder him how and
why? For solving the case, you use a microgame of 32 cards.
The starting card is displayed, and you play a card - all see the
information - or read out the marked information and then
discard the card face-down. When all cards have been played
or discarded, you can discuss - at that point also the info from
discarded cards - and then answer given questions. Finally, you
check answers and score 2 points for each correct one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were displayed. The discard
pile must contain minimum six cards, however. Q System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

A corpse on board of a plane? Who did it? How and why did the
murder happen? For solving the case, you use a microgame of
32 cards. The starting card is displayed, and you play a card - all
see the information - or read out the marked information and
then discard the card face-down. When all cards have been
played or discarded, you can discuss - at that point also the
info from discarded cards - and then answer given questions.
Finally, you check answers and score 2 points for each correct
one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were displayed.
The discard pile must contain minimum six cards, however. Q
System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

A corpse is found in the vicinity of a manor house. Who killed
why and how? For solving the case, you use a microgame of 32
cards. The starting card is displayed, and you play a card - all see
the information - or read out the marked information and then
discard the card face-down. When all cards have been played
or discarded, you can discuss - at that point also the info from
discarded cards - and then answer given questions. Finally, you
check answers and score 2 points for each correct one, but deduct 1 point for irrelevant cards that were displayed. The discard
pile must contain minimum six cards, however. Q System series.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr gr it ru * In-game text: yes

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Detection game with cards, for 1-8 players, ages 8+

Sherlock Express

Side by Side

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Publisher: HUCH!

Designers: Till Meyer, Ron Hild, Sabine Thiel
Publisher: spieltrieb

7

Sieben unter Verdacht

18

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Gmeiner Verlag

Sherlock looks for the culprits, but when all suspects have an
alibi, then Moriarty himself was the villain. 36 cards Alibi are
distributed evenly to all und stacked face down, unchecked. All
cards Suspect are stacked face down and 6 are displayed for a
game. In turn, you reveal your top Alibi card, showing an animal,
a location or an accessory, and name the item. Each suspect with
one of those traits has an alibi and is innocent. Whoever is first
to touch the one remaining suspect or the face-down stack, for
Moriarty, when all suspects have an alibi, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Borderline syndrome as forcus for the game for therapy as
well as private play, comprising eight individual games to be
played in sequence or individually. Transfer - Insight into others,
behaviour patterns and reactions. Vulkan - Reaction on impulses
and insights. Recognize signals - Sensitivity for meta communication. Vorurteile - Prejudices and clichés; Achterbahn - Risks and
imponderabilities of life, transferred to a game board. Skills - Use
and importance of skills. Bilder - Images and their information
and moods. Therapie - Discussing therapy methods
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Murder has happened; seven well-known gangsters have been
arrested. You need to find the real culprit using clues. These
are gathered from a series of confrontations – a witness always
names the number of culprits among the suspects. The game
master is the witness and makes the statements. He takes the
top card from the stack to represent the solution. Then he takes
another card and places clue stones on it. Players choose a
suspect card and the game master places clue stones again. The
fewer clues you need to solve the crime the better you are!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Spotting and reaction game for 2-6 players, ages 7+

Therapeutical game for 3-8 players

Crime card game for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Sierra West

Silver & Gold

Designer: Jonny Pac Cantin
Publisher: Board & Dice

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: nsv

Similo Geschichte

8

Designers: Hach, Zizzi, Chiacchiera
P: Horrible Games = Guild / HeidelBÄR

8

Pioneers cross Sierra Nevada. You combine on each of four card
sets and four component sets with the core components of
the game for a mode - Apple Hill, Boats & Banos, Gold Rush or
Outlaws & Outposts - and lay out an overlapping “mountain”
with the cards. Each mode offers varying paths to victory and
twists in the core mechanisms. You put three of your cards
into your board to create two paths for your pioneers to follow
and to do actions from a big selections. Each card taken from
the mountain is an improvement for your deck or is put at the
foot of the mountain for additional options and challenges, for
instance as a river.
Version: en * Rules: de en es * In-game text: no

Treasure cards show areas that need to be filled, and also victory
points and possible bonuses. You select two out of four treasure
cards, four more are on display. In each turn, an expedition card
shows the shape that all must be cross out on one of their cards.
For a marked cross, you mark another case, for a marked coin
you mark a coin on your scoring cards; a marked palm tree gives
immediate victory points. If you have filled one or more coin
rows or a treasure card, you stop play and all score completed
rows and treasure cards. After seven expedition cards, the round
ends. After four rounds you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

All players together try to guess the secret character. The clue
giver displays the secretly drawn character together with eleven
more in a 3x4 grid. Five cards from the stack are his start clues. In
five rounds, the clue giver plays one card from his hand - vertically if the character has something in common with the secret
character and horizontally, if there is a difference to the secret
character - and draws a card. Guessers remove cards from the
display, 1 in round 1, two in round 2, etc., to one again in round
5. If they remove the secret character, the game is lost. Can be
combined with Similo Märchen / Fables.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Deck building with worker placement for 1-4 playes, ages 14+

Area management game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Character guessing for 2-8 players, ages 8+
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Meet us
here live

ANUBIXX

Didn‘t you always want to be a
?
builder and build a big pyramid?
Then ANUBIXX is exactly the
right game for you.

ON

XBOARD
X
I
W
Q

The prize-winning original version of QWIXX is
great. And now, with a game board, it offers even
more playing possibilities!

THE MIND

E
M
E
R
T
X
E

If you‘re a fan of our award-winning bestseller
THE MIND, you should definitely try EXTREME..
The original rules are exactly the same but time
e
now runs twice as fast, synchronised
and in the opposite direction.

O
N
I
L
E
P
P
I
K

Together you have to build a
tree house, ever higher, step
by step. And since the raven
architects‘ plans have to be
adhered to at all costs, the
whole thing quickly
becomes quite wobbly.

www.nsv.de
NSV
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Similo Märchen

Skylands

Designers: Hach, Zizzi, Chiacchiera
P: Horrible Games = Guild / HeidelBÄR

Designers: Shun and Aya Taguchi
Publisher: Queen Games

8

Slapzi

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

8

All players together try to guess the secret character. The clue
giver displays the secretly drawn character together with eleven
more in a 3x4 grid. Five cards from the stack are his start clues. In
five rounds, the clue giver plays one card from his hand - vertically if the character has something in common with the secret
character and horizontally, if there is a difference to the secret
character - and draws a card. Guessers remove cards from the
display, 1 in round 1, two in round 2, etc., to one again in round
5. If they remove the secret character, the game is lost. Can be
combined with Similo Geschichte / History.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The citizen of Skylands combine island fragments, create islands
and provide energy for cities. You place island tiles for forest,
mountain, crystal and city islands on free cases on your board,
with corresponding edges, for points and actions. The active
player moves to one of four action boards and uses its action
plus an advantage, all other players only use the action: Discover
island and take tile, send citizen to an island, create a special island or convert energy. When a player board is full or the stock of
points is empty, you score citizens, complete and special islands,
point tokens and penalty points for empty slots on the board.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Fast card shedding! 65 clue cards are stacked face-down, each
player has five out of 120 picture cards. The top clue card is
revealed and all search their cards, front and back, for a suitable
image - for “needs water” you could discard the goldfish or the
diver or ...? The first to place a picture card, can discard it, and
a new clue is turned up. When you are out of cards, you win.
When the majority of players, does not accept a card you take it
back and draw another card. On SLAPZI you can put any picture.
Includes many variants, e.g. Doppel Slapzi or Verdrehtes Slapzi.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Character guessing for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Reaction game for 2-8 players, ages 8+

Sleeping Queens

Slide Quest

Designers: Miranda Evarts & Family
Publisher: Game Factory

Designers: N. Bourgoin, J.-F. Rochas
Publisher: Blue Orange / Asmodee

7

Small Talk Bingo

7

Designers: Marco Teubner, Jens Merkl
Publisher: moses. Verlag

Twelve queens on cards sleep in the middle of the table and
you are dealt five of the remaining cards. You play a card: 1.
A King – You take the queen for points, or 2. The Jester - you
reveal the top card; if it is a special card is you take it for a second
turn; or 3. One or several number cards as a pair or a sum made
up of three cards; or 4. A Knight - steal an awake queen; or 5. A
sleeping draught on an awake queen. At the end of your turn
you draw up to five cards. Knight and Draught are deflected
with Dragon or Spell. For the Rose, Poodle and Cat queen there
are special rules. If you have 4 out of 5 queens or 40 out of 50
points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Rolling knight saves the kingdom! In five or 20 levels, you must
get the knight to the level end. Players control levers to move
the board; guards and villain must be pushed into traps; some
maps ask for use of dynamite in given ways. Depending on the
level of difficulty, the knight has three, four or five lives. He loses
one, if he falls into a trap, overthrows dynamite or pushes it into
a trap, pushes guards or villain into wrong traps or pushes the
villain in before all guards are in traps or if a guard or villain fall
into a trap without being pushed. Variants with time limit or
returning to the start of the map after loss of a life.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr kr nl pl * In-game text: no

Two players talk about a given topic for two minutes. All other
players write down nine topic-related terms or names on their
3x3 slots on their board. If one of the small-talkers mentions one
of those terms, you mark it on your board - exact mentioning
is necessary, synonyms or parts are not valid. If you marked
three terms orthogonally or diagonally on your board, you call
„Small-Talk-Bingo“, and the timer is stopped. If you are correct,
small-talker and bingo achiever score six points each. If nobody
calls Small-Talk-Bingo while the timer runs, each marked term
scores one point when the timer has run out.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 7+

Action game for 1-4 players, ages 7+

Talking fun for 4-8 players, ages 14+

Smart 10

So ein Mist

Designers: Arno Steinwender, Christoph Reiser
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Rüdiger Dorn
Publisher: Abacusspiele

10

So typisch!

6

Designers: M. Cimenti, C. Rigon, Ch. Zanchetta
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

8

You select a symbol on the game unit for your score counter;
cards show a question and ten answer options; symbols for correct/wrong appear in holes and are covered with answer tokens.
As active player, you read the top question. If you remove one
of the markers next to an answer and the symbol indicates
„correct“, you keep the token and hand on the Smartbox. If the
answer is wrong, you are out of the round and lose all tokens
collected so far. If you pass, you simply hand on the box. When
all tokens are taken or all have passed, you score for collected
tokens. The first player or team with 15 points wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Farm animals eat their favorite food and therefore produce some
refuse. You should avoid stepping to it when collecting food,
the heaps give penalty points. You roll a die and move along the
path cards; if you are alone at the card you reached, you take the
card for your scoring stack and replace it from your own draw
pile; if not, you go to the end of the queue and the animal in
front takes the card. You can use four more dice, one by one, to
change your result and decide again after each roll if you accept
it and move. When all draw piles are empty, you win with the
best total. Includes three variants.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Correlation among characters and objects is demanded. An
assigner places four characters randomly under number cards
1-4 and then four objects randomly underneath the characters.
Then he assigns objects to characters, using face down number
chips. The guessing team then discusses and afterwards guesses
the assignments using their set of number chips. Then chips are
revealed: For correlation the object card goes to the Plus Chip,
object cards with failed correlations go to the Minus chip. When
both sets of cards have run out, players with with more cards at
the Plus chip than at the Minus chip.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Quiz for 2-8 players, ages 10+

Roll/move/collect game for 3-6 players, ages 6+

Assignment-guessing for 3-8 players, ages 8

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Sowas fragt man nicht!

Space Base

Space Gate Odyssey

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: John D. Clair
Publisher: Alderac Entertainment / Asmodee

Designer: Cédric Lefebvre
Publisher: Ludonaute / Asmodee

To answer or to refuse to answer and pass - you have to select
the right moment for passing, because if you are passing too
often, you incur a penalty. 110 cards each carry one easy and
one awkward question. For a game, all decide together which
category to use and then decide together on the penalty for
the loser; then every player takes two chips of a color. The active
player reads a question in the chosen category to his neighbor,
who decides to answer or to pass. If you answer, nothing happens; if you pass, you discard one chip. If you pass for the third
time, you lose the game and must resolve the penalty.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You are a space commodore and send ships on missions to
sectors, when new ships arrive at the station. You start with a
command board and 12 starting ships; colony and ship cards are
on display. In a turn, the active player rolls two dice; all players receive income from ships or missions, based on how they assign
the dice. The active player can buy a card which replaces a card
on the board; the replaced card goes on a mission. Several times
in a turn, you can - in-between turn phases and whether you are
active or passive - use various abilities. If someone has 40 points,
you win at the end of the round with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr jp * In-game text: yes

Six exoplanets are accessed via space gates; confederations
aim for the most efficient space station and collect influence
via colonists on planets. A player turn: 1- Select engineer and
2. move him to action podium in control room, which is now
activated; 3. Control room action for all players in the room; 4.
Colonists from full space game modules go to their planets;
5. Active player’s engineer goes from podium into the control
room. Closing of a planet gives influence, influence results in
government rank. When five planets are closed you score influence from module majorities minus open corridors and win with
the highest government rank.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: no

Communications game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

SciFi dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

SciFi development game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Speed Colors

Speedy Roll

Designer: Erwan Morin
Publisher: Game Factory

Designer: Urtis Šulinskas
Publisher: Piatnik

5

Speedy Words

4

Designer: TREO Game Designers
Publisher: Game Factory

8

Image cards are stacked black & white side up; their backside
shows the image - always in six parts - in six colors. In a round,
you draw a card, turn it over - when you have memorized the
color arrangement - back over again and begin to color the
image: One color per part, a pen can only be used once in a
round, a part hat you begun in a color cannot be completed in
another color and you cannot clean a part during the turn. When
all are don, each part correctly filled within its boundaries scores
2 points, such a part, done in a wrong color, scores 1 point. Variants are included.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Hedgehogs want to get home quickly and collect apples, leaves
and mushrooms. Depending on the version, you want your own
hedgehog to be home first, or the team hedgehog to be home
before the fox gets it. The fuzzy hedgehog ball is rolled across
the forest pieces. All pieces that stick to the ball or that he turned
up, are laid out and you move your own or the team hedgehog
on step for each suitable symbol currently adjacent. Each piece
is used only once, unused pieces are not kept for next round. If
the hedgehog collects five or more pieces, it is not moved. In
the Fox version, the fox always advances two steps. Includes a
family version.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en fr * In-game text: no

60 circular cards show a letter side and a category side, cards
are stacked category side up. You reveal a card and search for
words fitting the category and beginning with the letter in the
category color. The first term named counts, you get the open
card for the correct term and turn up a new one. If you name a
wrong term or a term already named, you return a card which is
placed with the current card under the stack. For A, O and U you
can also name words with Ä, O and Ü. If only one card remains,
you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Coloring game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Roll & collect game for 1-4 players, ages 4+

Word and association game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Spicy

Spieleklassiker

Designer: Zoltán Györi
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

10

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Spies & Lies

6

Designers: Don Eskridge, Jeremy Falger
Publisher: Jumbo

Rivalry for dominance using spices. From a mix of number cards
and wild cards for three spice types you get six. The first player
names and plays a card 1 to 3 and draws one. The next player
raises the value in the same color or passes and draws a card. If
you challenge, you touch the card and name exactly what you
think is wrong, e.g. “not 9”. To say “wrong” is not enough. The winner takes all cards from the middle, the loser draws two cards.
If you play the last card and say so, you get a trophy card, you
win with two of them. When game-end appears, collected cards
score 1 point each, cards in hand 1 penalty point each. Variant
with Spice Powers.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Game Compendiums are THE classic option in the family games
secment for copious game modes in compact packaging.
Spieleklassiker 100 offers a rulebook for 100 games to play, with
three double-sided boards, 16 pawns, 30 pieces for Nine Men’s
Morris or Checkers and three 6D dice. Spieleklassiker 200 doubles
the range of avaialble games and supplements the components
with a Skat card deck and five dice all in all. Spieleklassiker 400
doubles the range again to offer 400 games and introduces
Chess with 32 pieces, five Poker dice and a dice cup, a Yatzy
score sheet pad and 31 Mikado sticks to supplement the components of the other boxes.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

A Stratego Story. Mission card are klaid out and you put soldiers
underneath, sorted by rank, the Sergeant can be anywhere. An
Intel card shows ranks to be marked when present. Then you
alternate to guess ranks at missions 1 to 4, Deception tokens can
be used. Depending on success in guessing, the soldier retreats
or can be activated for his effect, eventual points are scored.
When the score maximum is reached, you move the Double
Agent towards opposing fortress. You win if you reach the opposing flag with him, or if you are nearest to this flag after three
rounds. Includes variant for 3 and 4 players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Bluff with cards for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Games compendiums for 1-6 players, ages 6+

Stratego variant for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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2020
Spinderella

Spinnen Springen

Designer: Roberto Fraga
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Spirit Island

5

Publisher: Noris Spiele

Designer: Eric Reuss
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Spiders Roberto and Klaus are letting Spinderella down on a
rope, they want to play and grab ants to take them back to the
start. You roll all three dice. For a spider on the green die you
move Roberto or Klaus on top on the spider web board, according to the white die. When Spinderella descends on an ant
it is caught and put back to start. If you catch an opposing ant
you can move one of your own. For an ant on the green die you
move one of your ants according to the brown die. For a leaf on
the green die you move the bark and then move spiders or an
ant. If you are first to have all ants at the finish, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it + ca es pt * In-game text: no

Spiders need to get into their net. The net is set up and each
player takes one big and three small spiders of one color. One
player turns over the timer; all players now simultaneously try to
snip their spiders into the net. Whoever is first to have all spiders
in the net, wins. When the timer runs out before someone has all
spiders in the net, you win the round, if you have most spiders
in the net; in case of a tie the winner is who has the big spider in
the net. Whoever has won most rounds after five rounds, wins
the game.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Fight invaders! You are Nature spirits with individual abilities that
develop during the game and cooperatively defend the land,
together with the native Dahans, represented by huts. Phases of
a round are: 1. Spirit phase - Spirits receive energy and abilities,
expand and play cards, for instant and delayed effects. 2. Instant
spirit cards are resolved. 3. Invaders, driven by revealed cards,
explore certain island regions, build villages and cities and rage,
thereby eliminating Dahans and damaging the land itself. 4.
Delayed spirit cards are resolved. 5. End of round - discard used
spirit cards, heal surviving native Dahans and invaders.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr hu pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Action and dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Cooperative conflict for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Spirit Island Ast & Tatze

Sprawlopolis

Designer: Eric Reuss
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: S. Aramini, D. Devine, P. Kluka
Publisher: Quined Games

Spring Meadow

8

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Publisher: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus Spiele

10

You are Nature spirits with individual abilities that develop
during the game and cooperatively defend the land, together
with the native Dahans, represented by huts. The expansion
introduces new elements and effects. France is a new nation,
with a nation-specific event Slave Revolt from Level 2. There are
also new spirits and scenarios, some need scenario tiles. New are
also events for the Invader phase, some are facultative - and tiles
as new dangers for invaders - beasts, wilderness, epidemic and
dispute. When cards are missing on action slots, the action is not
implemented.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

You build a city from blocks. Three scoring cards determine
conditions for scoring points and a target value. Block cards
show four zones - Commercial, Park, Industrial and Residential
as well as one or two roads. You put a card into the city, hand on
your two cards, and draw a card. Added cards must be adjacent
to a block already in place or cover block(s) already in place. You
can discuss, but not show your cards. When 15 cards are placed,
you score a point for the biggest area of each type minus 1 point
for each road and points from completed conditions from the
scoring card. If your total score is equal to or higher than the
target value, the game is won.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Hiking in the mountains on snow-free spring meadows! The
signpost indicates a row; you select a meadow tile from it to
achieve the biggest possibel snow-free area on your board. If
you must cover a cave, you must put a marmot into one of your
cleared caves in a tile. Holes next to each other in the meadow
earn you rock tiles for filling gaps. When the signpost indicates a
row holding only one or no meadow tile, you score - beginning
at the bottom - all completed rows and the first incomplete
row on your board and cleared caves in those rows. If you score
most points, you receive a Hiking Pin; if you receive a second
one, you win!
Version: multi * Rules: de en + es fr it kr nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for Spirit Island for 1-4 players, ages 12+

Cooperative city building for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Star Wars Outer Rim

Star Wars Retro Game

Designers: Corey Konieczka, Tony Fanchi
Publisher: Fantasy Flight / Asmodee

Publisher: Hasbro

Steamopolis

8

Designer: Gerhard Hecht
Publisher: Corax Games

Bounty hunters, smugglers and mercenaries are on the outlook
for enough prestige in the Outer Rim of the Star Wars universe to
become a living legend: A player turn comprises three stages:1.
Planning stage for movement or damage repair or receiving
credits. 2. Action stage with resolving any number of actions. 3.
Encounter stage with usually one encounter, based on an encounter card you draw. Prestige is acquired from meeting goals
of character card and ship tableau, completing jobs and bounty
tasks, delivery of illegal freight, winning battles with patrols or
using cards from the luxury market. You win with a total of ten
prestige points.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it pl * In-game text: yes

Flucht vom Todesstern Das Spiel - Retro edition of Escape from
Death Star, published in 1977. Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia,
Han Solo and Chewbacca must escape the Death Star Trash
Compactor. You guide all four characters on two markers of a
color; you spin for your range, select your path and resolve a
Force card if you end on a blue slot. Before you can enter the
Millennium Falcon, you must collect a Death Star Blueprint card
and a Tractor Beam card. From the Millennium Falcon you can
get into Hyperspace or might encounter a TIE Fighter. If you
are first to reach the rebel base, you win. Includes a Grand Moff
Tarkin Action figure.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

In Steamopolis, owning the best dirigible qualifies you for the
office of Lord Mayor. You resolve actions to collect vote points
and have one action in turn. Vote points are gained by traveling
to city boroughs, transporting the banker passenger, machines
built into the dirigible, banners attached to the dirigible, and
by using machine effects. Action options: Raise steam pressure
to reach a higher level or to power machines in the dirigible for
production chains - place pressure token to reserve or select
borough target - travel to targets and use borough effects; e.g.
buying tiles for machines or banner or storing resources.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

SciFi development game for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Roll & move game with events for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Steam Punk Worker Placement for 1-4 players, ages 12+
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2020
Sternsucher

Stew

Designer: Manfred Ludwig
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Jason Glover
Publisher: Quined Games

6

Stinky

8

Designer: Yusuke Sato
Publisher: New Board Game Party / Japon Brand

8

Flight across the galaxy, navigations fails and you must use stars
to navigate. Version Eagle-Eyed Astronaut: If your own rocket sits
on a dice slot, you move your rocket if you roll pips; for planet
results or your rocket on a planet slot you go searching for stars
- you turn the bottom star tile to the color of your current planet,
place the card on the starry sky and move your rocket one step
for each marking on the tile filled with a star. If the fixed star is
included in a completely filled card, you take a bonus step. The
first player across start/finish wins. Includes version Astronaut
Rudi Rocket.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Stew before winter comes! Vermin cards are displayed, ingredients are stacked. In turn, you draw a card and 1. put it facedown on the pot stack, or 2. feed it ace-down to one vermin, or
3. call Stew, if you think that the pot holds twelve or more points.
If you call Stew, the round ends and ingredients are revealed - all
hungry vermin eat, the vagabond gives or takes three points
if the pot lacks the chicken or not, you add or subtract those
points from the remaining total; when there are still twelve or
more ingredient points, you win the round and score two points,
if you called Stew. You win the game with five points.
Version: en * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

It stinks and it is green? What do we do? Stinky, Reek cards and
Underlings are on display. 25 items are handed out to players.
The active player names a type of item and a number according
to rule parameters, or he tries to wash Stinky. If you name an
item, a player holding it puts it on display and uses its effect.
If you want to wash stinky, you throw the die at Stinky from a
given distance - if he stays as stated in the rules, you washed
Stinky, but his underlings come first and are turned over before
Stinky. Successful attempts give you Washing pints, after failed
attempts you can counter Stinkys tongue with a cover on display
and try again.
Version: jp * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card distribution game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Dexterity game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Stone Age / Mit Stil zum Ziel

Streifen Toni

Designer: Bernd Brunnhofer
Publisher: Hans im Glück

Designer: Carmen Kleinert
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Stupid Deaths

4

Publisher: Piatnik

In a Stone Age setting we cut down wood, get stones and wash
gold; we barter goods, expand the village and acquire new levels of civilization. Each round introduces persons to the board,
uses persons for actions and feeding them. You place workers at
location for actions - producing resources, increase food, receive
tools, acquire civilization cards or acquire buildings. At the end
you score for civilization cards. The expansion Mit Stil zum Ziel
introduces traders, trade posts and jewelry to be acquired from
the trader, as well as a 5th player. Revised new editions.
Version: de * Rules: de and many more * In-game text: no

Rain has fallen and the earthworms decide to run their next
race in the open. The worm heads of all players are placed next
to each other and you take cards out of play depending on the
number of players; each player is then dealt three worm part
cards and six more worm parts are laid out face down. In your
turn you place a card from your hand into the display, take
another card from the display and add it to your worm, and then
you draw a card from the stack. When the stack is finished each
player has three more turns and then the player with the longest
worm wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

A morbid quiz game about crazy deaths, is what the rules
promise. You hold one Extra Life chip and one vote card each for
True and False. The current Reader reads out a death from one
of the 200 cards, and each player votes true or false. If you voted
correctly, you advance one step. If you voted wrongly, you stay
in place and advance the Grim Reaper by one step. The Reader
only moves by two steps if all players voted wrongly. When the
Grim Reaper catches your piece, unless you can still use your
Extra Life chip and move forward two steps. The first at the finish
or the last one in play wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Worker placement for 2-4/5 players, ages 10+

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Quiz for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Super Wash

Superlemming

Designer: TREO game designers
Publisher: HUCH!

Designer: Jan Kirschner
Publisher: Corax Games

6

Superzings 4-in-1

8

4

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Superheroes Hanno and Fantastic Fiona must save the world,
but not before their superhero washing has been dried. For a
round, one player rolls dice for Dr. Cloud. The active superhero
reveals card after card and pegs the depicted clothes onto the
box edge. When all dice show rain, resolved cards are checked
and the hero takes each correct one. A new round is prepared.
An umbrella on a card protects against Rain, Dr. Cloud must now
roll WIN; if a Dryer appears, the clothes on the line must be taken
down and put on the dryer, before Dr. Cloud rolls six flashes.
When cards run out, you win with most.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

We hinder opposing lemmings to jump over the cliff, but let our
own lemmings jump! Two lemmings of each player are shuffled
and set down next to the cliff cards. You hold five lemming cards
from your own stack. Then you play a lemming card into the row
with the same symbol and resolve the effect of the cliff card for
each of your own lemmings in the row; in the standard game
you also use card effects of cards in the row. If then there are four
or five lemmings in a row, the front one jumps - your own for
1 victory point, an opposing one for a medal from its owner. If
someone is out of cards, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Four familier classic games, featuring Superzings, the characters
from Kaboom City. Quartett - you ask for a card, and can continue to ask if you get it, completed qartes are set down. Mau
Mau - you shed cards suiting color or value of a previous card,
or draw a card, action cards influence direction of play and card
numbers. Memo - 32 cards are laid out; you reveal two, keep a
pair and have another turn; otherwise, you put back both cards
face-down. Schnipp Schnapp - each player has a stack of cards; all
display one card in turn and say „schnipp“, if you see two identical cards, you call „schnapp“ and take the pair.
Version: de * Rules: de and 12 more online * In-game text: no

Dice and action game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Card placement game for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Game bundle for 2-4 players, ages 4+
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2020
Superzings Mau Mau

Superzings Spielebox

5

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Sushi go!

8

Publisher: ASS Altenburger

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Number cards with illustrations from Superzings Rivals of
Kaboom are shuffled, each player is dealt seven cards. You play
using standard rules and discard a card suiting number or color
of the previous card. Special cards can be played on any card
and the next player resolves the instruction of the special card
- Change direction of play, Pass your turn, Take 21; Take 4 and
Change color, or Change color. If you discard your last card but
one, you say Mau or draw a card; if you discard your last card,
you say Mau Mau and win.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

Center Stage Madness - To acquire the Kazoom Power, you need
the key to the super safe.You roll and move your Superzings
in any direction, you may stop earlier. Combat or key slots that
you cross are marked with your team tokens. If you encounter
an opponent, you both add the values of your marked combat
slots, the loser goes back to start. Marked key slots are used to
cross barriers. From a teleporter slot you go directly to the next
one, this does not take a die point. If an opposing Superzings
enters a marked slot, it takes over the slot. If a Superzings enters
the Kazoom Power slot, his team wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

All 108 sushi cards are shuffled and you are dealt 7, 8 or 9 cards.
In each turn of a round you choose one card that you want to
keep and lay it down. Then all cards are revealed and you hand
your remaining cards in hand to your left neighbor. Wasabi is
covered with Nigiri, Salmon Nigiri or Tuna Nigiri, Chopsticks
allow you to keep and display two cards in a turn. When all
cards are laid out, you score Maki for majorities, Tempura and
Sashimi for sets, Mussels for numbers and Nigiri for numbers and
combinations with Wasabi. After thee such rounds you score
Pudding (those cards remain always on the table) and win with
most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Roll & move game for 2 players, ages 8+

Set collecting game for 3-5 players, ages 8+

Switching Tracks

Sword & Sorcery Immortal Souls

Tabu

Designer: Kris Gould
Publisher: Wattsalpoag

Designers: Simone Romano, Nunzio Surace
Publisher: Ares Games

Publisher: Hasbro

Sheep and textiles are transported across America. The active
player first fills empty cities, can throw switches and then moves
the train, according to the dice status on the engine - from city
to city. If your train has room you must pick up a commodity in a
town you reach and must, if possible, also deliver a commodity if
you have a suitable one and take this commodity and, if present,
also the demand marker, behind your screen. With commodities
taken you can upgrade your train - range, number of cards - or
complete one of the contracts or buy offices for special abilities
of the train or Switchmen.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr * In-game text: yes

Heroes, who were called back from the dead, in the guise of
immortal ghost souls, cooperate fighting evil, controlled by the
game itself. During the game, heroes gain strength, and can
acquire soul points to achieve legendary status with various
benefits. Game components and game set-up vary with the
choice of quests, which are played in rounds. Phases of a round
are 1. Time with clean-up, refresh, etc. 2. Battle - Skirmish for each
hero, comprising one hero turn and one enemy turn; 3. Events
- Standard, Story und Day & Night events. When all heroes are
ghost souls or the last event card is discarded, the quest is lost.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es fr it pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

The 6th edition of Tabu with yet another 1000 new terms,
without a board and a completely new feature, the Taboo Die.
One player of a team describes a term, the other members of
his team must guess. The opposing team checks adherence to
the rules. Each player starts his turn with a roll of the taboo die
for a special rule: Only one player guesses, or both teams guess
or you have double the time or you must not move at all while
explaining or you play standard Taboo. Each term that is correctly guessed yields a point. Rules violations and cards that are
set aside earn points for the opposing team.
Version: de * Rules: de en and many others * In-game text: yes

Logistics game for 2-5 players, ages 10+

Fantasy adventure for 1-5 players, ages 13+

Creative vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Tabu Familien-Edition

Tabu Junior

8

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

Tabu Midnight

8

Publisher: Hasbro

18

A new edition of the word-guessing, vocabulary-using game,
now for all the family, using the familiar rules. One player in turn
is his team’s describer and tries to get his team to name the term.
The opposing team supervises the adherence to the rules. Each
term that is guessed within the time frame, scores a point for the
time. Rules violations or set-aside cards score for the opposing
team. New in this edition are the two different card sets for
children and adults; the kid cards have two taboo words, the
adult ones five. Each of the double-sided cards carries four terms
in four colors and you decide on a color for a game.
Version: de * Rules: de en and others * In-game text: yes

Tabu Junior is aimed at children between ages 8 and 12, featuring the same game mechanisms, but simpler rules. Cards in four
categories name 2 taboo words each. Categories are “At home”,
“At school”, “Animal Creation” or “Garments & co”. You draw a
card corresponding to the location of your mover and describe
the term to your teammates without using taboo words or
abbreviations. You can set aside cards that seem too difficult and
draw a new card. When time runs out, your mover advances the
number of correctly described terms. The team that reaches the
finish square first wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

The adult edition of Tabu, which is played according to the
familiar rules:
One player of a team describes a term to his team who must
guess it correctly. You can use synonyms or describe the term,
but are not allowed to gesture and must avoid the taboo words
listed on the card or variations of the. The opposing team checks
for observes adherence to the rules and sounds the buzzer in
case of a mistake. Each term that is correctly guessed within the
time limit scores a point. A rules violation and passed-on cards
score for the opposing team. Tabu Midnight uses only terms for
adults from the topics of Erotic & Co., on 264 cards.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 8+

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 8-12

Vocabulary game for 4 or more players, ages 18+
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• immersive extra large
game board
• four 3D Viking ships
and 24 gold coins
• excitement right
through to the very end

age

6 - 99
players

2-4
minutes

15 - 20
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2020
Tabu XXL

Tajuto

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Tal der Wikinger

10

Designers: Wilfried & Marie Fort
Publisher: Haba

6

Tabu with a puppet and featuring a track showing squares for
different tasks. You must get your team to name the correct
term by using the means appropriate to the location of the team
mover: In “classic Taboo” you must avoid forbidden terms. “15
words” allows you only that many words to get the description
across, “Draw” demands drawing of the term, and for “KnotenKnut” you use the purple doll to enact a pantomime to explain
the term. “Memory” gives you 2 hints to remember terms already
guessed. For each accomplished card the mover advances one
step. The first team to reach the finish wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

When four of eight pagodas are complete, the Guardian of the
Garden is named. In your turn you use action tiles of your color
once each - to draw pagoda levels from the bag, make a sacrifice
or buy a neutral tile - and can also neutral tiles; you can also
build pagoda levels and pay with MPs and meet target tiles. Sacrifices are put on the pagoda of the same color and you receive
MP to use for paying actions. If you build pagoda levels and
build over sacrifices, you earn MP for both. When the 4th pagoda
is complete with six levels, you win with most Enlightenment
points from target, wisdom, dedication and sanctuary tiles.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

From a corner of the Viking village, you use the Ball Bat to push
the ball towards the barrels in the middle of the village, as often
as necessary to topple at least one barrel in a roll. Then, for each
toppled barrel, you advance the Viking chip of its color one step
along the dock. If you toppled several barrels, you can decide
the order for moving the chips. If a Viking chip has to move into
the water, Viking chips on the dock yield rewards of coins from
stock or taken from other players, even Vikings not controlled by
a player. When all coins have been used from stock, you can do
any applicable stealing and then you win with most coins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Creative definition game for 4 or more players, ages 12+

Tile placement for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Dexterity games for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Talisman

Talo

Designers: Robert Harris, John Goodenough, Rick Priestley
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: U. Krüger, B. Poloczek, J.-P. Schliemann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Tatort Tonne

6

Designer: Alex Cutler
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

8

Die Magische Suche - One of the best known and oldest fantasy
board games, and a nice simulation of a role playing game on
a board returns in a revised 4th edition. , You guide a character
with a basic equipment of gold, talent and luck, all traits can
vary during the game. These basic capacities and event cards
plus reactions of characters to these events influence the flow
of the game. You roll the die, move and resolve the event or
the encounter of the spot you reached. To enter the Middle
and Inner Level you must comply with prerequisites to win the
Crown of Power.
Version: de * Rules: de en + many others * In-game text: yes

New edition - you build one or two blocks, total lenth = dice
result, and move your runner before, in-between or after building, one level difference only for each step. The first one on level
10 wins. New features: No starting positions. 2. Insel Talo on the
backside, you only build on green island squares and nothing
can be placed directly on blue cases. 3. Fantasie Talo: Without
runners and climbing, you use any side of the board or the table,
decide on a shape and build until the shape is complete. Always
valid; When the construct topples and you cannot reconstruct
ist, you have lost.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Racoons plunder garbage bins, but must retreat when spotted.
You play one of your three racoon cards, simultaneously and
face down; then, all players who played He Did It cards, reveal
their cards and point at another player to accuse him of garbage
theft. The accused players reveal their card and are out of play if
they played a Steal Garbage card; if they played Watertight Alibi,
the accusers are out of play. Then, remaining cards are revealed;
for Steal Garbage, you take a garbage card; for Watertight Alibi,
you get nothing. If you collected three garbage cards or are the
last one in play, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Fantasy adventure game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

Construct and climb for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Collecting and bluff game for 2-10 players, ages 8+

Team3

Tee oder Kaffee

Designers: Matt Fantastic, Cutler Alex
Publisher: Abacusspiele

Designers: Heike and Stefan Risthaus
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

8

Terra Mystica

8

Designers: Jens Drögemüller, Helge Ostertag
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Cooperative construction for three players in three roles. The
architect can only gesticulate, but not point at building blocks.
The Site Manager watches, interprets the gestures and talks to
the Builder. The Builder works with closed eyes, listens to the Site
Manager and builds the construct. The Architect draws a card
in the desired level of difficulty - the team must complete this
construct within three minutes. Site Manager and Builder do not
see the card! All other players must not communicate with the
team in any way. Team vs Team is possible. There are editions
Team3 Green with mini expansion Mind Merge and Team3 Pink
with Dimension Tension.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

You hold five cards and have, in turn, one action out of four options: Play a set - each card shows possible sets and their points.
If you can place all hand cards in a set, you score additional
points and draw - only in this case - five cards. 2. Draw one card.
3. Discard up to three cards and draw as many cards. 4. Play a
special effect card: Sausage - draw two cards, keep one and give
one to another player or to yourself. Marmalade - take a card
from discard or another player, he draws a card. If someone has
minimum 40 points, the next out of cards scores ten points and
whoever has most points, wins.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

The people of Terra Mystica are bound to a certain type of terrain, landscape they can set up buildings only in their specific
kind of landscape. Should other people build or expand buildings in the neighborhood, your power increases. The challenge
is the best balance between nearness and enough room to
spread in a game with lots of strategy and little luck. Six rounds
comprise the phases of Income, Actins and Bonus for Cults with
preparations for the next round. You score buildings, terraforming, types of buildings, bonuses, improvements in shipping
and for city founding and people traits; at the end of the game
majorities are scored.
Version: multi * Rules: de en + 11 other languages * In-game text: yes

Building in a team for 3-6 players, ages 8

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Complex development game for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Terra Mystica Die Händler

Terraforming Mars Turmoil

Terramara

Designers: James Ataei, Eduardo Andrade
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele

Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Publisher: Stronghold Games

Designer: Acchitocca
Publisher: Quined Games

Die Händler is the 2nd expansion, usable with the core game
and combination with the Fire & Ice expansion. Die Händler
introduces two new boards, Die Seen and Die Fjorde. The factions
receive ships for trading with their neighbors, and a Shipyard
for a new building. The factions of Dwarfs and Fakirs don’t have
ships, but traveling merchants and a market instead of the
shipyard and a warehouse instead of a harbor. New favor tiles,
scoring tiles, round bonus cards and city tokens as well as new
end-of-game scoring tile supplement the expansion, for which
the rules of the core game apply in general. For all faction there
are new special traits.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl * In-game text: yes

The 5th expansion for Terraforming Mars takes us back to the
Red Planet. There are new corporations and new projects as well
as a new type of cards: Global Events, which are known three
generations in advance. The range of events covers dust storms,
riots or rising alloy demands. You now also send delegates to the
Terraforming Committee to determine which of the six parties
will rule the next generation. All parties have different once-only
bonuses and a policy - Special Effect or Action - in case they are
the ruling Party. Bonuses are financed by a loss of vone TR per
generation for each player.
Version: en * Rules: de en es fr hu nl pl ru * In-game text: yes

Chieftain in a Palafitte village! You send clan members to action
cases or your own hut - resulting actions relate to resources,
processing of resources, producing of artifacts, acquisition of
culture or range, upgrading of military power, acquisition of
character cards for advantages, warriors as additional clan members, etc. If all have sent out all their clan members, the round
ends. After five rounds you win with most victory points from
VP tiles, artifacts, game-end effects on cards, military ranking,
caravans at the end of the road, outposts with a flag and from
processed and unprocessed resources minus 5 points for each
reserved artifact.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: no

Expansion for Terra Mystica for 2-5 players, ages 12+

Expansion for Terraforming Mars for 1-5 players, ages 12+

Worker placement for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Tetragenial

Tetris Duell

Designer: Thade Precht
Publisher: moses. Verlag

8

The Castles of Burgundy

Publisher: Noris Spiele

6

Designer: Stefan Feld
Publisher: Ravensburger / alea

27 double-sided task cards show 54 tasks, four double-sided
boards offer eight playing areas. Each task card specifies the
playing area and the tiles you must use - they are all made up
of exactly four squares - as well as positions of tiles exceeding
the area, which they must do exactly at the given location, or
markings for tiles that will have filled a complete row of the area.
Tiles of a task „fall“ into the area from top to bottom and must be
used in the depicted order; gaps are not allowed, but tiles can be
rotated in stages of 90°.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Game unit for Tetris! Each player holds 25 Tetriminos, made up
from four squares. An LCD display shows you the Tetrimino that
you must put into the Matrix. If the new Tetrimino touches one
of your own or completes rows, you score points; gaps core
penalty points. Scores are entered by pressing the respective
buttons. If you completed a row, you have another turn. The unit
offers two game modes: 1. Schnell - you have 60 seconds for a
turn, overtime causes penalties. 2. Countdown - at the end of the
game you score bonus points if you have more time left than
your opponent.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Princes in 15th century Burgundy acquire victory points from
trade, animal husbandry, city development and knowledge
extension in five turns of five rounds each. For a turn, functionhex-tiles and trade tiles are displayed. In a round you roll your
dice for any two actions in any order or twice the same one
- Take or place hex tiles, Sell goods or Take workers. Workers are
used to change dice values. At the end of a round you get coins
from your mines and results from knowledge tiles. After five
turns you score for unsold goods, coins, workers and your own
yellow tiles. New edition 2019, including five expansions and
rules for team play.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Tile placement game for 1 player, ages 8+

Area management for 2 players, ages 6+

Resources management game with dice for 1-4 players, ages 12+

The King’s Dilemma

The Mind Extreme

The Mind The Sound Experiment

Designers: Lorenzo Silva, Hjalmar Hach
Publisher: Horrible Games = Horrible Guild / HeidelBÄR

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: nsv

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Publisher: nsv

8

A fictitious and cruel fantasy world with morale challenges and
tough decisions. You use Legacy-like mechanisms to change
the interactive narrative experience permanently; the number
of games is limited, usually about 15, depending on decisions
taken. You draw a card from the Dilemma deck, players as council of the realm must solve it and then it is removed permanently
from the game; decisions taken introduce new cards and unlock
new events. Besides the fate of the realm you need to consider
advantages for our own house. At the end of the game your
score Agenda points; prestige points and Crave points determine the winner of the campaign.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Telepathy for experts! All players are a team and play using the
rules of The Mind including lives and shuriken. You begin Level 1
with 1 out of 100 cards; for each level, all cards are shuffled and
one card more is dealt. In The Mind Extreme you must place all
cards in two stacks, #1-50 in ascending and #51-100 in descending order; there is no player turn, you play your current lowest
card and cannot give any information on your cards. Both stacks
must be used in parallel and in some levels you discard cards
face-down. Mastered levels give a shuriken that allows discarding of lowest cards, and a wrong cards costs one life.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

All players begin Level 1 with one of 100 cards; for each level,
cards are reshuffled, and you get one additional card. In a level,
all cards must be stacked ascendingly and openly in one stack,
without turn order. You play your currently lowest card and must
not give any information on your hand. Completed levels bring
one shuriken; discarding a shuriken lets each player set aside
his lowest card. A wrongly played card costs one life. When all
levels have been completed, you play again, but stack cards
face-down. The Sound Experiment adds two soundtracks as
accompaniment or challenge to complete the game before the
2nd gong stroke.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en es fr gr it pl pt * In-game text: no

Legacy-type narrative game for 3-5 players, ages 14+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Card shedding game for 2-4 players, ages 8+
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2020
The Slow-Motion Race Game

Through the Ages New Leaders and Wonders

Through the Ages Neue Anführer und Wunder

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: Czech Games Edition

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

8

Race of slow movers, the fastest slow runner will win! How? Well,
he must be fast enough to be in the lead and slow enough to
avoid triggering the sensor. Each runner carries a sweatband
with a sensor on his head; both press the starting button
simultaneously and begin to run - slowly, and moving their arms
as if they would run but, again, slowly! If you are too fast, you
trigger the sensor and must stop in your current position until
the buzzer sound stops. The first runner across the finish line
wins. In selecting the race track you should take care that there
is enough room!
Version: multi * Rules: de + 24 languages * In-game text: no

In Through the Ages, you lead a nation from ancient times into
modern times and develop much culture. The determining facts
of a nation are population, production, science and military as
well as a balance of those powers, beginning with a small tribe
and ending with a fully developed civilization. The New Leaders
and Wonders expansion introduces six new leaders for each
of the four eras, plus four new wonders for each era and new
military cards; there are also proxy cards for leaders and wonders, and cards that replace cards from the core form for a more
balanced game. Action cards have also been re-balanced.
Version: en * Rules: cz de en it kr pl ru * In-game text: yes

In Through the Ages, you lead a nation from ancient times into
modern times and develop much culture. The determining facts
of a nation are population, production, science and military as
well as a balance of those powers, beginning with a small tribe
and ending with a fully developed civilization. The Neue Anführer
und Wunder expansion introduces six new leaders for each of the
four eras, plus four new wonders for each era and new military
cards; there are also proxy cards for leaders and wonders, and
cards that replace cards from the core form for a more balanced
game. Action cards have also been re-balanced.
Version: de * Rules: cz de en it kr pl ru * In-game text: yes

Slow race game for 2 players, ages 8+

Expansion for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Expansion for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Tick Tack Bumm Chain Reaktion

Tick Tack Bumm Family

Designers: Los Rodriguez, Andrew & Jack Lawson
Publisher: Piatnik

Designers: Burkhardt, Kreek, Rodriguez, Barc
Publisher: Piatnik

Tick Tack Bumm Party Edition

8

Designer: Los Rodriguez
Publisher: Piatnik

Word chains on categories and letters. Nine categories are
displayed; the first player starts the bomb, selects a category,
names a word, marks the category and hands on the bomb. The
next player selects an unmarked category, names a word beginning with the last letter of the previous word, marks the category
and hands on the bomb. If a yellow-framed category is selected,
the direction of play changes. When the bomb explodes, the
current holder takes a penalty card. When all categories are
filled, the next player takes a penalty card. In both cases, all
marked categories are replaced. If you hold three penalty cards,
you are out of the game.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Once again, you need to get rid of a ticking bomb by passing it
on quickly. The active player starts the bomb and rolls the die;
all players in turn resolve the corresponding task until the bomb
explodes: For Dexterity, you alternate to assemble a green or
pink worm or get the marble into the cup after it touches the
table once: for Word, you reveal a card or cards in the rolled
category and name a suitable word. When the bomb explodes,
the currently active player advances his pawn by one step. When
someone reaches the last case “Explosion”, he has lost and the
winner is whoever is furthest away from the last case “Explosion”.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

This is another version of the word and association game in
combination with action elements. The categories have been
changed in this edition. „Movers“ asks for persons whose name
starts with the current letter; „Mixers“ describes a scenario,
„Makers“ demands word combinations, „Shakers“ offers a jumble
of letters that need to be make into a word, and „Original“ asks
for words that contain a given combination of letters. For this
category the original die is used to determine the place in the
word for the letter combination. If you hold the bomb when it
explodes, you take the card.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr nl * In-game text: yes

Word finding game for 2 or more players, ages 12+

Word and dexterity game for 3-8 players, ages 8+

Vocabulary and association game for 3 or more players, ages 12+

Tiny Towns

Tippi Toppi

Designer: Peter McPherson
Publisher: AEG / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Ken Gruhl
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele

Tobago

8

Designer: Bruce Allen
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

City construction with cubes and cards. You build a city on a 4x4
board and try to use building interactions. Landhaus and one
building per type are laid out. Each round you reveal a resource
card and all take one such cube and place it on a free slot in the
grid. If you have placed a building pattern, you build it and can
use its effect. You can build a type as often as you want if there
is room. The more buildings the less free slots to place cubes in
preparation for a building. When all boards are full, you remove
surplus resources and score buildings and building interactions.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr nl pl * In-game text: yes

All against the game! All tasks must be completed before
number cards run out. Each number from 1-7 in four colors is
featured twice; you hold four cards, four number cards begin
four stacks; a chosen number of task cards is stacked face down,
four of them are displayed. In turn, players put a card from hand
openly on one of the four number stacks, same color or same
number as the previous card, and draws a card. When the new
card completes one or more task cards, those tasks are set aside
and the display is refilled. Players can communicate, but must
not name numbers or colors.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Players search and find treasures on a variable board, different
for each game. They play clues for paths to the treasures and
thus narrow down the number of possible treasure locations. If
a location is definitely found, the first player to reach the location with his car seizes the treasure. The treasure is distributed
among all players who gave hints for its location. A move comprises placement of a treasure card, marking, and movement of
the car. You can collect amulets which protect you from cured
treasures and offer other advantages. When all treasures are
distributed, you win with most gold.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr hu nl * In-game text: no

City building for 1-6 players, ages 14+

Cooperative card shedding for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Game of treasure acquisition for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Icon explanation
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2020
Total normal

Transatlantic

Tricky Druids

Designer: Harald Havas
Publisher: Piatnik

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Publisher: PD Verlag

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

18

8

Assess fellow players and guess percentages! A question is rad
and all anwer with their Yes or No card, truthfully, based on
personal experience. Then you assess the answers of all other
players by placing chips of your color accordingly and then you
guess at the percentage of population in German-speaking
countries that answered Yes. Then the answers are scored, and
the percentage is named - each correct assessment of another
player gives 1 point, the correct percentage 2 points. Once per
game you can place two chips for double the points. If you
are first to reach the target score in relation to the number of
players, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

You own ships and transport freight, mail and passengers, buy
ships and have a go at winning the Blue Riband. You start the
game with a random sailing ship and buy a steam ship from
the market. In your turn, you play an action card and resolve
the action; you take back your cards in hand with the Director
card. You can acquire additional action cards; ships are a source
of money and earn income when they sail, and also victory
points in combination with trading houses. Additional victory
points come from wrecking old ships, from ships in combination
with markers and ships lying in the roads as well as in the final
scoring.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

Druids brew potions behind their screen and need three ingredients but must fill all six slots on the potion card. The active
player rolls four ingredient dice and decides which dice you offer
to whom; the receiver can accept and put suitable tokens on
his potions and the rest into the garbage can; or he refuses and
you put tokens on potion and garbage yourself. If you’d have to
put another token on the can and it is full, it contaminates your
potion and you must discard it and draw a new one. If you have
filled all slots, you show the potion and take a new one. If you are
first to complete 2-3-4 potions in caso of 4-3-2 players, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Answer assessment game for 2-6 players, ages 18+

Development game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Trimau Grand Tour

Trismegistus

Trismegistus

Designer: Takahiro
Publisher: KogeKogeDo / Japon Brand

Designers: Federico Pierlorenzi, Daniele Tascini
Publisher: Board & Dice

Designers: Federico Pierlorenzi, Daniele Tascini
Publisher: Giant Roc

9

Cyclist cards are played to shed cards and win with no cards left.
You hold five cards, the track marker is placed and one card is
laid out. You play a card or draw a card and can play the card you
drew. If you play the card for a single track, colors of cyclists in
the marked lane in top card and played card must correspond then you can declare an attack: you have another turn if the next
player cannot play a card. If he can play, you draw two cards. For
playing a double track, cyclists and the two unmarked tracks on
stack and new card must correspond in colors.
Version: multi * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

In each of three rounds you draft exactly three dice to transmute
materials, collect essences, acquire artifacts and activate them
and complete experiments. You also collect publications which,
together with unlocked formulas and gold, will score you victory
points. Other players can react to the action of the active player
with exactly one reaction. In your turn, you use the potency of
the chosen die, the materials associated with the die, the essences this will give you, and also the colo of the die, which decides
the type of transmutation you can do. The game includes rules
for an introductory game and a solo variant.
Version: en * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

In each of three rounds you draft exactly three dice to transmute
materials, collect essences, acquire artifacts and activate them
and complete experiments. You also collect publications which,
together with unlocked formulas and gold, will score you victory
points. Other players can react to the action of the active player
with exactly one reaction. In your turn, you use the potency of
the chosen die, the materials associated with the die, the essences this will give you, and also the colo of the die, which decides
the type of transmutation you can do. The game includes rules
for an introductory game and a solo variant.
Version: de * Rules: de en it * In-game text: no

Card shedding cycling game for 2-6 players, ages 9+

Resource management for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Resource management for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Trivial Pursuit Classic Edition

16

Publisher: Hasbro

Trivial Pursuit 40 Jahre

Trivial Pursuit Familien Edition

Publisher: Hasbro

Publisher: Hasbro

8

An edition in analogy to the original game, compete with
playing pieces and board. Categories are: Blue - Geografie, Pink
- Unterhaltung, Yellow - Geschichte, Brown - Kunst & Literatur,
Green - Wissenschaft & Natur and Orange - Sport & Freizeit. The
rules are those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, you play individually or in teams and must fill your mover with one wedge of
each category. You acquire those wedges on the cases specially
marked for them, by answering a question. Correct answers
on square color cases do not give you a wedge. Edition in the
design of the first edition of the game, 1981.
Version: de * Rules: de and many more * In-game text: yes

A remarkable anniversary, celebrated with a remarkably beautiful game. Components are classy - the six movers and the 36
scoring wedges have a crystal look - and the core mechanisms
are the same and are familiar: There are 600 questions in the
standard categories of Geography, History, Science & Nature,
Art & Literature, Entertainment and Sports & Leisure, plus 1200
questions specifically targeting the years 1979 to 2018. To win,
you not only need a scoring wedge from each category, but
also the ruby from the center of the board, won by answering a
“Year” question.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board.
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment,
yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science
and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question
cards are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up,
and yellow cards for younger players, featuring 1200 questions
and answers each. General Rules and mechanisms correspond
to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for movement you
use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you roll the joker
symbol. New edition with a new package design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: yes

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 16+

Trivia quiz game for 2-6 players, ages 8+
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2020
Trollfjord

Truth Bombs

Tschakka, Alpaka!

Designers: Eilif Svensson, Kristian A. Østby
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Publisher: Mattel

5

The Mountain Spirit rewards trolls for rubble removal! When
your own Chief Troll is in last position, you move him on a placement or movement case to place or move trolls; then the lowest
free string case on your treasure bag determines a fortress for
rubble removal; with enough trolls in regions around it, you may
hammer at the rubble tower, maybe with a buddy. The number
of trolls determines the number of hammer hits and the rubble
maximum of a color - then you can hammer - more rubble than
treasure value earns you the treasure, but again only with a troll
presence,. Finally, you remove trolls from a region and throw
rubble back into the tower.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Jot down creative answers for others and guess an answer-giver
from your own sheet! Colored boards, based on player numbers,
are equipped with question card. You write your name on the
answer sheet and hand it on. Now you select a question and
write the answer in the corresponding color line, hand the sheet
on, answer, etc. When all questions have been answered sheets
are resolved - the owner is named and answers are read. The
owner selects his favorite answer, the creator scores a point, and
the owner, too, if he guessed the creator. WHen all sheets are
resolved, you win with most points.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Slow stackers are spit at! The saddle of the Alpaka is filled with
water and put back on. All players have pieces of luggage - they
were distributed evenly to all player, color has no meaning in
the game. The active player turns the head of the Alpaka so that
it faces them, presses the head down and thus starts the timer.
Now you have five seconds to stack a piece of luggage onto the
animal and to press his head hard to stop the timer. If you take
too long, the Alpaka spits and you must take back your piece of
luggage. If you are first to be rid of all your luggage, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement and action game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Communication game for 4-8 players, ages 14+

Action game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Tuki

tummple!

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Next Move Games / Pegasus Spiele

Designer: Bruce Shadorf
Publisher: Game Factory

8

Twister

8

Publisher: Hasbro

6

Tukiliit, for Inuit, are items with a meaning; we build them from
stones and snow blocks. You receive starting pieces; a Tukilik
card for the construct is placed in an orientation determined by
a die roll. All build the depicted construct as fast as possible, the
die also determines if it must be build on top of snow blocks.
When all are done, constructs are controlled. When all built
correctly, the slowest player takes the card; otherwise the player
who made a mistake. If several players made a mistake, the one
who finished earliest, takes the card. If someone gets the 5th
card, the game ends in relation to the number of players.
Version: de * Rules: de en jp * In-game text: no

Growth in all directions! 54 identical wooden bars as well as 10
yellow and 15 white plastic nuggets, called tumps, are waiting
in the box. Two starting tiles are laid out any edge touching any
edge. In turn, players add a bar or a tump to the construct, determined by a dice roll. The die also tells you how to place a bar. A
yellow tump block a bar completely, a white tump only the area
on which it sits. If you make pieces fall, you take all fallen pieces
that do not touch the two basic tiles. If fallen bars touch the tiles
but are slanting, you cannot build on them anymore. When the
box is empty, you win with most blocks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

The well-known agility game does not need much: A plastic
sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows, and a spinner.
The spinner determines which hand or foot must touch which
colored dot. The rules are familiar – only hand and feet may
touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other part of your
body you are out of the game. If the spinner gives you a position
that you already hold you must move all the same – a foot on
blue must either go on another blue dot or the other foot must
touch a blue dot. All in all, Twister is good training for balance
and coordinated movement.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Building by templates for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Stacking game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Twister

Ubongo 3-D Family

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

6

Ukuma

8

Designer: Andreas Schleicher
Publisher: Game Factory

7

A plastic sheet with big colored dots, arranged in four rows,
and a spinner: The spinner determines which hand or foot must
touch which colored dot. The rules are familiar – only hand and
feet may touch the mat, if you touch the mat with any other
part of your body you are out of the game. If the spinner gives
you a position that you already hold you must adapt it again,
either move to other dots or use the other hand or feet. All in all,
Twister is good training for balance and coordinated movement.
This addition adds two more possibilities for agility: you either
must stick the indicated arm or foot into the air or must think up
a movement yourself.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Placement game based on Ubongo, using 3D building parts.
You select your level of difficulty or agree on one for all players,
then all draw a placement board of their level. The task on the
board is selected by die roll; you take the corresponding parts
and form a two-level, closed construct that covers the given
area, as quickly as you can. Depending on the order of finishing
you take gems from the display and the bag or only from the
display. After nine rounds you add the values of your gems and
win with the highest value. In the solo version you complete as
many puzzles as you can within a given time frame. New edition,
first edition 2009
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

White and black cards show geometrical shapes. After a preparation turn, you draw three cards from your stack. Then both place
cards simultaneously - on a free slot next to card; the new card
must be adjacent to one of your own cards, suit an adjacent
card in color and correlating shapes over adjacent edges - tip
into gap or parallel lines - and border an opponent’s card either
orthogonally or diagonally. Colored half-circles on edges must
combine to a full circle. Instead of placing you can discard three
cards and draw three cards. if you put a card “behind” an opponent’s or reach his edge of the table, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Agility game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Abstract 3D-placement game for 1-4 players, ages 8+

Abstract placement game for 2 players, ages 7+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
UNDO Schatzfieber

UNDO Verbotenes Wissen

Designers: Michael Palm and Lukas Zach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Designers: Michael Palm and Lukas Zach
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

10

Unlock Heroic Adventures

10

Designers: M. Casmin, D. Neale, T. Cauët & V. Goyat
Publisher: Space Cowboys / Asmodee

UNDO - a new game mechanism. We are tasked to change the
outcome of a recent event - usually death - by changing things
in the past, working with 13 story cards carrying partial information. We decide together which cards - in any order - we reveal
and read; each costs a timecard. Four Magnifying Glass cards
give us a hint for four story cards. Again, we all decide together
on one of three actions offered by the story card and receive no
or plus or minus points from the corresponding Fate card. After
nine cards we add their points and learn from the game-end
cards if we succeeded. Schatzfieber tells a story of sadness,
poverty and family.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

UNDO - a new game mechanism. We are tasked to change the
outcome of a recent event - usually death - by changing things
in the past, working with 13 story cards carrying partial information. We decide together which cards - in any order - we reveal
and read; each costs a timecard. Four Magnifying Glass cards
give us a hint for four story cards. Again, we all decide together
on one of three actions offered by the story card and receive no
or plus or minus points from the corresponding Fate card. After
nine cards we add their points and learn from the game-end
cards if we succeeded. Verbotenes Wissen is set in the Cthulhu
universe.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Cooperative Escape Room adventure using cards and app in
real-time gameplay. You explore situations, combine objects,
find hidden objects for hints on new cards, use machines and
solve puzzles, as usual within 60 minutes; penalty cards can
lose you time. The app is a must, as codes for progress must
be entered into the app. Heroic Adventures provides three
scenarios in hero-related settings: In a virtual adventure you
avoid “Game Over” in Insert Coin; in Der Scharlachrote Faden you
assist Sherlock Holmes in his investigations and in Hinunter in
den Kaninchenbau you help Alice to escape.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: yes

Deduction and decisions for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Deduction and decisions for 2-6 players, ages 10+

Escape Room variant for 1-6 players, ages 10+

VektoRace

Verfuxt!

Designers: Spartaco Albertarelli, Davide Ghelfi
Publisher: Kaleidos Games

Designers: M. Peña, S. Lyon, C. Tipton-Johnson
Publisher: Game Factory

Verkaufshit

5

Designer: Ralph Burkhardt
Publisher: Metermorphosen

Car racing with a track simply formed by laying out corners, a
pitstop line and a finish line, using a vector movement mechanism, the Octagon System. A car has five gears, represented by
five movement vector pieces of varying length. You place the
vector in front of the card and then place the car at the end of
the vector, facing one of the indicated directions. Then you can
upgrade or downscale the vector. Nitro points influence standard values and you can use a boost vector in addition to your
current vector. The pit stop mussed by passed in 2nd gear with a
speed limit. The first car passing the finish line wins.
Version: multi * Rules: en es fr it * In-game text: no

The golden egg was stolen from the hen coop! The fox thief
must be identified before he disappears in his burrow. A
thief card is placed secretly and unchecked into the decoder.
Then you name the desired dice result - all eyes or all paws; if
you manage it, you can look for clues using clue tiles and the
decoder or reveal one of the suspects and check him for items
according to decoder clues. When the fox reaches his burrow or
an accusation is wrong - the card in the decoder shows another
fox - all lose the game together; when the correct suspect is the
only one left next to the board or is guessed correctly before
that, all win together.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it * In-game text: no

A memo game, but, as is usual in games from Metermorphosen,
a somewhat different memo game. 36 pairs, marked also by
corresponding background colors, show words that can be
combined to a word, that has little to nothing to do with the two
original words. As usual, you turn up two tiles - when the two
words can be combined to form a reasonable word, you keep
the pair of tiles and win, at the end, with most pairs.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Race game for 2-4 players, ages 12+

Deduction game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Memo and word game for 2 or more players, ages 6+

Victorian Masterminds

Villa Paletti

Designers: Antoine Bauza, Eric M. Lang
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Designer: Bill Payne
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Villagers

8

Designer: Haakon Garder
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Sherlock Holmes is dead and villains are on the rise. We are
those super villains and want to collect most chaos points, but
the Secret Service is on our trail. The active player places his
topmost henchman into a city; a stack with three henchmen is
resolved - each owner takes the revenue of the city - e.g. a screw
or fire power - and can use the ability of his henchman - steal a
building, use machine or complete contracts. If someone has
completed his machine or the secret service reaches the last
slot on its track, you resolve henchmen after a last round and
calculate your chaos points from stolen buildings, machine segments, contracts etc.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr hu it pt * In-game text: yes

Players compete to place their own pillars on the highest level
of Villa Paletti. In your turn you take one of your own pillars,
be it still loose or already built into a level, and place it one
level higher. If you cannot do so, you ask for a new level. In
case of a veto the opponent must remove a pillar of the player
demanding the level. In case of success this pillar goes out of the
game, otherwise a pillar of the opponent. From the green level
upwards you score points for pillars on the top level and receive
the seal for most points. When the villa tumbles, the owner of
the seal wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de fr it pt * In-game text: no

We want to improve our village. In rounds we draft persons from
the display and put persons from our hand into our village in
the building phase. After the draft phase, the display is updated.
There can be identical persons in a village. To place a person in
a production chain, the preceding persons must be already displayed. Covered card symbols can no longer be used. Padlocks
on persons can be unlocked by presence of other persons. Special persons provide special actions. On market days you add up
coin symbols, after the 2nd market day you win with most gold.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr pl * In-game text: yes

Steampunk development game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Game of dexterity for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Village development for 2-4 players, ages 12+
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2020
Vilnius

Virus!

Designer: Malte Meinecke
Publisher: Ostia Spiele

Designers: D. Cabrero, C. López, S. Santistseban
Publisher: Game Factory

Voll verasselt!

8

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

8

Attacks on the Grand Duchy of Lithuania must be fought off and
Vilnius must be defended and rebuilt. Rounds have four phases:
1. Income - you draw cards of your choice and take cards back in
hand. 2. Preparation - Draw one Order card and place it; 3. City Actions in any order and as often as you want. 4. Military - Defeat
attack, Plundering, Attack enemy building, conquer province
and new destinations. Players must cooperate, can see each others’ cards and discuss who should do what and when,. When the
Final Attack has been defeated and Vilnius has at least one point
left, the game is won for all players.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Defeat viruses and collect four healthy organs. 68 cards represent organs, viruses, drugs and operations. You hold three cards
and display cards for your body. You play a card or discard cards
and replenish. Cards are played into your body or that of an opponent, one organ per type. Effects of operations - usually some
kind of organ swap - are resolved and the card is discarded.
Viruses are placed at organs of the same color; a second virus at
an organ destroys it. Drugs vaccinate organs or destroy viruses
there; vaccinated organs destroy viruses; vaccinated organs with
a drug are immune and safe from viruses or operations.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Bugs in a Bug Hub! You have one bug of each kind in your
garden, ten bugs are on display in the Bug Hub and seven dice
show double bars. You select Bug Hub or your predecessor’s
catch and can add bugs from your garden. Then you roll minimum four dice, the rest remains unchanged, and after your roll
you resolve all seven dice! Dice showing a bug are placed next
to the row of the same color in your chosen group. If there are
more dice than cards in the row, the roll is bugged up. If not, you
can roll again or stop. The catch of your predecessor and your
own are resolved accordingly or secured permanently.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Cooperative card game for 2-3 players, ages 12+

Card placement game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Collecting game with dice for 2-5 players, ages 8+

Voll verwackelt

Vollpfosten

Designers: Wolfgang Dirscherl, Manfred Reindl
Publisher: Queen Games

Designer: Antony Proietti
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

6

Volt

7

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

Animals on coconut slots on a wobbly rock must balance it well
to get coconuts. You roll dice and move the resulting or - for
a double symbol - selected animal by the number of steps on
the number die; for each type of animal there are two pawns,
you choose one. When all animal are still upright afterwards,
you draw a coconut tile for your meadow or secure tiles from
your meadow into your garden. When animals tumble, nuts are
shifted from meadow to riverbank; if all spots there are full, they
join Carla Crocodile in the water and are lost. When all nut tiles
are used, you score nuts in your garden and those at the bank,
visible under a water card.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Seems easy! Roll and grab a post! But! The white symbol die tells
you which one to grab, orange grab dice tell you how to take it;
blue action dice tell you what to do before grabbing, and the
green interaction die provides contact. Dice results can cancel
each other or counteract or invalidate other results Players
decide which dice they want to use in addition to the white one.
When all posts have been grabbed, meeting of requirements is
checked, and you can earn one of three sticks of varying length
depending on how well you met the requirements. When all
long sticks have been taken, you win with the longest line of
sticks.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Controllers move from arena to arena and fight with their
individually customized robots in the robot league. You want to
win five victory points and must have your robot at the currently
active control point at the end of the round or destroy opposing
robots. A round comprises placement of action dice, revealing
actions and implementing them, earn victory points and
renew robots. This edition comes with variable boards, revised
movement mechanisms and the robots command their own
miniature and individual abilities. A beginner’s version facilitates
access to the game, accompanied by basic version and variants.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en kr pl * In-game text: no

Balance game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 7+

Tactical placement game for 1-4 players, ages 13+

War of the Ring

Watergate

Wer ist es?

Designers: R. die Meglio, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designer: Matthias Cramer
Publisher: Frosted Games / Pegasus Spiele

Publisher: Hasbro

6

You command one of the armies of factions confronting each
other in this epic struggle: The united armies of the Free People
against the Dark Hosts of the Shadows. In this new edition elements from the limited Collector’s edition have been included;
character abilities, event cards, army deployment of the dwarves,
use of combat cards as well as “The Hunt” and the entering into
Mordor have been modified. In this game with highly complex
rules you can either win with military achievements or with
ring-related events: The Ring is destroyed or Sauron corrupts the
Ringbearer.
Version: en * Rules: cn de en es it kr pl pt ru * In-game text: yes

Card-driven simulation of the probably biggest political scandal;
Nixon administration vs. Press. Each player commands a deck
of cards for his faction. In rounds of three phases you resolve 1.
Preparation - draw cards for your hand, Nixon places evidence
on the research track. 2. Cards - In turn, you resolve one card
from hand until both players are out of cards. 3. Resolve - Initiative, momentum and evidence markers are handed out in
relation to their positions at the two sides of the research track.Nixon must collect five momentum markers, the editor must
connect two informers with Nixon’s photo in uninterrupted
sequences.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

Each player sits in front of a gallery of portraits, some wear a
hat, some are bearded, some wear glasses. Now you need to
find the portrait depicted on the card of your opponent. You
ask him questions and turn down the portraits that do not suit
the answer to your question that you received. Who is quicker
to find the correct portrait with clever questions? In this edition,
the portraits are again placed in separate slots and the two
frames for the players are also separate and laid out flat on the
table. A classic game for children, come back in its old and again
new design.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: no

Epic strategy game for 2-4 players, ages 14+

Card-driven simulation for 2 players, ages 12+

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+

Icon explanation
Solo Play

GABIS explanation on page 3
Two Players

Large Groups

Recommended Minimum Age
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2020
Wer ist es? Kartenspiel

Wer ist es? Kompakt

5

Publisher: Hasbro

Werwörter

6

Publisher: Hasbro

Designer: Ted Alspach
Publisher: Ravensburger

Now the familiar guessing game is also available as a card game
- you do not have a vertical grid of faces, but put down the cards
on the table. You draw one secret card for the face that your
opponent must guess as usual. Questions can only be answered
with yes or no and relate to characteristics of the portraits beard, glasses, hat, and so on. A true classic game for kids, now
in an ideal travel edition.
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: no

Each player sits in front of a gallery of portraits, some wear a
hat, some are bearded, some wear glasses. Now you need to
find the portrait depicted on the card of your opponent. You
ask him questions and turn down the portraits that do not suit
the answer to your question that you received. Who is quicker
to find the correct portrait with clever questions? In this edition,
the portraits are again placed in separate slots and the two
frames for the players are also separate and laid out flat on the
table. A classic game for children, come back in its old and now
new again design, here in a compact edition in the series SPASS
ÜBERALL!
Version: de * Rules: de and others * In-game text: no

The Mayor of Ravensborough knows a magic word against the
Werewolves, but he cannot speak and uses markers for clues. As
requested by the rules, one Mayor, one Seer and one Werewolf
- all three know the magic word - are playing, plus villagers in
relation to the number of players. In the Night phase the Mayor
selects the word. In the Day phase, players guess and receive
tokens for Yes/No, Correct, Nearly there or Wrong Thread. When
all Yes/No markers are used or the word is guessed, the villagers
win if they identify the werewolf or, when the word was guessed,
the werewolf does NOT find the Seer. Plays with or without App.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en kr * In-game text: yes

Logic and guessing game for 2 players, ages 5+

Logic and question game for 2 players, ages 6+

Word guessing Werewolf game for 3-10 players, ages 10+

Wetthüpfen

Wettlauf nach El Dorado

What Do You Meme?

Designer: Antje Gleichmann
Publisher: Haba

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Publisher: Ravensburger

Designers: E. Ballas, B. Kaplan, E. Tebele
Publisher: HUCH!

3

18

Marble-shaped frogs begin on their wooden runway ; four water
lilies in the pond are equipped with leaves of the same color,
green side up. You roll a die: for one of the colors - red, green,
blue or yellow - you jump your frog to the next empty slot of
that color; for the fly you put it on the next empty fly slot in
clockwise direction. For each completed rounding of the pond
you turn over a leaf of your pond lily - the white lily belongs to
the green frog! If you have turned over all four leaves and place
your frog in the middle of the pond lily after your fifth circuit,
you make it flower and win. In the Turbo-Hüpfer variant, you
use two dice.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

The Golden Temples - The 2nd expansion for use with the core
game. Three gems from the three golden temples must be
collected and taken to the treasure chamber. Guardian chips and
barriers are set out. 54 expedition cards are arranged, as to type,
in six stacks on the market board and in twelve stacks above the
market board. You play cards with the necessary symbols for
movement and/or buy maximum one card in your turn. Items
can only be played once. Gold coins are worth one coin on cards
and work like a traveler, you may own maximum three at any
given point. Guardians are newly activated at every encounter.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

A game for the Social Media generation that knows what a
Meme is, but basically a familiar mechanism in new guise. A
player is judge, selects a photo card and displays it; each player
then selects the text card out of his seven in hand that you
thinks suits the photo best. The judge takes all face-down text
cards, shuffles them and decides which combination he likes
best. The player of the selected text card takes the photo card for
a point. For the next round, you get seven new cards. If someone
has collected 20 points, you win with most points. If you draw a
Freestyle card, you must create your own text.
Version: de * Rules: de en es nl * In-game text: yes

Dice race for 2-4 players, ages 3-7

Expansion for Quest for El Dorado for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Communications game for 3 or more players, ages 18+

What Do You Meme? Fresh Memes
Designers: Elie Ballas, Ben Kaplan, Elliot Tebele
Publisher: HUCH!

18

Wie tief wirst du sinken?

Wizard Würfelspiel

Publisher: Mattel

Designer: Daan Kreek
Publisher: Amigo Spiele

10

A game for the Social Media generation, but basically a familiar
mechanism in new guise. A player is judge, selects a photo
card and displays it; each player selects the text card out of his
seven in hand that they think suits the photo best. The judge
takes all face-down text cards, shuffles them and decides which
combination he likes best. The player of the selected text takes
the photo card for a point. If someone has collected 20 points,
you win with most points. If you draw a Freestyle card, you must
create your own text. Fresh Memes introduces 115 cards - 90
texts and 25 photos -for use with the core game.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: yes

You need to master crazy tasks and before you do so you must
underbid your fellow players for the task. A task is drawn and
read and then all players make a bid for that task, between 0 and
10 points. If you make the lowest bid, you resolve the task and
score points equal to the bid. BUT! Before the task, you turn the
spinner to determine bonus or penalty points or to hand over
the task to another player. You win, if you are first to collect ten
points. The tasks range from „propose to your neighbor very
romantically“ to „Don’t bat your eyelids for 60 seconds“.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Predict dice results! The active player as seer has seven dice with
symbols in four colors and for Wizard and Jester. He marks how
many symbols in one color he will roll. All other player also mark
a prediction, different from all others. The seer names a color for
the Wizard symbol and can use that of his prediction. He rolls
roll up to three times; after each roll you can quit and score the
roll for your prediction - with an X for correct, the value of any
difference or 0 if you use a Jester scoring for 1-5 Jester results.
If someone has nine X on his sheet, all score the sheet for X +
bonuses and penalty points. Includes spell card variant.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Expansion for What Do Yo Meme for 3 or more players, ages 18+

Party game for 3-8 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 2-5 players, ages 10+
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2020
Wordsmith

Wortblitz

Designers: Bill Eberle, Peter & Greg Olotka
Publisher: HeidelBÄR Games

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

Wortblitz Das Kartenspiel

8

Publisher: HCM Kinzel

8

In three rounds you need to be first to build and secure six
words each. Words are made up from letters, which are built using four shapes and building plans, only letters built accordingly
are valid. Eight dice determine starting parts. All build words
simultaneously and announce them by exclaiming and spelling. If nobody protests, you write it down, delete bonus slots
for unused parts and discard those. Rolling a die can give you
additional parts. If you have secured six words, others can secure
one more word without taking new parts. You score for letters in
your words and remaining bonus slots. Variants are included.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Words are supposed to assist Alien Teo to get more familiar with
Earth. A category dice is placed into the game unit - letter tornado. It is shuffled by rolling in in your hand and then placed on
the table. The red die shows the category, the blue ones letters
and all now try to find six words corresponding to the category
and beginning with one of the six letters. If you want to do so,
you call Stop even if you do not have all words, and you score for
each word that you have on your own. For multiple words with
the same letter you score 1 point per word, e.g. Donald Duck.
After four rounds you win with most points.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

A card from a stack of fifty cards is laid ready openly, it shows a
category; the top card on the stack shows - on its backside - a
letter. One player reads out both category and letter and all
search for a word corresponding to category and Letter. If you
name one, you take the card and read out letter and category of
the next card. When nobody finds a word, you set aside the card
and turn up a new one. If you then are first to name a word for
this card, you take both cards. When all cards but one are taken
you win with most cards.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: yes

Word building game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Word game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Word game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

Wühlmäuse

Wunderkessel

Designers: Jens-Peter Schliemann, Guido Hoffmann
Publisher: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne

Designers: Anna Oppolzer, Stefan Kloß
Publisher: Haba

5

Wurf & Weg

5

Designer: Andreas Schmidt
Publisher: Haba

8

Under the foliage on the forest floor you find small animals,
fruits, cones and much more - in each turn, a new image is added to search for. Leaf pieces without an image on the back are
spread on the forest floor in the box bottom. The active player
selects a leaf with image from the bag, memorizes it and hides
it among the leaves in the box. All other players then search
simultaneously and with one hand only for the new image. If
you think you found it and are correct, you take a gold coin; if
you show the wrong image or name it incorrectly, you get no
reward, the others continue to search. When the last image has
been found and correctly named, you win with most leaves.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Magic potion in a magic spoon on the magic cauldron! You try
to turn up the ingredient next to your sorcerer’s apprentice; if
you do, the apprentice moves three steps and you get a magical
coin; for a correct symbol in the wrong color you move two
steps, for correct color and wrong symbol one step. If both are
wrong, you may look at a face-down ingredient token. If you
pass by the magic spoon, you receive the potion shown and turn
the whirlwind piece for a new potion to appear in the spoon;
this also changes visible ingredients next to the path. Three
coins are swapped for any potion. You win with three identical or
three different potions.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Collect coasters by rolling dice! You draw a coaster and have
three dice; the yellow big die is rolled for the lucky symbol of the
round. All roll their dice simultaneously and check their roll for
symbols to set aside - dice with lucky symbols go to the central
coaster, dice with the left symbol on your coaster go to the
coaster of your left neighbor, dice with the right symbol go to
the right neighbor. Then you re-roll remaining and received dice,
check, place, etc. until someone places their last die and turns
over his coaster as a reward. All other players have three more
rolls to succeed. Whoever is first to collect three coasters, wins.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Search and memo game for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Memo & move game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Würfel WG

WW1 Wings of Glory Tripods & Triplanes

WW2 Wings of Glory Battle of Britain

Designers: Johannes Krenner, Alexander Pfister
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag

Designers: A. Angiolino, M. Maggi, F. Nepitello
Publisher: Ares Games

Designers: Andrea Angiolino, Pier Giorgio Paglia
Publisher: Ares Games

10

You win, if you are in the hammock for one round! You begin
with four cards in your shared flat; you can turn those over, using
dice results for cleaning the bath or filling the fridge; you can
use dice results to take items, add housemates or accomplish
to do’s - this puts housemates to sleep. If you collect 16 spirit
bonbons by collecting items, housemates etc. - always using
appropriate dice combinations - you take the hammock card
and win, if you still hold it at the start of your next turn. Oh, by
the way, the kangaroo can change a dice result, but only if the
bathroom is clean!
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

H.G. Wells‘ War of the Worlds combined with WW1 Wings of
Glory! Alien fighting machines land in Alsace - the waring nations hastily sign a truce to fight the invaders together. Tripods
& Triplanes is a stand-alone games in the Wings of Glory system
and can be combined with all other games in the WW1 Wings
of Glory range. The rules of Wings of Glory apply, with the
additional rules for the two types of Martian fighting machines,
Locust and Scarab, with special weapons and armor. Miniatures
in this starter set, painted and in 1:144 scale, are one Mk. I Locust
and one Nieuport 16 Airplane. Expansion packs are available.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: no

The WW2 Wings of Glory system simulates air battles; you use
miniatures for planes and cards for plane maneuvers. The new
starter set Battle of Britain contains the basic equipment for a
new player or can be a source for supplements for experienced
players. You have a maneuver deck for each plane, and a turn
comprises planning and three actions, including movement and
firing. The rules take line of sight, damages etc. into consideration. Basic rules use simple starting mechanisms, Standard rules
introduce variable speed and planning of plane movement one
turn ahead; advanced and optional rules also use variable flight
levels or acceleration.
Version: en * Rules: en fr * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

Conflict simulation for 2 or more players, ages 10+

Battle simulation for 1-4 players, ages 8+
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Solo Play
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Yeah Nope

Yggdrasil Chronicles

Zack Zack

Publisher: Fishtank / Ravensburger

Designer: Cédric Lefebvre
Publisher: Ludonaute / Asmodee

Designer: Michael Schacht
Publisher: Noris Spiele

8

Tell about experiences! As active narrator you select an experience that you had, all others try to play suitable situation tiles.
Players decide on a visible situation tile, put it next to the event
card and read out; the narrator uses the paillettes box to inform
players on the combination, yeah stands for true or nope = false,
but he must not tell the story! For yeah everybody decides if
they quit and score or stay and play another situation tile. For
nope, the story is told and scored. Points are alqays equal to
situation tiles with yeah results.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Ragnarök is beginning; players are gods and must save Yggdrasil. At tge start if a round, you draw a face-down enemy card. All
decide on the order of play; the current active player reveals his
enemy - an activated enemy moves and triggers his effect; two
enemies in a world devastate it. Then the player can move and
can do an action in relation to his location and to the presence
of another god or an enemy, or fight. Dangers, artifacts and God
abilities influence the outcome. Contains a campaign mode
comprising six sagas. New edition of Yggdrasil, 2011.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: no

Find words fitting dice results quickly! There are two imperative
dice with black consonants, one die with green numbers for syllables and one restriction die with red vowels. 25 category cards
are prepared, and a category color is selected. One card is turned
up and you roll the dice as stated: They determine the conditions
that a valid word must meet: It contains minimum one of the
letters on the imperative dice, the respective number of syllables
and - if applicable - not the vowel on the restriction dice. If you
know a word, you slap the card and take it if your word is valid.
After 25 cards you win with most cards.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Communications game for 3-8 players, ages 16+

Adventure game for 1-5 players, ages 14+

Dice game on words for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Zicke Zacke

Zicke Zacke Hühnerkacke

Designer: Marek Zoschl
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

Designer: Klaus Zoch
Publisher: Zoch Verlag

4

Zippy Zebra

4

Designer: Simon Dirscherl
Publisher: Beleduc

3

Animals are hiding and need to be found. You place hiding cards
next to the barn and next to each player’s dung heap, the stack
of seek cards and the slapping cards for each player and the
barn are placed in the middle. The top seek card is turned up. If
you spot the animal next to dung heap or barn you slap the corresponding slapping card and receive the animal. If you make a
mistake you place one of your animals next to the barn. If a poop
card is turned up the same animal as before must be spotted
again. When all cards have been turned up, you win with most
animals next to your dung heap.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

In the chicken coop the hens try to steal feathers from each
other when overtaking in a race. The hen collecting all feathers
wins. The track is laid out. You draw one of the face-down tiles
and compare it to the tile in front of your hen. If the motive on
the track tile is the same as on the tile you drew, you can move
your hen forward to this track tile. This you may repeat as long
as you turn up a corresponding tile. If you turn up a wrong tile
your move ends. Overtaking other hens is a must as you should
steal their feathers. 10 Year Jubilee Edition. There is now an app
for iOS.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr it nl jp and others * In-game text: no

Zippy calls for a reunion and all animals hurry to attend to meet
each other on one spot. You roll and move any animal by the
number of steps indicated by the die, in clockwise direction. If
you roll ZIppy, you move Zippy by a step. If you roll yellow, you
turn up the top animal card and move this animal. When all
animals are gathered on a spot, all win together. If, however, the
last animal card is turned up, before all animals are gathered on
a sot, the game is lost. In variants you can select the direction for
moving or you gather the animals at the waterhole.
Version: multi * Rules: cn de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Card game for 2-5 players, ages 4+

Game of moves and memory for 2-4 players, ages 4+

Cooperative roll & move for 1-4 players, ages 3+

Zirkadianer - Erstes Licht

Zoinx

Designer: S J Macdonald
Publisher: Schwerkraft-Verlag

Designers: Garrett J. Donner, Michael S. Steer
Publisher: Game Factory

Zombicide Invader

8

Designers: R. Guiton, J.-B. Lullien, N. Raoult
Publisher: CMON / Asmodee

Research teams on planet Ryh for negotiations with local clans,
resources, exploring the planet, upgrading the Research bases
and collecting gems. One round: Event card, then roll dice and
assign dice to Farm and Garage of the Research Base. 2. Remove
screen, resolve dice in Headquarter, relocate dice in Research
Base Garage to Negotiation Board, Depository for items,
Headquarter for next round, or six locations - Mine, Laboratory, Foundry, Control Room, Market or Academy. 3. Harvest
resources. 4. Rest. After eight rounds, you score Negotiation
Board, items, Harvester position, Research Base status and
remaining gems.
Version: de * Rules: cn de en es * In-game text: yes

Bets on the number of purple dots rolled by the active player.
All take their betting die, four Zoinx dice show 2 purple dots and
four blue squares. All make a secret bet, the active player may
not bet Zoinx = the circle symbol for 0 dots. Then you roll - if you
have minimum one dot, but fewer than you bet, you roll again,
sum the dots, etc. If the amount at least equals your bet, you can
score or keep rolling. If you roll a Zoinx, your turn ends and you
do not score at all. If you roll your bet or more, you score points
accordingly. All others score for met or surpassed bets, a successful bet on Zoinx scores five points.
Version: de * Rules: de fr * In-game text: no

Humans cooperate for mission goals and survival against gamecontrolled Zombies. Players activate survivors for three actions
each, adhering to copious detailed rules: Zombies attack a survivor or move. Humans win by completing all missions, Zombies
by eliminating all survivors. In Invader - part of the SciFi cycle of
Zombicide - you fight Xenos, a swarm controlled by the game;
as usual you save each other, retrieve data, unveil dark secrets,
as a civilian or as a soldier. New mechanism tactics of the Xenos
demand intense cooperation to complete the mission and win.
Version: de * Rules: de en es it pl pt * In-game text: yes

Worker placement with dice for 1-4 players, ages 14+

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Stand-alone version for 1-6 players, ages 14+
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Zombie Kidz Evolution

Zombie schnapp!

Designer: Annick Lobet
Publisher: Scorpion Masqué

7

Zombie Würfel Die Horde

5

Publisher: Mattel

Designer: Steve Jackson
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele

Zombies want to storm the school and must be fended off. The
active player must: 1. Roll a die and bring a Zombie into school
if indicated; if he cannot do so, the game is lost. 2. Move his hero
one step, optional. 3. Remove up to two zombies from the slot
where the hero stands. When your hero meets another hero in
a courtyard slot, you can seal one door. When all four doors are
sealed, players win together. You can mark your progress with
stickers in the rulebook; there are additional missions and, when
covering a number slot in the book, you can open an envelope
with additional components and rules and stickers for new
missions.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr kr * In-game text: yes

Locked into a house - together with a Zombie! You collect key
cards to open locked doors. The Zombie hands are filled with
50% of the key cards, the rest is unordered search pile. You have
three door cards stacked and draw one card from the search pile
or draw two from the Zombie hands. When the hands close, you
draw another door card that now needs to be opened first. For
a Scaredy Cat card you must draw another card from the hands,
joker cards open all doors. Two cards in the color of the door
card open the door, the key cards go back into the search pile. If
you are first to open all your doors, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Suiting the topic, you win if you roll 13 brains! You shake the bag,
draw three dice and roll them. Each die is a victim - red ones are
tough, green ones are yummy and rather defenseless and yellow
ones so-so. Brain results are set aside, a shot-gun means victim
resistance and footprints mean victim escape. Three shot-guns
end your turn without result. Otherwise, you can either score
the roll and stop or continue by drawing dice to supplement
footstep results to three dice and roll again. Die Horde comes
with expansions Double Features - two dice for Hollywood
heroes and one for father Christmas - and School Bus with a
School Bus die.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Legacy adventure for 2-4 players, ages 7+

Search game for 2-4 players, ages 5+

Fun dice game for 2-8 players, ages 12+

Zona

Zoo Run

Designers: Maciej Drewing, Krzysztof Głośnicki
Publisher: Rebel

Designer: Florian Sirieix
Publisher: Loki

18

Zoocracy

4

Designer: Simon Haas
Publisher: Haas Games

Exclusion zone around Chernobyl; as a Scavenger, you want to
reach the inner Sarcophagus, but must infiltrate abandoned
secret government installations first. If you have acquired two
secrets at two secret locations, you can reach the Sarcophagus.
You select a character and try for the best possible equipment.
Phases of a round are Action - maximum two, Event - not at
every location, and Rumor - this influences the general situation
on the board. Emissions can happen, scavengers can die. When
the rumor deck runs out, the game is lost for all. You win if you
reach the sarcophagus and reach the description of the end in
the event phase.
Version: en * Rules: en * In-game text: yes

Zoo Run offers two games: For the cooperative Free the Animals,
the board is prepared with path tiles. You have three cards per
round and set them in a row to form complete animals; for such
animals, you take their tokens off the board and then move the
Zookeeper to the next path tile. If he reaches the compound, all
have lost. When all animals could be freed before that, all win
together. For the Race of the Year, you select a favorite animal
and put for cards per round in a row for complete animals; for
each completed animal you advance your favorite. If you are first
to cross the finish line, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Zoo animals discover democracy; each party wants to implement their goals. Rounds have phases, but not always all the
phases: Presidential election - with food token bids * Parlamentary campaign - bribe types of animal with food * Parlamentary
elections with action card and vote counting depending on food
distribution and majorities with types * Government formation
- discussion and suggestions, no exchange of physical game
components, then voting * event, use of action cards * Progress
with action cards. The game-end card or achieved goals end the
game, you win as the party with most achieved goals.
Version: multi * Rules: de en * In-game text: no

Dystopic adventure for 1-4 players, ages 18+

Collect or race game for 1-5 players, ages 4/6+

Development game for 2-6 players, ages 12+

PUBLISHER CONTAC T INFORMATION
2F-Spiele, www.2f-spiele.de

ASS, www.spielkarten.com

Abacus, www.abacusspiele.de

Beleduc, www.beleduc.de

Alderac, www.alderac.com

Blue Orange, blueorangegames.com

Alea, www.aleaspiele.de

Board & Dice, www.boardanddice.com

Amigo, www.amigo-spiele.de

Broadway Games, www.broadwaygames.com.hk

analog lunchbox, www.analoglb.com

Clicker Spiele, www.clickerspiele.de

Ares Games, www.aresgames.eu

CMON, www.cmon.com

Artipia Games, www.artipiagames.com

Corax Games, www.corax-games.com

Asmodee, www.asmodee.com

Czech Games Edition, www.czechgames.com
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Days of Wonder, www.daysofwonder.com

Lautapelit, www.lautapelit.fi

dlp Games, www.dlp-games.de

Libellud, www.libellud.com

Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne, www.dreihasenspiele.de

Librage Co., www.librage.biz

Drei Magier, www.dreimagier.de

Loki, www.loki-kids.com/

dV Giochi, www.dvgiochi.com

Lookout Spiele, www.lookout-spiele.de

Edition Spielwiese, spielwiese-berlin.de/edition

LudiCreations, http://ludicreations.com

Eggertspiele, www.eggertspiele.de

Ludonaute, www.ludonaute.fr

Fantasy Flight Games, fantasyflightgames.com

Mattel, http://www.mattel.com

Feuerland Spiele, www.feuerland-spiele.de

Mebo Games, www.mebo.pt

Frosted Games, rostedgames.de

Megableu, www.megableu.com

Funbot, www.funbot-games.com

Metermorphosen, www.metermorphosen.de

Gamefactory, www.gamefactory-spiele.com

Mirakulus, www.faceboook.com/Miraku-

Gerhards, www.spielewerkstatt.eu

lus-19797070389907112/

Giant Roc, www.facebook.com/GiantRoc

Moses, www.moses-verlag.de

Giochi Uniti, www.giochiuniti.it

New Board Game Party, ameblo.jp/newgame201

Gmeiner, www.gmeiner-verlag.de

Next Move, www.nextmovegames.com

Haas Games, www.haas-games.com

Noris Spiele, www.noris-spiele.de

Haba, www.haba.de

nsv Nürnberger Spiele Verlag, www.nsv.de

Hans im Glück, www.hans-im-glueck.de

ORUCAgames, https://orucagames.web.fc2.com/

Hasbro, www.hasbro.de

Österreichisches Spiele Museum, www.

HCM Kinzel, shop.hcm-kinzel.eu

spielemuseum.at

Heidelbär, heidelbaer.de

Ostia Spiele, www.ostia-spiele.de

Hitoiki, twitter.com/hitoikishimasho

Pandasaurus Games, pandasaurusgames.com

Horrible Games, www.horribleguild.com

PD Verlag, www.pd-verlag.de/spiele

Hub Games, wearehubgames.com

Pearl Games, www.pearlgames.be

Huch!, www.hutter-trade.com

Pegasus, www.pegasus.de

Hutter, www.hutter-trade.com

Pendragon, pendragongamestudio.com

Iello, www.iello.fr

Piatnik www.piatnik.com

Japon Brand, www.japonbrand.com

Placentia Games, www.placentiagames.it

Jumbo, www.jumbo.eu

Plan B Games, www.planbgames.com

Kaleidos Games, www.kaleidosgames.com

Plaid Hat Games, www.plaidhatgames.com

KogeKogeDo, http://koge2do.hateblo.jp/

Portal Publishing, portalgames.pl

Kobold, https://www.facebook.com/KoboldSpiele/ Pretzel Games, pretzelgames.com
Kosmos, www.kosmos.de

Queen Games, www.queen-games.de

Krimi total, www.krimitotal.de

Quined, www.quined.nl

Kua, www.kua-web.com

Radiuthree, www.radiuthree.co.jp
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Ravensburger, www.ravensburger.de

Space Cowboys, www.spacecowboys.fr

Rebel, www.rebelgames.eu

Spieltrieb, www.spiele-entwickler-spieltrieb.de

Repos Production,www.rprod.com

Strawberry Studio,www.strawberry.studio

Restoration Games,www.restorationgames.com Stronghold Games,www.strongholdgames.com
Rio Grande Games, www.riograndegames.com

Studio H, https://twittercom/Studio H Games

Rudy Games, www.rudy-games.com

Tiki Editions, www.tikieditions.com

Sand Castle, www.facebookcom/SandCastleGames/ Wattsalpoag,www.wattsalpoaggames.com
Schmidt, www.schmidtspiele.de

Z-Man, www.zmangames.com

Schwerkraft, www.schwerkraft-verlag.de

Zoch, www.zoch-verlag.com

Scorpion Masque, www. scorpionmasque.com

The Games Club Osttirol meets monthly
at the Games and Book hotel “Spieleund Buchhotel” at Nikolsdorf
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Österreichischer Spielepreis 2019
Forbidden Sky

You need to cooperate to build an
emergency electric circuit and close it.
As an adventurer with special ability you
have four actions in a turn, and can do the
same one several times. Options are: 1.
Move adventurer. 2. Explore - reveal and
take tile, maximum 3 in your display. 3.
Discover - put tile from your display next
to your adventurer, continuing cable lines,
maybe place components or lightning rod.
4. Place or remove cable - between two
components, beginning at your adventurer.
Then you draw weather cards according to
the current wind strength; adventurers can
be affected; if a health marker reaches the
skull case, the game is lost.
Cooperative placement game for 2-5
players, ages 10+, by Matt Leacock, art by
C. B. Canga and Anne Pätzke, at Schmidt
Spiele 2018, ca. 60 min

Hakenschlagen

Memofant

Silver & Gold

Hexenhaus

Men at Work

Spring Meadow

Race and positioning game for 2-5 players,
ages 2-5, by Dieter Stein at Gerhards Spiel
und Design 2018, ca. 30-40 min

Tile placement game with a fairy tale topic
for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by Phil WalkerHarding, art by Klemens Franz and Andy
Elkerton at Lookout
Spiele
2018,
ca.(Headline
30 min
Colour codes
for target
groups
Colour)
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For children + learning
For families

With friends
For experts

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+, by
Haysman Raymond, at Piatnik 2019, ca. 35
min

Area management for 2-4 players, ages
8+, by Phil Walker-Harding, art by Oliver
Freudenreich, at nsv 2019, ca. 20 min

Building and stacking game for 2-5 players,
ages 8+, by Rita Modl, art by Bernard Bittler
and Chris Quilliams at Pretzel Games / Plan B
ColourSpiele
codes for features
Evalution
Games / Pegasus
2018,(Bar
ca.in30
minbox)
Chance
Tactics

Strategy
Creativity

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages
10+, by Uwe Rosenberg, art by Andrea
Boekhoff, at Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus
GABIS
Spiele 2018, ca.
45explanation
min on page 3
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Das Farbenmonster

Hempels Sofa

Monsieur Carrousel

Purzelbaum

Carpe Diem

Lift off

Cooperative memo and narrative game for
2-5 players, ages 4+, by Josep Maria Allué
and Dani Gómez at HUCH! 2018, ca. 20 min

Dexterity, memo and collecting game for
2-4 players, ages 4+, by Harald Fecher and
Thomas Liesching, art by Doris Matthäus, at
Zoch Verlag 2019, ca. 20 min

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by
Marco Teubner, art by Timo Grubing at Haba
2019, ca. 20 min

Tile placement and building game for 2-4
players, ages 10+, by Stefan Feld, art by
Lalanda Hruschka, at alea / Ravensburger
2918, ca. 45-75 min

Cooperative placement game for 1-6 players,
ages 4+, by Sara Zarian, art by Apolline
Etienne and Allison Machepy at Loki 2018,
ca. 15 min

SciFi development game for 2-4 players,
ages 12+, by Jeroen Vandersteen, art by
Kreativbunker, Nache Ramos and Andreas
Resch, at Hans im Glück Spiele 2018, ca. 60 min

Impressum:

Spirit Island

Cooperative conflict simulation for 1-4
players, ages 12+ by Eric Reuss, art by Jason
Behnke and team, at Pegasus Spiele 2018,
ca. 120 min
Icon explanation
Solo Play

Offenlegung nach dem Mediengesetz:
Medieninhaber, Eigentümer, Verleger und
Hersteller: Verein „Wiener Spiele Akademie“,
vertreten durch Obfrau Dipl. Ing. Dagmar
de Cassan, Raasdorferstrasse 28,
2285 Leopoldsdorf im Marchfelde, Österreich, Telefon: +43 676 554 16 72,
mail-to: office@spielen.at,
Internet: www.spielepreis.at
Chefredakteur: Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de
Cassan
Blattlinie: Jährliche Publikation zu den
Preis-trägern Spiel der Spiele und Spiele
Hits.
English edition version 1.0
Copyright © 2019 by spielen.at

Der Unterhändler

Card game for 1 player, ages 12+, by A. J.
Porfirio, art by atelier198, Kristi Kirisberg,
Venessa Kelley and Chase Williams, at
Frosted Games 2018, ca. 20 min

GABIS explanation on page 3
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SMART 10

The revolutionary quiz game
1 question – 10 possible answers. Smart 10 is the trivia game
where everyone gets to answer the same question but which
answers are correct? There are ten possible answers to each
question, and every player gets to answer every question.
This way players do not need to wait long for their turn.
If the answer is correct, the player gets an answer marker.
But should you answer or pass? If you don‘t save your answer
markers in time, you can end up losing them.
10+

2–8

No. 716799

10+

20’

Everything packs into a small compact Smartbox:
the 200 questions with answers, point counters
and answer markers. No need for anything else.
Go and Smart10 yourself!

2-8
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Visit us on Facebook
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facebook.com/PiatnikSpiele
Piatnik, Hütteldorfer
Straße
229-231, Knowledge
A-1140 Vienna
piatnik.com
For children + learning
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